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THE INDISPENSABLE 
UNIVERSITY

The Indispensable University describes the 
innovative transformation of higher education 
institutions (HEIs) across the world in response 
to the emerging realities of the twenty-fi rst-
century global, knowledge-based economy, 
as well as how HEIs are defi ning many of 
today’s economic realities on a regional level. 
HEIs continue to drive economic development 
through their traditional roles of purchaser, 
employer, real estate developer, workforce 
developer, and community developer. But these 
roles now must be executed more strategically 
and collaboratively. Also, the twenty-fi rst-
century economy offers universities unique 
opportunities to generate the intellectual 
and fi nancial capital that drives emerging 
knowledge-based industries.

Case studies are drawn from urban and rural 
America, Europe, the Middle East, and emerging 
countries. Some of the topics covered include 
the role of university presidents as leaders of 
change; the relationship between higher educa-
tion institutions and the political leadership of 
cities, states, and nations; successful models of 
partnerships between higher education and the 
private sector; and future challenges and 
opportunities facing the modern university.

EUGENE P. TRANI AND ROBERT D. HOLSWORTH
Foreword by THE HONORABLE TIMOTHY M. KAINE
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As the fourth president of the Virginia Common-
wealth University (VCU) and the president 
and chair of the board of directors of the VCU 
Health System, EUGENE P. TRANI positioned 
the university as a key driver in regional 
and statewide economic development. 
Currently president emeritus and university 
distinguished professor at VCU, Trani has 
authored, coauthored, annotated, and edited 
eight books and published more than one 
hundred articles and op-eds, including two 
major books on foreign policy.

ROBERT D. HOLSWORTH was the founding 
director of both the Center for Public Policy 
and the Wilder School of Government and 
Public Affairs at Virginia Commonwealth 
University. He has authored or coauthored 
fi ve books and numerous articles on American 
politics and public policy. His observations on 
national and Virginia politics have appeared 
in the Wall Street Journal, the Washington Post, 
the New York Times, and numerous other 
media. He runs the nonpartisan political website 
VirginiaTomorrow.com and is a principal in two 
research and planning groups.
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“The Indispensable University addresses timely and increasingly universal issues 
in ways that seem to me to be accessible to audiences whose members need the 
reasoning and information that is provided. It has been a pleasure to read and reread 
this book. It is imaginative and informed, and it has gravity. Its evidentiary basis is 
solid. . . . I can imagine this book as the kind of standard work that university leaders 
as well as state and federal policy makers will have to read.” 
 —John T. Casteen III, president, University of Virginia

“A most exhaustive and informative text, and likely to be very helpful to all presidents 
interested in promoting economic development and community engagement. The 
opening chapters are a documented set of arguments; the references are extremely 
helpful. Best of all are the case studies. This book makes powerful points and then 
backs them up with well-grounded case studies—precisely the institutions I would 
have selected as exemplars within their distinctive missions. . . . The organization of 
the book is thoughtful as well, and a very easy read.” 
 —Nancy Zimpher, chancellor, State University of New York

“A terrifi c read, and I’m sure that it will become a standard work on both sides of 
the Atlantic. I found it full of insights as well as offering many telling examples. We’ll 
certainly have it on our MBA reading list.” 
 —Paul Temple, Centre for Higher Education Studies, the 
 Institute of Education, University of London

“A fi ne book. Without committed and clearly active presidents/chancellors the important 
transformative potential of universities in their regional/global contexts cannot be 
realized. What is especially key here is the ways in which the university is placed in 
the ‘knowledge economy.’ Perhaps the best thing about this book is its full-throttle 
normative assertion of the ‘indispensable’ role of the university. It is the argument 
of passionate higher education advocates. The Indispensable University is more a 
policy essay and report from the fi eld of the political economic struggles for the 
relevance and best practices of twenty-fi rst-century higher education.” 
 —David C. Perry, director of the Great Cities Institute, professor of 
 urban planning and policy, University of Illinois at Chicago

“This book is very interesting and informative. It’s a good read! College adminis-
trators will learn much from the content of this book. It contains many thoughtful 
insights and perspectives on the modern university.” 
 —Roderick J. McDavis, president, Ohio University
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Foreword
The Honorable Timothy M. Kaine

During my time in public office I have learned that a collaborative creative 
process almost always strengthens the final product. That is why I am so 
glad that my friends Gene Trani and Bob Holsworth have compiled their 
collective wisdom, gained over decades in higher education, to produce a 
work that should be mandatory reading for any university or community 
leader seeking to fully realize the benefits of higher education. These are 
two men who lived the lessons they discuss. They have seen great victo-
ries and setbacks as they seek to advance their schools and communities. 

I have known Gene Trani in many capacities—as a neighbor living near 
Virginia Commonwealth University, as a parent of three children born at 
the university hospital, as a city councilman and mayor working closely 
with him on the economic development of Richmond, and as governor of 
Virginia, where I wrote much of his budget and appointed his Board of 
Visitors. When I learned that Gene would be retiring after nineteen years 
as president of Virginia Commonwealth University, the governor in me 
was disappointed to lose one of the finest university presidents in the na-
tion. But as a believer in the transformative power of education, I knew 
that Gene still had plenty to offer the world of higher education. I truly 
believe that this book is just part of a long list of contributions to the field. 
I have gotten to know Bob Holsworth over the years, both personally and 
professionally, and learned long ago that he is one of the sharpest minds 
in the Virginia political landscape and a true asset to our commonwealth’s 
system of public higher education. Throughout my career in public ser-
vice, I have found his analysis to be well researched and well supported, 
even when his conclusions weren’t necessarily what I wanted to hear as 
a candidate. I have always admired his dedication to his teaching career, 
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even when his considerable skills could have made him an in-demand 
consultant in the private sector.

The book these two gentlemen have produced, The Indispensable Uni-
versity, offers a thorough and thoughtful history of the development of 
the university system, but more importantly it offers a vision for where 
the system is going and what it can contribute to its broader commu-
nity. Anyone who has been involved with higher education in the last 
twenty-five years will tell you there is a change underway in our higher 
education system. In many ways, the transformation mirrors that of the 
economy as a whole. Universities now compete for faculty and students 
on a global scale, much like the alumni they produce who will compete 
globally for attractive jobs. No longer can a college or university isolate 
itself from the outside world, nor should it. 

Institutes of higher education are becoming fully integrated members 
of their communities and environments in ways large and small, contrib-
uting to the physical environment through campus architecture and the 
cultural environment by fostering creativity and expression. Universities 
and their communities have become inextricably linked through eco-
nomic and geographic ties. This evolving relationship, of course, presents 
both sides with opportunities and challenges, and many are realizing that 
a spirit of cooperation can yield mutually beneficial results for all parties; 
a college may need to expand its campus, and a city may be looking to 
revitalize a former industrial zone, or a small business may be looking 
to expand its sales, while a university needs a new vendor. Trani and Hols-
worth show, through extensive case studies, that maintenance of positive 
relationships between colleges and universities and their publics add 
value to the school and the communities they serve. 

I was particularly pleased that The Indispensable University offers an 
extensive look at the rapidly evolving role of community college systems, 
especially as it relates to economic competitiveness. More people are 
using the community college system to find their way into the higher 
education system or acquire new skills and knowledge to remain com-
petitive in an increasingly crowded job market. Virginia has recognized 
the tremendous potential of the community college system and has initi-
ated a transformation to make it the center of our workforce develop-
ment efforts. When I became governor, twenty-six separate agencies and 
secretariats had workforce development obligations, with no centralized 
leadership or structure. I thought so highly of the community colleges 
and their limitless potential that I made the chancellor of the community 
college system the head of our workforce development efforts. As Gene 
and Bob rightly note, the community college is a uniquely American 
institution that has long enjoyed a mutually beneficial relationship with 
its communities; whether through job training or college credit for high 
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school students, they offer an abundance of opportunities for people of all 
ages and from all walks of life.

The presence of a university can have both a direct and indirect impact 
in bringing economic development and opportunity to a region. I have 
found that the quality of an area’s educational system, particularly higher 
education, can be the difference-maker when negotiating economic de-
velopment deals. When I was a mayor working to attract a private sector 
prospect to open a business in my city, I found the make-or-break factor 
was usually the tax incentive package. These days, the number-one thing 
that companies ask about is the educational system and opportunities for 
higher education partnerships. Virginia recently secured a large aircraft 
engine manufacturing facility due in large part to the site’s proximity to 
world-class research and engineering schools that can help to supply the 
facility with highly skilled workers. In exchange, schools can then hold 
out their relationships with private sector partners as an enticement to 
high-quality students and faculty.

A great challenge of the twenty-first-century educational system 
and economy will be maintaining global competitiveness in the face of 
emerging powers. One would be remiss to ignore the higher education 
systems of other nations, and The Indispensable University boldly exam-
ines the developments in some of the biggest emerging players in the 
international economy—Israel, Qatar, China, Russia, and India. Higher 
education systems serve unique purposes in these nations, whether 
fostering creativity, empowering women, or developing human capital. 
It is important to remember that while the higher education system in 
the United States is still the envy of the world, there are plenty of na-
tions completely engaged in the effort to overtake us. That is why it is 
so important to make serious investments in our institutions of higher 
learning to make sure that America produces the scientists, engineers, 
architects, and researchers that will keep our economy vibrant. In Vir-
ginia in 2008, we made a record capital investment of $1.5 billion in our 
higher education capacity, ensuring that the campuses of our colleges, 
universities, and community colleges can continue to offer opportunities 
to our best and brightest.

While my career has taken me to some places I didn’t necessarily 
expect, I have never forgotten the lessons I learned as a lawyer, small-
businessman, and a local government official. I have seen firsthand the 
transformative effect that higher education can have on an individual and 
a community. The Indispensable University does a fine job of tracking the 
evolution of higher education, assessing its current state, and showing 
opportunities for growth and improvement in the future. I am happy to 
say that my friends Gene and Bob have created a thorough and thought-
ful work that will be of value to anyone with an interest in the economic 
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well being of their community—be they a university administrator, busi-
ness leader, or government official. 

Both of these dedicated educators have much more to offer the world of 
higher education and I look forward to their continued contributions. 

The Honorable Timothy M. Kaine has just completed his four-year term as gover-
nor of the Commonwealth of Virginia. Prior to being elected governor, Mr. Kaine 
served as lieutenant governor of the Commonwealth of Virginia from 2002 to 
2006. Governor Kaine entered political life in 1994 and was elected to four terms 
on the city council of Richmond, Virginia, including two terms as mayor.
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Preface

Both of us have had the good fortune to spend a substantial part of our 
careers at an urban research university in the latter part of the twentieth 
century and the beginning of the twenty-first. We came to believe that 
higher education institutions located in the cities and metropolitan areas 
of the United States were essentially the land-grant colleges of contem-
porary times. We provided access to advanced learning for the major-
ity of Americans; we were inextricably involved with partnering with 
our communities in addressing major social issues; and, in many cities, 
university hospitals were both a health care destination for patients with 
challenging medical conditions and the major provider of indigent care 
where access was an enduring and troubling issue in the larger system. 
At Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU), we were engaged in a de-
termined effort to have an impact on our area—to promote the economic 
development of the greater region and to address the difficult challenges 
of community development. In time, we recognized that we were part of 
a larger effort to demonstrate that universities that knew how to build the 
right kind of partnerships and collaborations could develop innovative 
instructional programs and cutting-edge research agendas, and enable 
their own communities to flourish and compete in the global economic 
environment. 

This conception of an urban research university struck a resonant 
chord in both the Richmond metropolitan area and the Commonwealth 
of Virginia. Business leaders approached VCU with ideas (and pledges 
of support) for a School of Engineering and a biotechnology research 
park. Community organizations increasingly tapped university expertise 
in responding to matters such as neighborhood economic deterioration, 



youth violence, school dropouts, and public safety challenges. We were 
personally asked as representatives of the university to help lead major 
community groups and initiatives such as the greater Richmond Chamber 
of Commerce and Richmond Renaissance (Trani) and to lead studies on 
the future of the regional infrastructure and the city schools (Holsworth). 
The overwhelming majority of political officials responded favorably to 
the vitality and energy evident at the university. And students voted with 
their admissions applications, increasing the size of the university more 
than 50 percent in about fifteen years. 

During this period, we also had the benefit of visiting, teaching, and 
conducting research at other universities around the world. It became 
clear that what we were trying to accomplish in Richmond was part 
of a trend that extended far beyond urban universities in the United 
States and was actually related to a conception of the university’s role 
in contemporary society that was global in scope. Universities all over 
the world—in both developed and developing nations—were respond-
ing to the economic and social challenges coursing through the wider 
society. Leading European universities, emergent schools in China, and 
an entirely new system of higher education in Qatar were all engaged in 
seeing how they could better promote the economic and social develop-
ment of their regions. In Cambridge and Oxford, for instance, two of the 
oldest and greatest universities in the world were engaged in a deliberate 
reinvention that would permit them to utilize their enormous human and 
intellectual capital to partner with external entities that would simultane-
ously enhance the capacity of business and government and increase the 
practical relevance of the universities.

The transformation efforts were so striking that, after spending mini-
sabbaticals at Cambridge and University College–Dublin, one of the au-
thors (Trani) composed two extensive reports and distributed these to the 
university community, to the major private-sector actors in the Richmond 
region, to the political leadership in Virginia, and to members of national 
groups such as CEOs for Cities. The first report, “Richmond at the Cross-
roads: The Greater Richmond Metropolitan Area and the Knowledge 
Based High Technology Economy of the 21st Century,” drew on the 
Cambridge experience to illustrate the lessons that our region could draw 
upon to realize our goals more successfully.1 The second report, “Dublin 
Diaries: A Study of High Technology Development in Ireland,” drew 
upon interviews with seventy individuals in academia, government, and 
business to understand the economic boom of the “Celtic Tiger” and the 
factors that had contributed to the phenomenon that were relevant to our 
own conditions in the Richmond area and throughout Virginia.2 

There has, of course, been a large-scale macroeconomic reversal that 
has occurred on a worldwide basis in the last two years. This has reduced 
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overall investment in universities, put tremendous stress on institutions 
that are serving more students with reduced resources, often placed 
higher education leadership in an adversarial relationship with political 
officials, and made it more difficult to support new research ventures. 
The economic downturn in Ireland has been almost as dramatic as the 
boom that preceded it and is widely considered to be one of the worst in 
the Euro-zone. Reductions in support for higher education will be painful 
and have the potential to impact negatively matters such as access, diver-
sity, the working relationship between universities and the state, and con-
struction of research facilities. In an odd way, however, the worldwide 
recession will hasten the implementation of some of the trends in higher 
education that we have been describing. There will be elevated interest in 
linking university discoveries to commercial applications. There will be 
increased attention to collaborations between university and industry and 
between university and university. And there will be heightened atten-
tion to the outcomes of higher education and its relevance to regional eco-
nomic success. Universities will remain indispensable to both economic 
recovery and growth, though there will be more directed efforts to ensure 
that they are operating to accomplish these aims. 

NOTES

1. Eugene P. Trani, “Richmond at the Crossroads: The Greater Richmond Met-
ropolitan Area and the Knowledge Based High Technology Economy of the 21st 
Century” (Richmond: Virginia Commonwealth University, 1998).

2. Eugene P. Trani, “Dublin Diaries: A Study of High Technology Development 
in Ireland” (Richmond: Virginia Commonwealth University; Dublin: Keough-
Notre Dame Center, 2002), 2.
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The basic premise of this book is simple: higher education is in the midst 
of a major transformation that is fundamentally redefining the relation-
ship of colleges and universities to the broader community. This transfor-
mation is occurring at every level of higher education, from community 
colleges, to comprehensive undergraduate schools, to research-intensive 
doctoral universities. And it is becoming an increasingly global phenom-
enon as universities around the world seek to redefine themselves in 
ways that will enable them to become significant actors in the modern, 
knowledge-based economy. 

In recent years, there have been various efforts to characterize the trans-
formation that is taking place across universities. An emerging literature 
speaks about entrepreneurial universities and how the practices associ-
ated with the private sector have increasingly been adopted by forward-
looking leaders in higher education. Scholars point to the development 
of strategic planning inside universities, the recruitment of university 
presidents from outside the traditional pipeline of provosts and deans, 
the development of benchmarking and the use of accountability measures 
in assessing instructional and research performance, and the increasing 
importance of private fundraising as evidence of the entrepreneurial 
tendencies in higher education today. Other authors have emphasized 
the extent to which universities are becoming engaged with their com-
munities as a characteristic feature of what is occurring today.1 Scholars 
note how traditional “town-gown” relationships and tensions are being 
reconfigured around mutually beneficial partnerships where universities 
assist community development through the efforts of their faculty and 
students, by the utilization of university resources for real estate develop-

Basic Premise: 
Colleges and Universities 

Indispensable to Economic 
and Community Development

Chapter 1



2 Chapter 1 

ment, or through the contribution the university makes to the community 
as an employer.

Universities are clearly more engaged and more entrepreneurial than 
ever before, and, overall, these developments have been generally posi-
tive. But the nature and scope of the transformation of higher education 
are more far-reaching and have a greater impact than discussions of 
entrepreneurialism and engagement normally describe. Colleges and 
universities have become indispensable actors in the social and economic 
development of modern society, at almost every level and in almost every 
venue. 

 Higher education is a key actor in the revitalization of urban communi-
ties, in the development of responses to declining economies in rural ar-
eas, and to the competitive strategies of regions, states, and nations. This 
is true if we are talking about the school system in Richmond, Virginia, 
tobacco farmers in North Carolina, the revitalization of the Irish economy, 
or the attempt by China to take advantage of its enormous population 
resources. 

The recent success of American higher education in the broader mar-
ketplace has been nothing short of phenomenal. The surge in the number 
of applications for admission has been widely discussed. In 2008, Har-
vard had more than 27,000 applications for approximately 1,600 slots and 
many of the elite Ivy League schools were accepting students at record 
low rates—some at a rate of less than 10 percent of applications, down 
from approximately 90 percent fifty years previously.2 But it is not only 
the Ivy League that has experienced the surge, as similar trends are evi-
dent at state universities. 

At Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU), we have seen first-year 
applications rise from approximately 5,000 in 1993 to more than 17,500 
in 2008. A good portion of the rise in applications can be attributed to 
a demographic bubble that will begin to subside in a few years. But the 
increased relevance of a college education to economic success and the 
global appeal of American colleges and universities account for much of 
the increase as well. 

The admissions boom also has resulted in the success of any number of 
spin-off businesses surrounding the application process. Test-preparation 
companies and publishers, coaching services, application specialists, and 
other service providers have flourished by targeting teens and, most es-
pecially, anxious parents with products regarding almost every aspect of 
the admissions process. And while a demographic shift in the number of 
college-age students in the United States during the next few years will 
obviously mute the admissions boom, the underlying dynamic pointing 
to the growing importance of higher education for personal success will 
continue unabated. 



 Basic Premise 3

The recognition of the indispensability of higher education has extended 
far beyond the universe of students seeking admission to the university. 
The knowledge economy has fundamentally transformed town-gown 
relationships from an uneasy coexistence to a wide-ranging, constantly 
reinvented set of partnerships aimed at enhancing the experience and 
opportunities of students and faculty while addressing the concrete chal-
lenges that face communities, regions, and states on a daily basis. 

Although debates over campus expansion can still roil local communi-
ties, these encounters do not begin to define the day-to-day relationships 
that most university administrators experience with the surrounding 
areas. Today, most localities spend very little time worrying about where 
their local university is expanding because they are much too busy beat-
ing down the door to the university asking it to come their way. Similar 
to the surge in the number of students seeking admission, we have also 
witnessed an increase in the number of companies who want to employ 
our students and utilize the intellectual capital of our faculties, while 
governments and nonprofits find new ways of enlisting the university in 
addressing societal challenges.

It is, of course, nothing new for students to serve as interns and for fac-
ulty to become consultants. What is different today is the extent of these 
activities, the range of universities that are engaging with their communi-
ties, and the altered nature of partnerships that bear little resemblance to 
traditional consulting contracts. 

First, the sheer number of the relationships between colleges and uni-
versities and the external community is rapidly multiplying. At VCU, 
there is hardly an industry group, government agency, or nonprofit that 
has not approached us about establishing a closer relationship, ranging 
from business leaders in the early 1990s who wanted to establish a School 
of Engineering, to a technology community that was interested in the 
establishment of a research park, to dozens of state agencies seeking lead-
ership training, all the way to advocates of midwifery who were hoping 
that the Women’s Studies Department had expertise that could be utilized 
in the legislative and regulatory processes. 

Second, the creation of ties between the university and the broader 
community is by no means limited to higher education institutions that 
were established with this particular mission in mind. Across the spec-
trum of higher education institutions, deeper and better relationships 
with the community are becoming more prevalent. One of the most inter-
esting features in recent years is how both prominent and aspiring private 
institutions have reoriented their mission to emphasize their connection 
to the broader community. For example, the University of Pennsylvania 
is often viewed as a national model for the work that it has undertaken in 
partnering with the city of Philadelphia and the community organizations 
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in West Philadelphia to enhance the neighborhood. In Los Angeles, the 
University of Southern California (USC) is widely acknowledged for its 
success not only in attracting increased numbers of applicants, but also 
in helping to revitalize the surrounding neighborhoods. In fact, private 
universities have often faced fewer constraints in developing innova-
tive ways of partnering with their communities than public ones. They 
operate in a different legal and regulatory environment and, as a result, 
may not always face the same type of constituency pressures that public 
universities do. 

Third, the nature of the relationship between universities and their 
relevant communities tends to be far richer than the one captured by 
the nature of a consulting arrangement. More and more, universities are 
entering into mutually beneficial partnerships with their relevant com-
munities. And while consulting may be part of the partnership, it is less 
frequently the defining characteristic. Instead, individual faculty mem-
bers and university-based centers tend to form partnerships in which 
academic expertise and practical experience are focused on addressing a 
significant societal challenge. 

The indispensability of universities has elevated both the attractiveness 
of higher education across a spectrum of constituencies and stakeholders 
and simultaneously elevated the attention that higher education receives 
not only from students and parents, but also from legislators, business 
people, and community groups. Because higher education is so vital to 
fulfilling their aspirations, they pay far more attention to what occurs 
within it. 

This has certainly benefited colleges and universities to a remarkable 
extent inasmuch as any number of donors and funders find it easy to 
make the connection between their contribution and the general progress 
of society. But it also has raised the stakes for the internal organization 
and governance of the university. Boards that choose university presi-
dents, for example, are coming to realize that the traditional career path 
in higher education—from chair to dean to provost—may not necessarily 
provide the skill set or the range of experiences that are absolutely neces-
sary for an effective college president. And this has made it important 
that universities develop internal processes that enable them both to be 
responsive to opportunities and to address abuses in a timelier manner 
than may have always been the case in the past. 

This chapter outlines the nature of the transformation that is occurring 
across modern universities. We illuminate the kinds of partnerships that 
universities are now developing with the broader community and we 
show how these developments are occurring on a global as well as a na-
tional scale. The chapter also examines what these changes mean for the 
leadership of universities. And we conclude by assessing key criticisms 
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that have been made of these trends within contemporary higher educa-
tion. 

In 1982, Derek Bok published Beyond the Ivory Tower: Social Responsibili-
ties of the Modern University.3 The book offers a set of reflections on one 
basic issue: to what extent should modern universities depart from the 
tradition of being autonomous institutions in pursuit of fundamental 
truths in order to fulfill social responsibilities that either internal or exter-
nal constituencies define as important? 

Although the volume was written, to some extent, in response to the 
political debates that roiled universities in the 1960s and 1970s in regard 
to accepting funding from federal agencies implicated in the Vietnam 
War, Bok also examines a set of issues that are still relevant today. He 
studied the role of technology-transfer operations inside universities. He 
addresses the potential conflict in faculty roles when the faculty members 
become entrepreneurs running start-up companies. He looks at the poten-
tial for universities to assist communities in developing what we might 
call today “social capital.” And he asks what responsibilities universities 
have in the admissions process to address the social inequities that persist 
in American society.

Bok’s overall approach is to maintain that it is crucial that universities 
do not abandon their role as places where scholars can pursue truth in a 
disinterested way; yet he applies this criterion to the particular controver-
sies he addresses pragmatically and sensibly. He is relatively comfortable 
with the use of affirmative action in the admissions process as a means 
of diversifying the university. He believes that conflicts of commitment 
by faculty members may be a product of a new entrepreneurial climate, 
but suggests that these can be managed by a set of rules that universi-
ties should be able to formulate. He is, however, less sanguine about the 
university’s capabilities as an engine of social reform. While he acknowl-
edges, for instance, that urban universities may have a special service re-
sponsibility, he does not believe that university faculty members possess 
the requisite skills, especially political ones, to offer genuinely effective 
assistance to social and governmental agencies that address the most 
challenging conditions.

Bok’s work remains today one of the most comprehensive treatments 
of a matter that has become increasingly important. Since this volume in 
1982, he has continued to explore a similar set of issues in recent books 
examining the commercialization of higher education and the quality of 
learning that takes place within it.4 His arguments, throughout the corpus 
of his published work, are ultimately grounded in a distinction that im-
plies that the disinterested pursuit of truth and the institutional commit-
ments to commercial innovation and societal betterment are inherently in 
tension if not outright conflict. 
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 We do not necessarily believe that the framework fully captures the 
evolution of modern intellectual challenges. Bok is clearly worried about 
how the pursuit of academic truth can be undermined and contaminated 
by external forces. This may be true in particular instances. But what Bok 
rarely considered in 1982 is the way that academic research can itself be 
enhanced by the kind of engagement with the community that the mod-
ern university can provide.5 Indeed, there are many areas of serious intel-
lectual endeavor where engagement with the broader society enriches 
and enhances the capacities of researchers to conduct basic work and 
answer crucial questions. 

A good way of illustrating this difference is to examine three common 
types of partnerships in which universities commonly engage with their 
communities and external partners. It is our sense that these activities 
have increasingly become part of the fabric and definition of modern 
universities and are not merely useful appendages to be undertaken if 
possible.

UNIVERSITIES AS DEVELOPERS OF SOCIAL CAPITAL6

There is little doubt that many universities, especially urban research 
universities such as VCU, have become more involved and engaged with 
their communities than they may have been three or four decades ago.7 
Today, urban-based universities are themselves extraordinarily diverse. 
They range from private institutions generally considered to be at the 
pinnacle of American higher education, such as Yale, Columbia, and 
the University of Pennsylvania, to universities such as the University 
of Alabama–Birmingham and the University of South Florida, which 
combine access for a general population with world-class programs in 
the biomedical arena, to colleges where the primary mission remains 
undergraduate instruction for a population of modest economic means, 
including America’s large system of community colleges. One common 
thread across all these institutions, however, is their commitment to 
enhance the capacity of their surrounding neighborhoods, local commu-
nity organizations, and school systems. This commitment cuts across the 
public-private divide, the prestige differential, and even the nature of the 
current student body.

There are many different reasons that urban-based universities made 
this commitment originally. Some public universities may have done so 
as a result of legislative mandates contained in their articles of original 
formation. And some have done so out of a sense of enlightened self-
interest when university leaders came to understand that the reputation 
and attractiveness of their own universities were at risk if they could not 
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find a way to improve the conditions of their surrounding environment to 
make it more secure and appealing to prospective students and employ-
ees. But whatever the original rationale for the commitment, it has today 
frequently become embedded in the core mission and identity of the insti-
tution. And this is the case regardless of the source of funding, prestige, or 
mission of the university. The social responsibility of urban universities is 
seen more and more as an integral feature of university identity. 

This commitment has not been embraced by every university located in 
an urban venue. The Los Angeles area, for example, has two world class 
universities in USC and the University of California–Los Angeles (UCLA). 
Yet USC has made a far more extensive commitment to partnering with 
the community than UCLA. In a number of others cities, one could point 
to institutions—both public and private—that have either refused to 
make a commitment to working closely with their surrounding commu-
nity or have done so fitfully, awkwardly, and not very successfully. But 
we think that the trend and trajectory is clear. Even as universities become 
more and more involved in the global arena, they are simultaneously de-
veloping strategies and dedicating resources to enhancing the social and 
economic development of their neighborhoods, community, and region.

The University of Pennsylvania’s commitment to West Philadelphia is 
often discussed as a prototype of how an urban-based institution of higher 
education relates to its surrounding neighborhood. Most descriptions of 
the origin of Penn’s exemplary approach note that it began, at least in 
part, out of a calculus of self-interest when university leaders noted that 
the reputation of the university was suffering from the perception that it 
was located in an inhospitable area of the city where crime and other so-
cial disorder had a negative impact on the appeal of the university itself.8 
Today, however, the strength of the community ties at the university and 
its broad-based commitment to enhancing the social capital of West Phila-
delphia is a well-developed and highly visible element of the university’s 
core identity. Materials produced by the university note that this com-
mitment is perfectly consistent with American democratic norms and 
Benjamin Franklin’s vision of a university that could simultaneously be a 
scientific leader while contributing to the advance of the broader society.

In 1982, Bok suggested that enhancing social capital was unlikely to 
be an effective part of the core mission of an effective contemporary uni-
versity, in part because of a mismatch between what might be needed to 
accomplish this and the normal skill set of a university faculty member. 
He noted that working with community organizations, negotiating the 
perilous shoals of local political conflicts, and maintaining a long-term 
commitment to the practical implementation of ideas were unlikely to 
be skills that faculty members who excelled in basic research were likely 
to possess. In the ensuing twenty-five years, policy research has itself 
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begun to focus on the collaborative skills that are necessary to develop 
successful urban policy at both the neighborhood level and at the level 
of citywide institutions. And while there are certainly faculty who can 
perform important research while maintaining a level of detachment, 
most researchers themselves believe that on-the-ground experience with 
school systems, nonprofits, community organizations, and city agencies 
is inherently a positive contributor to basic research. 

UNIVERSITIES AS HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS

A similar dynamic can be traced in the commitment of universities to 
provide medical care to the surrounding populations. In many urban ar-
eas, university medical centers occupy an extremely important role. They 
often serve as destination centers for a regional, state, and sometimes 
national patient base. The capacity of university-based medical centers to 
bring together state-of-the-art research with the highest-quality clinical 
care enables them to be hospitals of choice for the most challenging medi-
cal conditions. At the same time, their location—frequently in the heart 
of downtown areas—has also made them hospitals of choice for urban 
residents who have had limited access to health care and limited means of 
paying for it. University-based urban hospitals thus play crucial roles in 
providing health care to indigent patients in communities across the na-
tion. In addition, a university-based hospital is often the lead institution 
within a region for the provision of trauma care—whether as a result of 
auto accidents, fires, or gunshot wounds. 

The very experience of providing these types of services has raised a 
set of questions that have had a substantial impact on the kind of research 
that is needed to address issues regarding the organization of health 
care. Administrators, physicians, and nurses in university hospitals have 
become acutely aware of what occurs when a population does not have 
regular access to health care, but relies on hospitals to address problems 
after they have already become emergencies. This awareness has cata-
lyzed a set of administrative actions and new research directions that take 
place within university medical centers and in academic departments that 
are affiliated with them. 

Hospital administrators have begun to think of better ways to serve pa-
tients who are likely to wind up in the emergency room for primary-care 
services. For example, at VCU we ultimately established a partnership 
with community primary-care providers in which our medical center 
reimbursed the physicians at rates higher than Medicaid rates for tak-
ing care of patients at their offices. The partnership enabled patients to 
receive appropriate care in a timelier manner; and, despite the costs to 
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the medical center, the treatment was less expensive than utilizing emer-
gency resources for primary-care delivery. 

The experiences of a university medical center also have opened up 
very creative lines of research, not only in the technology of new medi-
cal advances but also for the host of political and cultural issues that are 
involved in matters such as the provision of primary-care services, the use 
of medical and alternative practitioners, the nature of physician-patient 
interactions, and issues that promote compliance with medical treatment. 
These are not minor incidental issues, or simply applied matters, but are 
challenges that go to the heart of the successful provision of medical care 
in modern urban society. Moreover, these are matters that only universi-
ties, with their interdisciplinary teams and their capacity to assemble a 
group of physicians, specialists in language and culture, social workers, 
and medical anthropologists, can adequately address. 

UNIVERSITIES AS PARTNERS IN REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

The set of task-oriented partnerships we have described does not fully 
capture the extent to which universities have become indispensable to 
their broader communities. Besides the specific partnerships that have 
been designed to achieve defined objectives, there is a more general 
role that universities have assumed that has gone relatively unnoticed 
and unexamined. Today, universities are often invited to take a leading 
role in the formulation and implementation of the broad development 
strategy of a community, region, or state. Community and state leaders 
have recognized that demands of competition in a knowledge economy 
have placed a premium on those venues that can provide a high-quality 
workforce for knowledge-specific industries and a “creative class” that 
enhances the overall quality of life for an entire community.9 For this 
reason, university presidents and other key officials at the university are 
often asked to assume responsibilities in development-based organiza-
tions because of the importance of the university to the overall strategy of 
a community or region.

A national organization such as CEOs for Cities is an excellent illustra-
tion of this new role that universities have assumed.10 The organization, 
founded in 2001 by Paul Grogan, the president of the Boston Foundation, 
is dedicated to seeing cities as an asset base that make significant contribu-
tions to innovation and economic progress in America. At its inception in 
2001, CEOs asked each member city to bring together a mayor, a private-
sector CEO, and a university president as its permanent delegation to the 
organization (it has since added a foundation or nonprofit official). The 
organization conducts state-of-the-art research designed to discover major 
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urban trends and to illuminate replicable innovations that can address 
common challenges and develop new opportunities in urban America. 
How can cities foster entrepreneurship? How can cities attract and retain 
talent? How can cities connect to the global economy? The importance of 
active and engaged university leadership has become a core component 
of the practices and innovations that the organization has endorsed. 

CEOs for Cities is illustrative of the changing social position of the uni-
versity within a much larger set of American communities. The university 
is indispensable, not simply for the specific expertise it possesses but for 
the overall contribution that it can make to the future of the community 
and its capacity to compete globally for business, talent, and culture. It 
would be irresponsible for community-based leadership in a knowledge 
economy not to consider how it could leverage university resources and 
assist the university in achieving its aims within the community’s overall 
strategy for economic progress. It would be equally irresponsible for a 
university not to respond to the community’s expectations. 

THE NEW GLOBAL UNIVERSITY

About five years ago, VCU decided to revamp the strategy and methods 
it was employing in its international programs. The faculty had become 
very interested in expanding the university’s global activities, both in 
terms of their research and the opportunities available to students. Many 
of these activities had become quasi-formalized through a set of agree-
ments that typically took place among schools, departments, and cen-
ters. In fact, we had developed well over one hundred such agreements. 
But when we started to assess the institutional impact of the individual 
agreements, a number of questions were raised that led us to alter our 
approach. A significant portion of the signed agreements were more an 
expression of good intentions than a genuine plan of work between insti-
tutions. Some agreements that had produced interesting collaborations or 
valuable student opportunities became dormant when one of the active 
faculty members on either side retired or departed from the institution. 
And we had no way of prioritizing the agreements that had the best pros-
pect for furthering the core mission of the institution.

As an alternative to the proliferation of agreements with highly vari-
able impacts and minimal mechanisms for accountability, we decided to 
establish a much smaller set of international partnerships with sixteen 
universities around the world. The essence of the new approach was to se-
lect a set of relatively comparable universities and to establish institution-
to-institution collaborations that were officially endorsed at the presidential 
level. The elements of these collaborations would include faculty re-
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search collaborations; student opportunities ranging from study abroad 
programs of variable length to joint seminars and even joint degree 
programs; and administrative partnerships where ideas could be shared 
about facility planning, research administration, and other operational 
details. 

We succeeded in establishing the institution-to-institution collabora-
tions: four of the partnerships are in Europe or the British Isles, and 
eleven have been formalized with institutions that are primarily in highly 
populous nations that are experiencing significant population growth 
and social transformation.

CONVERGENCE OF INTERESTS

When the administrative teams of our partner institutions visit and dis-
cuss common issues, the issue to which our visitors constantly return is 
how we have organized our university to foster economic development 
and promote regional goals. It has become clear that no matter where 
one goes around the globe, thinking about the manner in which univer-
sities can help to foster broad societal development initiatives is of vital 
importance. Our partners from the University of Cordoba, for example, 
tell us about the importance of that issue to higher education in Spain. 
When we speak to our university partners in Russia at Moscow State 
University and St. Petersburg State University, they are extremely inter-
ested in how we developed a research park adjacent to the university to 
foster new start-up companies and generate high-tech employment for 
the local area. The challenges of higher education are often culture- and 
country-specific, but we have come to understand that the relationship 
of universities to the global knowledge economy is quickly transcending 
nation-specific concerns. 

Throughout the globe, university leaders and policymakers are grap-
pling with the full meaning of this development and are thinking about 
how to better harness the intellectual capital of universities for their broad 
social purposes.11 In many countries, the need for highly skilled individu-
als has opened up access to universities to individuals who may have 
previously been excluded. Admissions policies are being rethought to the 
extent that there is a greater need for more university-trained individuals 
and less justification for highly restrictive access policies. In addition, the 
allocation of students across majors has become a major item of concern in 
many nations. In some places, this can mean thinking about how the gov-
ernment can provide incentives to encourage students to enter economi-
cally relevant math- and science-related fields where there is a substantial 
shortage of qualified individuals. 
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The development of closer linkages between universities and societal 
economic progress has fostered a set of actions that extend beyond the 
reorientation of admissions criteria. In a number of countries, there 
have been explicit efforts to revisit the metrics by which institutions 
of higher education are judged to ensure that their contribution to the 
wider society is related to the budgetary allocations received. It often 
means developing better vehicles for promoting collaboration with the 
private sector. And, in some areas of the world such as the Middle East, 
it actually means asking respected U.S. institutions of higher education 
to establish branch campuses in other countries. But there is hardly a 
forward-looking country around the globe where the organization of 
the university system and its attendant policies is not the object of in-
tense consideration.

The evidence for this development is extensive. We have seen it with 
entire nations. During the 1980s and 1990s, Ireland essentially reinvented 
itself as an information technology capital and, in the process, skillfully 
used its universities as an incubator for talent and for the establishment 
of collaborations between the academy and the best-known multinational 
corporations.12 The “Celtic Tiger” demonstrated that government policies 
with a supportive academic climate could enable nations to make signifi-
cant progress within the global economic structure, as Irish gross domes-
tic product, flat for decades, saw a remarkable increase.13

Elite institutions such as Cambridge and Oxford also have been involved 
in the process of reinvention. In the 1980s and 1990s, the “Cambridge 
Phenomenon” represented a major change in the way the university 
conducted itself and related to its external stakeholders.14 Entrepreneurial 
department chairs built long-term relationships with major companies 
such as Microsoft, bringing significant resources into the university and 
helping to establish the so-called Silicon Fen in the surrounding region.15 
At Oxford University, activities such as Enterprising Oxford have devel-
oped innovative ways of linking the business acumen of the faculty to the 
particular challenges faced by British companies in the emergent global 
economy.16 And while these trends have occasionally engendered signifi-
cant internal criticism, the practices that have been developed have been 
the object of widespread imitation. 

The interest in connecting universities with larger societal interests in 
economic development also has become prevalent in the Middle East. 
For decades, governments in a number of the Gulf countries have been 
concerned that the indigenous university systems were not directed at 
meeting the long-term economic needs of their societies.17 Many students 
were sent to American and European universities, where they obtained 
a practical education that enabled them to perform scientific and admin-
istrative tasks more effectively when they returned home. More recently, 
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there has been a notable shift in strategy, one that has focused on bringing 
U.S. universities to physical locations within the regions.18

Eleven years ago, VCU was the first American higher education insti-
tution to establish a campus within Education City in Qatar. Since that 
time, five other institutions have followed suit as the Qatari government 
has attempted to provide state-of-the-art opportunities to its citizens in a 
variety of academic areas.19 In recent times, the effort to establish branch 
campuses in the Gulf countries has proliferated. While some Ameri-
can universities have declined opportunities based on concerns about 
academic freedom or gender equality issues, many institutions of higher 
education see the opportunity as beneficial to their own interests and as 
a fascinating experiment in the capacity to bring U.S.-style higher educa-
tion to other populations around the world.20

In pointing to a similar response from universities to the global economic 
environment, we do not mean to suggest that there are not very significant 
differences in how these responses are organized and manifested. In coun-
tries such as the United States, entrepreneurial universities are often just 
that—universities that have ample freedom in deciding how to reinvent 
themselves and in defining both their core missions and the strategies for 
achieving their stated aims (though public universities are very dependent 
on the values embraced by the political leadership in their states). 

At the other pole, there are countries where higher education institu-
tions and their capacities are essentially extensions of the political state 
and where movement into activities that promote economic development 
is part of a coordinated government plan or explicit policy initiative. 
Scholars have often pointed to universities in countries such as China and 
Singapore in this vein. In between, there are universities in countries such 
as the United Kingdom that are focusing on economic development initia-
tives as a combined result of their own internal evolution and an evolving 
system of governmental incentives. 

Efforts to describe best practices and to understand what is or is not 
transferable need to be sensitive to the broader administrative, social, and 
governmental contexts in which a given system of universities operates. 
This will apply to the nature of university leadership, the kind of admin-
istrative structures that will be built within universities, the preferred 
modes of partnering with private-sector or external institutions, and the 
manner in which accountability will be measured and promoted. At the 
same time, it is worthwhile to note the near universality of the trends 
that are impacting higher education and the near universality of the ex-
pectation that higher education will be a vital player in the promotion of 
economic progress.

Two major interrelated themes have often been voiced in popular and 
academic writing about university leaders, particularly college presidents, 
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in the last ten years. The first describes the increasing complexity of the 
position and the demands that it places on the individuals who occupy it 
and on the governing boards that seek to find excellent leaders for their 
own institutions. The second theme examines how the ever-expanding 
position requirements combined with the challenging internal political 
culture of universities have made the job not only more difficult, but also 
more precarious. In this description, the half-life of a university president 
starts to resemble the situation of coaches in big-time athletic programs 
under a mandate of “win or get out.”

THE EXPANDING PRESIDENCY

Descriptions of the increasing complexity of a university president’s 
role typically begin with a description of the proliferating range of con-
stituents and stakeholders to which presidents have to respond. In these 
accounts, college presidents are no longer solely responsible to students, 
faculty, and alumni, but have to manage relationships with legislative 
bodies; political officials at the state, federal, and local levels; local com-
panies; school systems; various regulatory bodies; and anyone who may 
contribute financially to the institution or influence the environment in 
which it operates. In this new milieu, the skills required for successfully 
performing the job cannot be assumed to have been obtained through the 
usual set of preparatory jobs that college presidents have held. In essence, 
the job requirements have outpaced the standard training regimen for the 
position. For example, time spent as a provost or a dean may or may not 
be a useful indicator of the success that a president will have raising funds 
or representing the university externally.

Many observers of the modern college presidency have connected its 
growing complexity to what they perceive to be its elevated level of dif-
ficulty. At the most minimal level, it is evident that the model of a univer-
sity president as chief executive officer rarely meshes perfectly with the 
existing culture of academic organizations, particularly those that have 
long-standing traditions of faculty autonomy. Reports note that the range 
of relationships that have to be managed by university presidents always 
contains the potential for initiating job-threatening crises. 

In addition, many observers of the internal culture in contemporary 
academia have noted that its internal politics can be exceptionally drain-
ing and destructive. High-profile faculty-administration conflicts such as 
the tension between former Harvard president Larry Summers and the 
arts and sciences faculty of Harvard College are often seen as typical of 
the kind of energy that is directed from the faculty toward administra-
tors. From this perspective, the tension between faculty interests and 
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institutional interests is unrelenting. It is no wonder then that university 
presidents are perceived to have relatively short tenure in the position.

Descriptions of the growing complexity and difficulty of a college 
presidency do often describe the day-to-day challenges that can occur in 
the job. But we should be careful not to take these as a complete depiction 
of the position and its appeal. In the first place, almost every high-level 
executive position in the country, whether in the public, private, or non-
profit sectors, requires a far more complex set of skills today than thirty 
years ago. Nor is it atypical for leaders, even of privately held companies, 
to have far more responsibilities with regulatory bodies, political officials, 
and the media than they did thirty years ago. How many private-sector 
companies, for example, now provide their chief executives with various 
forms of media training and political education? This is not a condition 
to be deplored, but a simple recognition of the growing interrelationship 
between various sorts of institutions.

Even more importantly, there is little indication that either the com-
plexity or the precariousness of the job is preventing good people from 
seeking college presidencies or being satisfied with the job if they are 
fortunate enough to obtain it. A recent survey of university presidents 
published by the Chronicle of Higher Education showed that job satisfaction 
among the highest-level university leaders is uniformly very high. About 
94 percent said that, if they had it to do all over again, they would still 
become a college president.21 The inherent challenge and complexity of 
the job is one important reason individuals like it so much.

We suspect that another reason that university presidents experience 
such high job satisfaction is related to the potential impact their activities 
can generate. In the modern university environment, the opportunities 
for creative leaders to make a difference in their own institutions and in 
relating their institutions to the external world are very substantial. In ad-
dition, it is currently possible for institutions across the range of colleges 
and universities to make a very substantial impact.

PRESIDENTIAL OPPORTUNITY

One point of view holds that colleges and universities may not look very 
different today than they did fifty years ago. According to some reputa-
tional surveys, for example, there has not been that much movement in 
and out of the list of top fifty universities. The institutions that had the 
greatest reputation in the 1950s are, by and large, the same institutions 
that hold that reputation today. However true this may be, the statement 
does not capture some of the relevant changes that are occurring in con-
temporary higher education. 
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A number of institutions may not be included in the top-fifty repu-
tational rankings, but they have managed to make enormous progress 
nonetheless. In addition, some universities that may not be on everyone’s 
top-twenty list can have absolutely first-rate programs in specialized but 
crucially important areas. For example, neither the University of Pitts-
burgh nor the University of Washington is generally rated as one of the 
twenty best universities in the nation, but each of these excellent institu-
tions is in the top ten universities in the area of National Institutes of 
Health (NIH) funding for biomedical research. And there are any number 
of areas where universities have fostered concentrations of strength that 
enable them to outpace universities that are more highly esteemed overall 
in their particular areas of focus.

Setting the rankings aside, it also is evident that in the knowledge econ-
omy, the need for what colleges and universities provide is so extensive 
that college presidents and other administrators have a far broader field 
in which they can make an impact. Throughout the country, successful 
community college presidents have fostered regional economic develop-
ment, responded creatively to dislocations in regional economies caused 
by shifting trends in manufacturing and industry, and have become im-
portant leaders in public-private partnerships geared to addressing their 
community’s future. Presidents of doctoral research institutions have an 
ever-expanding set of opportunities to provide medical services, to link 
academic programs to the long-term needs of a community and state, 
and, if they are located in a midsize city, to be a key component of any 
regional economic development strategy. There simply is no possible way 
that the elite twenty institutions in the country could provide the number 
of students and effective partnerships that external entities need from 
higher education today.

This is not to say that the standard paths for developing university presi-
dents or fostering the kind of university administration that can take best 
advantage of the new environment could not be improved. For some time, 
it has been apparent that the representational and fundraising experience 
of university presidents is not always best acquired through the demand-
ing duties of an internal chief academic officer. It is evident that the boards 
that govern many universities are not very content with simply considering 
the experience of being a chief academic officer sufficient background for 
performing the duties of a university president. Governing boards have ad-
opted a variety of strategies to find the individuals best suited for positions: 
at times, they have looked through the range of academic administrative 
positions and selected individuals from ranks other than the provostship; 
on other occasions, they have looked to individuals with considerable fi-
nancial expertise and fundraising experience; and, at other times, they have 
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searched for individuals with experience in the political arena because of 
the importance of the representational aspects of the position. 

This trend is likely to continue for some time. While higher education 
institutions have shown increasing flexibility in determining how they 
will recruit top leaders, they have not been equally innovative in reorient-
ing their own practices to do a better job of developing the kind of leaders 
who can flourish in an environment where the expectations placed on uni-
versity presidents (and many other administrators) are considerably dif-
ferent. The kind of succession planning that is an integral part of private-
sector companies is rarely evident in academia, and it is probably far 
more common for universities than for most major corporations to believe 
that they cannot find the best leaders from within the organization. In 
addition, although it has become apparent that other leadership positions 
besides that of the president require skill sets that extend beyond admin-
istration of the academic enterprise, universities have only begun to think 
about how they can ensure that they have a talented staff who possesses 
the requisite administrative talents.

It may not, of course, be possible to fully institutionalize entrepreneur-
ialism or to find easy substitutes for the administrative vision that often 
drives university transformation today. But it certainly should be possible 
to specify the kind of talents that enable institutions of higher education 
to progress and to find better ways of developing these capacities more 
broadly throughout an institution by providing opportunities for indi-
viduals committed to the organization to acquire these talents. This has 
often been a difficult task for higher education, given the fact that many of 
a university’s most talented individuals have little interest in administra-
tive tasks. But if it is the case that universities have a unique capacity to 
shape and reshape their own identities, leadership matters perhaps more 
today than at any other time. And while governing boards will continue 
to seek leaders drawn from the external world with a unique set of talents 
and attributes, it is crucial that they also begin to work within their own 
colleges and universities to find more successful ways of institutional-
izing these outlooks and skills among a wide array of individuals who 
have administrative interests or the potential to be successful leaders at 
all levels of the institution.

THE MODERN UNIVERSITY AND ITS CRITICS

The vision of modern universities as more fully linked to external institu-
tions and choosing leaders based, in part, on their capacity to execute this 
new structure has generated critical as well as supportive commentary.
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The Traditionalist Critique

The traditionalist criticism of trends in the contemporary university 
focuses on what it considers to be the devaluing of the liberal arts for a 
more pragmatic, training-oriented educational process. From this vantage 
point, universities have historically provided an opportunity for individ-
uals to study subjects such as history, languages, literature, and philoso-
phy in an environment removed from the pressing day-to-day demands 
of making a living. At the same time, this intensive experience with the 
liberal arts ultimately imparted certain traits and attributes—namely, 
judgment, discernment, adherence to scientific evidence, respect for the 
past, ethical treatment of others, an understanding of the complexity of 
human development, and a capacity for self-expression—that made uni-
versity graduates capable of assuming responsible roles in the public and 
private sectors. Critics of the contemporary university often believe that 
the cultivation of these attributes has been overtaken by an interest in skill 
development in areas such as business and engineering—a process that is 
important but is not the ultimate objective of a college education.

A second feature of the traditionalist critique contends that the core 
purpose of the university is being damaged by the ongoing shift in the 
dynamics of governance as administrative power and discretion have 
been expanded at the expense of faculty self-governance. Again, a distinc-
tive feature of the university—the governance of the institution by those 
who work within it and are closest to the students being educated—has 
been replaced by a system modeled on the leadership of a corporation, 
where administrative leaders and a board of governors detached from the 
faculty define the core mission and allocate resources for the university. 
In this setting, administration itself becomes a career and not a task that 
a faculty-scholar assumes for a limited period for the good of the institu-
tion. The emergence of careerist administrators is seen as undermining 
the principle of collegiality that enables universities to offer a distinctive 
educational experience.

Criticism from the Left

A politicized version of these criticisms is often advanced by the politi-
cal left. This vantage point emphasizes the university’s role as an autono-
mous institution that has often functioned as a critic of societal norms. 
Faculty members, who possess academic freedom through their teaching 
and research, have raised fundamental questions about the assumptions 
that drive social and political priorities and have served to advance alter-
native notions of the common good. From this perspective, universities 
have been one of the crucial institutions within which societies engage in 
self-reflection and self-criticism. But to the extent that universities become 
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dependent on outside funding for support of building, endowments, and 
faculty salaries, there is pressure—both implicit and explicit—to abandon 
or at least de-emphasize the university’s role as conscience of the broader 
society and to mute potential criticisms. In essence, the university has 
traded its autonomy and lowered its voice for the financial support it 
might receive for its scientific research from the government and for 
partnerships with corporations that may not have the public interest at 
heart.

The picture of a university that has put a “for sale” sign on its conscience 
has become standard portraiture by the political left. This point of view 
was commonly voiced during the war in Vietnam, when university-based 
critics accused their own institutions of supporting an unjust war by 
seeking and accepting government grants for activities that could be em-
ployed by the military. The perspective is regularly advanced by groups 
that have become involved in various divestment campaigns, demanding 
that university endowments not place monies in companies or funds that 
profit from business relationships that are socially irresponsible or politi-
cally advantageous for those committing unethical acts. And this point of 
view has been voiced in recent times by critics of what are presumed to be 
excessively cozy relationships between universities and the pharmaceuti-
cal industry, who argue that science has been compromised by research 
funding from industry in general or from particular companies. In many 
of these arguments, the entanglement of the university with external 
institutions carries the potential of inflicting considerable damage on the 
institution itself.

Responding to the Critics

The critics of modern universities correctly identify some trends that 
have emerged in higher education. We certainly recognize that scientific 
and mathematical disciplines have become increasingly prestigious. Nor 
would we argue with the contention that more universities around the 
globe today have placed a very high premium on administrative vision 
and managerial competence than may have been the case at one time, even 
if the contemporary critics fail to acknowledge the impact that visionary 
leaders have exercised at world-class universities such as the University 
of Chicago and Harvard University. But we disagree fundamentally with 
the critics of modern universities who assert that these trends inherently 
devalue traditional modes of understanding or who contend that collabo-
rations and partnerships with external institutions inherently undermine 
the sanctity of academic values.

In many ways, the approaches, values, and skills that are traditionally 
associated with the humanities may be more relevant today in a global 
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society than in any previous era. Language skills, the capacity to communi-
cate across cultures, and the ability to understand how a particular society 
adopted the worldview it possesses are crucial to successful interaction at 
almost every level of society. These traits are necessary to the establish-
ment of diplomatic relationships between nations that teeter on the brink of 
conflict. These attributes are also crucial to professional interactions at the 
interpersonal level. For example, a capacity to communicate across cultures 
may enable a patient and a physician from vastly different backgrounds to 
create a bond that results in an accurate diagnosis and a productive course 
of treatment for an illness or disease. In addition, we might also look at the 
elevated role that ethical considerations play in the emergent controversies 
of the twenty-first century. For example, we cannot assess the practice 
and implications of genetic testing or the advisability of allowing private-
sector companies to utilize the information that could potentially be col-
lected about us without understanding the ethics of privacy and how far it 
should be protected in a technologically advanced society.

A similar case can be made regarding the continued and enhanced 
relevance of the arts. Music, performance, painting, sculpture, film, and 
dance function, as modern science does, as a global language that can be 
understood across very different cultures. The arts always have been a 
significant vehicle for understanding both the dominant tendencies and 
the internal tensions evident in any society. Again, universities have been 
indispensable in fostering this capacity of the arts. In recent decades, for 
example, proliferating film and cinema studies curricula have been an 
important means by which universities have examined popular culture in 
a variety of national settings. Beyond curricular innovations, universities 
have been vital participants in funding arts programs, promoting global 
arts exchanges, nurturing international film festivals, and providing a 
home (and a paycheck) for artists, enabling them to continue their work 
even when it is not fully supported by the commercial marketplace. And, 
to the extent that the author Richard Florida is correct, the emergence of 
a hip and vibrant arts community is often an integral component of eco-
nomic growth in the contemporary metropolis.22

In speaking about the continuing relevance of traditional areas of the 
humanities, it also is useful to note the increasing emphasis in fields such 
as medicine and public health on how matters such as social disparities 
and cultural norms impact the capacity of the system to deliver effective 
services. Unequal access to health information, medical facilities, and 
preventive care has a significant and continuing influence on the overall 
health outcomes of a society. Moreover, there are issues that cannot be 
solved by medicine itself, but need policies at the macro and micro levels 
that link the provision of care to other important related activities. NIH-
funded cancer centers require that the recipients of funding not only have 
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active research and onsite clinical programs, but also develop innovative 
and effective ways of reaching out to populations and communities that 
might not have sought a cancer center on their own. Successfully ad-
dressing these concerns requires psychologists, medical anthropologists, 
religious studies scholars, and sociologists.

There is a certain irony to the contention that contemporary universities 
have systematically devalued the humanities and the cultural sciences. Ac-
cording to many conservative critics of the university, the opposite has oc-
curred. In their opinion, universities have essentially been captured by the 
political agenda of the academic left who staff the humanities and social de-
partments—Roger Kimball’s “tenured radicals”—and, most importantly, 
set the cultural and political tone for the university as an institution.23 Ac-
cording to conservative critics, humanists and social scientists have entirely 
rewritten the curriculum of the university to align with their own political 
beliefs, are shameless in their efforts to foist their own political views upon 
the students, and have established the parameters for the viewpoints that 
are and are not acceptable to articulate the university. They contend that 
anyone who has the temerity to oppose this agenda, such as Harvard presi-
dent Larry Summers, does so at grave risk to career and reputation. From 
this perspective, the problem is not the lack of influence of the humanities, 
but the perversion of its traditional purpose for narrowly political aims.

Our purpose here is not to attempt to settle or even to take sides in the 
more ideologically driven debates about contemporary higher education. 
In the twenty-first-century world, universities will invariably dedicate con-
siderable resources to instruction in the sciences and other technologically 
driven areas. But as institutions of higher education become more engaged 
with external institutions and more committed to promoting regional devel-
opment, we will invariably need to address matters of fairness, allocation of 
resources, the role of minority communities, intercultural communication, 
and ethical concerns about privacy. For this reason, the argument that the 
liberal arts and social sciences have become irrelevant to the contemporary 
university seems terribly misguided. In the twenty-first century, universi-
ties must make very substantial investments in science and technology. But 
the concerns and values of traditional subject areas will be equally needed. 
To use a political analogy, contemporary universities are big tents that 
function best when the various factions within are not at war internally but 
work cooperatively to address a common set of problems.
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In 1978, when Robert Holsworth joined Virginia Commonwealth Univer-
sity (VCU) as an assistant professor of political science, the university was 
involved in a major “town-gown” controversy. Residents of Oregon Hill, 
a working-class neighborhood at the south edge of campus, were object-
ing to a proposed expansion of the university that they argued would 
negatively impact their community. With dozens of citizens protesting 
outside the president’s office, which was itself located on a main thor-
oughfare to downtown Richmond, the residents of Oregon Hill portrayed 
themselves as the powerless victims of a large university’s insatiable ap-
petite for space.

Although VCU was effectively landlocked and could barely service 
a growing student population within its existing space, it had even less 
capacity to make its case to the public and, at a minimum, to explain the 
possible connection between the university’s interests and the long-term 
well-being of the broader community. The media had adopted the ana-
lytical framework of the protesters. Even more telling, there was not a 
single individual or organization with power or influence not connected 
to the university that was endorsing the plan and detailing the contribu-
tion that VCU made to the Richmond region.

In 1990, when I, Eugene Trani, became president of VCU, I inherited 
the second chapter of the Oregon Hill expansion saga. The outgoing VCU 
president had reformulated the university’s master plan and once again 
included expansion southward into Oregon Hill as an integral compo-
nent. Opponents of the proposal quickly dusted off the script from 1978 
and replayed it one more time. Protesters lambasted the university for its 
continued aggressiveness and for its inability to learn from past mistakes. 

The New Role of Higher 
Education: Economic and 
Community Development

Chapter 2
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The silence of local political figures and business leaders spoke volumes. 
And the university was stuck in the same dilemma—desperately needing 
to expand, but having a plan that had zero chance of generating sup-
port. 

I fully recognized that VCU must expand if it was to serve its students 
and build state-of-the-art research facilities. But it also was clear that if 
VCU was to move forward, the Oregon Hill experience was an example of 
what needed to be changed. It was imperative that the growth of the uni-
versity be linked to a growth in support of VCU by the local community. 
The community and the university had to see their fates linked through 
mutual aspirations and not in a permanently adversarial relationship. 
Within six months of assuming my position, I announced that the plan 
would be withdrawn and an alternative developed. 

The town-gown controversy that persisted for more than a decade at 
VCU resembled hundreds of others that occurred across the country as 
wary neighbors objected to the plans that their colleges and universi-
ties had formulated to offer better services and more facilities to their 
students and faculty. But for many presidents of urban universities, the 
town-gown relationships were even more problematic. Not only did they 
have to worry about obtaining support from the community for campus 
expansion and improvement, but they also had to worry at times about 
what the problems of the surrounding area might mean for the reputation 
of their own institutions. To the extent that the encroachment of issues 
such as homelessness, inadequate security, and decaying neighborhoods 
impacted campus life, the capacity of universities to attract students, 
retain faculty, and be an employer of choice for dedicated staff members 
was jeopardized. And this was true not only of universities that had been 
established to serve an urban clientele, but also of prestigious institutions 
such as Columbia, Penn, and Yale.

University administrators came to realize that these controversies were 
essentially two sides of the same coin. As long as the dominant relation-
ship between the university and its surrounding neighborhoods and ju-
risdictions was that of wariness and suspicion, the past was destined to be 
repeated over and over again in a way that was not ultimately beneficial 
for either the institution or the community. A new breed of university 
administrators began to promote a different paradigm, one that explic-
itly noted that the success of the higher education institution and the 
flourishing of the surrounding community should be pursued as a joint 
project. Even more importantly, they recognized that the commitment of 
the university had to extend beyond rhetoric—it needed to represent a 
substantial and comprehensive commitment of university resources that 
could, over the long term, substantially redefine the relationship between 
the university and its surrounding communities. In short, the issue was 
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not one to be solved with a public relations campaign, but was instead 
a challenge where changing university behavior would result in better 
public relations.

This chapter describes the manner in which many colleges and uni-
versities have gone about redefining their relationships with surround-
ing communities and regions. We examine how institutions of higher 
education have developed an increasingly proactive and comprehensive 
approach to this issue. Colleges and universities have frequently become 
central participants in responding to many of the most pressing chal-
lenges facing communities and regions. They are major players in the 
formulation of economic development strategies. They are vital to the 
development of community capacity and social capital in underserved 
populations. And they may be an indispensable provider of health care 
and a critical agent in proposing and implementing strategies for health 
promotion among the general population. We outline the principal tech-
niques and strategies that have been recently employed in these arenas 
by institutions of higher education. The chapter concludes by analyzing 
how the sum total of these efforts should lead us to understand that col-
leges and universities occupy a crucial and somewhat unique role in the 
overall policy process. 

CATALYZING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Leaders of higher education institutions have developed in recent years 
a more sophisticated understanding of their own status as economic 
entities and the effects that they can exercise on their communities and 
regions. They recognize that they are major employers in the community, 
often providing more jobs than some of the most well-known private-
sector companies in the area. They understand that the university is a 
significant purchaser of goods, not only from national vendors, but also 
from a variety of local suppliers. They are aware that major university-
sponsored events, such as football and basketball games, concerts, and 
lectures by celebrities, can attract significant external dollars from visitors 
to a community.

They know that university decisions about facility location and con-
struction not only may be important to people involved in the construc-
tion trades, but also can shape a neighborhood’s or community’s sense 
of identity. And they have come to see that the university is a catalyst 
for other local business development—just like a major plant, suppliers, 
service vendors, and others tend to locate near the university to garner 
the dollars that students, staff, and faculty spend in the normal course of 
a day. There are probably very few university presidents who have not 
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commissioned an economic impact study to demonstrate the importance 
of their institution to the overall well-being of the community.

Efforts to understand the role that universities play in local and regional 
economic development typically focus on a common set of activities that 
universities must perform in order to accomplish their mission and com-
pete with peer institutions. We have drawn a number of our categories 
from an excellent study by CEOs for Cities and Michael Porter’s Harvard-
based Initiative for a Competitive Inner City (ICIC).1

Employer

Colleges and universities often provide significant employment opportu-
nities for a wide swath of the community. While much of the faculty in most 
institutions is originally hired from outside the region, many employment 
opportunities are available to local individuals. Moreover, these opportu-
nities tend to range across skill levels. While higher education institutions 
have tended to follow business practices such as outsourcing and relying 
on contracted services for many jobs, these services tend to be performed 
by people in the immediate area. Still, compared with many businesses, col-
leges and universities provide a substantial number of blue-collar positions 
in facilities, food services, and security services. 

In addition, as a core industry within the knowledge economy, higher 
education has been on a much higher job growth trajectory than many 
of the companies in the cities and towns where colleges and universi-
ties are located. As universities grow to service an increasing number of 
students or expand research activities as a means of attracting external 
support, job opportunities for the well-educated have become plentiful. 
Besides faculty, high-level technical and scientific skills are often needed 
in support positions for research programs and administrative areas such 
as finance. Universities that also include large medical centers provide 
an even greater range of employment opportunities in medicine and the 
ancillary health care fields. 

Although higher education salaries may be not fully competitive with 
certain private-sector industries, colleges and universities remain an attrac-
tive employer. Salaries, especially for the most successful faculty and highly 
skilled support staff, are reasonable. Benefits for the full-time staff are nor-
mally competitive with private-sector companies. And job security tends 
to be much higher. In public universities, layoffs are relatively rare, and 
although private universities are not constrained by the bureaucratic intrica-
cies of state human resource policies, financially solvent universities tend to 
value long-term loyalty among employees. The bottom line is that in many 
cities and towns, colleges and universities have experienced significant em-
ployment growth and are well thought of as employers by local residents.
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Purchaser

Colleges and universities are extraordinarily important customers for 
those companies that service other businesses or that have substantial 
governmental contracting. The day-to-day needs of running large univer-
sities require enormous amounts of food, books, paper, computer hard-
ware and software, lab equipment, telephones, and services associated 
with the upkeep and repair of these purchases. Again, universities with 
hospitals must buy the entire range of supplies to keep a medical center 
running. Beyond this, the capital improvements of universities are major 
sources of revenue for architects, interior designers, steel and fabrication 
companies, and general contracting businesses. Universities, especially 
public universities, are bound by a set of tightly drawn procurement rules 
and often buy goods in the national and global marketplace. But there is 
still an enormous amount of necessary goods and services to purchase 
locally. Local companies and entrepreneurs work extraordinarily hard at 
positioning themselves to obtain university contracts. 

Developer

Universities with substantial student populations and significant re-
search operations have invariably undertaken substantial facility growth in 
recent decades. The expectations of students regarding meal and housing 
options, recreational facilities, and leisure opportunities have been driven 
upward by an environment in which institutions compete for them as 
businesses do customers. In addition, the costs of performing competitive 
research, especially that which is federally funded, have skyrocketed—both 
in terms of the start-up packages that faculty want and the scientific facili-
ties that each university constructs in order to attract and retain top-flight 
scientists. Facility development has become a critical element in the portfo-
lio of successful college presidents. Increasingly, private-sector players are 
interested in partnering with the university in these and related activities. 
Developers want to build dorms, knowing that the university students can 
fill the rooms; they want to construct research parks associated with the 
university; and they want to build retail and service operations that can 
address the needs of the university community.

Incubator and Innovator

In a knowledge economy, the talent at colleges and universities tends to 
be a factor driving economic innovation. Specific discoveries result in the 
expansion of university technology transfer offices or the creation of spin-
off companies focused on commercializing creativity and invention. Col-
leges and universities can be relatively adept at bringing people together 
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across traditional boundaries and in ostensibly eccentric arrangements to 
collaborate on projects that create new lines of work, inquiry, and prod-
ucts. It is far easier to bring biomedical engineers and artists together or 
to link chemists with rehabilitation therapists in a university than in many 
private-sector organizations. 

Colleges and universities also can be essential in enhancing a culture of 
creativity that provides definition and identity to a region across a variety 
of realms that have an economic impact.2 University influence can range 
from incubating research parks that focus on a promising set of new 
technologies, to recruiting art-school faculty who infuse the local culture 
with vitality and cutting-edge performances, to providing the creative 
environment and customer base for contemporary music. The capacity of 
universities to nurture and foster creativity and export this to the entire 
community is a highly valued attribute with direct economic impact in 
the contemporary world.

Developing a Strategic Presence

Almost all the activities noted previously take place within the normal 
operation of the university. It certainly makes sense for college and uni-
versity presidents to have a detailed understanding of the impact of their 
institutions when they talk to community leaders, political officials, and 
potential funders. But higher education leaders can make an even more 
valuable contribution once they come to realize that they have flexibility 
and control over how these activities are initiated, implemented, and 
coordinated. It is one thing to understand how many local businesses pro-
vide services to the university. It is something else to think about how the 
university’s role as purchaser of services can work to enhance the oppor-
tunities for small and women- and minority-owned businesses in a com-
munity. It is one thing to understand how the building and rehabilitation 
of university facilities help to support a range of construction and design 
services provided by local companies. It is something else to recognize 
that the placement and design of university facilities can contribute to the 
overall strategic reconstruction of a retail district, a mixed-use project or 
an entire neighborhood. While it is worthwhile to understand how a uni-
versity provides important jobs for the residents of a city, it is something 
different to see how a university can contribute to the enhancement of 
high-tech employment through a research park.

In essence, universities that actively promote an economic development 
agenda will not be content simply to articulate the impact of activities that 
almost any entity of similar size would have. Nor will higher-education 
leaders be content with simply promoting a single interesting economic 
innovation. Instead, these universities will consider developing in an in-
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tentional and comprehensive manner a plan for utilizing the tangible and 
informal economic resources at their disposal for their expressed commit-
ments in the broader community. University leaders will work to position 
themselves within the broader community and regional discussion about 
providing for a prosperous future. The most effective universities will 
develop a presence in their communities that others will acknowledge. At 
the end of the day, the university will become a true partner because its 
aims are, in some significant ways, aligned with the broader goals defined 
by the citizens, the business leadership of the region, and the governmen-
tal leadership. 

David Perry and Wim Wiewel’s volume on The University as Urban 
Developer3 and the report authored jointly by CEOs for Cities and ICIC4 
provide a fascinating set of studies illustrating the myriad ways that uni-
versities have taken the potential embedded in their economic role and 
become strategic leaders in the economic development strategies of their 
communities.

At St. Louis University (SLU), administrators were faced with a choice in 
the late 1960s and early 1970s of moving the entire campus to the suburbs 
or becoming fully involved in efforts to renew and revitalize the area.5 
At first, the university’s involvement in an enormous and controversial 
urban renewal project ensnared it in the city’s heated racial conflicts of the 
era. Over time, however, SLU officials became leaders of the three major 
community redevelopment organizations focused on midtown St. Louis, 
and also provided considerable financial backing. University plans often, 
though not always, proceeded in alignment with a vision for enhance-
ment of the entire area. And while community visions could still, at times, 
conflict with the university’s sense of its own priorities, SLU has been able 
to further its own growth and expansion while contributing successfully 
to the revitalization of its neighborhoods.

Gordon Gee arrived in Columbus, Ohio, as president of Ohio State 
University in 1992 and soon understood that deterioration in some of the 
neighborhoods surrounding the university was having a negative impact 
on both campus priorities and the wider community.6 Gee believed that 
it was imperative for the university to refocus the priorities that it tradi-
tionally had as a land-grant university on the environment in which the 
campus actually resided at the end of the twentieth century. At the begin-
ning of 1995, he founded and funded an official community development 
organization called Campus Partners for Community Urban Redevelop-
ment, which involved community members and ultimately developed a 
comprehensive revitalization strategy for the neighborhoods surrounding 
the campus. Under the aegis of Campus Partners, the university worked 
with the community to upgrade a declining commercial district and to 
revitalize the housing stock in one of the most distressed neighborhoods 
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bordering the campus. A land-grant university had now assumed a prin-
cipal role in the planning process for Columbus.

Administrators who use their clout in the ways described here essen-
tially have to redefine their own roles. We are familiar with the idea that 
the modern presidency in higher education has both internal and exter-
nal roles. Indeed, much attention has been given to the growing external 
role of the contemporary president and, in particular, how this relates to 
the need for raising funds. Our suggestion is that there is an important 
external role that may ultimately be of tremendous financial assistance 
to universities, but is not primarily undertaken for this end. In a knowl-
edge economy, university administrators can have a decisive impact on 
their communities if they organize university resources to do so. A sub-
stantial body of literature has emphasized the importance of “regions” 
and “clusters” in the establishment of successful economic development 
strategies.7 Universities are well-positioned to be regional drivers in this 
new economy, though we have often been reluctant to assume this role. 
College presidents can become leaders of local chambers of commerce; 
universities can develop research parks that can link academic research 
to entrepreneurship. 

BUILDING SOCIAL CAPITAL

University initiatives focused on developing social capital in their com-
munities have undergone a similar evolution from a series of ad hoc ef-
forts primarily undertaken by individual staff and faculty members to a 
relatively sophisticated set of strategies undertaken within a larger rubric 
of institutional social responsibility.8 Historically, members of the uni-
versity—faculty, staff, and students—have often been very active in their 
communities and key participants in the leadership of social movements. 
Whether we are speaking of the civil rights movement in the American 
South; the antiwar movement of the 1960s; or the efforts to organize 
poorly paid, predominantly minority workers, there has been an ex-
tended tradition of university-based commitment to social justice causes. 
For this reason, it is not surprising that community-based organizations 
regularly approach local colleges and universities for assistance in ad-
dressing their needs, often seeking individual faculty members who have 
demonstrated a special commitment, either professional or voluntary, to 
the subject matter on which they focus.

Moreover, particular institutions within higher education have been 
charged with enhancing social capital as an integral part of their reason 
for existence. The formation of land-grant institutions in the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries is the most recognizable manifestation of this. 
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Federal and state governments made a deliberate effort to create a system 
of colleges and universities that would focus on meeting the needs of an 
expanding citizenry, especially responding to the challenges that existed 
in frontier lands regions and in recently settled areas.9 The invention of a 
remarkable range of “extension activities,” where universities provided 
expertise to individuals, groups, and entire communities, remains a sig-
nature achievement of the American system of higher education.10

Similarly, the more recent establishment of universities with distinctive 
urban missions has often been described as bringing the concept of the 
land-grant college to the more densely populated regions of the country.11 
In the 1960s and 1970s, state legislatures across the country established 
or enlarged urban campuses to meet the growing needs of metropolitan 
higher education. The goals were to provide opportunities to individu-
als who might not have been able to seek higher education elsewhere; to 
respond to the educational needs of individuals who needed evening op-
portunities that they could combine with work; and to seek collaborative 
ways that urban areas could improve K–12 education, revitalize econo-
mies, and restore blighted neighborhoods.

Much of the community college system also serves similar purposes. 
On the one hand, these institutions provide the background that enables 
many students to seek a four-year degree who might otherwise have been 
prevented from doing so by reason of geography, income, high school 
record, or lack of information about the options available to them.12 At the 
same time, these institutions are important actors in both economic devel-
opment and the formation of social capital. They have been an instrument 
in the workforce development and business recruitment strategies of 
regions and states. In addition, localities have often recognized that com-
munity colleges can be an unparalleled provider of skills for populations 
that have had limited educational opportunities. 

The particular strategies that have been utilized to develop social capi-
tal are the following: 

Convening and Facilitating

One of the major challenges that typically face members of underserved 
communities is finding venues and the appropriate instruments for ar-
ticulating their concerns and having their voices included in the arenas 
where decisions are made. Colleges and universities have the capability 
of providing the venues where concerns are expressed and taken seri-
ously as policy matters. Through academic conferences that focus on the 
issues that matter most to poor people, through the formation of advisory 
groups that include their participation, through service learning projects 
in which university students enable young people to voice their concerns 
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in the expressive modes with which they are most familiar, universities 
can help to enable and publicize the issues that are often unheard by large 
segments of the broader community. 

Analysis

Colleges and universities have traditionally provided their communi-
ties with expertise targeted at providing clear information and impartial 
analysis relating to their concerns. University survey labs and policy 
centers provide policy makers with scientific evidence about the issues 
that communities find most important, about their policy priorities, 
and about their opinions on how to address those priorities. Scholars 
provide analyses of outcome data, ranging from student achievement 
issues to job placement programs to efforts to reduce the level of youth 
violence or teen pregnancy. They provide policy makers with extended 
studies about the demographics of particular neighborhoods, mobility 
patterns, and the match or mismatch between community needs and 
transportation availability. In many instances, university scholars also 
work directly with neighborhood and community groups, assisting 
them with analyses of economic development possibilities or crime pre-
vention programs. 

Institutional Agents

University efforts to build social capital in the community have typi-
cally proceeded from providing expertise and analysis on a case-by-case 
basis to the establishment of institutional bodies that are related to com-
munity engagement. Higher-education institutions have developed a set 
of departmentally based and interdisciplinary centers that are focused 
around a particularly salient issue in the community, such as school 
improvement, the teaching of math and science, school readiness, youth 
violence, teen pregnancy, substance abuse, and family economics. A more 
recent trend is to establish an institution-wide office or center that is the 
principal coordinator and point of contact for a large range of university-
community relations. In this vein, colleges and universities establish 
centers for community engagement that help put together service learn-
ing programs for units across an entire university; they may establish 
community relations liaison boards that maintain a dialogue between the 
institution and the relevant community groups; and they may establish 
an official administrative unit inside the university that serves as an ini-
tial point of contact for the outside community and works to coordinate 
strategically the individual community-oriented efforts of units inside the 
university. 
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Intercultural Communication

University efforts to promote the development of social capital often 
place higher education institutions in a relatively unique and fascinating 
role as an intermediary between grassroots, neighborhood-based cultural 
institutions, such as community action agencies and faith-based groups, 
and a community’s business and cultural institutions where the member-
ship is drawn primarily from the elite.

From the perspective of community-based groups, faculty and profes-
sional staff at colleges and universities can serve as advocates for a variety 
of their needs in the broader community. The university is itself a source 
of multiple resources, ranging from facilities to hold meetings to financial 
support for joint initiatives. In addition, higher education can provide an 
entire set of urgently needed services. Faculty can provide advice about 
how to obtain resources and in many settings can work jointly on grant 
proposals for doing so. Faculty members can provide the kind of leader-
ship training that will enable members of community-based groups to 
participate more actively and successfully in advocating for their own 
needs before governmental agencies and philanthropic organizations. 
Members of higher education institutions often have an understanding of 
larger social dynamics that can assist community-based groups in obtain-
ing a hearing. 

From the perspective of a community’s elite institutions, university-
based groups and individual faculty members can assist citizens and 
leaders in understanding the changing dynamics of their community and 
what they should be doing in response. Research centers at colleges and 
universities describe the changing composition of a community and use 
geographic systems analysis to plot geographical trends and to provide 
coherent and usable data about school achievement, crime patterns, pub-
lic transportation gaps, and housing needs. Higher education institutions 
have outreach organizations that may address issues of cultural compe-
tence, explaining to human resource managers the cultural and religious 
backgrounds of potential employees and providing translation skills for 
institutions, such as hospitals and courts, that may be dealing with new 
populations. And they may work closely with the community relations 
departments of corporate organizations, advising them about major com-
munity needs and evaluating the effects of their efforts to respond to 
these needs.

Innovation and Incubation

Community-based problem solving takes place today in a national con-
text. A growing body of scholarship within the academy addresses the kind 
of challenges that minority and underserved populations often confront 
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at a local level. This is particularly true of fields such as urban planning, 
education, social work, community ecology, and sociology. In conjunction 
with this emphasis, the major national foundations in the United States 
have become intensively focused on the response to social problems in local 
communities, especially those in urban areas. This focus has resulted in the 
distribution of extensive sums to communities across the country.

The impact of that funding is analyzed in sophisticated and highly tech-
nical ways. Foundations typically have a very clear mission driving what 
will and what will not be funded. They have professional staff who interact 
extensively with prominent scholars in their fields of activity, using the 
best thinking to inform their approach and to understand their successes 
and failures. In multisite programs, national foundations regularly con-
vene participants at the ground level and have them meet with academic 
researchers to discuss lessons learned, consider new strategies and gener-
ate best practices. They work diligently to examine interventions that can 
be “brought to scale” and be relevant in multiple locales. In addition, the 
federal government, through organizations such as the National Science 
Foundation and the National Institutes of Health (NIH), has started to fund 
projects that provide more than basic scientific understanding about com-
munities, projects that explicitly link theory and practice.13

One of the more fundable sets of projects in the last decade has ex-
amined how to build community capacity and address enduring social 
and economic challenges in creative and innovative ways, especially 
when these projects can have a broader application. This has provided a 
way that university researchers interested in the development of social 
capital can have opportunities that resemble the incubation initiatives 
that take place with respect to the establishment of cluster industries or 
new technologies.14 University-based schools and university initiatives in 
the schools can, for example, target some of the most pressing issues in 
urban education. They may be involved in new ways of engaging young 
people in defining and responding to the challenges they face in building 
a productive future in difficult circumstances. They may work to inspire 
cooperation and participation in public safety efforts in communities that 
are driven by crime but also permeated by a historical distrust of police 
and local government. In all these ways, the effort to develop social capi-
tal goes beyond particular assistance to enabling communities to reinvent 
themselves around a future of their own conception and choosing. 

MEETING HEALTH CARE NEEDS

For many Americans, obtaining and retaining affordable and high-quality 
health care is one of the most important quality-of-life issues that they 
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confront. It is an issue that has affected individuals across the spectrum of 
American life. With a changing economy, many American workers have 
found it more difficult to find employers willing to shoulder much of the 
cost of obtaining health insurance. For individuals in a number of under-
served communities—both rural and urban—obtaining access to provid-
ers who can offer routine treatments and guidance on health promotion 
behaviors may be a very difficult task for a variety of reasons ranging 
from the supply of providers to lack of information and knowledge about 
how to access the system.15 Even affluent Americans who have medical 
coverage may struggle when they try to discover the best way to care for 
aging parents and relatives with debilitating conditions. 

Although the discussion of higher education has an unfortunate ten-
dency to cordon off medical education and medical centers as separate 
entities, more than one hundred universities are involved in these activi-
ties. For university presidents, the financial health of their medical cen-
ters, the research productivity and clinical successes of the faculty, and 
the role of the enterprise in health promotion and policy formation are 
critically important and not incidental questions. Moreover, as we think 
about the entire issue of community engagement, the role of academic 
medical centers is central to any university that possesses one. These are 
typically very large units that have an enormous impact on a community 
and a vital cultural role. 

Economic Impact

To some extent, the impact of university-based medical centers is de-
scribed in terms similar to those employed to assess the contribution of 
the overall university. In the last decade, most major medical centers—
university- and nonuniversity-based—have contracted for an economic 
impact study and in a number of instances have employed the same 
consultant. Many of the categories utilized in the reports are the same 
used to assess the impact of universities in general. The published reports 
describe the number of employees and average wages of medical centers; 
compare employment trends to the trajectory in the wider community 
and in the larger university; evaluate the medical center’s role as pur-
chaser of goods; estimate the impact of spending by staff and students; 
total the number of patient visits; and estimate the dollar impact on the 
community of visits to patients from relatives and friends from outside 
the immediate area. Considerable attention is given to the economic im-
pact of facility development and the role that medical centers play in the 
real estate market.

Invariably, these reports demonstrate a broad and wide-ranging eco-
nomic impact by university health care centers. In fact, the employment 
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data contained in these reports, which indicate that university medical 
centers have as many or more employees than the major corporate em-
ployers of a region, are nearly always a surprise to everyone, including 
individuals who pride themselves on their detailed knowledge of their 
communities. The Ohio State University Medical Center (OSUMC), for 
example, would rank as the fifth-largest employer in the Columbus, Ohio, 
metropolitan statistical area (MSA) if it were a separate corporate entity.16 
Two of the four larger employers are the state of Ohio and the U.S. gov-
ernment.17 Only two private-sector companies in the entire region have 
more workers—J. P. Morgan Chase and Nationwide Insurance; the dif-
ference between the number of employees at Nationwide and at OSUMC 
is fewer than five hundred.18 During the last six years, however, OSUMC 
had the largest amount of employment growth in absolute numbers than 
any other employer in the region.19 

Health Care Provision

University medical centers are integral and often unique providers 
of medical care in the broader community. On one hand, the powerful 
research base of these institutions has a direct and positive influence on 
their clinical capabilities. University medical centers attract researchers 
and scientist-clinicians who not only are at the cutting edge of their fields, 
but who are also committed to translating this knowledge into state-
of-the-art patient care. There is widespread recognition that for certain 
diseases, including highly prevalent ones such as cancer, the outcomes 
associated with treatment at an NIH-recognized cancer center are likely 
to be more positive than at smaller hospitals unaffiliated with a univer-
sity center. Some institutions emphasize particular specialties. Not only 
can local residents go there for treatment, but, because of a national and 
international reputation as destination medical centers, relatively affluent 
individuals who are knowledgeable consumers of medical care can also 
go there for assistance. Team-oriented collaborations that mark the treat-
ment of complex medical conditions within university medical centers 
often provide unparalleled opportunities for considering and assessing 
treatment plans from multiple perspectives.

At the same time, many university-based medical centers provide a 
high percentage of their region’s care to the uninsured, the underinsured, 
and those who do not receive regular medical care. Outreach to rural 
populations with minimal access to health care personnel and facilities is 
part of the mission of medical centers associated with the traditional land-
grant institutions. It tends to be an even larger part of the portfolio of the 
urban-based university medical centers, which may provide an absolute 
majority of the area’s care for the uninsured and underinsured.20 
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As a part of its core mission, the VCU Health System has served as the 
predominant provider of care to the uninsured and underinsured in the 
Commonwealth of Virginia throughout its history. Our role is to ensure 
that there is timely access for the medically indigent to quality medical ser-
vices that include emergency, primary, and specialty care. Our health sys-
tem dedicates nearly 49 cents of every dollar spent to meeting the needs of 
the uninsured and underinsured and provides care to roughly one-third 
of the state’s medically indigent. In 2000, the health system launched the 
Virginia Coordinated Care (VCC) for the Uninsured program to enhance 
coordination of health care services for vulnerable populations. The goal 
of the VCC program is to demonstrate the positive impact of establishing 
a medical home for the uninsured on the cost and utilization of health 
care services at an academic medical center. Eight years after implemen-
tation, the program provides services to over 20,000 patients annually. In 
addition, the VCC program has provided the VCU Health System with 
an opportunity to develop relationships with community physicians and 
safety net providers who are also committed to providing care to the un-
insured in the greater Richmond and tri-cities communities. University-
based medical centers occupy a distinctive role in the overall health care 
system. They are committed to providing the most advanced treatments 
for the most complex diseases, and, at the same time, they are probably 
the most familiar with the entire set of issues that may compromise the 
medical conditions and long-term health outcomes of the individuals and 
groups that have the least access to or are the least comfortable with the 
health care system as it is currently organized.21

Health Promotion

In addition to direct provision of care, university medical centers help 
formulate and implement efforts at health promotion among the gen-
eral population and in selected at-risk groups. National Cancer Institute 
(NCI)-designated cancer centers are required, for example, to establish 
significant outreach efforts to assist high-risk communities in engaging 
in prevention activities and taking the necessary steps that might enable 
them to avoid some of the cancers with which they have been historically 
afflicted. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) funds 
university-community collaborative centers where researchers work 
with local organizations to achieve better health outcomes. Schools of 
public health at many universities are committed to applying knowledge 
for health promotion, but also work to address the underlying health 
disparities that generate differential outcomes. Steve Woolf, a family 
medicine scholar at VCU, has contended that making progress on ad-
dressing health disparities would actually have a greater impact on health 
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outcomes than many of the major technological advances that have been 
made.22 Over time, there has been increased emphasis on the translation 
of scientific knowledge to a broader public in a manner that can impact 
health outcomes. 

The interest in translating medical knowledge into usable practices 
for health promotion resonates powerfully in many developing nations. 
It has been our experience that government officials from developing 
countries who attend international conferences on university engagement 
are keenly interested in its implications for the long-term health of their 
public. Countries in Africa that are faced with a plague-like HIV-AIDS 
crisis, for example, have an immediate need to discover the best means 
of enabling its men and women to alter behavior, which will help them 
avoid contracting the disease. They are looking for the kind of partner-
ships they can develop with university medical centers not only for treat-
ment of the disease, but also for meeting the long-term policy challenge 
that it represents for the nation’s officials. 

Overall, we see the same trend in the efforts of university medical cen-
ters to meet the health needs of local populations that we observed in their 
initiatives on economic development and social capital. University medical 
centers have taken a responsibility that they have long embraced—meeting 
the health needs of underserved populations—and have attempted to de-
velop methods for meeting this obligation in a more proactive and strategic 
way. Today, university medical centers are not content with simply pro-
viding care to those who might come through the doors of the emergency 
room because they have no other place to go. Instead, they are devising 
better ways of providing access to primary care in the community, either 
through partnerships with existing providers or outreach efforts in which 
practitioners from the medical center are located in underserved commu-
nities. In addition, university medical centers are far more engaged in the 
health promotion aspects of medical care than previously, utilizing schools 
of public health as an institutional mechanism for engaging with popula-
tions in a manner that can enable them to make more informed choices that 
will influence their own health outcomes.

University medical centers also have undertaken a greater role in the 
advocacy and formation of health policy. Part of this is related, of course, 
to financing questions, reimbursement issues, and matters regarding 
the education of physicians, nurses, and other providers that impact the 
long-term interests of the institutions themselves. But a significant part 
of policy advocacy, in both this country and abroad, is directly related 
to matters that impact general issues such as access to care and the af-
fordability of care. Moreover, medical centers may be key strategists in 
developing regional and national approaches to coping with disease and 
other conditions that are especially problematic in specific locales. As key 
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actors in the fight against cancer and in almost every other major research 
area, in the development of strategies for health promotion, and in the 
provision of medical care to underserved communities, university medi-
cal centers also have an important contribution to make to debate about 
and formulation of relevant policy issues. 

UNIVERSITIES AS POLICY ACTORS

Becoming a Player

This chapter has described the extent to which colleges and universi-
ties have become involved in crucial social, economic, and health issues 
in their localities and states and in the nation. It also has described the 
principal techniques that have been employed to do this. Taken individu-
ally, these efforts are impressive and have often, albeit not always, made 
a significant impact. While every college and university has not become 
involved in this arena at the same level of commitment and sophistica-
tion, it is clear that institutions of higher education have become more 
strategic, more proactive, and more comprehensive in their approach to 
community and economic development issues.

Taken together, we believe that the impact of these activities amounts 
to something more than just the sum of the parts. When we consider the 
full impact of the range of activities that institutions of higher educa-
tion are involved with in terms of economic development, social capital 
formation, and health care, a more general conclusion is warranted. In 
essence, colleges and universities are becoming indispensable actors in 
the policy arena. If the influence of higher education were removed from 
regional efforts to create an attractive business climate, from a state’s 
commitment to indigent care and health promotion among underserved 
populations, or from a locality’s effort to promote a sense of community 
and cross-cultural communication, it is almost inconceivable that the re-
maining strategies and actors would be as creative and effective.

Policy making is centrally concerned with the mobilization of resources 
around particular areas of concern. The term points to the importance of 
accumulating and targeting a set of assets that can respond successfully 
to a specific challenge. These assets can be people or groups; institutions 
and organizations; financial or in-kind support; and “soft assets” such 
as communication skills, cultural competence, and media influence. Suc-
cessful policy makers must be able, at a minimum, to identify the range 
of assets available in a community, to find ways of mustering these assets 
even when they are not all under the direct control of government, and, 
ultimately, to channel these assets in an effective way that can improve 
the quality of life in a community. 
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Political leaders and governmental administrators who understand 
the commitment that many colleges and universities have to their com-
munities and who are able to recognize the extraordinary array of re-
sources that universities can mobilize are likely to find themselves in a 
position where they are able to leverage assets that extend well beyond 
those they directly control. Indeed, it is becoming clear that perceptive 
elected officials are doing just this. Recent reports on Atlanta, Columbus, 
and Philadelphia, for example, note the role that university presidents 
at Georgia State, Ohio State, and Penn have played in heading mayoral 
transition teams, participating in downtown development organizations, 
and starting public-private partnerships.23 The personal role of the uni-
versity president is often only the initial step in recruiting the university 
as a full-fledged partner in a region’s policy agenda. Elected officials and 
public administrators want to work in partnership with a university’s ef-
forts to assist underserved communities and with activities designed to 
strengthen educational systems.

In a knowledge economy, it is appropriate that the most capable and 
visionary political leaders be interested in mobilizing the resources of the 
very institution that is built around developing talent in all realms of hu-
man endeavor. Leaders of colleges and universities need to recognize that 
this is an expectation that is likely to grow and not recede in the foresee-
able future. It will become very difficult for higher-education institutions 
to tell policy makers and community leaders that their mission of educat-
ing students and conducting research is only indirectly or secondarily in-
volved with the challenges those leaders face. University boards will have 
to ensure that the leaders they select are comfortable with this role. And, 
inside the university, administrators will have to create the infrastructure 
that will enable their institution to become effective as this responsibility 
becomes more prominent. How should instruction be organized to make 
these possibilities relevant for students? How should relations with the 
community be coordinated and managed? And how can this commit-
ment be sustained through the kinds of transitions that so often occur in 
university leadership teams? 

The Unique Role of the University

Scholars of urban politics have developed a convenient dichotomy to 
characterize the tensions that are typically manifested between competing 
visions of urban development. In their description, urban leaders normally 
choose between enhancing downtown and revitalizing neighborhoods.24 
The competing foci emerge from the coalitions that normally compete for 
power in large American cities. The emphasis on neighborhood develop-
ment reflects a political orientation in which grassroots organizations; 
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issue-specific, community-based organizations; and neighborhood voter 
mobilization are necessary to obtain and retain political power. Leaders 
who are elected with this base often express views that are populist in 
style and content, rarely have deep roots or strong ties to the business 
community, and usually speak in terms that emphasize empowerment, 
social equity, and economic justice. The focus on downtown enhancement 
as the signature of a city’s identity occurs when political power reflects 
the capacity of elite coalitions to utilize their resources to nominate and 
elect candidates. These leaders speak about the necessity of collaboration 
and the importance of revitalizing the business climate of the city, and 
they view economic growth as a necessary if not sufficient condition for 
enabling the prosperity of neighborhoods.

We do not believe that the goals of downtown development and neigh-
borhood revitalization are inherently incompatible. It is difficult to think 
of a great city that has wonderful neighborhoods but a decrepit downtown 
where no one wants to live and work. Conversely, it is hard to imagine 
that anyone really thinks that cities can be vibrant and successful if they 
have an attractive downtown but are without livable neighborhoods with 
distinctive identities. Even in practice, we think, the purported dichotomy 
between downtown and neighborhoods as absolute priorities is likely to 
be moderated by the complexities of political power. Elections are rarely 
absolute in their implications, and even where one side wins office, its 
opponents may still exercise a measure of influence on governmental 
priorities. At the same time, it is often true that the contest for political 
power does mobilize very different constituencies around individuals 
who are often quite disparate in background, political orientation, and 
voter support.

What is fascinating about the role of colleges and universities in the 
policy process is that they are some of the few institutions that are actu-
ally invested in both sides of the traditional urban political divide and are 
not easily pigeonholed as having chosen sides in these perennial disputes. 
In the knowledge economy, universities are linchpins for downtown re-
development in many urban areas, because of the role that the institutions 
may play as real estate developers and, often more importantly, because 
of how important higher education is to the supply of an educated work-
force and a culturally vibrant social environment. At the same time, the 
commitment of colleges and universities to enhancing social capital is fre-
quently unmatched by any other mainstream, relatively elite institution. 
They assist in program development and implementation for neighbor-
hood revitalization, they provide much of the medical care for the poor 
and place-bound, they formulate plans for microeconomic development, 
and they provide advocacy and translation skills for communities unfa-
miliar with acting in the broader policy arena. 
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The capacity of colleges and universities to bridge (at least potentially) 
this historical line of division provides a unique platform for higher edu-
cation institutions in the community. It also furnishes university leaders, 
especially public-spirited presidents, with an enviable opportunity to cul-
tivate an enormously wide range of community supporters. Universities 
not only may assist scientifically driven economic development, promote 
healthy behavior, and empower citizens in distressed neighborhoods to 
invent a better future, but also can find ways of encouraging the entire 
community to envision a common and more inclusive future. In this re-
spect, civic engagement for colleges and universities extends beyond the 
practical projects that they assist or develop to a more general concern for 
the well-being of the entire community. Universities have the capacity to 
be neutral facilitators of dialogue across opposition lines, framing discus-
sion in a way that will enable common aspirations to be more important 
than simply re-airing old anxieties. 

Let us be clear. Colleges and universities pursue their own interests and 
are not simply altruistic institutions. Nor is the decision by institutions of 
higher education to become fully committed to civic engagement an ac-
tivity without considerable risk in its own right. University interests can 
obviously conflict with the interests of other major players in the policy 
arena. Scott Cummings and his colleagues, for example, argue that the 
University of Louisville was assigned at least partial blame for the failure 
of the city to land an NBA basketball team either because the university 
was uninterested in fostering competition for its own nationally ranked 
collegiate squad or because the university leadership wanted the NBA fa-
cility on its campus and not downtown.25 University presidents who enter 
the roiling waters of urban politics or the highly charged partisan air in 
many state capitals do so at considerable peril to both their own reputa-
tion and their institution’s well-being. The political arena is a complex, 
competitive, and combative venue that is often not kind to less skillful 
practitioners, no matter how well-intentioned they may be. And while 
academic politics are notoriously vicious, many academic leaders can find 
themselves unprepared to negotiate the political terrain.

But none of these potential pitfalls is sufficient to justify neglecting 
to utilize the full range of opportunities placed before colleges and uni-
versities. The penalties for remaining aloof and uninvolved are likely to 
be far more punitive for most universities than the risks associated with 
partnership and engagement. The expectation of citizens and leaders 
about the institutions of higher education in their midst has changed, and 
institutions that do not recognize this are likely to experience diminished 
support, at least from their surrounding neighborhoods and localities. 
Universities that refrain from an engagement ethos may put themselves 
at a competitive disadvantage with their peers as well. In the scientific 
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community today, high priority is given to “translational research” of 
all kinds, inquiries that eventually help to move from the basic building 
blocks of science to technological development and clinical application. 
And in the applied social sciences, foundation and governmental fund-
ing is invariably tied not only to the development of new concepts and 
approaches, but also to the capacity to enlist community groups and 
underserved populations in defining and helping to address their own 
challenges. 
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Leaders of urban universities have often described the mission of their 
institutions as analogous to the role performed by land-grant universities 
in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The tendency of urban-based 
universities to become engaged with some of the most pressing chal-
lenges of our time has a precedent in the formation of the land-grant 
schools that applied the core competencies of the academy to the issues 
confronting the country as it engaged in its full expansion and settlement. 
Today, urban universities assist metropolitan police forces with public 
safety issues. They sometimes run model schools at the elementary, 
middle, and secondary levels that incubate new approaches to achieving 
success in urban settings. And they partner as real estate developers with 
the private sector to revitalize distressed neighborhoods. As a result of the 
changes that have occurred over time in Columbus, Ohio, The Ohio State 
University avers that it must apply its obligations as a land-grant school 
to addressing the challenges of its urban environment.

The route by which urban universities have become engaged in their 
communities has differed considerably from institution to institution. 
Some universities were established with the express mission of serving 
the educational needs of the region’s citizens and have been explicitly 
charged with helping to build social capital and promote economic de-
velopment. Yet many universities came to the mission of civic engage-
ment by a far different path. For example, in the 1960s and 1970s, many 
universities in American cities began to worry that the ramifications of 
emerging urban problems—declining neighborhoods, increases in crime, 
unsuccessful school systems—were impacting their ability to compete 
effectively in the higher education marketplace for students and faculty. 

U.S. Higher Education: 
The Emergence of 
Urban Universities

Chapter 3
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They recognized that efforts to wall themselves off as ivory tower institu-
tions were ultimately self-defeating and that engagement was the only 
way they could stop the encroachment of urban social problems into their 
institutions. Social responsibility was not simply an altruistic commit-
ment, but a matter of survival.

One of the more unique features of the civic engagement practices cre-
ated by American universities has been the prominence that privately run 
institutions have assumed in this development. Any list of universities 
that have contributed the most to their communities inevitably includes 
as many private universities as public ones in the top echelon. Yale, the 
University of Pennsylvania, the University of Southern California, and 
Marquette have all been routinely cited for the contributions that they have 
made to their own cities. The discipline imposed by a competitive market-
place has clearly taught private universities that their own appeal is at least 
partially dependent on building an attractive environment in their own 
neighborhoods. In addition, private universities have often possessed the 
resources and the regulatory flexibility that have enabled them to respond 
quickly and innovatively to the challenges of their environment.

This chapter examines three very different universities—the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania, the University of Southern California, and Virginia 
Commonwealth University—that have pursued different paths to a 
similar end, a practical and comprehensive approach to engagement with 
their community. Penn is often viewed as the quintessential model of 
urban engagement, and rightfully so. Its current practices have emerged 
from a multidecade process of trial and error that originated in a concern 
that the problems of West Philadelphia were threatening to make Penn 
a far less competitive university. Today, Penn sees this commitment as a 
manifestation of the philosophy of its founder, Benjamin Franklin. The 
University of Southern California utilized its commitment to Los Angeles 
as a way of enhancing its own reputation as a cutting-edge university, 
enhancing the quality of its student body, and taking advantage of its 
location as a cultural capital. Virginia Commonwealth University utilized 
its commitment to the city of Richmond and economic development in the 
region as a means of imparting a clear identity to a university that was 
known more for its potential than its accomplishments.

A PRACTICAL VISION: THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

Tracing its origins to the 1740s, the University of Pennsylvania was 
founded on a visionary premise. At the time of its inception, the four 
other schools in existence in the English colonies were Harvard, William 
and Mary, Princeton, and Yale.1 Each of these schools was primarily 
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designed for the education of the clergy. Breaking from colonial tradi-
tion, Benjamin Franklin endorsed a broader concept of higher education. 
Franklin wanted Penn not only to teach the “ornamental” disciplines such 
as the classics, but also to offer instruction in the sciences and training in 
the practical skills necessary for citizens to make a living.2 His proposed 
program of study became the nation’s first liberal arts curriculum.3

At critical points in the institution’s history, Franklin’s inventiveness 
and practicality have helped Penn face its major challenges and move the 
institution forward. In the late nineteenth century, Penn reinvented itself 
as a modern research university, based on the German model of higher 
education that had swept across Europe.4 After World War II, a massive 
infusion of federal research dollars further enabled Penn’s ascent among 
modern universities.5 By almost any measure of quality, Penn has clearly 
attained national prominence as one of the country’s most highly respected 
institutions. It regularly ranks as one of the top six or seven undergraduate 
institutions in the annual U.S. News & World Report rankings. The Wharton 
School ranks at or near the top of any international ranking of business 
schools. And any number of Penn’s departments are rated among the top 
ten or twenty graduate programs in both peer and reputational rankings.

Yet Penn also has faced considerable challenges in the last fifty years, 
many of these related to the school’s urban environment. As a thriving 
university in a major urban center, Penn has faced the challenge of ex-
panding its facilities and programs. Penn has a single campus situated on 
269 acres in the University City neighborhood of West Philadelphia.6 All 
of Penn’s twelve schools, including the medical center and law school, 
are within walking distance of one another. Penn’s leaders have often 
referred to its geographical unity as “one university” as a key feature of 
its interdisciplinary approach to education, scholarship, and research.7 
But geographical unity has not always been accompanied by community 
support. At various times, Penn’s approach to campus expansion has 
earned it a reputation of being “in but not of the community.”8 During a 
growth spurt after World War II, Penn was accused of going on “colossal 
building binges, ripping up whole neighborhoods like some crazed East-
ern European dictator, [and] displacing residents and business for its own 
high minded imperial aims.”9

At the same time, Penn has consistently worried that declining condi-
tions in the surrounding neighborhood would have a negative impact on 
the university’s future and its ability to attract the very best students. As 
early as 1920, a group of alumni urged the university to flee the economi-
cally struggling West Philadelphia area for greener, safer pastures such 
as Valley Forge.10 In the ensuing decades, conditions in the neighboring 
environment became even less attractive. Commercial development de-
clined, buildings became abandoned and turned into sites for criminal 
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activities, and middle-class residents exited the area. Penn developed a 
large group of commuting students who used a trolley system to live in a 
more appealing environment while obtaining an Ivy League education.

Beginning in the 1950s, Penn began a multidecade effort to reverse the 
situation, grounded in the premise that the university needed to find a 
better way of integrating its needs with those of the surrounding com-
munity. In 1956, Martin Meyerson, then professor of urban planning (and 
later university president from 1970 to 1981), proposed a “vigorous pro-
gram of planning, redevelopment and rehabilitation” in West Philadel-
phia in which Penn would provide leadership and funding for “an area 
wide organization specifically devoted to neighborhood improvement.”11 
This resulted in the formation of the West Philadelphia Corporation (now 
the West Philadelphia Partnership), which included Penn, Drexel, the 
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science, Presbyterian Hospital, 
and the Philadelphia College of Osteopathy. Soon after its establishment, 
the corporation concluded that a central research center was needed to 
complement West Philadelphia’s academic and medical institutions.12 In 
1963, the University City Science Center was established to “create good 
jobs and lure high tech businesses to the area.”13 In relatively short order, 
the Science Center achieved what its founders had intended. In fact, more 
than forty years later, the Science Center continues to play an important 
role in the neighborhood’s economic revitalization.

Despite its original mission to combat community deterioration, the ori-
gins of the Science Center were not without controversy or destruction.14 
More than six hundred residents of the neighborhood were displaced and 
scores of buildings were torn down.15 While the West Philadelphia Cor-
poration assisted many of the uprooted residents in finding new homes, 
the damage to neighborhood relations was already done. Conspicuously 
absent from the list of corporation members were any neighborhood, civic, 
or community groups. This was a key and especially egregious omission. 
Ira Harkavy is today an associate vice president at Penn and the founding 
director of its nationally recognized Netter Center for Community Partner-
ships (formerly, the Center for Community Partnerships).16 In the 1960s, 
however, he was a student protester allying with community groups at-
tempting to block Penn’s expansion. Despite the corporation’s best inten-
tion, the result was directly contrary to this purpose. Penn’s poor relation-
ship with the community worsened, and the university became described 
as “the institution its neighbors love to hate.”17

By the 1980s, however, Penn had begun to develop a more nuanced 
and effective approach to community relations that was consistent with 
the institution’s own “enlightened self-interest.”18 In 1983, it created the 
West Philadelphia Partnership, the successor to the West Philadelphia 
Corporation with an expanded membership that included equal numbers 
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of directors from neighborhood organizations and institutions. The same 
year, Penn created the Office of Community-Oriented Policy Studies to 
promote research-based assistance to the neighborhood. In 1985, four 
enterprising undergraduate students created a summer job training corps 
for an honors seminar class that was eventually institutionalized as the 
West Philadelphia Improvement Corps (WEPIC). Several years later, 
WEPIC’s after-school program at a local elementary school became a na-
tional model for how higher education could assist community schools. In 
1992, this set of initiatives culminated in Penn’s creation of the Center for 
Community Partnerships to focus the entire university’s efforts in a more 
proactive and coherent manner.

Under the leadership of President Judith Rodin from 1994 to 2004, Penn 
continued the process of expanding and institutionalizing the approach 
to community development that it had embraced in the 1980s. Rodin 
established “The Urban Agenda” as one of Penn’s six official academic 
priorities, worked to enhance the neighborhood economy, revitalized its 
housing, enhanced the security of the area, and utilized Penn’s expertise 
to promote local commercial development. By the end of the decade, any 
university that was considering how it could enhance its efforts to build 
better community relations had to look at Penn as a potential model.19

Social Capital

Penn has established and institutionalized numerous efforts to promote 
social capital in its West Philadelphia neighborhood. The Netter Center 
for Community Partnerships, for example, coordinates a wide range of 
engagements on the part of Penn students, faculty, and staff. Three prin-
cipal types of activity fall under its rubric: academically based community 
service, direct traditional service, and community development.20 Each 
year, thousands of students, faculty, and staff participate in hundreds of 
volunteer and community service programs. In fiscal year 2006 alone, 
more than 6,500 students, faculty, and staff took part in more than three 
hundred programs, representing thousands of hours invested in time and 
talent.21 Penn has developed a model array of service learning programs for 
students that provide benefits to the community while recognizing that the 
city provides an ideal real-life setting for professional and clinical training.

The Netter Center has been a national leader in the university-assisted 
community school approach to education reform. A recent annual report 
of the Center defines community schools as 

both a place and a set of partnerships that bring the public school together 
with other community resources. Schools become hubs for their neighbor-
hood, in which an integrated focus on academics, health and social services, 
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youth development, community development and community engagement 
leads to improved student learning, stronger families, and healthier com-
munities.22

The theory undergirding the university-assisted community school ap-
proach maintains that the application of university resources can help en-
gage and empower an entire neighborhood and simultaneously provide 
universities with an unparalleled vehicle for nurturing civic development 
among students and enabling faculty to conduct research with genuine 
social significance. Established fifteen years ago, the Netter Center now 
partners with eight university-assisted community schools in which Penn 
students provided over fifty thousand hours of service. It has also become 
a model for school engagement for other universities, both nationally and 
internationally. The opportunities made available by the Netter Center 
are a key reason that Penn was ranked first in service learning by U.S. 
News & World Report in 2002.23

In recent years, Penn has highlighted the Center for Community Part-
nerships’ work as a way of recruiting potential students and promoting a 
distinctive university identity.24 In terms of recruitment, urban universi-
ties have flourished in the last decade as many teens find the excitement, 
opportunity, and diversity of these locations far more preferable than 
they did a decade earlier. Amy Gutmann, Penn’s current president, has 
frequently linked Penn’s service learning programs and its commitment 
to the West Philadelphia neighborhood as an essential feature of Penn’s 
academic identity. According to Gutmann, a noted political theorist, civic 
engagement is not merely a pragmatic instrument for responding to the 
challenges of an urban environment, but also a means of embodying the 
practical vision of the school’s founder in its daily activities.25 

We noted earlier that Penn’s leaders recognized that perceptions of 
campus and neighborhood safety were extraordinarily important to its 
capacity to attract and retain the kind of faculty and students consistent 
with its academic stature. Soon after arriving as president, Judith Rodin 
recognized that crime and blight in some areas surrounding the cam-
pus had reached levels entirely unacceptable to the university and the 
citizenry.26 In response, Penn took the initiative in convening a group 
of families, community groups, businesses, and other local institutions 
to develop a multipronged approach to the problem. They made visible 
improvements in the environmental design of the neighborhood, planting 
trees and enhancing street lighting. They worked with the city to increase 
the number and visibility of the police, and they recruited and trained 
volunteer neighborhood safety ambassadors. The impact of the safety 
efforts has been noticeable. Overall crime has dropped by more than 36 
percent in five years, with auto thefts down 74 percent, robberies down 
62 percent, and assaults down 54 percent.27 The changes in environmen-
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tal design have served as a catalyst for improving storefronts and home 
fronts. And there is far more walking traffic on the streets as residents and 
students feel much safer.

Penn has been a genuine leader in developing institutional and collab-
orative ways of bringing a sense of permanence to its community involve-
ment. A key for establishing and sustaining its commitment to building 
social capital in the neighborhood has been the development of the Uni-
versity City District (UCD), a public-private partnership that Penn helped 
to found in 1997, along with community groups, government agencies, 
and partner institutions such as Drexel University.28 Today, financial 
support for the UCD comes from a wide array of stakeholders, including 
Penn, Drexel, Amtrak, Children’s Seashore House, Children’s Hospital 
of Philadelphia, the U.S. Postal Service, the Veterans Affairs Medical 
Center, and the West Philadelphia Partnership. The UCD has elevated 
ad hoc and single-institution efforts in the neighborhood to an enduring, 
community-wide initiative. As Rodin’s executive vice president, John Fry, 
noted, “Penn’s role is very much that of a catalyst. Penn can’t by itself 
make everything work.”29

Economic Development

Penn’s initiatives to build social capital in the area have been accom-
panied by extensive efforts to promote the economic development of its 
surrounding community. In 1995, the university launched a “Buy West 
Philadelphia” and “Hire West Philadelphia” campaign. Between 1995 
and 2006, Penn’s spending on goods and services in West Philadelphia 
increased by more than 400 percent.30 The university identifies and pur-
chases products from West Philadelphia vendors and also has utilized its 
expertise to assist small businesses in forging partnerships with major na-
tional firms such as IKON Office Solutions, Fisher Scientific, and Staples. 
This effort has been a substantial boost to minority businesses in the area. 
In fiscal year 2006, Penn purchased more than $70 million in goods and 
services from neighborhood businesses, with more than $49 million going 
to minority vendors.31 

Penn is now the largest private employer in the city of Philadelphia and 
the fourth-largest private employer in the state.32 Under the university’s 
Community Advisory Committee for Economic Inclusion, community 
participation in campus employment and employment generated by 
university investment has increased sharply. For instance, in 1999 Penn 
converted a parking lot into a $90 million University Square retail and 
hotel development site. The project was the largest single commercial 
investment in West Philadelphia history.33 More than 150 West Phila-
delphia residents and 559 other Philadelphia residents worked on the 
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project, with more than $18 million or 20 percent of the construction dol-
lars awarded to minority- and women-owned businesses.34 Today, West 
Philadelphia residents fill more than half of the permanent jobs created 
by the University Square merchants.35

The University Square project is also indicative of how Penn has 
emerged as a major real estate developer in the West Philadelphia area. 
In The Left Bank project, for example, Penn worked with a private de-
veloper and invested $55 million to transform a vacant General Electric 
factory into an apartment, retail, and office complex.36 Appealing to po-
tential renters and retailers because of its proximity to a major Amtrak 
station and city transportation hubs, The Left Bank provided housing 
opportunities to an area that had been essentially bereft of residential 
life. As Judith Rodin put it, “The transformation of this vacant warehouse 
into University City’s first new large-scale rental housing in decades is 
truly significant. It demonstrates once again that University City is on the 
move. Expanding the range of quality housing choices in University City 
is an integral part of our broader efforts to enhance the quality of life in 
our community.”37

Penn’s stature as a leading research university makes it a major con-
tributor to the intellectual capital of its neighborhood and Philadelphia 
more generally, and the university provides a competitive advantage 
for firms in the emerging life sciences economy. As a key shareholder 
in the University City Science Center, Penn is a major contributor to the 
innovation and entrepreneurialism that emerge from the incubator and 
that serve as a “powerful economic engine for the regional economy.”38 
Penn is a key participant and contributor to the life sciences economy in 
Philadelphia. The region includes headquarters for eight pharmaceutical 
firms, employs 53,000 individuals in the life sciences and 312,000 people 
in industries that support the life sciences, and has the highest rate of life 
sciences industrial research and development funding per capita in the 
nation.39 

Penn’s Wharton School is internationally recognized as one of the 
world’s premier business programs. It draws students from around the 
world, and its faculty consults widely for companies on a global basis. 
In recent decades, Penn has worked to apply the faculty and student tal-
ent of Wharton in ways that can directly benefit local and neighborhood 
organizations as well. For example, Wharton has created a Certificate of 
Professional Development geared to the needs of local organizations. The 
certificate program provides a menu of short, focused courses that can 
enhance the specific competencies that an organization needs to tackle its 
immediate and long-term challenges such as mergers, negotiations, build-
ing new businesses, and profiting in competitive markets.40 It enables 
local companies to draw upon the national and global expertise of Penn 
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faculty in bringing a fresh perspective to their challenges with the intent 
of creating a real-time solution that can be immediately tested. 

Over the last forty years, Penn has fully redefined its relationship with 
the West Philadelphia community. And its most recent president, Amy 
Gutmann, has continued that process. Gutmann has explicitly connected 
Penn’s commitment to the community to the democratic vision embodied 
in the views that Benjamin Franklin articulated when the university was 
founded.41 In Gutmann’s view, Penn’s dedication to partnering with its 
community while enhancing its stature as a global research university is 
not contradictory but a perfect manifestation of Franklin’s belief that the 
highest levels of scientific learning can be utilized for practical benefits. 
This is, in part, what makes Penn distinctive among the Ivies. In short, 
what was a practical necessity to save the university in the 1960s has be-
come a distinctive virtue at the outset of the twenty-first century.

A PIONEER: THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Throughout its more than 125-year existence, the University of South-
ern California (USC) has defined itself as a pioneer. Quite literally, its 
establishment helped settle a new geographic territory, Los Angeles, 
which was nothing more than a frontier town in 1870 when a group of 
public-spirited citizens envisioned the establishment of a university in 
the region.42 Ten years later, when USC opened its doors to fifty-three 
students and ten teachers, L.A. still lacked paved streets, electric lights, 
and a reliable fire alarm system.

As a budding university in the early twentieth century, USC blazed 
new trails in the international arena. In 1914, a group of international 
students founded the Cosmopolitan Club at USC to promote friendship 
among students from Asia, Latin America, and Europe.43 A decade later, 
USC established the first school of international relations in the United 
States; only six years later, USC had more than seven hundred foreign 
students, which represented 10 percent of the student body, ranking 
the university third in the country in international enrollment.44 Today, 
students from more than one hundred nations seek the opportunity to 
study at USC.45 For the 2006–2007 academic year, total university en-
rollment stood at approximately 16,500 undergraduate students and 
approximately 16,500 graduate and professional students, out of which 
an estimated 5,600 were international students.46 In the latter half of the 
twentieth century, USC continued the tradition of defining itself by its 
commitment to cutting-edge intellectual pursuits such as the life sciences 
and biotechnology. In 1952, USC’s Health Sciences Campus opened. In 
the early 1980s, USC’s path-breaking Neurological, Informational and 
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Behavioral Sciences program (known as NIBS, and later reorganized as 
the Neuroscience Research Institute) began training graduate students. 
With the 1988 establishment of the Institute for Molecular Medicine (later 
renamed the Institute for Genetic Medicine), USC positioned itself as a 
leader in biotechnology. USC continued to build its reputation as a leader 
in the life sciences throughout the 1990s, receiving a $112.5 million dona-
tion in 1998 to establish the USC Alfred E. Mann Institute for Biomedical 
Engineering and $110 million in 1999 for its medical school, which was 
renamed the Keck School of Medicine of USC.47 The opening of the Health 
Sciences Campus office of the USC Stevens Institute for Innovation in 
2007 has positioned USC to continue to chart new intellectual territory in 
the life sciences over the years ahead.48

USC also has attempted to capitalize on its location in the home of 
American culture’s biggest export—Hollywood films—by developing 
leading programs in all areas of communication studies relevant to an 
information age. In 1929, USC established the country’s first filmmaking 
program.49 Since then, it has expanded its offerings into a widely sought-
after array of programs, geared to developing students proficient in all 
forms of cultural communication in a digital age. USC’s Robert Zemeckis 
Center opened as the country’s first and only fully digital filmmaking 
training facility in 2001. George Lucas’s $175 million gift in 2006, the larg-
est gift in USC’s history, was earmarked for the building of new facilities 
at the university’s film school and for an endowment to support it.50

The Lucas gift punctuated another major development that had oc-
curred at USC during the last few decades—its entrance into the major 
leagues of academic fundraising. USC’s 1961 Master Plan for Enterprise 
and Excellence in Education included the ambitious goal of doubling the 
university’s endowment.51 Then, in the 1970s, USC launched its “Toward 
Century II” fundraising campaign, which brought in more than $309 mil-
lion in five years.52 By 1990, the university’s next effort, “The Campaign 
for USC,” had raised $641.6 million.53 Over the course of the 1990s, USC 
tripled its endowment to $1.5 billion.54 By 2000, the seventh year of a 
fund-raising campaign, the university’s endowment had quadrupled.55 
At the close of the “Building on Excellence” campaign in 2002, USC 
had set a record in higher education by conducting the most successful 
fundraising effort ever, raising $2.85 billion in nine years.56 In 2004, USC 
reported that its strong financial base had been bolstered by “the largest 
fundraising campaign in the history of higher education,” indicating that 
the university’s endowment had nearly quintupled over a dozen or so 
years.57 As of June 30, 2006, USC’s endowment stood at $3.1 billion.58 

Since 1991, USC’s rise has been led by Steven Sample, who arrived 
in L.A. after bringing the State University of New York at Buffalo into 
the upper echelon of American research universities, as signified by its 
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election to the Association of American Universities.59 At USC, Sample 
established a vision that the university would “be widely regarded as one 
of the very best universities in the United States. And not only regarded 
as that, but, in fact, to be one of the very, very best.”60 Sample has raised 
student selectivity while increasing diversity, has been a prodigious fund-
raiser (he was the first university president to bring in five gifts of more 
than $100 million each), and has used the dollars from the campaigns to 
support new facilities and recruit world-class faculty.

USC has become one of the “hottest” schools in the nation for students 
who want to make films, participate in the business side of the entertain-
ment industry, establish new forms of Internet communication, and cover 
these industries as journalists and broadcasters. Its entrepreneurialism 
program ranks first in the country, and the list of recognitions has con-
tinued to grow. USC was ranked forty-second on the U.S. News & World 
Report list of best national universities in 2000.61 In 2001, the Kaplan/
Newsweek “How to Get into College” guide named USC one of America’s 
nine “hottest schools,” and the Association of American Colleges and 
Universities singled out USC as one of sixteen “leadership institutions.”62 
Once seen as a fallback school for the wealthy, USC has shed its image as 
a “university of second choice” or a “university for spoiled children.”63

Enhancing Social Capital

Not only has USC set itself apart nationally, but it also has been a pio-
neer in fostering strong relations in its own backyard, paving the way for 
America’s urban universities in the area of community outreach. In 1934, 
USC debuted its “University on the Air,” an educational outreach pro-
gram broadcast on radio.64 In 1968, USC launched The Urban Semester, 
a program that sends students out of the classroom and laboratory and 
into the city streets and halls of power. A few years later, USC established 
the Joint Academic Program, one of the first service learning programs 
in the United States. In 1994, USC inaugurated its comprehensive Good 
Neighbors Campaign; it launched its Friends and Neighbors Service Day 
the following year.

One of USC’s most successful community outreach programs is the 
Neighborhood Academic Initiative (NAI). Opening its doors in 1991, NAI 
is a six-year, comprehensive, educational outreach program that prepares 
low-income, minority students living in the neighborhoods surrounding 
USC for success in college.65 At NAI’s core is the Pre-College Enrichment 
Academy, which provides accelerated curriculum in math and language 
arts to students drawn from three local schools, each of which has up to 90 
percent of its student population qualifying for the free federal school lunch 
program.66 Going beyond similar types of programs at other universities, 
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NAI’s goal for its scholars is not merely acceptance to, but rather success 
at and graduation from four-year universities, leading to the enrichment 
of individual lives, families, and communities.67 Scholars who complete 
the NAI program in good standing and meet all requirements for admis-
sion to USC are eligible for a full four-and-a-half-year financial aid pack-
age to the university.68 To date, over 33 percent of NAI scholars have at-
tended or are currently attending USC, and other NAI scholars have been 
accepted to universities such as Stanford, the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Rutgers, Boston University, the University of California at 
Berkeley, the University of California at Santa Cruz, and the University 
of California at Los Angeles.69 

Another aspect of USC’s transformation has been improving its loca-
tion, both in reality and perception. In addition to several new capital 
projects in the area, improved safety is among the real improvements 
USC has helped bring about in its neighborhood. Creative efforts to en-
hance safety are excellent examples of how it is possible to address mat-
ters that are vital to the success of the institution and equally significant 
to the citizens in the surrounding locale. 

In the early 1990s, USC hired a veteran L.A. police officer to work out 
an agreement with the city police force to allow campus officers to patrol 
the surrounding community.70 USC Campus Police then expanded the 
size of its force to patrol an area sixteen times larger than the campus.71 
In addition, USC organized the Kid Watch Program to ensure children’s 
safety as they walked to and from school; it has become a model for other 
cities. Working in partnership with the L.A. Unified School District and 
the L.A. Police Department, USC helps train and organize nine hundred 
neighborhood Kid Watch volunteers.72 USC also launched a program to 
remove graffiti from the neighborhood within twenty-four hours of its ap-
pearance; the program later received funding from the city. Such efforts 
have contributed to a decrease in the crime rate in USC’s neighborhood 
that is far more dramatic than in the rest of the city. In turn, improved 
safety has helped allay parents’ concerns about sending their children to 
college in the inner city, contributing to an increase in the number of ap-
plicants to the university.

USC’s real estate development enterprise has created community-
oriented projects such as the USC Neighborhood Homeownership Pro-
gram. Started in 1995, the program now offers subsidies of $50,000 or 20 
percent of the purchase price (whichever is less) to USC employees who 
buy homes in the neighborhoods surrounding the University Park and 
Health Sciences campuses.73 The home-buying initiative was established 
by President Sample shortly after he arrived at USC as part of his strategy 
to strengthen the university’s ties with its communities. According to the 
program’s administrator, Maxine McNeal, the program’s main objectives 
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are “to allow employees to purchase homes, to live near work and have a 
vested interest in their community.”74 USC is one of only a handful of in-
stitutions that offer such subsidies to employees (Yale University is among 
the others with a similar program). USC’s program helped 109 university 
employees purchase homes from 1995 to 2006.75 More than seventy of the 
local employees hired as part of USC’s targeted recruitment efforts have 
been aided by the Neighborhood Homeownership Program.76

In addition to addressing neighborhood problems in a tangible, mea-
surable way, USC has played a larger role in its surrounding community 
as it has, over time, enabled the neighborhood to become a genuine player 
in enhancing the economic and cultural identity of Los Angeles. The new 
California Science Center and other improvements to Exposition Park 
near USC’s University Park Campus have enabled the university to start 
marketing itself as one of the bookends of a thriving arts and cultural 
corridor that runs down Figueroa Street to downtown, thereby transform-
ing its long-held image as a school located in a depressed area of South 
Central L.A.77 Northwestern University’s new president, Morton Owen 
Schapiro, said, “Steve [Sample] has managed to relocate USC from the 
ghetto of South-Central Los Angeles to the edge of vibrant downtown 
L.A.—without moving an inch.”78 Having created “one of the most ambi-
tious social-outreach programs of any university in the nation” over the 
latter part of the twentieth century, USC was named by Time and the 
Princeton Review as “2000 College of the Year.”79 The Princeton Review 
again acknowledged USC in 2005, selecting it as one of eighty-one “Col-
leges with a Conscience” based on the university’s outstanding record 
of community involvement.80 In 2006, Evan Dobelle, president of the 
New England Board of Higher Education, released a list of twenty-five 
“best neighbor” urban colleges and universities that had “dramatically 
strengthened the economy and quality of life” of their communities, earn-
ing them Dobelle’s title of “Saviors of Our Cities.”81 Topping Dobelle’s list 
was USC because of its community and economic development efforts, 
which will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter. 

Economic and Community Development

To illustrate the growing economic importance of urban universities 
such as USC, Sample has often cited the fact that L.A.’s largest private 
employer is “not a defense firm, not a movie studio, but the University 
of Southern California.”82 And he has been quick to note that “unlike 
other major private employers, USC won’t be sold, merged or moved to 
Phoenix.”83 USC has deliberatively and extensively attempted to use its 
economic might to promote the growth of the university and the prosper-
ity of the surrounding community.
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USC retained Economics Research Associates (ERA) to evaluate the 
economic impact of the university’s operations for fiscal year 2006.84 The 
report assessed the overall economic impact of USC as an institution. It 
also examined its role as employer, workforce developer, real estate de-
veloper, attracter of financial capital, and producer of intellectual capital. 
And, in most of these areas, it reviewed how USC’s economic impact was 
directly related to the well-being of the surrounding community.

In determining the overall economic impact of USC, ERA limited its 
calculations to all USC spending associated with university operations, 
along with indirect and induced economic impact, within Los Angeles 
County.85 Based on the USC-related economic activities documented in 
the 2006 report, ERA determined that for every dollar spent by USC in 
Los Angeles County during fiscal year 2006, an additional 39 cents of 
output was created elsewhere in the regional economy.86 Also, every 
dollar of earnings that workers were paid for USC-related expenditures 
supported an additional 36 cents of wages elsewhere in the county.87 Ev-
ery $1 million spent by USC in the region supported more than ten and 
a half full-time equivalent jobs.88 Based on ERA’s direct and indirect and 
induced economic impact calculations, it was determined that the total 
economic impact of USC operations in fiscal year 2006 within Los Ange-
les County was close to $4 billion in total output, with earnings of more 
than $1.4 billion that in turn supported more than 42,700 jobs.89 USC was 
estimated to have accounted for 0.42 percent of the city’s estimated total 
gross product.90

Approximately 31 percent ($22.2 million) of the university’s fiscal 
year 2006 nonpayroll spending within the city occurred in the immedi-
ate neighborhoods of the Health Sciences Campus and the University 
Park Campus.91 USC has worked to direct a growing proportion of its 
considerable purchasing power to nearby businesses through the USC 
Local Vendor Program (LVP).92 Firms participating in the LVP are given 
an opportunity to bid on USC projects open to competitive bidding. In 
addition, participating businesses are included in the USC Small Business 
Directory, which is used by more than nine hundred senior USC business 
officers, staff, and faculty members, as well as two hundred off-campus 
organizations.

In 2000, $7 million out of a total of $248 million (3 percent) worth of 
goods and services was bought from vendors within a five-mile radius of 
both the University Park Campus in South Central L.A. and the Health 
Sciences Campus in East L.A.93 USC also has targeted its purchasing 
power toward small, minority-, women-, and disabled veteran–owned 
suppliers, and it did more than $45.4 million in business with such sup-
pliers in 2002, the last year for which data are available.94 In addition, 
from 1987 to 2000, USC’s Business Expansion Network helped more than 
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six thousand businesses, 80 percent of which were minority-owned, with 
business planning services, resulting in the businesses’ receipt of some 
$20 million in loans and $15 million in government contracts.95

USC’s efforts as a property and real estate development enterprise have 
been transformative for the university and for the neighborhood. USC has 
developed facilities such as the Galen Center Arena and the Norris Re-
search Tower, which provide a first-class venue for athletic events and a 
state-of-the-art research facility for faculty.96 But the cumulative effects of 
USC’s building program, the development of the California Science Cen-
ter, and improvements to Exposition Park near the heart of the University 
Park Campus have been far more substantial.97

In recent years, the establishment of the USC Stevens Institute for In-
novation (USC Stevens) is a perfect example of how the university is 
working to marry the production of intellectual capital with its broader 
economic and community development missions. The purpose of USC 
Stevens is to support the university’s students and faculty in the transla-
tion of inventions and discoveries into practice, not only to position USC 
at the forefront of creative research, but also to enable USC to make a 
meaningful difference in the health and welfare of society.98 USC Stevens 
owes its creation to entrepreneurship—that of USC and the man whose 
firm helped bring such innovators as YouTube and Google to the market-
place, venture capitalist Mark Stevens, who along with his wife, Mary, 
contributed $22 million to create the institute.99 Evolving out of the USC 
Stevens Institute for Technology Commercialization in the USC Viterbi 
School of Engineering, the USC Stevens Institute for Innovation opened 
for business on March 28, 2007.100 According to Stevens, a USC alumnus 
and trustee and a general partner in Sequoia Capital, “We envision USC as 
a powerful engine for making a better world in the 21st century. To realize 
this vision, we must have faculty and students who are capable of engag-
ing in research of the highest caliber and of connecting with colleagues in 
industry and venture capital to address real-world problems.”101

Representing much more than merely a name change and a new ex-
ecutive director, USC Stevens signified a departure from its predecessor 
institute, as well as from most innovation institutes at other universities. 
This was the first time a major research university had consolidated tech-
nology transfer (the former Office of Technology Licensing was folded 
into USC Stevens), educational and cocurricular programming, and in-
novator development in a university-wide, centralized hub based in the 
office of the provost.102 Emphasizing the advantages of being centrally 
positioned organizationally, as opposed to being an offshoot of one or a 
limited number of disciplines, Stevens executive director, Krisztina Holly, 
noted, “We have a huge commitment from the provost to be a university-
wide resource. . . . [W]e’re not just working with our engineering school 
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and with the School of Medicine, but also with a top-notch cinematic arts 
school and music school, and a school of communications.”103 In keep-
ing with USC’s public-minded approach to economic development, USC 
Stevens differentiated itself from the pack by pairing its innovation and 
commercialization enterprise with its community outreach mission. 

USC Stevens positions the university to strengthen and leverage L.A.’s 
robust life sciences industry.104 According to the Southern California 
Biomedical Council, the Los Angeles–Orange County metro area has a 
36 percent higher concentration of biosciences employment than other 
metro areas in the United States. Most notably, the L.A. region is first 
among U.S. metropolitan areas in medical device sector employment and 
second in biosciences research, testing, and labs. The Money Tree Report by 
PricewaterhouseCoopers indicated that the Los Angeles–Orange County 
metropolitan area is tenth in the nation for biotechnology venture capital 
funding.105 

In looking to the future, USC has acknowledged that conditions in the 
world are changing at an increasingly rapid rate, requiring the develop-
ment of flexible strategies for accelerating the university’s progress.106 
Therefore, in engaging in planning processes that cast its focus ten to 
twenty years ahead, USC has opted to identify strategic capabilities that 
can position it for “unknowable challenges,” rather than opting to outline 
a detailed road map.107 For instance, USC has identified the expansion of 
its research capabilities as one of the key elements of its ongoing success. 
In turn, USC has identified distinguishing features upon which to expand 
its research capabilities. 

Two of the distinguishing features related to achieving its research vi-
sion are its urban location and its close ties to the community.108 Related 
to the university’s urban location, USC’s 2030 Master Plan notes: 

USC is one of the most enduring institutions in the city of Los Angeles. While 
others have forsaken the city, USC has recommitted itself to Los Angeles, serv-
ing as an economic engine and stirring civic pride with the success of its sports 
teams, its academic accomplishments and the contributions of its alumni.109

Related to the university’s close ties to the community, the 2030 Master 
Plan states, “Working closely with its neighbors in ‘respectful partner-
ship,’ USC is helping create better schools, safer streets and a greener, 
more beautiful environment.”110

As the twenty-first century unfolds, USC’s urban location and com-
munity outreach features will become inextricably linked. As stated in 
the university’s plan for increasing academic excellence, “The histories of 
USC and the region it serves are closely linked, and both evolve together. 
USC considers its commitment to being a great university as one of the 
most important contributions it can make to its region.”111
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CREATING AN IDENTITY: 
VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY

In 1990, Virginia was experiencing its worst recession in decades, and 
state support for universities had been reduced considerably.112 At the 
same time, it was also clear that people at Virginia Commonwealth 
University (VCU) and in the broader community believed that VCU’s 
untapped potential was substantial. Community organizations, the busi-
ness community, and local and state government agencies were com-
ing to the realization that having a strong collaboration with a research 
university could be extremely beneficial to the long-term interest of their 
organizations, the region, and the commonwealth of Virginia. Yet it was 
also clear that the collaborations that did exist were often ad hoc, related 
to the particular interests of an individual faculty member and a specific 
organization, agency, or business, and were not driven institutionally. As 
an institution, VCU did not have a large footprint or a clear identity in the 
minds of people in almost any segment of the Richmond community. 

Over the last twenty years, VCU has worked assiduously to rectify this. 
It has creatively partnered with community organizations and assumed 
leadership positions in the region’s major initiatives. In doing so, it has 
become an essential contributor to the future of its region.

Building Social Capital

In the early 1990s, VCU initiated a Community Service Associates 
Program that enabled community organizations to tap faculty members’ 
expertise for a semester on a part-time basis.113 Faculty members worked 
with schools, nonprofit organizations, and state and local agencies on 
projects of mutual interest—improving child care, enhancing infant 
health, revitalizing neighborhoods—while the president’s office reim-
bursed their academic departments for their time. An official request-and-
approval process was developed whereby organizations would identify 
a specific need, the need would be matched with the expertise and inter-
est of particular faculty members, and a project of a semester or year’s 
length would be established. From 1990 to 2008, more than three hundred 
community projects were supported by the expertise of the university’s 
faculty.114

VCU has worked in a number of other ways for almost two decades 
to promote social capital and capacity building in the larger community. 
While VCU and its neighbors once had an “unpeaceful” coexistence, since 
1990 the university has assumed the role of facilitator—helping to bridge 
the divisions that existed in the community in the early 1990s by bring-
ing together groups and organizations that did not have a good history 
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of working cooperatively.115 Like Penn, VCU has involved its community 
partners in helping to shape major university-wide initiatives, such as mas-
ter site planning. VCU reaffirmed its ongoing institutional commitment to 
university-community partnerships by including outreach as one of the 
key themes in the “VCU 2020: Vision for Excellence” strategic plan that 
was adopted in 2006.116 Key community partnerships include the Carver 
Neighborhood-VCU Partnership, VCU Community Solutions, Lobs & Les-
sons, FIRST Robotics, and the Community Nursing Organization. 

These initiatives have encompassed a wide array of purposes. VCU 
has used campus police to promote school safety, faculty members have 
designed neighborhood housing initiatives, and the university regularly 
brings children from disadvantaged neighborhoods to campus to experi-
ence the possibilities of college life firsthand. And VCU has increasingly 
utilized the expertise of the VCU Medical Center to promote health and 
wellness in the broader community.

Another strategy that has been instrumental in strengthening VCU’s 
capacity to support community development has been the personal 
involvement of the university president in a variety of community or-
ganizations, ranging from arts boards to regional development efforts. 
In the mid-1990s, the Greater Richmond Chamber of Commerce asked 
me, Eugene Trani, as VCU’s president to serve as chair of the chamber 
board. From 2001 to 2004, the major organization promoting downtown 
revitalization, Richmond Renaissance, asked me to serve as chair. These 
requests were indicative of the new identity that VCU was daily creating 
in the Richmond area. The university was increasingly seen as an indis-
pensable partner in all aspects of the community’s future, one whose ex-
pertise, energy, and dedication were enabling the Richmond area to reach 
a potential that had been deferred for too long. 

VCU has received national recognition from the Carnegie Foundation 
for the Advancement of Teaching for its initiatives within the commu-
nity.117 In 2006, VCU was selected for Carnegie’s Community Engagement 
Classification, which recognized VCU and seventy-five other U.S. col-
leges and universities for promoting community engagement as a central 
focus of their missions. In addition, the Carnegie Foundation selected 
VCU as one of sixty-two institutions of higher learning nationwide that 
demonstrated a commitment to community engagement in the classroom 
and to partnerships and outreach beyond the boundaries of campus. 
These awards confirmed VCU’s belief that it is a campus without walls 
that seeks to integrate itself within the community.118

The partnerships that VCU established during the punishing recession 
of the 1990s and into the twenty-first century have served the university 
well internally—enhancing its instructional, research, and public-service 
missions. They have brought resources to the university at times when 
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the state could not possibly provide them. They have energized faculty 
members, students, and administrators during challenging times, and 
helped shape a sharpened sense of university identity, both internally 
and externally. VCU has worked across disciplines to develop innova-
tive approaches to important scientific and societal issues, has translated 
research from basic findings to benefits for patient care and social justice, 
and has used its urban location as an opportunity for scholarly work and 
student learning.119

Today, VCU continues to create partnerships that enhance the univer-
sity’s instructional, research, and public-service missions.120 For instance, 
of the more than $20 million in annual grant and contract support for 
VCU’s College of Humanities and Sciences, almost half is for community-
based research projects. With the help of a grant from the Centers for Dis-
ease Control and Prevention, VCU’s Psychology Department now works 
with the Richmond public schools to reduce the level of youth violence 
in the community. In the spring of 2008, VCU’s School of Education and 
its Department of Psychiatry in the School of Medicine developed a col-
laborative partnership with a local elementary school that specializes in 
educating children with autism. The elementary school benefits from 
the educational and treatment programs provided by VCU’s faculty 
members, graduate students, and medical-school residents, who in turn 
receive hands-on training that would be almost impossible to obtain oth-
erwise.

Economic Development

VCU has recognized that, simply because of its sheer size, it has had 
an impact on the economic development of its community through its 
roles as purchaser, employer, and real estate developer.121 These are roles 
VCU has taken very seriously. But what VCU also has recognized is that 
emerging trends linking universities ever more closely to economic devel-
opment have provided an opportunity to define the university’s role in 
ways that have gone beyond its traditional economic impact. VCU made 
a deliberate decision to adopt a leadership role in economic development 
in the region. Since the early 1990s, the university has developed strate-
gies for linking its knowledge base to cutting-edge business development 
in the Richmond area, for promoting business development in a way that 
could physically restore and revitalize parts of downtown Richmond, 
and for bringing disparate elements in the community together around 
a shared vision.

A prime example of how VCU has consciously linked its knowledge 
base to the promotion of cutting-edge economic development in the region 
is the establishment of the School of Engineering. In 1990, the Richmond 
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region was one of the largest metropolitan areas in the nation that did not 
have a school of engineering in its environs.122 The business community 
was very concerned about this deficiency, and the 1991 regional strategic 
plan that was undertaken under the auspices of the Greater Richmond 
Chamber of Commerce noted that developing a school of engineering 
should be a priority.

Working together, we were able to develop state support for the school 
in a recessionary economic climate. We were able to do so because we de-
veloped a strong partnership with the business community and obtained 
real financial support from the local governments in the region (which 
did not have a strong history of cooperation); also, the planned school 
became a linchpin in the state government’s effort to woo Motorola to lo-
cate major facilities in Richmond.123 Ultimately, Motorola did not develop 
the presence in Richmond that had once seemed imminent, but a joint 
venture between Motorola and Siemens (later named White Oak Semi-
conductor and then Qimonda AG) resulted in what was a $2 billion com-
puter memory-chip plant, before it was closed amid the current global 
economic recession.124 The more than decade-long symbiotic relationship 
between Qimonda and VCU in the Engineering School’s establishment 
and ongoing development—as well as in the region’s economic develop-
ment—served as a universal model of industry-university partnerships.125 
However, VCU’s choice not to rely solely on Qimonda also serves as a 
model of industry-university partnerships. While the engineering pro-
gram will have to undergo some reconfiguring, its other industry partner-
ships, such as with Micron Technology and BAE Systems, and its array of 
other types of partnerships and revenue streams will ensure its ongoing 
success amid current and future economic ferment.126

About the same time that VCU established its engineering program in 
the 1990s, it also became the major player guiding the development of 
the Virginia BioTechnology Research Park.127 Forward-looking members 
of the business community had recognized that capitalizing on VCU’s 
Medical Center could be instrumental in the twenty-first-century eco-
nomic progress of the region. The mission of the park (a joint initiative of 
VCU, the City of Richmond, and the Commonwealth of Virginia) and its 
governing authority (a political subdivision of the commonwealth) is to 
create jobs and business in the biotechnology industry for Virginia and to 
position the state to compete in this industry.128 The park, which is situ-
ated on thirty-four acres adjacent to the VCU Medical Center in down-
town Richmond, is home to a unique mix of more than fifty biosciences 
companies; research institutes affiliated with the medical center; and 
major state and national medical laboratories and organizations involved 
with forensics, testing of biotoxins, and management of the nation’s organ 
transplantation process.129
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The park works hand in hand with VCU, other academic institutions, 
businesses, government, and not-for-profit organizations to facilitate 
technology transfer and business development.130 Its business accel-
erator—the Virginia Biosciences Development Center—is the state’s first 
incubator focused exclusively on the life sciences; it assists bioscience 
start-ups in the park’s incubator with everything from legal and financial 
services to business planning.131 From the time it opened in 1995 until 
2007, the incubator helped sixty-three companies get started—nineteen 
from VCU or from the Richmond area, and forty-four that were attracted 
from outside locations.132 In just over ten years, the park’s incubator pro-
gram successfully graduated thirty-one companies, three of which have 
been publicly traded, and helped raise more than $155 million in federal 
and equity funding for its tenants.133 The 1.2-million-square-foot park 
contains nine buildings representing more than $525 million in capital 
investment, and has more than two thousand engineers, technicians, and 
researchers employed by almost sixty companies, VCU institutes, non-
profits, and state labs.134

The contribution that the Virginia BioTechnology Research Park has 
made to economic development actually transcends the number of people 
employed, the capital invested, and the square footage built out.135 The 
park has become an instrument by which VCU can link its world-class 
health sciences with entrepreneurial innovations. It also became the 
principal means of bringing high-tech business with high-paying jobs 
to downtown Richmond. In fact, the entities in the park as a group have 
been the largest generator of high-tech jobs in the region in recent years. 
Moreover, the park has transformed the gateway to the city from Inter-
states 95 and 64 from a collection of gravel parking lots to an architectural 
expression of the economic vibrancy to which Richmond aspires.

During the last twenty years, VCU’s commitment to both its own 
growth and the economic development of its surrounding neighbor-
hoods has resulted in considerable investment in physical capital. Capital 
projects completed from 1981 to 2007 totaled more than $2 billion. VCU’s 
current master site plan, “VCU 2020,” includes approximately $1 billion 
more in projects.136 In addition to a $228 million combined engineering 
and business facility, key projects have included a $185 million state-
of-the-art critical-care hospital; a $17 million center for nursing; and a 
200,000-square-foot, $160 million School of Medicine building currently 
under construction.137 These types of projects not only help improve the 
physical environment of the city, but also provide facilities where innova-
tion can thrive in the region, provide the necessary infrastructure for the 
university’s growing enrollment so the area’s workforce can remain vital, 
and foster opportunities for productive university-community partner-
ships. They also offer an opportunity for VCU to strategically target its 
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resources to important businesses, including minority contractors. For 
instance, about 20 percent of the contracts for the critical-care hospital 
were awarded to minorities.138

In addition to investing enormous and strategically directed amounts 
of resources into physical improvements throughout the city, VCU has 
learned how to connect the physical growth of the campus to the uni-
versity’s interest in revitalizing its immediate neighborhood, including 
a predominantly African American community contiguous with VCU’s 
campus where the university has worked with residents on their concerns 
about education and public safety.139

For decades, the West Broad Street commercial corridor near VCU’s 
Monroe Park Campus stood as a stretch of run-down shops, shuttered 
windows, and empty sidewalks.140 No one was willing to bet on a turn-
around on Broad—until, that is, VCU committed more than $105 million 
to an expansion of the campus there. That expansion, which included a 
new recreation and convocation center, a fine-arts building, administra-
tive information technology facilities, a bookstore, a parking deck, and 
student residences, has spurred an additional $100 million in private 
investment.141 A major national grocery chain has moved to the area, and 
a big-box home repair store opened up, something residents had long 
sought.142 Developers have rehabilitated formerly underused and aban-
doned buildings for a variety of residential and commercial purposes. As 
a result, VCU has become a more attractive environment for the grow-
ing number of students who want to study in a vibrant urban culture, 
and the city of Richmond is creating a more welcoming and hospitable 
downtown. 

CONVERGENCE ON THE COMMUNITY

USC, Penn, and VCU are very different universities, with varying mis-
sions, histories, and venues. Penn is an Ivy League school that traces its 
ancestry to Ben Franklin. USC’s programs are uniquely shaped by its 
location in one of the world’s most important centers of communication 
and entertainment. And VCU is a relative newcomer, a forty-year-old 
institution in the process of completing its own self-definition. Yet in 
recent years, all of these institutions have approached the general issue 
of how to relate to their neighboring communities in similar ways. Each 
institution has viewed its location in a central urban area as an ultimate 
asset. As urban-based universities have become more appealing to young 
people who value metropolitan energy and diversity, all of the institu-
tions have experienced significant increases in applications. USC, Penn, 
and VCU have worked in similar ways to leverage their own assets to 
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revitalize their environs—understanding how a real estate portfolio can 
improve local housing, revitalize neighborhoods, and serve as a spur to 
retail development. And each university has understood that developing 
social capital in its city is a necessary complement to the physical trans-
formation that the university is abetting.

These efforts do not always proceed without tensions. Memories of a 
time when university-community relationships were characterized by in-
stitutional initiatives formulated without citizen consultation still linger. 
Moreover, consultation and dialogue will not always resolve differences 
where strongly held views about university expansion are in conflict. In ad-
dition, the “community” itself is often not a monolithic body. Communities 
have their own competing perspectives, historical tensions, and leadership 
struggles that make any effort to reach agreement with the community im-
possible. On a case-by-case basis, even a model university such as Penn can 
find itself in a conflict over expansion that can resemble previous disputes.

But what university leaders can do is to ensure that the case-by-case 
disputes are overshadowed (or at least balanced) by a broader pattern 
of collaboration, community development, and mutual goal setting that 
casts town-gown relations in a very different light. All of the universi-
ties described in this chapter have been able to accomplish this. They 
have developed a wide-ranging set of efforts with the community that 
has been successful in elevating the level of popular support for the in-
stitution. And they have made a positive impact on their neighborhoods 
that will endure for decades. In each of these cases, presidential leader-
ship assumed that utilizing university talent and resources to promote 
community development was essential to the long-term interests of the 
institution and their own personal success. There is no other individual 
at a college or university who can mobilize the array of resources—real 
estate development, procurement and employment policies, allocation of 
faculty time, and student service learning projects—that a president can. 
Academic leaders cannot accomplish this alone, but they must develop 
a vision that sees how an entire university can contribute to the goal of 
community enhancement.
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The mission, first articulated in colonial times and given life in the 
Morrill Act of 1862, of providing education to all citizens is, today, both 
enduring and changing. The philosophical principles and lofty goals 
remain. The audience, the programming, and the geographical reach of 
the institutions are changing. The world is a much more complex place 
than it was in 1862.1

THE EVOLUTION OF LAND-GRANT UNIVERSITIES

Origins

As far back as colonial times, education has been a central tenet of 
American democratic thought.2 Education has been viewed as a means of 
inculcating ideals of citizenship from the very formation of the American 
Republic.3 Over time, publicly funded primary education became a staple 
in the belief system of democracy and individual advancement in the 
United States. Education also came to be seen as a societal good as well 
as an individual benefit. James Sherwood points to Thomas Jefferson’s 
hope of seeing an “aristocracy of achievement rising out of a democracy 
of opportunity” as the epitome of the American belief in education’s 
transforming power.4

The actual practice of early American higher education was often in 
tension with the ideals of access, utility, and social mobility. Until the first 
half of the nineteenth century, U.S. universities were greatly influenced 
by the European model in which higher education was designed to serve 
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the upper ranks of a sclerotic class system and not the needs of an emerg-
ing, dynamic democratic society.5 

Initially, American higher education institutions functioned in much 
the same fashion as European institutions, offering primarily classical and 
professional curricula.6 Some American institutions had begun to expand 
upon the traditional curricula, but higher education was still largely un-
available to many agricultural and industrial workers.7 By the middle of 
the nineteenth century, however, widespread demands for more agricul-
tural and technical education emerged from a society in the midst of an 
enormous geographical expansion and economic transformation.

In 1860 and 1861, the political events that made the Civil War necessary 
also made possible the passage of landmark higher education legislation 
that would transform American society. The secession of southern states 
from the Union set in motion a chain of events that forever changed the 
course of U.S. history.8 Without southern opposition, northern states 
could pass a number of bills that the South had blocked before 1860, and 
many of these measures helped to spur economic growth in the western 
territories. One such initiative was the Morrill Act of 1862 (also known as 
the Land-Grant Act), which made it possible for western states to estab-
lish colleges for their citizens.

Sponsored by Justin Morrill, a Vermont congressman, the act gave ev-
ery state that had remained in the Union a grant of thirty thousand acres 
of public land per member of the state’s congressional delegation, the pro-
ceeds from which the state was to use to establish colleges in engineering, 
agriculture, and military science, reflecting the demand for such training 
that emerged in the nineteenth century. The intent of the Morrill Act was 
to provide a broad segment of the population with a practical education 
that had direct relevance to the students’ daily lives. At least three move-
ments were furthered by the 1862 Morrill Act:

1.  The protest against the dominance of the classics in higher educa-
tion

2.  The desire to develop college-level instruction relating to the practi-
cal realities of an agricultural and industrial society

3.  The interest in preparing those belonging to the “industrial classes” 
for the “professions of life”9

The language used in the Morrill Act stating the legislation’s purpose 
was as follows: 

The leading object shall be, without excluding other scientific and classical 
studies, and including military tactics, to teach such branches of learning as 
are related to agriculture and mechanic arts, in such manner as the legisla-
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tures of the State may respectively prescribe, in order to promote the liberal 
and practical education of the industrial classes in the several pursuits and 
professions in life.10

The Morrill Act was signed into law by President Abraham Lincoln on 
July 2, 1862.11 Sixty-nine colleges were funded by the land grants called for 
in the act. In 1887, the Hatch Act was passed, mandating the creation of 
agricultural experiment stations for scientific research.12 Also in 1887, the 
National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges, now 
known as the Association of Public and Land-Grant Universities (APLU), 
was founded to support excellence in teaching, research, and public ser-
vice, a mission it has upheld since that time, earning it a prominent role in 
the evolution of land-grant institutions for more than 120 years.13 In 1890, 
the second Morrill Act was passed, providing further endowment for col-
leges, including funding for institutions for black students, which led to the 
creation of seventeen historically black land-grant colleges.14 Legislation 
contributing to the expansion of land-grant institutions continued to be 
enacted in the twentieth century. In 1914, the Smith-Lever Act was passed, 
providing federal support for cooperative extension efforts with state and 
local communities.15 The Bankhead-Jones Act was approved in 1935, add-
ing annual appropriations for land-grant institutions.16 The 1944 Service-
men’s Readjustment Act (GI Bill), Public Law 346, dramatically increased 
the enrollment of such institutions as land-grant universities and colleges 
by providing for the higher education of veterans.17 In 1994, legislation was 
passed that led to the establishment of twenty-nine Native American tribal 
colleges, all of which are located on or near reservations.18

Over the course of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, many of 
the established land-grant colleges grew, with additional state aid, into 
large public universities, educating millions of Americans who otherwise 
might not have been able to afford college.19 Today, there are more than 
one hundred land-grant institutions.20 Many of the land-grant institu-
tions have joined the ranks of the nation’s most distinguished public 
research universities, and millions of students have been able to study 
every academic discipline and explore fields of inquiry far beyond the 
scope that was envisioned in the original land-grant mission. Land-grant 
institutions have not only broadened higher education access and oppor-
tunities for the general population, but they also have opened doors to 
specific segments of previously unserved and underserved populations. 
For instance, the network of American tribal colleges has become the 
most important provider of higher education opportunities for Native 
Americans and has been notably successful in retaining students and 
sending them on to four-year colleges and universities.21 The tribal col-
leges also have provided a variety of community services, such as family 
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counseling, alcohol and drug abuse programs, job training, and economic 
development. In addition, the Historically Black Colleges and Universi-
ties (HBCUs), which trace their roots to the second Morrill Act, now stand 
eighteen strong in number and continue to produce the greatest number 
of degrees awarded to African Americans in this country.22 In 2002, Presi-
dent George W. Bush established the President’s Board of Advisors on 
HBCUs, to develop measures to ensure that HBCUs remain a vital part of 
the nation’s history and educational system.23 Complementing the land-
grant mission of educating “the people” is the extension function these 
institutions perform. Since the Smith-Lever Act was passed in 1914, the 
federal government’s Cooperative State Research, Education, and Exten-
sion Service (CSREES) has grown within the U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture, helping to advance knowledge about agriculture, the environment, 
human health and well-being, and communities.24 CSREES accomplishes 
this by supporting research, education, and extension programs at land-
grant universities, as well as by partnering with other organizations. 
CSREES helps states identify priorities of public concern that affect 
agricultural producers, small-business owners, youth and families, and 
others, and provides annual formula funding and competitively awarded 
grants to land-grant universities. A network of state, regional, and county 
extension offices is staffed by educators and other personnel who respond 
to public inquiries and conduct informal, noncredit workshops and other 
educational events. Now ninety-five years old, the land-grant system of 
extension services disseminates helpful information that addresses com-
monly encountered problems through educational materials (print, video, 
CD), the Internet, the telephone, and other means, helping to extend the 
outreach impact of land-grant universities.

Shaping a Contemporary Mission

During the last half of the twentieth century, the distinctiveness of 
land-grant institutions progressively eroded. Colleges and universities 
that had grown up as “ag schools” became far more comprehensive 
universities, in terms of both course offerings and diversity of student 
population.25 As these institutions began to reflect larger trends altering 
the higher education landscape, the shifting emphasis between teaching 
and research inside universities resulted in less time for public service, 
and an increase in private and corporate research sponsorship resulted 
in less public disclosure and dissemination of research results, thereby 
diminishing two functions that had long been central to the role of land-
grant institutions. In some states, the demise of the family farm, which 
caused the traditional “customers” of cooperative extension programs to 
disappear, left the outreach mission of land-grant schools more uncertain. 
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Moreover, many of the land grants were now actually located in thriving 
metropolitan areas and the notion of having an exclusively or even pri-
marily rural mission became increasingly anachronistic. 

According to Sherwood, by the 1990s some leaders of land-grant in-
stitutions were becoming increasingly concerned over what they saw as 
abandonment or at least a shift in emphasis away from the principles upon 
which their institutions were founded.26 In 1995, convinced that structural 
changes “as deep and significant as any in history” were besieging the 
entire country, including the nation’s state and land-grant institutions, 
APLU turned to the W. K. Kellogg Foundation for support in examining 
the future of public higher education.27 The Kellogg Foundation awarded 
a grant of $1.2 million to APLU to fund a twenty-five-member presiden-
tial commission through March 2000.28 The following series of reports was 
issued, documenting the commission’s findings:

•  “Renewing the Covenant: Learning, Discovery, and Engagement in 
a New Age and Different World” (March 2000)

•  “Returning to Our Roots: Toward a Coherent Campus Culture” 
(January 2000)

•  “Returning to Our Roots: A Learning Society” (September 1999)
•  “Returning to Our Roots: The Engaged Institution” (February 1999)
•  “Returning to Our Roots: Student Access” (May 1998) 
•  “Returning to Our Roots: The Student Experience” (April 1997)29

Five reports addressed campus issues and called for public universities to 
join the Kellogg Commission in “returning to our roots,” becoming once 
more the “transformational” institutions they were established to be.30 
The sixth report called for a renewal of the “covenant” (or partnership) 
between the public and “the public’s universities.”31 That final report also 
addressed learning, discovery, and engagement in a new age and a dif-
ferent world, noting: 

The dawning of a new millennium is the perfect time to renew the educa-
tional commitment that has spawned so many of the intellectual, material, 
and economic benefits enjoyed by citizens of the United States. It is the right 
time to reclaim that heritage and, in so doing, to renew the faith of Justin 
Morrill and Abraham Lincoln, the fathers of American public higher educa-
tion, that our institutions would truly be the “public’s universities.”32

This chapter examines the manner in which three major land-grant 
universities—the University of Wisconsin, the University of Minnesota, 
and The Ohio State University—have redefined their historic mission for 
the challenges of the twenty-first century. We explore how the University 
of Wisconsin has modernized “the Wisconsin Idea” to respond to the 
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economic challenges that face a state that has had a growth rate below 
the national average for the last twenty-five years. Our discussion of the 
University of Minnesota and The Ohio State University focuses on two 
traditional land-grant universities that are located in what have become 
rapidly changing urban areas and that have adapted the philosophy of 
the land grant in framing their interaction with their surrounding com-
munities. Promoting economic development, enhancing social capital, ad-
dressing community health care needs, and continuing to bridge theory 
and practice are the key ways that the traditional land-grant schools 
remain indispensable to the aspirations of their states and citizens, even 
if the conditions that gave rise to these institutions have dramatically 
changed. 

MODERNIZING THE WISCONSIN IDEA: 
THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN AT MADISON

In 1848, the same year that Wisconsin achieved statehood, a constitutional 
clause set forth a provision for “a State University, at or near the seat of 
state government.”33 On February 5, 1849, seventeen students convened 
to attend the first class of the university. In 1864, just two years after the 
passage of the Morrill Act by the U.S. Congress, the University of Wis-
consin (UW) obtained a designation as the state’s land-grant institution, 
making it one of the nation’s first land-grant universities.34 That univer-
sity, located in the state’s capital, later became known as the University of 
Wisconsin at Madison, the flagship school of the UW system.

Since the establishment of UW in 1848, the Madison campus has regu-
larly refocused its activities to meet the changing needs of the state.35 In 
the late 1800s, UW saw the economic benefits of adopting the German 
model of integrating research into the university’s instructional mission. 
In 1904, UW president Charles Van Hise crystallized the university’s com-
mitment to public service in coining the term “the Wisconsin Idea,” which 
mandated that “the beneficent influence of the university [be] available to 
every home in the state.”36

For more than one hundred years, the Wisconsin Idea has been a 
catalyst to UW’s growth and prosperity, reflecting the university’s unique 
approach to fulfilling its land-grant mission. The Wisconsin Idea also 
has been the galvanizing force behind UW’s unwavering commitment to 
meeting the ever-changing needs of the state of Wisconsin. The managing 
director of UW’s Office of Corporate Relations (OCR), Charles B. Hoslet, 
noted, “A century ago, the challenge facing Wisconsin and the nation 
was to produce enough food to feed a growing population. We met and 
surpassed that challenge, in part by putting the UW to work for the pub-
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lic good in a grand endeavor known as ‘The Wisconsin Idea.’”37 As the 
twentieth century unfolded, Wisconsin’s agricultural needs were joined 
by statewide business and industry needs, prompting UW to refocus its 
activities on supporting the growth of the industrial sector. UW’s agricul-
tural and industrial foci have continued to this day. 

The reinvention of the Wisconsin Idea for the twenty-first century has 
occurred in four key areas: 

•  Developing intellectual capital relevant to twenty-first-century 
needs

•  Developing technology transfer functions that can help transform 
Wisconsin’s economy

•  Creating “Wiscontrepreneurs” who possess skills to parlay innova-
tive ideas into sustainable enterprises 

•  Modernizing its public service commitment through the creation of 
collaborative partnerships to replace unidirectional service delivery

Over the last thirty years, chancellors Irving Shain, Donna Shalala, David 
Ward, and John Wiley have worked to reinvent the Wisconsin Idea while 
working to maintain UW’s stature as a globally competitive research uni-
versity. They have done so in the context of a system-wide focus of eco-
nomic development established by the Board of Regents that multiplied 
the efforts of the flagship institution at Madison with aggressive regional 
initiatives as well.

Developing Intellectual Capital

According to a 2003 economic impact study conducted by NorthStar 
Economics, Wisconsin has had a mature, slow-growth economy based 
on manufacturing and agriculture, while high-growth economies are 
built on brainpower, new ideas, research, new technology, and high-
paying jobs.38 The NorthStar report added that research universities such 
as UW are critical to developing the critical components of a high-growth 
economy, concluding that “the university’s real impact is the economic 
benefits from new ideas and research. . . . New ideas and research create 
high-growth business clusters that will drive economic prosperity in the 
21st century.”39 

UW has occupied a leading position among research universities in 
the country for many decades. In 2006, UW ranked third in research 
expenditures, fifth in federally funded research, second in non–federally 
funded research, and second in doctorates granted.40 For 2005 to 2006, 
UW’s total sponsored funding awards equaled almost $900 million.41 UW 
libraries are ranked eleventh among research libraries in North America, 
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according to a survey by the Association of Research Libraries in 2002 
and 2003.42

In recent years, UW has attempted to shape its historical research 
strength in ways that would enable it to modernize the Wisconsin 
economy. Take agriculture, for instance. The Morrill Act of 1862, which 
created a program of agricultural experiment stations, was visionary for 
its time. UW continues to promote agricultural education, research, and 
development in support of Wisconsin’s agricultural industry, but the 
university has reinvented the way it does that to become a twenty-first-
century leader in agricultural innovation. The Center for Dairy Research 
focuses on developing lower-fat cheeses, specialty cheeses, and quality 
and safety issues. The Center for Dairy Profitability explores new strate-
gies to help Wisconsin dairy farms thrive, including an innovative online 
program for start-up dairy farms. That center is critical to the future of the 
industry in a state that now faces significant challenges from California 
and other southwestern states. 

Also, UW research and development has moved well beyond tra-
ditional agricultural research to support modern biotechnology. The 
Biotron, for example, is a state-of-the-art facility at UW that provides 
controlled-environment research rooms and chambers for plant, animal, 
and materials experiments. Within the building, almost any environ-
mental condition occurring on Earth can be simulated. Projects include 
the development of a genome initiative to create one hundred thousand 
lines of knockout plants and the growing of potatoes with a protein that 
will induce resistance to hepatitis B if the potatoes are eaten raw. Help-
ing Wisconsin farmers harvest UW’s agricultural intellectual capital are 
the university’s thirteen agricultural research stations, which support the 
state’s $51.5 billion agriculture industry.

UW has also established a wide array of interdisciplinary research 
centers that bring scholars together from multiple disciplines to advance 
knowledge in ways that make practical contributions to advancing sci-
ence and addressing social problems. Many of these are science-based, 
such as its Genetics-Biotechnology Center, McArdle Laboratory for Can-
cer Research, and Space Science and Engineering Center. Others focus 
on building social capital, such as its Institute on Aging, Institute for Re-
search on Poverty, and Waisman Center, which is dedicated to research 
that benefits people with developmental disabilities and their families. 
One recent example is the Department of Energy Great Lakes Bioenergy 
Research Center. This center, along with a $125 million research grant to 
support it, is intended to allow UW to concentrate its research focus and 
speed the advent of promising science, engage private partners in Wis-
consin and the Great Lakes region, and enable the Midwest to become a 
nexus for the emerging bioenergy market.43
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Today, UW has twenty schools and colleges, including the state’s only 
public schools of law, medicine, and veterinary medicine.44 UW is one 
of only two state-supported schools to offer doctoral degrees, with UW–
Milwaukee being the other. UW students may choose from 136 under-
graduate majors, 155 master’s degree, and 110 doctoral degree programs. 
The June 2006 issue of U.S. News & World Report ranked UW’s academic 
programs thirty-fourth among all of the nation’s universities and eighth 
among the nation’s public universities.

Like other top-ranked public research universities across the country, 
UW’s growth in size and prestige has had an economic ripple effect. An 
inherent part of running any university is certain operational functions, 
such as purchaser, employer, and real estate developer, which can have 
positive economic impacts, especially when they are carried out on a rela-
tively grand scale, as they are with UW. Therefore, as UW’s campus and 
course offerings have expanded, it has become an even greater contribu-
tor to the regional and state economies. 

Not only do major research universities pump money into economies 
and employ a considerable number of workers, but they also have become 
real estate developers in their own rights, as they put in place the physical 
infrastructure required to be a leader in training a competitive workforce, 
offering innovative ideas to society and the marketplace, and building 
stronger communities. For example, in addition to more than nine hun-
dred acres of university and community buildings, UW’s University Re-
search Park (URP) has thirty-four buildings and spans 255 acres.45

Certainly, UW is like other major research universities in how its orga-
nizational operations inherently spur on economic development. How-
ever, UW has remained loyal to—while at the same time reinventing—its 
land-grant mission to strategically capitalize on today’s knowledge-based 
economy for the benefit of the state of Wisconsin. 

Technology Transfer

While UW faculty and leaders began appreciating the economic benefits 
of integrating research into the university’s core instructional mission in 
the late 1800s, it was not until after the turn of the twentieth century that 
UW started making a concerted effort to translate its research activities 
into private-sector applications. In the 1920s, the Wisconsin Alumni Re-
search Foundation (WARF) was founded as a partner institution to UW to 
transfer inventions arising from university research to the private sector, 
beginning with Harry Steenbock’s discovery of the role of ultraviolet ir-
radiation in the production of vitamin D.46 The establishment of the Office 
of University-Industry Relations in 1963 was the next major step in UW’s 
budding technology transfer enterprise. Then the URP’s establishment in 
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1984 provided the physical environment and other resources to put com-
panies in close contact with university researchers. 

In 1992, the University–Industry Review Committee determined that 
a significant portion of useful university-generated technology was not 
being transferred to the private sector and that the full potential for in-
dustrial support of university research remained critically unrealized.47 
Throughout the 1990s, UW implemented several changes that helped po-
sition the university’s technology transfer enterprise to reshape Wiscon-
sin’s economy. For instance, in 1999 WARF became the exclusive patent 
management organization of UW, centralizing and harnessing resources 
for that function.

Next, the UW strategic plan for 2001–2009 included goals and initia-
tives to gear up the university’s tech transfer function. Within the strate-
gic priority to “Amplify the Wisconsin Idea,” the goal of fostering tech-
nology transfer was listed.48 Under that technology transfer goal, example 
initiatives included:

1.  Develop long-range technology transfer strategy, including facili-
ties, process, and people

2.  Create environment supportive of faculty, students, and staff com-
mitted to technology transfer

3.  Increase funding for research ideas leading to technology transfer
4.  Provide opportunities that encourage high-tech businesses and em-

ployees to locate in Wisconsin
5.  Link business with technology initiatives
6.  Extend UW technology transfer connections regionally and globally

In 2003, newly inaugurated Wisconsin Governor Jim Doyle, along with 
other government, business, and education leaders, such as UW Chancel-
lor John Wiley, turned their attention to finding a long-term budget solu-
tion for the state of Wisconsin.49 Within this context, Wiley created the 
Chancellor’s Task Force on University-Business Relations to study the re-
lationship between UW and the business community and to recommend 
ways that the university could better serve the needs of that community. 
Wiley’s task force made several recommendations to better position UW 
to build Wisconsin’s economy, including that the university place special 
emphasis on technology transfer in its efforts to create and strengthen 
university-industry relationships. Wiley stated in a task force report, 
“Embedded in the UW–Madison Strategic Plan’s priority of ‘Amplifying 
the Wisconsin Idea’ is the goal of creating a state-university partnership 
to develop critical mass for growing technology transfer in Wisconsin.”50

Key features of UW’s tech transfer efforts include the WARF. Accord-
ing to Chronicle of Higher Education reporter Goldie Blumenstyk, “Among 
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technology-transfer offices, WARF is considered an innovator.”51 Not 
only is WARF an innovator among innovators, but its endowment of 
$1.6 billion makes it the richest and most independent university-related 
patent foundation in the country. Having introduced the notion of pat-
enting ideas from university inventors almost a century ago, WARF has 
become the model upon which more than three hundred universities draw 
in providing patenting and licensing services.52 WARF played a role in 
negotiations that in 1968 allowed UW to become the first university in the 
country to win the right to own patents on inventions financed with 
federal money, an arrangement that eventually became the basis for the 
Bayh-Dole Act of 1980, which has contributed to today’s major focus in 
higher education on the commercialization of research.53

In 2005, WARF received the National Medal of Technology, the highest 
honor granted by the president of the United States for innovation in us-
ing technology to better the economy and the lives of citizens.54 The same 
year, the National Institutes of Health designated WARF’s nonprofit sub-
sidiary, WiCell Research, as the National Stem Cell Bank.55 It was a UW 
pathologist, James A. Thompson, who first isolated and cultivated stem 
cells from human embryos. Today, aside from holding a key U.S. patent in 
the promising field of stem cell research, WARF’s claims to fame include 
bringing to market the blood thinner warfarin, which prevents strokes, 
and key technologies used in PlayStation 2 video game machines. The 
latter owes its invention, in part, to UW Chancellor Wiley, who helped 
invent a chip in the game’s patented circuit design.

WARF’s ongoing mission to make inventions created by UW faculty 
available to private industry has fueled state economic development. 
Since its founding, WARF has processed approximately 5,600 inventions 
created by UW faculty and staff, obtained more than 1,800 U.S. patents 
on these inventions, and completed more than 1,500 license agreements 
with various companies.56 

University Research Park

Another UW-affiliated entity that fosters tech transfer is the University 
Research Park. URP was established not only to endow research pro-
grams, but also to encourage tech transfer.57 The URP hosts the Madison 
Gas & Electric Innovation Center, which has helped more than forty 
fledgling technology business ideas take flight since opening in 1999.58 
Demand was so strong in 2006 that the center was planning to double its 
capacity. In its discussion of the positive economic impacts UW has on 
Wisconsin’s economy, NorthStar observed that URP is creating a high-
technology products cluster that will be an economic engine for the entire 
state.59 
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Office of Corporate Relations

In addition to forging external partnerships, UW reorganized itself 
internally to establish the tech transfer function as a key priority. One 
simple step was to create an Office of Corporate Relations to provide 
a more visible “front door” for companies interested in working with 
the university.60 OCR helps to facilitate commercialization of university 
technologies and discoveries by connecting potential investors with early-
stage companies, hosting activities such as a First Look Investor Forum 
and a CEO Breakfast Series. 

Workforce Development

Workforce development initiatives have become an increasingly im-
portant means of reinterpreting the Wisconsin Idea for the twenty-first 
century. This is especially important to a state that currently ranks 
twenty-first in per capita income, but where the rate of income growth 
lagged behind the national average from 1973 to 1998 and where cur-
rent projections hold that the slippage in relative rank may continue.61 
NorthStar concluded that to raise per capita income to the national aver-
age, Wisconsin needs to create 140,000 “high paying” ($50,000 or higher 
annual salary) jobs.62

UW operates, as do many land-grant schools, a relatively traditional set 
of statewide outreach programs that meet the public’s continuing educa-
tion needs and interests. Approximately 139,000 people take advantage of 
more than three thousand professional development and personal enrich-
ment continuing education programs through UW each year.63 In striving 
to support the professional development of Wisconsin’s workforce, UW 
provided 1,022 evening and weekend courses, which enrolled 26,824 stu-
dents and totaled 62,288 student credit hours in 2005–2006 alone.64 

UW cultivates corporate leadership through its campus-based Fluno 
Center, which is one of the largest executive education programs in the 
country.65 Each year, the Fluno Center offers more than 220 public pro-
grams covering eighty business topics, as well as numerous custom pro-
grams for companies worldwide. In 2005, the Fluno Center served more 
than five hundred Wisconsin companies, and nine thousand Wisconsin 
business leaders benefited from Fluno executive programs.

One of the unique ways that UW is developing Wisconsin’s workforce 
is its effort to groom a new generation of Wiscontrepreneurs, Badger State 
residents who organize, operate, and assume the risk for a business ven-
ture.66 Key to UW’s efforts to develop Wiscontrepreneurs is the universi-
ty’s selection as one of twenty-two institutions to receive a grant from the 
Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation of Kansas City, Missouri, to help 
build the spirit and skills of entrepreneurship among all students. UW is 
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the only Kauffman campus with a “Wisconsin Idea” component built into 
its plan. The $5 million, five-year grant will help educate students about 
the principles and practices of entrepreneurship, and will connect them 
and others with technology and ideas that can evolve into ventures. Once 
honed at UW, the program will be expanded to work with campuses and 
communities statewide.

Community Involvement

The tradition of community involvement at UW spawned by the 
Wisconsin Idea has had a distinguished history. UW has been a central 
contributor to policy ideas and policy debate on major social issues since 
the turn of the twentieth century. Contemporary programs such as its 
Family Impact seminars have been widely replicated across the state. And 
work at the Institute for Research on Poverty has had a major influence 
on national as well as state policy. In recent years, UW’s commitment to 
the public service component of its land-grant mission has become more 
expansive than ever, encompassing local community outreach, continu-
ing education programs, health promotion, small-business development, 
and international initiatives.67 The university carries out its community 
outreach mission through a variety of venues, including the Community 
Partnerships Center, Speakers Bureau, and Morgridge Center for Public 
Service.

Extending UW’s community outreach to the local, national, and global 
levels, the Morgridge Center for Public Service (Morgridge Center) was 
created in 1994 though an endowment by John and Tashia Morgridge to 
advance the Wisconsin Idea.68 The center has become a leader in:

•  Engaging students in learning and leadership through service to lo-
cal, regional, national, and international communities

•  Assisting faculty and other teaching staff in the design of service 
learning and community-based research experiences

•  Creating sustainable partnerships with community organizations, 
citizen groups, and local coalitions to meet identified community 
needs

•  Promoting a lifelong commitment to active citizenship in a diverse 
democratic society

UW’s outreach efforts in medicine and the health sciences are a good ex-
ample of how its community outreach activities today combine its histori-
cal rural focus with a more recent commitment to addressing Wisconsin’s 
urban challenges. Over the years, the UW School of Medicine and Public 
Health has established a statewide campus extending to every corner of 
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Wisconsin, for bringing better health care to all of the state’s communi-
ties.69 More recently, the school has developed an urban medicine training 
program, Training in Urban Medicine and Public Health, in response to a 
documented shortage of physicians in urban areas of the state.70

University-State Tensions

UW’s efforts to modernize the land-grant mission for the twenty-first cen-
tury have not proceeded without significant friction between the university 
and its funders in the state legislature. On leaving the chancellorship in 
2008, John Wiley asserted in an article for Madison Magazine that “Wiscon-
sin has lost its way. We’ve lost touch with our traditions and values. Our 
politics has become a poisonous swill, and the most influential voice for the 
business community has been taken hostage by partisan ideologues.”71 In a 
remarkably blunt and bitter piece, Wiley argued that Wisconsin’s political 
system had lost its capacity to operate in a bipartisan way and had become 
obsessed with cultural issues such as abortion, arming of teachers in the 
classroom, and the definition of marriage, while not providing the funding 
necessary to reverse the state’s economic decline. Wiley maintained that the 
university was losing its competitiveness and that Minnesota, Wisconsin’s 
neighbor, was outpacing Wisconsin by almost every important yardstick. 
In essence, he argued that UW’s effort to reinvent itself was stymied by a 
politics that had replaced a pragmatic and progressive outlook with a de-
bilitating focus on culturally divisive but economically irrelevant matters. 
These statements notwithstanding, the relationship between the UW and 
the State of Wisconsin remains very close as Wisconsin works to modernize 
its economy in the twenty-first century.

Wiley’s exit rhetoric could have been voiced by public university presi-
dents in a number of states who have become concerned by what they 
consider to be a reduction of support for higher education and an effec-
tive privatization of their universities. Yet these kinds of broadsides are 
unlikely to have the desired effect. Wiley’s commentary is reflective of a 
larger cultural problem emerging between higher education and political 
leaders—how to respond to the environmental changes of the twenty-first 
century in a manner that simultaneously enables universities to compete in 
a global environment and to address the highest priority needs of their own 
states. This is a challenge that will not be successfully resolved by the simple 
exchange of argumentative briefs about funding and accountability between 
higher education administrators and political officials. It is likely to require 
the formulation of a “new bargain” between the leadership of states and 
their higher education institutions in which states recognize the legitimate 
research needs of their institutions and, in turn, the institutions respond to 
the emergent needs of the twenty-first century in their own environments.
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THE LAND GRANT IN THE CITY: 
THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

A Mega-University and the Community

The University of Minnesota (U of M) was started as a preparatory 
school in 1851, before the territory of Minnesota was established as a state 
in 1858.72 After U of M’s brief closure for financial reasons, Minneapolis 
entrepreneur John Sargent Pillsbury, who was a university regent, state 
senator, and governor, used his influence to reopen it in 1867 through 
support from the Morrill Land-Grant Act. About fifteen years later, two 
students received the university’s first Bachelor of Arts degrees.

Today, U of M has more than 65,000 undergraduate, graduate, profes-
sional, and other students; more than four thousand full-time faculty 
members; and around four hundred thousand alumni. It has five cam-
puses and a statewide network of regional Extension offices, research 
and outreach centers, and other important university locations.73 Ranked 
among the top public research universities in the world with $612.2 mil-
lion in sponsored research awards, U of M has made life-changing discov-
eries, such as the recent creation of a beating heart in the laboratory.

True to its land-grant heritage, U of M remains committed to helping its 
students afford tuition, housing, and books; agriculture is still an impor-
tant focus of its teaching, research, and outreach.74 At the same time, the 
university has adapted its historic land-grant mission to fit the challenges 
of a new economy and the needs of its immediate surroundings, includ-
ing focusing on cutting-edge genomic research and health care research 
and addressing the complex urban issues of a multicultural community.

Because of its land-grant mission, U of M has always felt a duty and 
desire to be an integral part of the economic vitality of the communities 
it serves.75 Like other universities, U of M’s sheer size and main campus 
location in a large metropolitan area enable it to assume a number of 
influential economic development roles, including employer, purchaser, 
workforce developer, and real estate developer. Yet, like the universities 
that have defined themselves as specifically urban in focus, U of M has 
developed major initiatives that carry its economic development mission 
beyond the ones dictated by its size alone.

Economic Development, the Community, and the State

U of M’s Office for Business and Community Economic Development 
was established in 1999 to advance the university’s interests in promot-
ing economic development and employment and training opportunities 
for historically underserved communities.76 Since its establishment, this 
effort has grown from a single program to a university office with nine 
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programs and four units. It has doubled the university’s purchases from 
emerging small businesses; created more than 1,300 employment op-
portunities for women, people of color, and people with disabilities on 
university construction projects; and offered management and technical 
assistance services that have helped small businesses build capacity. One 
of the office’s most exemplary initiatives is its partnership with Comcast 
Cable, a ten-year program that provides scholarships and internships for 
students of color. The partnership also provides major funding for lead-
ership training and other business development initiatives that support 
emerging small businesses.

Another effort by U of M to strategically and deliberately promote 
economic development is its Academic and Corporate Relations Center 
(ACRC). The university created ACRC to increase the opportunities for 
collaboration and connection in support of U of M’s and the business 
community’s shared goals of attracting and retaining quality people, ex-
panding knowledge, and enhancing research and innovation.77 ACRC’s 
concierge service, Web interface, and relationship managers help ensure 
that the business community can readily access U of M’s vast economic 
development assets.78

One of ACRC’s most potent economic development tools is connecting 
businesses with world-class resources, such as the Initiative for Renew-
able Energy and the Environment (IREE).79 The mission of IREE is to 
promote statewide economic development, sustainable, healthy, and di-
verse ecosystems, and national energy security through the development 
of bio-based and other renewable resources and processes. Research and 
collaboration with the business community are key to IREE’s fulfilling its 
mission; in turn, IREE provides a wealth of opportunities for the commu-
nity’s businesses. ACRC helps ensure that these reciprocal benefits are 
realized.

One of U of M’s most groundbreaking economic engines is the Min-
nesota Partnership for Biotechnology and Medical Genomics. Announced 
in 2003, the partnership among U of M, the Mayo Clinic, and the state of 
Minnesota leverages the state’s two renowned research institutions using 
state resources.80 Minnesota Partnership funding is being used to place 
the state at the forefront of advanced research and development capabil-
ity in several bioscience technology fields, including genetics and genom-
ics, proteomics, bioinformatics, x-ray crystallography, and therapeutic 
protein production.81 In addition, more than $20 million has been invested 
in building research facilities and $8 million has been allocated to develop 
a BioBusiness Development Center adjacent to the partnership facilities. 
The partnership has leveraged in-state funding with further federal fund-
ing and other external funding, including corporate and philanthropic 
support. A very high level of research productivity and high levels of pat-
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ent generation efficiency have already been achieved by the partnership, 
with many papers published by fewer than twenty full-time equivalent 
personnel and one patent generated for every $1.07 million in research 
expenditures. In addition to producing new patentable technologies and 
commercialization products, the partnership’s research initiatives are 
likely to drive more patients to U of M’s Academic Health Center (AHC) 
and the Mayo Clinic, generating further economic benefits for the state, 
because many of those treated will be coming from outside Minnesota. 
Also, the partnership’s leading-edge research infrastructure, technology, 
and associated support services create a powerful mechanism for recruit-
ing top-quality professionals to Minnesota for research and development 
projects. And the partnership’s infrastructure investments provide Min-
nesota bioscience commercial enterprises with contracted access to state-
of-the-art equipment and services that would not be cost-effective for 
companies to individually acquire and operate.

Building Social Capital in the City

In tandem with its efforts to promote economic development, U of M 
offers a wide range of programs, initiatives, and other opportunities for 
enhancing social capital. These connect the university’s ideas, discoveries, 
and resources to citizens in communities neighboring its campuses and 
throughout the state.82

U of M’s Office for Public Engagement works to enhance the universi-
ty’s activities and stature as a publicly engaged university, overseeing a 
wide array of programs.83 These include:

•  America Reads Challenge
•  Career and Community Learning Center
•  Center for Transportation Studies
•  Center for Urban and Regional Affairs
•  Children, Youth and Family Consortium
•  College of Continuing Education
•  Community Engagement Scholars Program
•  Institute on Community Integration
•  Regional Sustainable Development Partnerships Program

Also, given U of M’s land-grant status, an integral and long-standing 
element of U of M’s public engagement enterprise is its extension service. 
Since 1909, extension faculty have extended the reach of the university into 
every corner of the state, providing Minnesotans with access to practical, 
research-based information and high-quality, relevant educational pro-
grams to help improve their lives.84 U of M’s Extension Service target areas 
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include agriculture, community vitality, the environment, family, garden-
ing, and youth.85 In addition to spinning a statewide web of outreach 
through its extension services, U of M’s outreach efforts target specific 
neighborhoods in its urban surroundings. In 2006, the University North-
side Partnership was established to bring together community organiza-
tions based in North Minneapolis with city and county representatives, 
faith leaders, and university faculty and staff.86 The goal of the partnership 
is to realize a strong urban vision of community revitalization, provide im-
proved education and training, and support effective business development 
in North Minneapolis. Since 2006, the university has invested $120,000 in 
the Northside Seed Grant Program, administered by the Center for Urban 
and Regional Affairs, to support proposals from community organizations 
that operate programs that serve residents of the Northside community.

Over the past several years, the university has been working to create 
the first Urban Research and Outreach/Engagement Center (UROC) as 
the delivery mechanism to interface with the Northside partnership.87 
The efforts of the UROC work groups have been funded by a three-year, 
$750,000 (total) grant from the federal Fund for the Improvement of Post-
Secondary Education, to document the process of community engage-
ment around the themes of out-of-school time, healthy foods, and youth 
entrepreneurship. Renovations to UROC’s building are scheduled for 
completion in fall 2009.

To be located in the UROC building, the Center for Innovation and 
Economic Development, which received a $300,000 Empowerment Zone 
grant from the city to support programs for youth entrepreneurs, will 
serve as a business incubator and offer a computer refurbishing program, 
along with other technical assistance and support for Northside busi-
nesses and nonprofits.88 Multipurpose space in the facility will create 
opportunities for other university services to come into the Northside, as 
well. While reflecting its one-hundred-year-plus land-grant heritage of 
community outreach, UROC is poised to anchor the university commit-
ment to urban community engagement and find ways to use its resources 
to work collaboratively with its local partners to address the enormous 
challenges of our current times.

Social Capital and Health Care Outreach

Established more than a century and a half ago, the AHC of the Univer-
sity of Minnesota has grown into one of the most comprehensive health 
education and research centers in the United States.89 Today, the AHC 
comprises six schools and colleges, including the disciplines of medicine, 
dentistry, nursing, pharmacy, public health, and veterinary medicine. 
Augmenting the AHC’s broad range of professional health education and 
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research efforts are strong interdisciplinary centers and programs in bio-
ethics, cancer, genomics, infectious disease, drug design, animal health, 
food safety, and spirituality and healing.

The AHC’s schools educate 70 percent of Minnesota’s health care 
professionals.90 The AHC also serves as an economic engine driving 
Minnesota’s leading industry, health care services and products. In ad-
dition to developing new health technologies independently, the AHC 
works in collaboration with Minnesota biomedical companies in making 
cutting-edge discoveries.

Beyond its workforce and economic development roles, the AHC 
operates an expansive patient care enterprise. In 1997, the University of 
Minnesota Hospital and Clinics merged with Fairview Health Services, a 
system of seven hospitals and thirty clinics, to become University of Min-
nesota Medical Center, Fairview. The medical center was named among 
the nation’s best in 2008 by U.S. News & World Report, ranking among 
the nation’s top fifty hospitals in ten medical specialties.91 Most of the 
AHC’s faculty physicians (more than 650) and approximately 1,300 health 
professionals are members of University of Minnesota Physicians, which 
provides innovative clinical care in more than one hundred specialties 
and subspecialties and has a primary affiliation with the medical center.

The AHC also is committed to providing outreach to Minnesota 
through an extensive array of venues, from its Mini Medical School to 
news columns by the AHC’s health experts to continuing education.92 
One of the AHC’s most far-reaching and innovative outreach venues is its 
Community-University Health Care Center (CUHCC).

Originally opening its doors in 1966 as a pilot project for providing 
pediatric health care to low-income families in South Minneapolis, the 
CUHCC has expanded to become a comprehensive community-based 
provider of medical, dental, mental health, legal, literacy, and other 
related services.93 It also serves as a training site for AHC students and 
residents, with the partnerships between AHC departments and the clinic 
providing students with a community health orientation, as well as al-
lowing the clinic to enhance its services to the community. The CUHCC 
provides in-clinic programs targeted to specific groups of patients, as well 
as specialized outreach programs for patients in collaboration with other 
community agencies.

The CUHCC’s menu of programs is too extensive to present in its en-
tirety here. A few of the more innovative programs that reflect the clinic’s 
commitment to keeping pace with contemporary health care outreach 
opportunities include:

•  Culturally Specific Adult Mental Health Rehabilitative Services Pro-
gram—for Laotians, Hmong, Vietnamese, Cambodians, Somalis and 
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Latinos who have a diagnosis of serious mental illness and could 
benefit from learning independent living skills, discussing mental 
health symptoms, participating in activities that include crafts and 
food preparation, and being connected to other needed community 
resources.94

•  Sexual Assault Program for East African Women—Culturally appro-
priate advocacy services for East African immigrants and refugees 
who have experienced rape or assault in the United States or in their 
homelands during civil war.

•  Culturally Specific Diabetes Program—Facilitated by an interdisci-
plinary health team, patient education groups are available in six 
languages to support the effective management of diabetes through 
sharing dietary information and information about how to monitor 
diabetes, as well as through the provision of general care for diabetes-
related medical problems.

•  Reach Out and Read Program—Volunteers read to young children in 
the clinic’s waiting room to encourage literacy. The children choose 
high-quality, developmentally appropriate books to bring home with 
them after their medical appointments, and staff members give four 
thousand to five thousand books annually to children at the clinic.95

U of M has not received the same kind of attention that other urban-
based universities have for its commitment to developing social capital. 
But it is obvious that it has been engaged in a creative interpretation of 
the land-grant mission for the benefit of urban Minnesota. Moreover, this 
reinterpretation has been comprehensive, embracing the activities of not 
only the helping professions and the applied social sciences, but also the 
university’s world-class medical centers and programs. It is one more 
example of how a major, internationally known research university has 
become centrally involved in the economic and cultural development of 
its own community.

THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

Like UW and U of M, The Ohio State University (OSU) is a land-grant 
institution whose mission has helped support, as well as respond to, 
changes to the communities it serves. Made possible through the Morrill 
Act, the school was originally established as the Ohio Agricultural and 
Mechanical College in 1870. It was renamed The Ohio State University in 
1878.96 Classes began in 1873 with twenty-four students meeting at “the 
old Neil farm” about two miles north of Columbus; in 1878, the first class 
of six men graduated.
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OSU has now granted more than six hundred thousand degrees.97 In the 
fall of 2008, OSU’s enrollment stood at 61,568 students, and its multiple 
campuses and other university locations and facilities covered almost six-
teen thousand acres. In fiscal year 2009, OSU’s budget was $4.22 billion. 
Its fiscal year 2008 research expenditures were $706.2 million, and its en-
dowment stood at more than $2 billion as of June 30, 2008. OSU’s total em-
ployee head count stood at just under forty thousand in the fall of 2008.

OSU’s original land-grant outreach mission has expanded significantly 
in scope and stature in response to changing economic and social trends 
that have presented formidable challenges to Ohio and to OSU’s increas-
ingly urbanized environs in Columbus. The state’s economy has been 
lagging behind the nation since the 1960s, with population growth, job 
growth, and income growth falling below national averages.98 In addi-
tion, overall educational attainment trends in Ohio have raised serious 
concerns for its position in an emerging knowledge-based economy.99 
While Ohio has experienced a recent increase in the number of high 
school graduates, similar gains have not been experienced at the college 
level, with an overwhelming majority of Ohio’s counties falling below the 
national average for higher education attainment in 2000.

Closer to home, Columbus is a dynamic metropolitan area that has the 
full range of urban opportunities and challenges. In recent years, OSU ex-
perienced a number of the same concerns that were felt by the University 
of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia. The social and economic dislocation of 
neighborhoods surrounding the university impinged on the quality and 
appeal of campus life. And while Penn embraced the commitment of its 
founder, Ben Franklin, to making knowledge practical as the basis of its 
new commitment to community revitalization initiatives, OSU asserted 
that the land-grant tradition was directly applicable to its embrace of 
neighborhood renewal. We observed in chapter 2 how OSU responded to 
declining conditions in its neighboring communities by taking a lead role 
in promoting housing revitalization, including making a financial com-
mitment on the part of the university that was well beyond what almost 
any other institution was willing to assume.

Building Social Capital

As a land-grant university, OSU has long-established partnerships for 
outreach and engagement that take a variety of forms—from focused, 
short-term partnerships to address immediate local needs to broader, 
long-term partnerships to address more far-reaching, enduring needs.100 
To help leverage, integrate, and increase the impact of such partnerships, 
OSU created and staffed the Office of University Outreach and Engage-
ment in 2001. The office has overseen the awarding of millions of dollars 
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in grants to sustain and extend collaborative solutions to community 
issues.101 It has supported the launching of a nationally groundbreaking, 
comprehensive approach to urban revitalization in Columbus, Ohio. It 
has supported a unique collaboration—originally established by the Col-
lege of Engineering—between OSU and Honda of America, which spans 
education, research, and public service for a variety of audiences and ben-
eficiaries. For these two and the many other outreach efforts OSU oper-
ates, the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching recently 
recognized the university for its community outreach efforts and for its 
community-engaged curriculum.102

The OSU Medical Center (OSUMC) is also a key player in the institu-
tion’s effort to build social capital. OSUMC harnesses its vast resources to 
build social capital through central Ohio, across the state, and throughout 
the world, by helping to break down various barriers to quality health 
care, such as access, education, transportation, literacy, and fear.103 It does 
this through a variety of approaches, including:

•  Community education, public speaking, classes, and student men-
toring

•  Outreach activities, sponsored events, and collaboration with schools 
and other community organizations

•  Preventive screenings and support-group leadership
•  Free and reduced-cost clinics
•  Consultation to, or representation on, community boards and com-

mittees by community relations professionals
•  Medical education and research that stimulate job growth and eco-

nomic prosperity
•  Monetary contributions, including subsidized health services
•  A host of community outreach programs that build social capital in 

targeted urban areas and rural areas, as well as on statewide and 
global levels104

For instance, in a rural southeastern area of the state, OSUMC is play-
ing an important role in the delivery of personalized health care through 
a community-based, participatory research study that looks at the signifi-
cant health problems that affect disadvantaged groups such as women in 
the Appalachian region, where there is a high rate of cancer (especially 
cervical cancer), heart disease, and lung disease.105 With funding from the 
National Cancer Institute, the study seeks to directly improve the health 
of women in the region by empowering them to take charge of their well-
being, such as through participation in a smoking cessation program, and 
to reduce the economic burden on society caused by tobacco use. And, in 
rural northwest Ohio, OSU physicians, medical residents, and students 
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travel to Amish homes to meet with groups of women to increase their 
awareness of and participation in prenatal care. The OSU medical teams 
bring modern equipment, such as a laptop computer, fetal Doppler moni-
tor, electronic blood pressure cuff and portable scales, to an Amish family 
home, where pregnant women arrive in horse-drawn buggies to receive 
prenatal care and listen to a guest speaker with specialized experience.

OSUMC also reaches out to underserved populations in urban areas. 
For instance, the medical center has teamed up with the Mount Vernon 
Avenue District Improvement Association to enrich the economic and 
cultural vitality and the health of residents in Columbus’ Near East Side, 
through programs developed collaboratively by OSU and local business 
leaders.106 Even more far-reaching is OSU’s Urban Residency Program, 
one of the first programs in the country to gear resources specifically to an 
urban population. OSUMC physicians are trained to care for the unique 
needs of people living in urban areas who might otherwise have to travel 
out of their community to obtain medical treatment.

In addition, many of the OSUMC community outreach efforts are 
statewide in scope. For example, OSUMC staff members chair the Ohio 
Asthma Coalition, which created a statewide asthma plan.107 The group 
provides advocacy for asthma programs, as well. OSUMC also strives to 
improve communities through global missions, such as Project EAR. The 
nonprofit organization, which involves OSU surgeons and audiologists 
and is headed by an OSU neurotologist, has helped improve the hearing 
and health of more than one thousand of some of the poorest people in 
the Caribbean nation of the Dominican Republic.108 Project EAR volun-
teers coordinate the collection and transport of supplies, while a native 
Dominican Republic otolaryngologist screens patients and prepares them 
for the surgical care that the OSU Project EAR team provides on-site.

Promoting Economic Development

A key outreach arm of OSU that works closely with the Office of the 
Senior Vice President for University Outreach and Engagement is OSU Ex-
tension. In response to the previously mentioned challenges facing Ohio as 
well as challenges not detailed here, OSU Extension, which has thrived for 
more than a century, has expanded its partnerships beyond the traditional 
agricultural, veterinary medicine, and human ecology sciences to also in-
clude those that help shape economic development, expand appreciation of 
the arts, tackle issues of community health, and address the needs of small 
businesses.109 OSU Extension now has offices in all eighty-eight counties of 
Ohio. In 2005, OSU Extension had almost 760,000 direct contacts with Ohio-
ans; more than 34,000 volunteers, working with Extension faculty and staff, 
contributed almost 1.5 million hours to delivering educational programs.
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An economic impact study of OSU Extension was conducted in 2005 
by Battelle, a global science and technology institute adjacent to the uni-
versity that conducts more than $3.4 billion in annual research and devel-
opment.110 Battelle determined that, beyond the benefits of its transfer of 
scientific knowledge and functional expertise, OSU Extension generates 
a significant economic impact for the state of Ohio.111 OSU Extension re-
ceives funds from the federal government, extramural funding sources, 
capital resources, and infrastructure to benefit the state. In turn, expen-
ditures by Extension faculty and staff in Ohio then become a significant 
generator of economic impact. Battelle’s analysis of OSU Extension’s 
direct and indirect expenditure impacts shows that OSU Extension gener-
ates the following economic benefits for Ohio on an annual basis:

•  $159 million in total economic output (sales)
•  1,918 jobs
•  $64 million in personal income for Ohio residents
•  $4.8 million in tax revenues

Clearly, OSU Extension—which is just one component of OSU’s com-
prehensive, award-winning program of outreach and engagement—is 
playing a key role in improving the overall quality of life in Ohio and 
transforming the state’s economy.112 Battelle predicts that university Ex-
tension activities will grow in their central importance to economic prog-
ress, as knowledge and intellectual capacity become the foremost drivers 
of modern economies.

SUMMARY

Land-grant colleges and universities are one of the United States’ greatest 
education inventions. These institutions have enabled the United States to 
imbue its entrepreneurial, exploratory spirit with the knowledge gener-
ated in the world’s most successful research laboratories. These colleges 
and universities combine theory and practice in a manner that gives a 
distinctive identity to mass higher education in America. Over time, a 
number of these institutions have become world-class universities, in 
almost every way that “world class” could be measured. 

Today, many of these institutions want to demonstrate that they are 
as indispensable for the twenty-first century as they were for the nine-
teenth. In a number of places, such as Ohio, Minnesota, and Wisconsin, 
land-grant colleges and universities have to apply their expertise to the 
challenges of states that are declining, not increasing, in population and 
in economic competitiveness. Often, they have had to do this in environ-
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ments where funding is limited and even, in some places, where legisla-
tors need to be convinced of the continuing utility of higher education to 
the pressing challenges of their states. 

But it is clear that many land-grant universities are working to be central 
players in state economic development policies intended to restore com-
petitiveness. And they are reinterpreting the land-grant tradition to assume 
new responsibilities in the provision of health care and the creation of social 
capital in areas far removed from their traditional rural clientele. We have 
seen this with universities located in metropolitan areas such as OSU and U 
of M. But it is also the case for universities such as Virginia Tech, which has 
a main campus in relatively rural Blacksburg but has expanded its higher 
education offerings in northern Virginia, the multicultural capital of the 
state. And it is also true for the University of Georgia, which now looks to 
Georgia’s urban areas as a major laboratory for its expertise.113 The reinven-
tion of the land-grant tradition is an integral feature of the contemporary 
commitment of American universities to their communities and states. 
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Community colleges are a uniquely American institution with a long tra-
dition of supporting their local communities.1 At the start of the twentieth 
century, growing international economic competition called for a more 
skilled workforce, which in turn made obtaining postsecondary educa-
tion an increasingly valuable credential for the marketplace. However, 
three-quarters of high school graduates were choosing not to further their 
education, in part because of their reluctance to leave home for a distant 
college. Around the same time, the nation’s rapidly growing public high 
schools were looking for new ways to serve their communities. It became 
common for them to add a teacher institute, a vocational education com-
ponent, or a citizenship school to their standard diploma programs, with 
the high-school-based community college becoming the most successful 
type of add-on program. 

In 1907, California passed legislation permitting state high schools to 
offer college-level work.2 By 1915, the number of junior colleges across 
the United States had jumped to seventy-four. With the return of soldiers 
from World War I, the number of public and private two-year colleges 
reached more than two hundred by 1921.3 The next surge in the number 
of two-year colleges came after World War II, when the total climbed to 
around three hundred. Helping to boost the acceptance of two-year col-
leges around that time was the 1947 President’s Commission on Higher 
Education, better known as the Truman Commission, which introduced 
the term “community college.”4

Then, a series of events in the 1950s and 1960s combined to form what 
is now considered the nation’s major community college movement. In 
1952, the original GI Bill of 1944 was extended to Korean War veterans; 
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in 1953, the Selective Service granted student deferments to all draft-age 
men enrolled as full-time students. By 1960, there were more than four 
hundred two-year public colleges.5 Around this time, Jesse R. Bogue be-
came the executive secretary of the American Association of Junior Col-
leges; he helped to popularize the term community college through his 1950 
book, The Community College.6

The launching of sputnik and the ensuing National Defense Education 
Act highlighted the need for a technological education.7 Also, the large co-
hort of offspring of World War II veterans (baby boomers) hit college age 
in the early 1960s. Helping to make the community college option more 
appealing to the wave of baby boomers was B. Lamar Johnson, who in 
1968 put together a task force that gave rise to the League for Innovation 
in the Community College, to promote the community college concept. 
By 1970, the number of public two-year colleges had reached 847.8

Today, there are almost 1,200 public, independent, and tribal community 
colleges.9 Community college enrollment stands at 11.5 million, with 6.5 
million students enrolled in for-credit programs and 5 million students in 
noncredit programs. Part-time enrollment stands at about 60 percent. The 
average age of community college students is twenty-nine years, with close 
to 60 percent of students older than twenty-two. Minorities make up 35 
percent of all community college students, with non-U.S. citizens making 
up 8 percent. Nearly 40 percent of community college students are the first 
in their families to attend college, and 17 percent are single parents.

Among the nation’s total enrollment of undergraduates, community 
college students constitute almost half (46 percent) of all U.S. under-
graduates, 55 percent of all Native American undergraduates, 55 percent 
of Hispanic undergraduates, and 46 percent of Asian/Pacific Islander 
and African American undergraduates.10 Approximately 77 percent of 
full-time community college students are employed on a full-time or part-
time basis, while 83 percent of part-time community college students are 
employed on some basis. Almost half (47 percent) of community college 
students receive some form of financial aid. Each year, community col-
leges award 555,000 associate degrees and 295,000 certificates; ninety-five 
community colleges are now awarding baccalaureate degrees.

These numbers are nothing short of astounding, especially when com-
pared with the commonly held views of what the college and university 
experience is like in the United States. With almost half of all the under-
graduates in the United States and with about half of all the minority 
students enrolled in higher education, community colleges occupy a cru-
cially important role in American higher education. But it is a role that is 
often mentioned as an afterthought and rarely given an adequately high 
profile in discussions of American higher education. Moreover, with the 
additional role that community colleges have played in workforce develop-
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ment through job training and skill enhancement, in industry recruitment 
through their willingness to tailor specific programs to workplace needs, 
and in their crucial importance to many regions throughout the nation, the 
true significance of these institutions becomes increasingly apparent.11

The evolution of community colleges in the latter half of the last cen-
tury and into the first decade of the twenty-first century directly relates 
to a number of the themes that we have developed about contemporary 
higher education in general. 

Community colleges are essential institutions in the development of 
social capital in the contemporary world. They provide access to educa-
tion for individuals, especially those from disadvantaged groups who 
might not otherwise have had the opportunity to benefit from higher 
education.12 Moreover, they often provide this opportunity to individuals 
who need a second chance—who for a variety of reasons were not able 
to acquire the skills in high school that would enable them to flourish in 
higher education.

In addition, community colleges have often wholeheartedly embraced 
the role of contributing to a region’s economic development.13 In region 
after region, community colleges are vital players in the effort to nurture 
economic prosperity in an extraordinarily competitive environment. They 
help to attract industry; they tailor job training programs to regional needs; 
and, if a region loses its competitive edge, community colleges are invari-
ably a vital component in the strategy for revitalization.14 In fact, our chang-
ing economy has made the workforce training component of community 
college an even more significant contributor to regional economic success. 

This chapter examines in detail the role that community colleges play 
in building social capital. We begin by describing how community col-
leges are providing access to the nation’s diverse learning pool, how these 
institutions are venues of continuing opportunity, and how community 
colleges are promoting regional economic aspirations. We then provide 
three brief case studies—Miami Dade College in Florida, Montgomery 
College in Maryland, and Maricopa County Community College District 
in Arizona—that are models of access provision, continuing opportunity, 
and innovative regional development.

ACCESS, CONTINUING OPPORTUNITY, 
REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Providing Access in Multiple Ways

A growing number of students are making community colleges their 
starting point on the path of lifelong learning that is required in today’s 
knowledge-based economy, and that number is expected only to increase. 
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Enrollment at community colleges has grown by about 20 percent in the 
past decade, with no signs of tapering off, according to the American As-
sociation of Community Colleges.15

Today, community colleges are the top choice for more and more stu-
dents of all abilities who want to be relevant to today’s workforce.16 Even 
high school students with academic credentials strong enough to gain 
admission to reputable four-year colleges (referred to as “students with 
choice”) are more frequently opting to start their collegiate careers at one 
of the nation’s community colleges.17

A core and enduring way in which community colleges support access 
is through their proximity to the community members they serve. The 
convenient location of community college campuses makes it easier for 
local residents to attend.18 Convenient scheduling of classes also supports 
access. Evening classes are held at various campus locations, with almost 
as many students attending at night as do during the day.

More recently, community colleges have redefined access in response 
to demographic shifts in the general population and an interest in serv-
ing the working population.19 Recognizing that proximity to campuses 
and evening classes are no longer adequate to ensure access for many of 
today’s learners, community colleges have become leaders in employing 
new, more diverse, and innovative instructional strategies, such as:

•  Short-term courses that teach specific skills and begin at various 
times throughout the year

•  Open-entry/open-exit courses, which a student can enter any day or 
night of the week and exit as soon as mastery is attained

•  Computer-assisted instruction, which makes it possible for a student 
to learn non-computer-related content, as well as how to use com-
puters to accomplish a myriad of tasks, with a minimum of faculty 
lecture 

•  Online courses, which make it possible for a person to complete 
courses on any Internet-connected computer

In addition to launching innovative instruction delivery techniques 
to make their programs more physically accessible, community col-
leges continue to make their programs more financially accessible.20 The 
original founders of the community college movement intended to make 
higher education affordable to everyone.21 Although most community 
colleges initially required students to pay very little or no tuition, they 
have had to increase tuition in recent years. The entire higher education 
financing system has been adversely affected by declining state subsidies 
and a faster increase in cost per student than inflation or family income. 
However, while average tuition and fees rose 36 percent at private four-
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year colleges and universities and rose 51 percent at public four-year 
institutions from 1995 to 2005 (after adjusting for inflation), they rose only 
30 percent (and from a lower initial base) at community colleges over the 
same period.22 Even with the rise in tuition for a community college edu-
cation, it remains a tremendous bargain, at just over one-third of the cost 
for public four-year institutions.23 

According to a 2008 article in the New York Times, more and more 
nontraditional students are returning to school to improve their job skills 
during the current economic downturn.24 Because these students cannot 
afford or are not willing to pay the cost of four-year colleges, many com-
munity colleges are experiencing record enrollments.

In addition to having lower average tuitions than four-year colleges, 
community colleges help with affordability through dual enrollment pro-
grams. For more than twenty-five years, community colleges have been 
successful with dual enrollment programs in which high school students 
meet graduation requirements by taking college courses and, after com-
pleting high school, matriculate at a community college for employment 
preparation or to complete the first two years of a baccalaureate degree.25 
A new development in dual enrollment programs is the establishment of 
formal alliances, which coordinate high school, community college, and 
university curricula so that students can progress without duplication of 
time, energy, or expense. Dual enrollment programs also ease the transi-
tion to postsecondary education from high school.26 

Even outside of dual enrollment programs, community colleges offer 
a less challenging entry point for many students through easier applica-
tion and admission processes than most traditional four-year colleges. In 
fact, open admission has long been a hallmark of the community college 
movement.27 

As centers of lifelong learning, community colleges also provide stu-
dents with easier access to higher education once they complete their 
two-year degree. Community colleges serve as a good on-ramp for stu-
dents in pursuit of a four-year degree.28 University transfer education, 
which enables students to transition to four-year colleges and universi-
ties, has long been an important part of the community college mission.29 
In the past, the transfer function happened in a more linear way, with 
high school students going on to a community college and from there to 
a university. Today, it happens in a more circuitous fashion, with many 
college students attending the institution of higher education that most 
cost-effectively meets their needs in a less sequential manner.

To better facilitate transfer education, community colleges have as-
sembled Articulation Task Forces to develop programs that enable their 
students to transfer to a public state university as a full junior as if they 
had completed their first two years on the four-year institution’s campus.30 
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Another new trend is that most vocational courses will transfer to a uni-
versity, and many community college graduates who earn an associate 
degree in a vocational track can transfer to a four-year university as a 
full junior. Consequently, many vocational students are transferring to a 
university and working on a baccalaureate degree. Today, most two-year 
colleges are highly respected within their local communities for provid-
ing transfer credits that are recognized by brand-name universities as 
equal to their own.31 The value of the transfer credits is now recognized 
by students, as well. 

Looking to the future, growing community college enrollment trends 
are expected to continue. In the 2006 report of the Commission Appointed 
by U.S. Secretary of Education Margaret Spellings (Higher Education 
Commission), “A Test of Leadership: Charting the Future of U.S. Higher 
Education,” one of the commission’s stated goals is the creation of a 
higher education system that is accessible to all Americans throughout 
their lives.32 Community colleges, with their physical, financial, and flex-
ible accessibility, are poised to play a leading role in achieving this goal 
for the twenty-first century’s increasingly diverse, lifelong learners.

Continuing Opportunity

The second prominent theme in the current community college move-
ment is its contribution to the creation of continuing opportunity for those 
who may not have exited high school with the level of knowledge or the 
capacity to learn that would enable them to become either successful col-
lege students or employed at a desirable level within a knowledge-based 
economy. 

In contemporary society, the educational level necessary for most kinds 
of success has been increasing.33 And there has been a growing concern in 
the United States that young people, as a group, may not compare well with 
their counterparts around the globe. In 1970, tests of high school seniors in 
seven industrial countries found that Americans ranked last in math and 
science.34 More than thirty-five years later, America’s youth sometimes do 
well on international tests, but U.S. rankings drop as students get older. A 
2003 study of fifteen-year-olds in thirty-nine countries placed the United 
States twenty-fourth in math and nineteenth in science.35 

The 2006 Higher Education Commission report expressed grave con-
cern over the future of the nation, given the fact that many students 
never make it to postsecondary education or arrive at postsecondary 
education without being adequately prepared.36 The commission’s report 
states, “We are losing some students in our high schools, which do not 
yet see preparing all pupils for postsecondary education and training as 
their responsibility.”37 It went on to say that “among high school gradu-
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ates who do make it on to postsecondary education, a troubling number 
waste time—and taxpayer dollars—mastering English and math skills 
that they should have learned in high school.”38 The Higher Education 
Commission’s report noted that inadequate college preparation is com-
pounded by poor alignment between high schools and colleges, often 
creating an “expectations gap” between what colleges require and what 
high schools produce.39 

In their 2007 report, “Innovation America: Investing in Innovation,” 
the National Governors Association and the Pew Center on the States at-
tributed the decline of the United States as one of the world’s innovation 
leaders, in part, to weaknesses in K–12 education.40 Similarly, The New 
Commission on the Skills of the American Workforce of the National 
Center on Education and the Economy (NCEE) released a 2007 report that 
examined a number of issues with America’s K–12 education system and 
that echoed others in concluding that the educational system was not suc-
cessfully preparing graduates for a twenty-first-century workforce.41 

While commissions such as the one appointed by the U.S. secretary of 
education and the one assembled by the NCEE point to troubling condi-
tions with the K–12 system, others point to social issues in explaining why 
so many students are not prepared or destined for postsecondary educa-
tion. Decline in two-parent families, the number of children in poverty 
served by our high schools, and the increasing number of students who 
arrive in school without basic English language skills are said to account 
for some of the poor outcomes that are routinely seen. 

Universities nationwide began talking about remediation in the 1970s, 
with students who graduated from high school arriving on campus not 
prepared for college.42 Today, community colleges have essentially been 
tasked with the responsibility of providing the twenty-first-century 
skills—both academic and job prep—that many people did not obtain in 
high school. They are vehicles for offering a second chance or continuing 
opportunity to a wide swath of the population that, for whatever reason, 
comes to postsecondary education with identifiable learning gaps. In re-
cent decades, the provision of remedial education in the community col-
lege system has increased dramatically. Modern community colleges are 
now accepting responsibility for the education of even greater numbers of 
citizens who lack basic academic skills.43 Community colleges spend $1.4 
billion annually on remedial courses for recent high school graduates, 
according to a 2006 report by the nonprofit group Alliance for Excellent 
Education.44

Washington Post columnist, Robert Samuelson, observed in 2006 that 
“we’re often teaching kids in college what they should have learned in 
high school.”45 He added that good community college remedial educa-
tion should not be “an excuse for not trying to improve our schools. We 
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would certainly be better off if more students performed better. Nor 
should it inspire complacency.”46 However, the current reality is that 
community colleges are in the business of getting students ready for ad-
vanced education, as well as getting them equipped to immediately enter 
the twenty-first-century workforce from high school. 

In this respect, the nation’s community colleges are assuming an in-
creasingly important role in building social and human capital in con-
temporary America. While it would certainly be preferable to have an 
educational system that could ensure more seamless transitions between 
levels and into the workforce, the role of the community college in keep-
ing opportunity alive for individuals is providing an extraordinary social 
benefit. 

Economic Development

The third prevalent theme in the current community college movement 
is the increasingly vital and innovative contribution these institutions are 
making as potent catalysts for regional economic development, particu-
larly through their workforce training function.47 

In today’s global economy, the need for a skilled American workforce is 
greater than it ever has been, especially because—as noted previously—
other countries are educating their citizens to more advanced levels than 
the United States is.48 With the majority of new jobs that will be created by 
2014 requiring some postsecondary education and the demographics of 
the workforce changing, employers increasingly rely on the very students 
who currently are least likely to complete their education. Without com-
munity colleges, millions of students and adult learners would not be able 
to access the education they need to be prepared for further education or 
the workplace.

One of the reasons ongoing workforce development has become more 
necessary is the rapidly changing functions within jobs.49 When com-
munity colleges first became widespread, jobs tended to change little 
from year to year. However, modern job functions have a volatility that 
requires workers to constantly learn new skills. With the current require-
ment for lifelong learning, even those who are in the workforce after com-
pleting a two-year degree, four-year degree, or graduate program, as well 
as those who enter the workforce straight from high school, will require 
education and training throughout their careers. Community colleges are 
uniquely positioned to meet the continuing education imperative over the 
spectrum of today’s careers.

The increased focus on information in most of today’s industries makes 
workforce development a never-ending need for employees. Workers 
now need to be more knowledgeable than their predecessors.50 For ex-
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ample, in 1965 an automobile mechanic who had read 5,000 pages of 
technical manuals could fix any automobile on the road, while today the 
same technician would have to decipher 465,000 pages of technical text 
to do the same job. Community colleges teach the needed knowledge for 
today’s broad range of jobs in traditional and emerging industries.51

In addition, workforce development is more necessary to economic 
development because the U.S. workforce has gotten smaller.52 The large 
numbers of people born immediately after World War II have become 
middle-aged, and they had fewer children than did their parents, result-
ing in a smaller number of workers seeking employment. Further dimin-
ishing the number of workforce-bound high school graduates is the fact 
that while about 80 percent of all American high school graduates sought 
full-time employment immediately upon graduation from high school in 
1960, more than 60 percent of high school graduates now defer full-time 
employment and elect postsecondary education instead. Consequently, 
most of the young people who have just left high school and are inter-
ested in full-time employment today are either dropouts or from the low-
est quartile of academic achievement, which has prompted employers to 
align themselves with community colleges as a way to obtain the training 
services needed to upgrade the skills of these employees.

This alignment has provided a big push for “tech prep,” which is becom-
ing increasingly more important to the U.S. economy. Less than 30 per-
cent of all high school graduates earn baccalaureate degrees, and, in fact, 
most good jobs do not require a baccalaureate degree, even in today’s in-
formation age.53 However, in the twenty-first-century global, knowledge-
based economy, the traditional high school diploma no longer prepares 
students for the workplace—additional education and training are re-
quired. Community colleges help compensate for this lack of preparation 
by bridging the gap between the K–12 education and workforce training 
communities through a variety of tech prep models.54 

On the other side of the spectrum of preparing high school dropouts 
and graduates for their entrée into the workforce is the continuing educa-
tion of older workers and retirees. According to the New York Times, the 
nation’s community colleges are preparing for a wave of baby boomers 
who are already enrolling in community colleges to earn credentials for a 
second career as well as to expand their horizons.55 

Not only are community colleges the choice for more and more learn-
ers, they also are becoming the top choice for more and more businesses 
that want to be competitive in today’s global, knowledge-based econ-
omy.56 Postsecondary institutions can serve an invaluable role for the pri-
vate and public sectors in their geographical region by providing various 
types of training to employees, as well as partnering with employers to 
support their recruitment and retention efforts, personnel planning, and 
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other workforce development functions.57 While different types of higher 
education institutions bring unique competencies to different workforce 
development roles, community colleges have the proven track record to 
provide skills training. And, in the twenty-first century, community col-
leges have become even more job-oriented, providing training for local 
firms and offering courses to meet market demands.58 

Contemporary economic development theory emphasizes the impor-
tance of creating successful regional economies as integral to a nation’s 
overall success. These economies typically develop concentrated focus 
areas of related industries, what Harvard’s Michael Porter labeled as clus-
ters.59 To support these industries, regions must create effective workforce 
development entities that are dedicated to nurturing the success of the re-
gional economy through job training programs, the establishment of part-
nerships between industry and the educational system, initiatives that 
increase the supply of knowledgeable workers by tapping nontraditional 
recruitment sources, and various other efforts. Regions that are success-
ful in creating these specialized economies will experience higher growth 
rates, higher income, and an overall quality of life better than those re-
gions that do not execute a thoughtful and comprehensive strategy.

Looking to the future, community colleges are poised to continue to be 
major factors in the development of successful regional economies. This 
tends to be broadly recognized in the emerging literature about regional 
economic development. In response to the unprecedented workforce de-
velopment needs of the twenty-first century, the New Commission on the 
Skills of the American Workforce recommended the creation of regional 
competitiveness authorities that blend regional economic development 
with regional workforce development to make the United States more 
competitive.60 Toward that end, the commission proposed that the fed-
eral government authorize governors and state legislators, together with 
local elected officials, to align workforce areas, economic development 
areas, and community college districts into common regions based on 
labor markets, economic activity, and other objective criteria. In includ-
ing community colleges as a key partner in developing regional economic 
competitiveness, the commission noted that community colleges are the 
primary providers of postsecondary education and training in most states 
and local areas. Under the commission’s planned system, community col-
leges (where they exist) would be designated as the primary adult educa-
tion providers, in order to connect adult and career-related learning and 
to encourage continued learning.

The perspective of the New Commission on the Skills of the American 
Workforce is not the only national perspective that recognizes the critical 
role of community colleges for the future of the U.S. economy. The Na-
tional Governors Association and the Pew Center on the States, recogniz-
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ing that “Ideas and innovation are the most precious currency in the new 
economy,” cited in their 2007 report examples of community colleges that 
are fueling America’s innovation pipeline.61 

Community colleges are likely to continue to have a tremendous im-
pact on the economic development of regions across the country, through 
their workforce development role. For instance, of the many community 
college offerings, the five most popular programs nationwide address 
key twenty-first-century workforce needs, including nursing, law en-
forcement, radiology, and computer technologies.62 Also, 95 percent of 
businesses and organizations that employ community college graduates 
recommend community college workforce education and training pro-
grams.63 And, with the average expected lifetime earnings for a graduate 
with an associate degree standing at about $.4 million more than a high 
school graduate earns, economic incentives continue to drive up commu-
nity college enrollment.64 

CASE STUDIES

We have selected three community colleges that have addressed the is-
sues of access, continuing opportunity, and economic development in 
interesting ways. We describe how Miami Dade College in southern 
Florida has become a model of access for lifelong learners. We show how 
Montgomery College, just outside Washington, DC, has responded to 
the challenge of providing continuing opportunity for those who did not 
acquire the skills necessary for success in their primary and secondary 
education. And we describe how the Maricopa County Community Col-
lege District (“Maricopa Community Colleges”) in the greater Phoenix 
area has developed model economic development programs in a system 
that serves more than a quarter of a million students. 

“Democracy’s College”: Miami Dade College

In 2006, William Frey, a Fellow with the Metropolitan Policy Program of 
the Brookings Institution, conducted an analysis of Census Bureau popu-
lation estimates to determine the distribution of racial and ethnic groups 
within and across U.S. metropolitan areas since Census 2000.65 Based on 
Frey’s work, the Brookings Institution reported that Hispanics, Asians, 
and African Americans remain more likely to reside in large metropolitan 
areas than the population as a whole. The study also observed that almost 
one-third of the nation’s 361 metropolitan areas registered declines in the 
white population from 2000 to 2004, with economically stagnant parts of 
the country among those metropolitan areas experiencing some of the 
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greatest declines. During the same period, minorities contributed the ma-
jority of population gains in the nation’s fastest-growing metropolitan areas 
and central metropolitan counties. Frey’s analysis also illustrated that this 
trend was far from complete. The nation’s child population is more racially 
diverse than its adult population. And less than half of all people younger 
than fifteen are white in nearly one-third of all large metropolitan areas.

President George W. Bush delivered the commencement address at 
the spring 2007 graduation ceremonies of Miami Dade College (MDC), 
the largest institution of higher education and one of the most highly 
regarded colleges in the country.66 Addressing MDC’s graduates, Bush 
stressed the importance of academic pursuits, telling them:

Today you are leaving this fine college with a degree with your name on it, 
and a promise of a better future. . . . You enter a world of unbounded op-
portunity . . . and new possibilities are opening every day. And the key to 
unlocking those possibilities is a good education.67

He highlighted the importance of academic pursuits for the more than 
half of MDC students who were raised speaking a language other than 
English, noting, “Over the years, this school has helped open the door to 
opportunity to hundreds of thousands of immigrants—and that is why 
MDC proudly calls itself Democracy’s College.”68

MDC has been “Democracy’s College” since it opened its doors to 1,428 
students in 1960 as Dade County Junior College, amid the strain of deseg-
regation and the influx of thousands of Cuban refugees.69 At the time, the 
college was open to any county resident who had graduated from high 
school, including the seven black students who made Dade County Junior 
College the first integrated junior college in Florida, along with the many 
Cuban refugees seeking to better their lives.70 By the mid-1960s, enroll-
ment had grown to more than fifteen thousand students.71 By 1967, it was 
the largest institution of higher education in Florida and the fastest-
growing college in the nation, with more than twenty-three thousand stu-
dents; it enrolled more freshmen than the University of Florida, Florida 
State University and the University of South Florida combined.

In the 1970s, the college elevated its expectation of students, setting a 
new standard for community colleges throughout the nation.72 K. Patricia 
Cross, a visiting professor at Harvard’s Graduate School of Education 
during that time, called MDC “the most exciting institution of higher 
education in the country.”73 Part of the excitement was MDC’s diversity, 
with minorities constituting more than 65 percent of its student body and 
women constituting more than 55 percent.

The 1980s were years of maturation and recognition for the college.74 
At the close of the 1980s, the college’s place in education was nation-
ally recognized: the prestigious University of Texas Community College 
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Leadership Program identified MDC as the “Number One” community 
college in America, demonstrating how complementary excellence and 
diversity can be. The 1990s marked an era during which MDC prepared 
for a new world economy by launching comprehensive academic and ad-
ministrative reform.75 It revamped the academic core and elective courses, 
modernizing the curriculum to meet the needs of a changing world. In 
2006, MDC welcomed its 1.5 millionth student. MDC now has more than 
170,000 students, eight campuses, and numerous outreach centers.76 

Bob McCabe, who was president of Miami-Dade from the late 1970s 
through 1995, played a significant role in the growth and transformation 
of Miami-Dade. He was the first community college president to receive 
a MacArthur Foundation “Genius Award” for his commitment to build-
ing the institution and demonstrating the impact that community colleges 
could have on the future of individuals and the broader community. 
On his retirement, Senator Bob Graham commended him to Congress 
for personifying the fundamental precept of American education that 
knowledge is “not bounded by race or class or religion, that in a truly free 
society all people have access to learning.”77 

MDC has not lost sight of its urban mission amid its own and the city’s 
enormous growth and change. Simply stated by President Bush in his 
2007 commencement address, “This college serves the city of Miami.”78 
In a community of 2.3 million people, MDC’s role remains central to the 
region’s economic and educational growth.79 MDC is a leading provider 
of postsecondary education to its community, with 96 percent of credit 
students hailing from Miami-Dade County.

About one-third of all minority students attending Florida community 
colleges are enrolled at MDC.80 According to the U.S. Department of Edu-
cation, MDC enrolls more minorities than any other college or university 
in the country, including the most Hispanics and the second-most African 
Americans and non-Hispanics. As of fall 2007, MDC’s ethnic mix was as 
follows:

•  9 percent white non-Hispanic
•  19 percent African American non-Hispanic
•  67 percent Hispanic
•  4 percent other

The U.S. Department of Education also reports that MDC graduates more 
minorities than any other college or university in the country, including 
the most Hispanics and the most African Americans.

MDC has taken a number of steps to ensure that local populations 
throughout the sprawling South Florida area have adequate and convenient 
access to its programs and opportunities. It has developed a multipronged 
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approach that addresses a range of barriers that could otherwise prevent 
individuals from obtaining the benefits of higher education. 

First, MDC has developed convenient campus locations. Until recently, 
South Florida has been one of the fastest-growing areas in the nation and 
MDC’s campuses required extensive travel from one part of the region to 
another. Today, while each of MDC’s campuses has its own distinct identity 
and specialties, they also offer a broad base of general education courses, al-
lowing students to take first-year classes at any of the campuses (except the 
Medical Center Campus).81 This has given the student body flexible options 
relevant to the entire region that it serves. For example, students can take 
their entire set of first-year classes at one location, but if it is more conve-
nient to take some courses near a place of employment and others closer to 
home, this can be easily arranged. Ensuring access to programs has also en-
tailed utilizing innovative approaches to distance education. In the 1990s, 
MDC introduced multimedia classrooms and the Virtual College, placing 
it on the Internet map by allowing students to “attend” class via the World 
Wide Web.82 “Democracy’s College” also has placed special emphasis on 
overcoming the language barriers faced by many students. Given the huge 
immigrant population in Miami-Dade County, MDC’s Department of Eng-
lish as a Second Language and Foreign Languages integrates the latest lin-
guistic methodologies in grammar, writing, reading, and speech, which are 
taught by highly qualified and experienced faculty.83 Students also have ac-
cess to state-of-the-art laboratories: the Audio Labs, where students learn to 
master pronunciation and speaking skills; and the Computer Labs, where 
students reinforce their grammar, reading, and writing skills. Further sup-
porting MDC’s accessibility for immigrants is the college’s bilingual stud-
ies program. Bilingual studies became a full-fledged division in 1979, with 
more than two thousand students enrolled in outreach centers in the Little 
Havana area. The centers soon became the InterAmerican Campus, the 
nation’s largest bilingual facility in higher education.

Yet another way that MDC excels at providing access to postsecond-
ary education is by offering a wide range of for-credit higher education 
programs that are designed to respond to the education and career needs 
of the diverse and populous metropolitan Miami-Dade County commu-
nity.84 MDC offers the following four-year degrees:

•  Bachelor of Science in: 
°  Exceptional student education
°  Secondary mathematics education
°  Secondary science, with specialties in biology, chemistry, earth sci-

ence, and physics
•  Bachelor of Applied Science in public safety management
•  Bachelor of Science in nursing
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MDC’s associate degree programs include:

•  Associate in Arts (university transfer programs)
•  Educator Preparation Institute
•  Associate of Applied Science (two-year degree that leads to employ-

ment)
•  Associate in Science and College Credit Certificates (two-year de-

grees, college credit and certificate programs in occupational areas, 
several of which are transferable to the upper division)

MDC’s professional programs are offered via twelve schools that in-
clude the schools of allied health technologies, architecture and interior 
design, aviation, business, community education, computer and engi-
neering technologies, education, entertainment and design technology, 
fire and environmental sciences, funeral services education, justice, and 
nursing.85 

According to the U.S. Department of Education, MDC is first in the 
country among colleges in awarding the most:

•  Associate degrees to Hispanics
•  Associate degrees to African Americans
•  Associate degrees in all disciplines to minorities
•  Associate degrees in all disciplines86

Approximately nine out of ten MDC students stay in the region and con-
tribute to the local economy after they leave the college.

MDC also facilitates access to postsecondary education by serving as 
the on-ramp to four-year institutions. More than 76 percent of students 
with an Associate in Arts degree continue their education at a four-year 
college or university in Florida immediately upon graduation.87 MDC has 
transfer agreements with all of the state universities, as well as numerous 
agreements with top colleges and universities across the country, includ-
ing the University of Wisconsin–Madison, Georgia Tech, Smith College, 
and the University of Texas.

MDC performs on an extraordinarily large scale a task that community 
colleges across the nation have assumed: providing access to higher edu-
cation that would not be available to many members of our communities. 
The services that these institutions perform for the existing and emergent 
minority communities in the country are often not widely acknowledged. 
Yet, when one considers that MDC alone serves more than one hundred 
thousand Hispanic students and more than thirty thousand African 
American students, the crucial nature of these institutions is easily dis-
cerned. So much of the debate about minorities in higher education has 
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focused on the admissions policies of elite universities. However impor-
tant this question might be, finding even more effective ways of building 
a ramp to upward mobility through the community college system will 
impact far more families in the short term.

Providing Continuing Opportunity: Montgomery College

Besides providing access to higher education to underserved groups, 
community colleges have become an important vehicle for addressing 
educational goals that were not successfully met in the K–12 education 
system. This is the case everywhere, but it is especially true for many of 
the urban and metropolitan populations that are served by many com-
munity colleges. In almost every major American city today, there is an 
ongoing political struggle about control of the schools. There is hardly a 
big-city mayor who has not attempted to gain greater influence over the 
schools in order to improve their outcomes. Washington, DC, Chicago, 
Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Detroit . . . the list goes on. And, in a number 
of places, the relevant state government has attempted to exercise ex-
traordinary powers over selected metropolitan school districts, at times 
even placing systems in effective receivership. In almost every case, the 
ostensible reason for the effort is the stated belief that the K–12 school 
system is failing students in some important way, either in not preparing 
them for four-year institutions or in not providing them with the skill sets 
necessary for productive employment. 

Community colleges have increasingly been tasked with the responsi-
bility of offering the remedial courses that will enable individuals to have 
continuing opportunities even if they did not succeed in high school. Few 
would argue that this is an ideal situation, and, in a better world, there 
would not be so many students who require remedial education. But one 
of the great values of the community college system is that it flexibly and 
creatively responds to the needs of the students who come their way and 
not to an idealized conception of what high school graduates should be. 
In many instances, community colleges have assumed the role of provid-
ing continuing opportunities innovatively and with great determination.

Montgomery College (MC) in Maryland exemplifies best practices 
among urban colleges in preparing underserved, at-risk students for post-
secondary education and training.

Based in Maryland, about twenty miles north of the nation’s capital, 
Montgomery College began offering classes in 1946; those classes took 
place in the evenings at a local high school and were attended by ap-
proximately two hundred men and women.88 Today, MC has become 
a multicampus institution with more than twenty thousand for-credit 
students and fifteen thousand continuing education students.89 Over the 
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past sixty years, more than half a million men and women have attended 
MC’s campuses in Takoma Park, Rockville, and Germantown, Maryland, 
in addition to those who have come to its numerous training centers and 
continuing education sites, to take individual courses for skill building 
and personal interest or to complete the first two years of traditional col-
lege degree programs.90 In 2007, the New York Times cited MC among ten 
or so community colleges across the country that are frequently named 
models of success by scholars who were interviewed for the article.91 

According to fall 2006 enrollment data for MC, 39.8 percent of students 
are white, 28.1 percent are black, 15.8 percent are Hispanic, and 15.6 per-
cent are Asian.92 A majority of students are twenty-one or older (58.7 per-
cent), female (54.9 percent), and taking classes on a part-time basis (61.6 
percent). MC serves approximately one-quarter of Montgomery County’s 
graduating high school students, with almost 90 percent of the college’s 
students coming from Montgomery County.

Until the close of the twentieth century, Montgomery County had a 
reputation for affluence, more than double the national percentage of 
adults with post–high school degrees, and a nationally recognized public 
school system.93 However, like MC, Montgomery County Public Schools 
(MCPS) now have significant diversity within the student body, including 
diversity in income, college preparation level, race, ethnic background, 
native language, and cultural attitudes toward education. While MCPS 
had a 94 percent white student body in 1968, by the mid-1990s the system 
had grown to 125,000 students in twenty-one high schools, twenty-six 
middle schools, and 123 elementary schools; the student makeup was 
57 percent white, 19 percent African American, 12 percent Asian, and 12 
percent Hispanic.

In 1994 the first state-mandated Student Outcome and Achievement 
Report (SOAR) indicated that 57 percent of MCPS graduates enrolling 
in MC required math remediation and almost 40 percent were not read-
ing at college level.94 Not only did the statistics stun local educators and 
residents, but they also generated intense interest and questioning from 
the local media, including the Washington Post, Montgomery Gazette, and 
Montgomery Journal, which wanted an explanation for how a highly ac-
claimed school system with a $900 million budget could graduate large 
numbers of students assessed as underprepared according to the local 
community college.

At that time, MC already offered extensive developmental services to 
its students who were not academically prepared for college-level work.95 
However, up until the release of the 1994 SOAR data, the relationship 
between MC and MCPS was cordial but distant. In response to the newly 
prominent achievement gap between local high school graduation and 
college requirements, close communication and collaboration began to 
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occur between all levels of MC and MCPS, from college and school staff 
on up to the college’s trustees and the school system’s board of educa-
tion. In 1996, a well-attended press conference was held to announce the 
Partnership Initiative, a collaboration between MC and MCPS that would 
include testing, research, follow-up professional development, and cur-
riculum sharing to increase the college readiness of MCPS graduates. The 
Partnership was launched at three pilot high schools.

Today, the MC/MCPS Partnership Initiative consists of more than 
thirty joint projects for the benefit of students.96 Partnership projects help 
identify and monitor college readiness through PSAT and assessment 
testing and support, and accelerate student success by easing the transi-
tion from high school to college through curriculum development, sum-
mer programs, early placement programs, and school-based intervention 
programs. MC and MCPS also work together to extend outreach to par-
ents and the community through the Prep Talk newsletter and television 
show, parent information meetings, and an annual leadership breakfast 
that brings all MCPS principals together with MC and MCPS administra-
tors for discussions of present and future partnerships.

One of the key initiatives of the partnership, the Gateway to College 
program at MC, serves at-risk youth, sixteen to twenty years old, who 
have stopped attending Montgomery County public high schools or who 
are not on course to graduate.97 The Gateway to College program was 
developed at Portland Community College in Oregon, which selected 
MC as one of the first two community colleges nationwide to replicate the 
program.98 The MC/MCPS collaborative program provides students with 
the opportunity to simultaneously accumulate high school and college 
credits, earning their high school diploma while progressing toward an 
associate degree or certificate. Support for the program comes from Port-
land Community College, a national intermediary of the Bill and Melinda 
Gates Foundation and the Gates Foundation’s partners (the Carnegie 
Corporation of New York, the Ford Foundation, and the W. K. Kellogg 
Foundation); the program is funded through MC and MCPS.

Sharing resources and establishing common goals have begun to change 
the lives of students in Montgomery County.99 Boundaries between MC 
and MCPS curricula and instructional objectives have started to dissolve 
into a more seamless effort that is yielding measurable progress. Demon-
strating the effectiveness of MC/MCPS collaboration are test results from 
a recent cohort from MCPS’s Seneca Valley High School. After the group 
of around sixty students participated in MC-led preparatory sessions, 
their college readiness jumped from 29 percent to 51 percent in reading 
and from 40 percent to 46 percent in sentence structure.100 For math, their 
college readiness rose from 37 percent to 51 percent. In addition to the 
prestige of their accomplishment, the students deemed “College Ready” 
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collectively saved $37,500 by avoiding remedial courses if they chose to 
attend MC.101 Beyond the MC/MCPS Partnership Initiative, the college of-
fers a broad spectrum of developmental supports for students, including:

•  Assessment services to determine students’ college readiness
•  Remedial courses in reading, English, and math
•  Credit courses that support academic success, ranging from a class 

on developing strong study habits to a class on building confidence 
in math

•  An Online Student Success Center, including a Virtual Counseling 
and Advising Center

•  Campus-based Learning Centers dedicated to giving students the 
tools, skills, and confidence they need to succeed in college and 
beyond

•  TRIO Student Support Services, a federally funded grant program 
that provides intensive academic assistance, including remedial in-
struction, to help qualifying low-income students stay in college and, 
eventually, pursue their baccalaureate degrees

•  Project SUCCESS, a program that is open to all MC students and of-
fers mentoring, study groups, tutoring sessions, workshops, counsel-
ing, and social, cultural, and educational activities

•  Boys to Men mentoring program, aimed specifically at the retention 
of black male students

•  Study skills and strategies resources aimed at improving time man-
agement, studying habits, test-taking abilities, learning styles, goal 
setting, memory development, and stress management

•  The Student Success Center, which provides one-to-one and group 
tutoring sessions

•  The Medical Learning Center, which provides state-of-the-art com-
puters, books, and videos, as well as two instructional assistants, to 
support the learning needs of health science students102

Urban Economic Development: Maricopa Community Colleges

Across the United States, the traditional workforce training function of 
community colleges has assumed an even greater role in driving regional 
economic development in the twenty-first century.103 That is especially 
true in economically depressed urban areas. In addition to the growing 
demographic diversity and the scarcity of infrastructure resources that 
suburban sprawl has created in inner cities, another consequence has 
been the movement of employment and economic activity from the center 
of the metropolitan region to the periphery; this has lowered opportuni-
ties for gainful employment for low-income residents of central cities 
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and inner-ring suburbs, especially those residents with a substandard 
education.104 Therefore, urban community colleges have had to assume 
a more prominent role in regional economic development by striving to 
build the human capital of some of the most economically stagnant cities 
in the country.

A 2002 joint study by the Initiative for a Competitive Inner City (ICIC) 
and CEOs for Cities looked at the role that postsecondary institutions can 
play in urban and regional economic growth.105 To encourage city leaders 
to leverage the assets of colleges and universities, they developed a strate-
gic framework that included workforce development. The ICIC/CEOs for 
Cities study cited several ways that urban colleges and universities can 
assist their regions with workforce development, including:

•  Recruiting, training, retaining, and promoting workers, especially 
workers who need their skills upgraded or adults who are entering 
the workforce for the first time

•  Conducting research on labor supply and demand, as well as work-
force development best practices

•  Program design and capacity building for workforce development 
partners

•  Facilitating workforce development partnerships and programs 
through outreach to local and regional businesses

Urban community colleges are beginning to adopt innovative versions of 
these strategies, as the following case of the Maricopa Community Col-
leges (MCCs) in the Phoenix, Arizona, metropolitan area illustrates.

The MCCs are dedicated to meeting the workforce and economic devel-
opment needs of the businesses and citizens of the greater Phoenix area.106 
With more than 260,000 students taking credit and noncredit courses each 
academic year, the MCCs and Centers are one of the largest higher education 
systems in the world, the largest community college district in the United 
States, and the largest provider of higher education and job training, includ-
ing the largest provider of health care workers, in the state of Arizona.107 

MCC has assigned a high priority to more contemporary economic de-
velopment roles, in response to the emerging knowledge-based economy. 
With the greater emphasis on information access and utilization skills in 
the workplace today, MCC has stepped up its service to local residents 
and industries by providing more responsive workforce development 
services, in tandem with business support services. The MCCs serve as a 
major resource for business and industry, as well as for individuals seek-
ing education and job training.108

Serving as a general resource for local businesses is the MCC Small 
Business Development Center (SBDC), which is one of the bases for the 
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Arizona Small Business Development Center Network.109 SBDC provides 
a roster of vital support services to area businesses to help them succeed, 
such as:

1.  Confidential, one-on-one counseling by diverse business profession-
als at no charge

2.  Referrals to industry-specific business information and educational 
resources

3.  Low-cost seminars and workshops
4.  Online seminars (self service 24/7)
5.  Live webinars110

Another economic development resource, the MCC Center for Work-
force Development, connects the programs, resources, and services of the 
ten MCCs and two skill centers with employers in the greater Phoenix 
region.111 As the recognized leader in greater Phoenix in fulfilling the job 
training needs of diverse employer communities throughout Maricopa 
County, the center brings together industry and education for discussions 
on curriculum and faculty training. The Center for Workforce Develop-
ment is an active partner with the greater Phoenix employer commu-
nity around workforce training, economic development initiatives, and 
industry data availability in the following key sectors: architecture and 
construction; bioscience; business services; education; health services; 
information technology; manufacturing; public safety; transportation, 
distribution, and logistics; and sustainability and green technologies.112 
To highlight just one of those key sector areas, MCC’s workforce devel-
opment enterprise has been instrumental in helping to create a biosci-
ences niche in Arizona.113 Since the late 1990s, Arizona has strategically 
focused on developing its existing and emerging clusters of strength to 
build an innovation-oriented research enterprise. In support of this goal 
on a regional level, in 1994 the MCCs targeted more than $100 million of 
a voter-approved bond package for biosciences and health care training. 
More recently, MCC’s GateWay Community College (GateWay) raised $6 
million from the Department of Commerce, the Economic Development 
Administration, and the City of Phoenix for the design and construction 
of a bioscience incubator on its campus in a downtown redevelopment 
area.114 The new incubator will help strengthen the bioscience industry in 
the state of Arizona by addressing an identified shortage of affordable lab 
space, growing new companies, marketing new technologies, and sup-
porting workforce training needs.

In addition to targeted economic development units and initiatives, 
MCC’s ten colleges help fulfill the community college district’s workforce 
development role by specializing in career and job training programs for 
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area residents.115 Whether just out of high school, beginning or reentering 
college, or seeking lifelong education, citizens of Maricopa County have 
a wide range of opportunities through the MCCs, which offer approxi-
mately one thousand occupational programs (degrees and certificates), 
and thirty-seven academic associate degrees.116 

Classes are highly affordable, easily accessible and offered in a variety 
of formats, including online, televised, traditional classroom, hybrid, 
mail, accelerated, evening, weekend, and open-entry/open-exit choices.117 
Also, transfer agreements with public and private colleges and universi-
ties enable seamless transitions to four-year institutions.

Another way that MCC supports workforce development in the greater 
Phoenix area is through its efforts at reaching underserved populations. 
According to the 2000 U.S. Census, nearly half a million adults in Maricopa 
County were neither enrolled in high school nor had a high school creden-
tial.118 One way MCC is helping to address this issue is through Adult Basic 
Education (ABE) classes offered by Rio Salado College. In 1979 when the 
ABE program was established, it enrolled seven hundred students.119 To-
day, over thirteen thousand students are utilizing the ABE program, with 
Rio Salado now serving not only adults who did not complete high school, 
but also non-English speaking adults, incarcerated individuals, adults with 
physical and mental challenges, and other adults considered “at risk” in 
the general population.120 Classes are funded by the Arizona Department of 
Education, Adult Education Division. After completing an ABE program, 
85 percent of participants were successful at improving their employment, 
increasing both their skills and pay level.121

One more MCC workforce development initiative aimed at under-
served populations is the GateWay Early College High School. In 2004, 
GateWay Early College High School was one of only fourteen schools 
in the United States to be awarded a Tech Prep Demonstration Program 
grant.122 GateWay received almost $700,000 to help design and implement 
a Tech Prep program for incoming high school juniors who focus their 
academic studies in one of five technical or vocational areas of study:

•  Automotive technology
•  Hydrologic technology
•  Nursing
•  Web development
•  Networking, including networking administration and security and 

networking technology

GateWay’s Tech Prep program offers a high school education that facili-
tates a seamless transition into community college courses leading to a 
certificate of completion or an associate degree. Each of the occupational 
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areas is aligned with industries that are in great need of qualified employ-
ees, making Tech Prep graduates highly employable.

CONCLUSION

The United States must ensure that a broad cross-section of its citizens 
receives postsecondary education and workforce training, in order for 
the country (1) to remain competitive in the twenty-first-century global, 
knowledge-based economy; and (2) to provide today’s emerging com-
munities with an acceptable quality of life. While four-year institutions 
of higher education will continue to play an important role, community 
colleges—especially in the nation’s highly and diversely populated ur-
ban regions—will be central to achieving these two missions. Innovation 
and responsiveness will need to be the hallmarks of community college 
initiatives related to accessibility, continuing education, and economic de-
velopment, as regional and global conditions continue to change rapidly 
and often in unexpected ways. The three cases presented here epitomize 
how urban community colleges can continue to honor their long tradition 
of supporting local economies, while keeping pace with shifting demo-
graphic, educational, and economic trends.
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This chapter begins by describing the changes that occurred, albeit with 
considerable resistance, at Cambridge and Oxford that enabled the in-
stitutions to link faculty research with external needs and to assume a 
leading role in global economic development. It then moves to discuss 
how higher education in Ireland became an essential component of the 
national revitalization strategy that created the “Celtic Tiger.” The chap-
ter concludes by showing why the economic downturn of recent years 
will place considerable strain on higher education institutions (HEIs), but 
is unlikely to reverse the reform thrust that calls for greater integration of 
colleges and universities with the economic development strategies of the 
United Kingdom, Ireland, and the European continent. 

FROM COLLEGIALITY TO NATIONAL POLICY

Traditionally, British universities used a system of collegiality to govern 
their institutions that limited both the power of the institution’s central 
administration to control the various units and the power of the state 
to control the institutions. Collegiality could be seen as a federal system 
in which the local units retained considerable power and autonomy. 
Within universities, individual colleges were often self-governing, legally 
independent, corporate bodies. The colleges maintained control of key 
institutional goals and the ability to make choices about how to achieve 
them. In this system, the government exercised little direct control of the 
colleges and universities, other than providing necessary legal and finan-
cial support that enabled them to carry out their missions. In the ideal 
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university, academics engaged in the disinterested pursuit of knowledge, 
unencumbered by either state direction or the dictates of their own central 
administration. 

The conception of the liberal ideal of the university began to change in 
the United Kingdom in the 1960s. In 1964, the University Grants Commit-
tee and Research Councils were placed under the Department of Educa-
tion and Science. This movement placed funding decisions regarding the 
universities in the political and ideological realm. It essentially recognized 
that a modern state should have an explicit higher education policy, that 
it should coordinate its resources to achieve its policy aims, and that states 
without higher education policies were not utilizing all the policy tools at 
their disposal. The creation of polytechnics in 1965 to provide vocational, 
professional, and industrially relevant courses was a clear example of how 
the state could influence the overall direction of higher education. These 
policies created a role for the university in addressing societal needs and 
legitimized the authority of the government over the institutions. 

In the 1980s, the Conservative government, headed by Margaret 
Thatcher, set out to apply concepts of “new public management” to 
the government in general, but also to universities. A new discourse of 
governance began to emerge where the language of economics and man-
agement sought to replace that of “professionalism,” “administration,” 
and the “public interest.” The idea was to apply private-sector manage-
ment techniques to produce an increase in efficiency, effectiveness, and 
economy. The new public management valued, for example, outputs over 
inputs. It was more important to know how many graduates universities 
were producing in areas of critical societal need than whether this year’s 
budget represented an increase over last year’s. In essence, universities 
would be held to accountability goals that were imposed externally and 
were not entirely of their own design.

The norms of new public management were not very compatible with 
the traditional system of collegiality and created significant tensions. Col-
legial governance, which seeks consensus through a committee structure, 
produces a slow decision-making process and is inherently suspicious of 
external efforts to say what the academic process should value and how 
it should be implemented. Moreover, there was, at least initially, a sense 
that the new public management was a narrowly political and ideological 
agenda associated with Thatcherite conservatism. Maybe when Thatcher 
went away, it would go away too. 

The reality turned out to be very different. While the Labour government 
that eventually took power was to initiate policies that were far different 
from Thatcher’s in many regards, it had little interest in returning to a laissez-
faire state with respect to higher education. Modern governments were 
increasingly viewing the higher education system as essential to national 
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economic goals and the United Kingdom was no exception, regardless of 
the ideological orientation of the party holding power. Ideas about aligning 
higher education to national priorities, accountability for taxpayer dollars, 
and developing specialized responsibilities for different kinds of colleges 
and universities transcended political boundaries. Traditionalists who dis-
liked the modern conception of higher education could no longer think that 
their opponents were concentrated in a single ideological camp. 

What was happening in the United Kingdom was not, in fact, very dif-
ferent from what was occurring on the European continent. As Michael 
Shattock has observed, while systems of higher education have been evolv-
ing in accord with their country’s particular economic, organizational, and 
constitutional framework, one thing is consistent throughout Europe—a 
new agenda for higher education is emerging.1 Much of the literature about 
these changes focuses on the “market mechanisms” that have been applied 
to higher education. But it may well be more accurate to note that what has 
happened has been the application of market-based criteria to the formula-
tion of national and, in some cases, international higher education policy. 
Although the pace and path of change vary among (and, to some degree, 
even within) countries, Europe’s systems of higher education are going in 
the same general direction—toward the alignment of a higher education 
system with explicit policy goals, toward greater overall accountability, 
and toward increased specialization and differentiation. 

The United Kingdom has moved strongly in this direction, with the gov-
ernment setting priorities, but with measures that explicitly align funding 
decisions and allocations with performance measured against account-
ability goals. To some degree, Oxford and Cambridge actually continue 
to be set apart from other British universities from a governance perspec-
tive, remaining steadfast in the collegiality system. A 2003 Treasury-
commissioned report remarked on trends among UK HEIs since the end 
of the twentieth century, noting, “In the last ten years, there has been a 
gradual movement towards a more executive style of management, al-
ready common among post-1992 institutions,” and adding, “Oxford and 
Cambridge have a unique set of governance and management issues.”2 But 
significant changes have occurred at these two universities, enabling them 
to become more responsive to the needs of their external constituencies. 

CAMBRIDGE

Cambridge has undertaken a number of steps that have enabled the insti-
tution to become more proactive in contributing to economic and regional 
development priorities. Some of the changes have directly impacted the 
governing structure of the university. Others have involved the creation 
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of new administrative entities that have enhanced the ease of interac-
tion between the university and commercial enterprises. In addition to 
the formal changes, there has been the emergence of an informal culture 
that promotes increased interaction between faculty and business and 
involvement of the university in regional economic development efforts. 

Building Administrative Capacity

The enhancement of the responsibility, authority, and capacity of 
the central administration is one of the major governance changes that 
have taken place at Cambridge. The vice-chancellor’s office has been 
strengthened by the appointment of five pro-vice-chancellors, who over-
see planning and resources, education, research, personnel, and special 
responsibilities.3 The pro-vice-chancellors work in partnership with 
senior administrators to help drive strategy and policy development. 
The financial function also is being enhanced and rationalized, with the 
roles of the treasurer and the secretary general being subsumed into the 
finance director’s office.4 In addition, a centralized electronic financial 
management system is being utilized to assist with sound planning and 
budgeting decisions.5

One of the largest actions to shift power to the central authority was 
increasing the number of votes required to call a ballot at the Regent 
House.6 The Regent House is the governing body and principal electoral 
constituency of the university. It has more than 3,800 members, compris-
ing university officers, Heads and Fellows of Colleges, and certain other 
categories defined by Ordinance.7 This procedural change increased ad-
ministrative discretion and made significant movement toward decreas-
ing the ability of the individual colleges and faculty to block administra-
tive decision making. In addition, two external members have been added 
to the university’s governing council, moving the internal governance 
system a step toward the model that exists in many American states.8

New Vehicles for University-Business Collaboration

The creation of a stronger executive team at Cambridge University has 
enabled the university to spend more time tackling big-picture industry-
relation issues.9 Enormous effort has been devoted to developing a faster-
moving, more industry-friendly, and more entrepreneurial organization. 
With more than four thousand academics in more than one hundred 
departments, faculties, and schools, Cambridge possesses a wealth of 
expertise that it now strategically exchanges internally and with industry 
in order to foster innovation and the commercialization of promising 
discoveries.10 
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One of the most controversial steps toward modernization was the 
university’s initiative to reform its intellectual property (IP) rights policy. 
It became necessary to create an administrative structure to facilitate 
moving knowledge outside the university.11 Initially, the faculty and 
the administration were at odds about the form the policy should take.12 
The IP proposal underwent several revisions before a compromise was 
reached.13 The new policy provides the university with a claim to owner-
ship of registrable IP, but the individual inventor may have ownership of 
other residual IP rights, including the right to assign or license them.

Cambridge has established a sophisticated and well-regarded technol-
ogy transfer office, Cambridge Enterprise.14 Cambridge Enterprise exists 
to help university inventors, innovators, and entrepreneurs “make their 
ideas and concepts more commercially successful for the benefit of soci-
ety, the UK economy, the inventors and the University.”15 Formed in 2006 
as a wholly owned subsidiary of the university, Cambridge Enterprise 
provides the following services to the university’s academics:

•  The identification, protection, and licensing of IP 
•  Support, advice, and mentoring in the creation of new companies
•  Provision of seed funds and links to organizations providing further 

funding
•  Costing, contract negotiation, invoicing, insurance, and tax filing 

support for staff who provide consultancy services to external orga-
nizations 

•  Links to industry through showcasing and networking events

Another example of how Cambridge is becoming increasingly entrepre-
neurial is the creation of “embedded” institutes, or laboratories, whereby 
a university department enters into a relationship with a company for 
mutual benefit. That company may actually co-occupy space inside or 
close to a department.16 Designed to secure the benefits of corporate in-
vestment and cooperation around shared strategic interests, examples of 
embedded laboratories include the Glaxo Institute of Applied Pharmacol-
ogy, the embedded research facility from Rolls-Royce in the Department 
of Chemistry, and SmithKline Beecham in the Department of Medicine’s 
Clinical School.17 In addition, Toshiba, Hitachi, Hoechst, Unilever, BP 
Amoco, Seiko Epson, and Microsoft all have a strong presence. Microsoft 
Research Cambridge, an early “embedded” institute in the university and 
initially headed by the late computer systems professor Roger Needham, 
has become one of the largest computer science research laboratories in 
Europe, with more than one hundred researchers.18

Another way Cambridge has created relationships with industry is 
through its Research Services Division (RSD). RSD offers outside companies 
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an informed entry point into the university to help prospective partners 
find the appropriate academic expertise and identify opportunities for 
collaboration.19 RSD supports the development of relationships between 
academics and industry, whether these result in major multifaceted col-
laborations with global companies or simply in finding experts for spe-
cific one-time projects.

Cambridge has also developed an informal culture in which individual 
faculty members and departments develop closer linkages with firms and 
business associations. A survey conducted by the university-based ESRC 
Centre for Business Research indicated that high-tech firms in the city of 
Cambridge had extensive and wide-ranging links with the university.20 
For example, 28 percent of those surveyed had collaborative projects with 
the university, 12 percent had academics on their boards, and 24 percent 
used university staff as consultants. More than half (56 percent) of the 
respondents emphasized the importance to their firms’ success of such 
links to academia.

The Cambridge Phenomena

The Cambridge region has experienced two waves of growth and devel-
opment. The first, during the period from the 1960s through the 1980s, is 
called the Cambridge Phenomenon, and it was concentrated on small, inde-
pendent high-technology firms.21 The second, referred to as the Cambridge 
Phenomenon Revisited, occurred in the late 1990s and was based more on 
telecommunications and biotechnology development. The UK Department 
of Trade and Industry says Cambridge is one of the three leading locations 
for biotech research and development (R&D) in the country.22 It also is the 
world’s second-largest venture capital market outside the Silicon Valley.23 
For this reason Cambridge is sometimes called “Silicon Fen,” referring to the 
boggy fen that lies north of the city.24 Silicon Fen now hosts approximately 
one thousand high-tech companies that produce $3 billion in revenue.

The initial Cambridge Phenomenon and its subsequent wave could 
not have happened without the presence of the university.25 The capac-
ity of the major technology and pharmaceutical companies to access the 
intellectual capital of Cambridge was essential to their interest in locat-
ing in the region. Access to local knowledge institutions is an important 
part of the technology strategy of some investors.26 In the Cambridge 
region, most investment is linked to collaborative R&D in the university, 
as well as in other public research institutes. Microsoft, Schlumberger, 
SmithKline Beecham, Toshiba, and Sony became an integral part of the 
Cambridge region’s high-tech cluster. And once the enterprises were 
present, the collaborations developed, such as the embedded laboratories, 
produced synergies that surpassed initial expectations. 
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Besides Cambridge’s formalized collaborations with commercial firms, 
the indirect effects of the university on the region’s economic develop-
ment are enormous. The university provides a source of high-caliber em-
ployees and a remarkably strong regional workforce pool.27 Around 2,500 
postgraduate students provide skilled part-time staff for local high-tech 
businesses. Also, it is not uncommon for university graduates to stay in 
Cambridge and either join established high-tech companies or start their 
own.28 In addition, approximately half of the teaching and research staff 
has no tenure and is on short, fixed-term contracts. Many want to remain 
in Cambridge, but do not foresee long-term careers with the university. 
Some may wind up starting their own businesses and others provide the 
staffing for emerging companies.

As an institution, the university has enlarged its ties with the com-
munity in terms of commercial links, policy involvement and volunteer-
ism. It works with groups that promote regional innovation such as the 
Cambridge Network and the Greater Cambridgeshire Partnership.29 
Cambridge also has engaged with the local public sector. The university’s 
Office of Community Affairs coordinates public engagement events, and 
faculty and staff from the university participate in the formation of public 
policy by assuming advisory roles with local and national government 
and with organizations such as the Cambridge University Government 
Policy Programme.30 During the 2003–2004 academic year, one in three 
students and one in four staff members volunteered for one of the univer-
sity’s projects.31 Cambridge has an Active Community Fund, which helps 
encourage and coordinate student and staff volunteerism, as well as pro-
vide financial resources to projects within the university and to external 
community organizations.32

OXFORD

Oxford has faced similar challenges as Cambridge with the tensions 
between the traditional and modern conceptions of the university and 
how it should be organized and governed. Like Cambridge, it ultimately 
reached a set of compromises that did strengthen some of the operating 
powers and capacities of the central administration. 

Building Administrative Capacity

Oxford’s vice chancellor, John Hood, announced in 2007 that a report 
by the Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE) reiter-
ated concerns it had expressed earlier about elements of Oxford’s gover-
nance that differ from national guidelines, most particularly how Oxford 
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falls short in meeting requirements for “independent scrutiny of outside 
investors’ interests.”33 HEFCE urged Oxford to take measures to make its 
governing body’s membership largely nonexecutive, external, and free of 
potential conflicts of interest. Oxford was charged by HEFCE to review 
its current deviation in governance structure from national standards. 
Ultimately, four external members have been appointed to the govern-
ing council of the university, and the council’s committees have been 
restructured.34 

Oxford has taken a number of steps to improve the internal organiza-
tion of the university and its operational efficiencies. In 2003, it began 
installing a university-wide financial management system to greatly 
improve the process of resource allocation across the university.35 One 
significant change indicating the movement toward collaboration and 
centralization is that Oxford’s departments and faculties have been orga-
nized into a divisional structure, enabling clear leadership for interaction 
with industry, especially in the three science divisions, but also with the 
social sciences and the humanities. The new organization promotes the 
kind of interdisciplinary collaboration that is increasingly the hallmark of 
contemporary research.

Oxford has focused on creating structures to facilitate serving the sur-
rounding community, as well. A sabbatical post of vice president for 
charities and community affairs has been established within the Oxford 
University Student Union to coordinate and develop student volunteer-
ing, as well as connect local charities and community groups with stu-
dents.36 These connections provide the basis for community development 
and utilization of knowledge and research outside of technology transfer. 
Not only does the community benefit from the work of the students, but 
students benefit from the hands-on experience and receive greater learn-
ing outcomes. 

In 2007, Oxford for the first time appointed a director of international 
strategy, to act as a focal point for Oxford’s international relations and 
global profile.37 The position was designed to oversee Oxford’s many 
links and collaborations with international institutions and organizations, 
which exist at the university, the college, and departmental levels, and to 
ensure that information on the range of these links is made available and 
a coherent approach is taken to develop them further.

Building a Culture of Innovation

In response to these and other pressures to modernize, the university 
has rationalized and updated its approach to the ownership of IP. Essen-
tial ingredients of its model are a generous revenue-sharing policy, which 
brings significant personal benefits to inventors (employees or students), 
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and a hugely successful and well-resourced technology transfer opera-
tion. Oxford’s IP and technology transfer model is now being copied by 
other leading universities.

One of the prime examples of Oxford University’s growing entrepre-
neurial culture is its technology transfer company, Isis Innovation Ltd. 
The company helps university researchers identify, evaluate, protect, 
and market research with commercial potential.38 Isis files, on average, 
one patent application each week and has assisted in the formation of 
more than forty university spin-out companies since 1997. Overall, the 
university has produced more than one hundred companies with a com-
bined market capitalization of more than $2 billion.39 Just three of the 
university’s spin-offs—VASTox, Evolutec, and Physiomics—raised a total 
of around $290 million.

The university also operates Oxford University Consulting (OUC), a 
professional service dedicated to finding direct, cost-effective solutions to 
private entrepreneurs’ consulting needs.40 OUC introduces clients to ap-
propriate experts in the university and manages all aspects of the consul-
tancy process, including due diligence, patent violation, expert witness, 
data analysis, testing services, and management consultancy.

The Saïd Business School represents another example of how the uni-
versity as a whole and faculty members individually are embracing an en-
trepreneurial culture. Saïd, Europe’s fastest-growing business school, ad-
dresses subjects pertinent to the knowledge economy, such as the politics 
of global business and the management of innovation.41 The Saïd Business 
School is developing a strong reputation for entrepreneurship and inno-
vation research. Entrepreneurship and science and technology studies are 
core disciplines in the Saïd Business School, which has a research program 
that looks at some of the major challenges—technological, environmental, 
and economic—that face businesses in the twenty-first century. 

Oxford’s Saïd Business School has two major centers for entrepreneur-
ship, the innovative Skoll Center for Social Entrepreneurship, established 
by eBay founder Jeff Skoll, and the Oxford Science Enterprise Center, 
which aims to give scientists the vision and skills to deal with the reality 
of business.42 The Oxford Centre for Entrepreneurship encourages entre-
preneurship in the university’s science and technology communities, by 
providing training and support for early stage businesses.

Further indicating the entrepreneurial culture of faculty, many of the 
university’s top scientists have launched successful enterprises. One is 
Graham Richards, longtime chairman of the Department of Chemistry 
at Oxford and the founder of Oxford Molecular Group PLC, now part of 
Pharmacopeia Inc.43 Another professor, Sir David Weatherall, established 
the Institute of Molecular Medicine in 1989 in the Clinical School of the 
University of Oxford, and it now houses about four hundred scientists 
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working on diseases ranging from cancer to AIDS.44 In 2000, the facility 
was renamed the Weatherall Institute of Molecular Medicine.

Promoting Regional Development

Like Cambridge, Oxford has created strategic external relationships 
with industry that have enhanced the development of the Oxfordshire re-
gion’s high-tech sector, specifically through the establishment of research 
and science parks. For instance, the Oxford Science Park was set up by 
Magadalen College and Prudential Assurance Company to encourage the 
formation and development of knowledge-based businesses and other 
innovative companies.45 Also, Genetics Knowledge Park was launched 
from a partnership between the university and Oxford Radcliffe Hos-
pitals NSH Trust to translate advances in genetics research into clinical 
practice.46 And Begbroke Science Park was established by the university 
to enable high-tech start-up companies and university entrepreneurs to 
work side by side to capitalize on discoveries in materials science.47

Another way that modern universities impact the local economy is by 
providing capital to support regional entrepreneurial efforts. Oxford does 
this through the Isis Angels Network at Isis Innovation. Through the Isis 
network, Oxford links potential private investors to companies that spin 
off from the university.48 Oxford University works hard in other ways to 
forge productive relationships with enterprises in its region.49 It has de-
veloped close relationships with numerous local economic development 
organizations, such as the Oxfordshire Economic Partnership, both City 
and County Strategic Partnerships, the South East England Development 
Agency and the Government Office for the South East. The university 
has a Regional Liaison Office that works in collaboration with university 
departments and units to develop the university’s regional strategy and 
maximize its contribution to the local economy.

Between 1991 and 2000, Oxfordshire experienced a faster rate of growth 
in high-tech employment than any of the other forty-five English coun-
ties.50 In the 1990s, Oxfordshire’s high-tech sector grew by 40 percent each 
year, outpacing any other English region.51 The 2004 estimates of total 
high-tech activities included about 3,500 businesses and 45,000 employ-
ees. In 2005, the county’s 82 percent growth rate in high-tech employment 
was the highest in the UK.52

The University of Oxford has played a significant part in develop-
ing Oxfordshire into one of the most dynamic business regions in the 
country, if not all of Europe.53 Oxford has helped produce the intellectual 
capital required to fuel “Enterprising Oxford,” the regional economic 
development initiative that refers to Oxfordshire’s role as one of Europe’s 
leading centers of innovation-led economic development.54 For example, 
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in medicine and bioscience the local high-tech economy has benefited 
tremendously from the medical research expertise contained in Oxford 
University’s hospitals and clinical departments.55 Oxford University has 
been awarded five Queen’s Anniversary Prizes, most recently in recogni-
tion of the Clinical Trial Service Unit’s uniquely large randomized trials 
and epidemiological studies that have led to substantial changes in public 
health policies and treatment strategies.56 

Complementing the area’s wealth of intellectual capital is its rich supply 
of human capital, in no small part thanks to Oxford University. In addition 
to the roughly eighteen thousand students who are enrolled in its world-
class undergraduate and postgraduate academic programs, every year 
some fifteen thousand people take part in courses offered by the univer-
sity’s continuing education department.57 The CPD Centre (in continuing 
education) provides part-time courses for industry and individual profes-
sionals, with more than 150 courses offered each year through in-company, 
online or open delivery in a range of subjects, including software engineer-
ing, mathematical finance, bioscience and bioinformatics, health care, nano-
technology, public policy, and telecommunications and electronics.58 

The university’s own economic impact is substantial as well. Oxford 
employs about 8 percent of the local workforce.59 Overall, sixteen thou-
sand jobs are supported directly and indirectly by Oxford University, 
the colleges, Oxford University Press, and spin-off companies from the 
university.60 Through its combined spending, the university injects an 
estimated $960 million into the local economy every year and adds about 
$550 million to local disposable income. The historic university also is a 
magnet for tourism and tourists’ discretionary spending. Surveys that 
identify important local tourist attractions consistently include ten Ox-
ford University sites among the top seventeen attractions. All told, four 
million people visit the Oxford area each year, spending around $500 mil-
lion and creating 5,300 jobs. The activities of Oxford University itself have 
produced more than one hundred companies with a combined market 
capitalization of more than $2 billion.61 

In addition to more fully engaging with industry, Oxford has devel-
oped a robust program of community engagement. One area the uni-
versity targets as part of its program of community engagement is local 
schools. Each year university students studying for the Postgraduate 
Certificate in Educational Studies work in the Oxfordshire schools, and 
local teachers study part time for the university’s Postgraduate Diploma 
in Educational Studies.62 The university and local schools work together 
on a range of other projects, as well, such as the Great Oxfordshire Bug 
Quest, the Oxfordshire Science Writing Competition, and the Nuffield 
Science Bursary Scheme, which offers students the chance to work along-
side practicing scientists. A Museums Outreach Coordinator works with 
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more than 150 staff and student volunteers to extend existing outreach 
programs to schools and to those who have not traditionally participated 
in such events. 

THE REPUBLIC OF IRELAND

A Transformed Economy

Covering about 27,000 square miles, the Republic of Ireland is just 
slightly larger than the state of West Virginia.63 With just over 4.3 million 
people (according to 2008 estimates), Ireland’s total population pales in 
comparison with that of some major metropolitan areas across the globe.64 
Also, the size of its higher education network—with seven universities 
and thirteen institutes of technology—is modest in comparison with the 
size of the higher education networks of some of the world’s metropo-
lises.65 

In the years following Ireland’s independence after the Anglo-Irish War 
of 1919–1921, virtually every aspect of the Irish economy—from unem-
ployment to national debt—was a measure of fiscal failure.66 Even in the 
1950s, Ireland’s economic growth rate was less than 1 percent annually. 
But in the 1990s, Ireland began redirecting its faltering economy away 
from farming and manufacturing and toward technology and services 
by strategically investing in R&D.67 Over the ensuing years, Ireland went 
from being one of the poorest countries in Europe to one of the richest.68 

Ireland became home to such multinational corporations (MNCs) as 
Intel, Microsoft, IBM, Gateway, Hewlett-Packard, Dell, and Johnson & 
Johnson.69 In all, more than 1,200 MNCs—in areas ranging from elec-
tronics to health care products to financial services—had established 
bases in Ireland by 2000, employing more than 140,000 people.70 In 2002, 
MNCs accounted for more than $66 billion worth of exports and spent 
just over $20 million in the Irish economy. Through their employment 
at foreign-owned firms, Irish workers amassed experience in such areas 
as engineering, computer science, and software development, helping to 
contribute to Ireland’s budding entrepreneurialism. Enterprise Ireland 
(the agency geared to building up indigenous businesses) helped build 
up Ireland’s own multinational sector using this growing base of entre-
preneurial experience. In addition, significant increases in R&D funding 
spurred innovation, as Ireland’s R&D in business, higher education, and 
public research increased threefold in the 1990s.71 Brian Sweeney of Sie-
mens Ireland described the Celtic Tiger as a story about a transition from 
“brawnpower” to “brainpower.”72 

Strategic investment in universities was an essential part of the eco-
nomic development strategy that remade the nation into a high-tech 
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mecca and catalyzed a phenomenal growth spurt. R&D-earmarked funds 
from the 2000–2006 National Development Plan (NDP) were admin-
istered primarily by Science Foundation Ireland (SFI) and the Higher 
Education Authority through the Programme for Research in Third Level 
Institutions (PRTLI).73 The total earmark under the 2000–2006 NDP for SFI 
grants was around $897 million, through a variety of programs support-
ing both individual researchers and joint research efforts. Complementing 
SFI’s direction of funds toward research projects was PRTLI’s provision of 
funds for R&D infrastructure needs. PRTLI funds also supported research 
partnerships, a major need in the expansion of Ireland’s R&D base. 

One such partnership, the Dublin Molecular Medicine Centre, was 
established by Trinity College Dublin’s Institute of Molecular Medicine 
and University College Dublin’s Conway Institute for Biomolecular and 
Biomedical Research.74 Considered an unprecedented coming together 
of researchers and their institutions, the project helped to establish the 
all-important critical mass of researchers working in an interdisciplinary 
fashion on the processes occurring at the molecular level—a level of col-
laboration critically needed in Ireland to enable discoveries to be made in 
such areas as new therapies and diagnostic tools. 

The Evolution of Higher Education

Equally as vital to Ireland’s global integration and economic ascension 
as its new public-private R&D enterprise was its increased commitment 
to educational attainment at the undergraduate and graduate levels. 
Tuition for undergraduates was eliminated in Ireland in 1995, and the 
number of students ages nineteen to twenty-four in college ballooned 
from 11 percent in the mid-1960s to 56 percent in 2007.75 Also, with an 
increased emphasis on upper levels of the third-level sector, enrollment in 
graduate programs increased by more than 20 percent from the 2001–2002 
academic year to the 2005–2006 academic year, and the total number of 
graduates (from both undergraduate and graduate programs) increased 
by 19 percent during the same period.76 The number of graduates specifi-
cally from Ph.D. programs increased by 7.5 percent from the 2004–2005 
academic year to the 2005–2006 academic year. Ireland’s universities also 
have transformed their governance structures. Ellen Hazelkorn, director 
and dean of the Faculty of Applied Arts and director of the Higher Educa-
tion Policy Research Unit at Dublin Institute of Technology, noted that, in 
response to the pressures of higher education’s greater role in economic 
development, HEIs around the world have adopted market-influenced 
behaviors.77 Hazelkorn cited Ireland as one of the countries that had been 
enforcing changes in institutional governance, replacing elected rectors 
with corporate CEO-type leadership.
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In addition to launching the new higher-education-focused NDP, Ire-
land has continued to adopt other university-based strategies to drive 
national economic growth. First, Ireland set up a national steering group 
to oversee its implementation of the Bologna Process, an initiative de-
signed to establish a European Higher Education Area that would make 
university education more compatible and comparable across nations.78 
Also, five Bologna promoters were appointed to provide a resource to 
the wider higher education community in responding to the challenges 
of the Process. One of the most important outcomes of Ireland’s participa-
tion in the Bologna Process has been a better system of quality assurance. 
The Irish Higher Education Quality Network was established as a formal 
network, comprising the main organizations with a role or significant in-
terest in quality assurance in higher education and training in Ireland.79 

With the assistance of Enterprise Ireland, Irish universities began 
implementing a number of important strategies to connect faculty with 
industry leaders and instill a greater sense of entrepreneurship in their 
academic cultures.80 Examples of the innovations that emerged in the 
third-level sector include University College Dublin’s University Industry 
Programme (UIP); UIP’s new innovation center, NOVA; and the Campus 
Company Development Program, a joint initiative of UIP and Enterprise 
Ireland. Also, newer universities, such as the University of Limerick and 
Dublin City University (DCU), developed an entrepreneurial approach to 
their curriculum and research development. DCU’s Invest, the universi-
ty’s commercial arm, represents just one DCU initiative designed to foster 
university-industry ties.

Providing further evidence of more market-influenced behaviors 
among Irish HEIs is the increased focus on intellectual capital production. 
In June 2006, a fund of almost $42.5 million was put in place to improve 
technology transfer from universities to industry.81 And, as of 2007, the 
SFI had awarded more than $353 million for research and had invested 
more than $59 million in three new centers for science, engineering, 
and technology to connect Irish universities with communications and 
biotechnology companies. From 2000 to 2007, other annual government 
funding for research increased from almost $472 million to over $960.5 
million. Higher education’s share of that increased spending helped the 
universities increase their R&D spending by more than 50 percent. 

Realizing the need to pool and leverage resources, Ireland has sought 
ways to promote productive partnerships among HEIs. The Irish gov-
ernment set up the Strategic Innovation Fund, which was originally 
budgeted at $424 million over five years to promote inter-institutional 
collaboration within higher education.82 In December 2006, the govern-
ment approved the first fourteen projects under the fund, totaling more 
than $59 million.
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Also, some MNCs started working more closely with surrounding HEIs 
on R&D.83 For instance, at Wyeth Medica’s Wyeth BioPharma Campus at 
Grange Castle, in the suburbs of Dublin, researchers collaborated with 
surrounding HEIs, including National University–Maynooth, DCU, Trin-
ity College Dublin, University College Dublin, and the Institute of Tech-
nology Tallaght. And Irish-owned Iona Technologies, a Dublin-based 
multinational software firm specializing in eBusiness, was developed in 
Trinity College Dublin’s mathematics department.

Higher Education in a Time of Economic Stress

In October 2006, the National Competitiveness Council of Ireland said 
there were signs that the Celtic Tiger was losing its momentum.84 By 
January 2009, the New York Times proclaimed, “The Irish economy . . . has 
collapsed.”85 And property tycoon Sean Dunne pronounced, “The Celtic 
Tiger may be dead.”86 In a matter of months, Ireland went from the fourth 
most affluent country in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development to falling into a deep recession. Several factors contributed 
to Ireland’s transformation from an economic miracle to an economic 
catastrophe over the summer of 2008. According to a February 2009 re-
port released by the European Commission, the downturn of Ireland’s 
economy was caused by the crisis in the country’s financial sector, the 
sharp correction in the housing market, and the recessions underway in 
the United States and the United Kingdom, which are Ireland’s primary 
trading partners.87 

As a result of the stress on public finances, the government rolled out 
a series of cutbacks at HEIs. In July 2008, the minister of education, Batt 
O’Keefe, met with Ireland’s seven university presidents to discuss a 3 per-
cent cut in payroll costs from third-level institutions and the vocational 
educational system.88 At the beginning of October 2008, Ireland’s Depart-
ment of Education imposed a spending “pause” to the Strategic Innova-
tion Fund, which was being used to fund a series of highly touted initia-
tives, including cross-university collaborations to reform undergraduate 
teaching and boost international student recruitment.89 The proposals 
were not well received in university circles as the reductions were seen 
as making it far more difficult to catch up to other European nations in 
the percentage of gross domestic product allocated to higher education. 
But the broader economic recovery plan that Ireland developed in the 
response to the global downturn continued to see higher education as a 
linchpin to national development.90 

A key feature of the plan, titled “Building Ireland’s Smart Economy: A 
Framework for Sustainable Economic Renewal,” is building the innova-
tion component of Ireland’s economy through the utilization of human 
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capital.91 In striving to create the “innovation island,” the plan includes a 
number of key actions—and funding—in the higher education arena, just 
a few of which are listed here:

•  Continuing substantial investment in R&D, as demonstrated by the 
launch of a fifth cycle of the Programme for Research in Third-Level 
Institutions

•  Restructuring the higher education system to enhance system-wide 
performance, by developing a new higher education strategy

•  Giving priority to flexible learning initiatives that can be targeted to up-
skilling people in the workforce, under the Strategic Innovation Fund 
(which, as noted previously, had been “paused” months earlier)

•  Investing hundreds of millions of euros in third-level capital projects 
(which stands in stark contrast to the cuts announced less than two 
months later, as cited previously)

•  Using research funding through SFI, Enterprise Ireland, and IDA 
(Industrial Development Authority) to instill a culture of commer-
cialization in third-level institutions to complement the embedded 
teaching and research culture92

Not long after the recovery plan’s launch, five new SFI strategic research 
clusters (SRCs) were established and funded, involving seven academic 
institutions and twenty-two collaborating companies.93 Introduced in 
2007, the SRC program sets out to link scientists and engineers in partner-
ships across academia and industry to address crucial research questions, 
foster the development of new and existing Irish-based technology compa-
nies, and grow partnerships with industry. At the ceremony announcing 
the new SRCs, Jimmy Devins, the minister for science, technology, and 
innovation, said, “SRCs bring together academic and industrial expertise 
to create innovative research and entrepreneurial foresight that, in com-
bination, will help to re-shape Ireland’s economy, create employment op-
portunities, boost our reputation abroad and ultimately act as the engine 
that sustains all of these in the long-term.”94 National University of Ireland 
Galway, University College Dublin, Waterford Institute of Technology, 
and DCU will be the lead principal investigators for the new SRCs.

The consternation in the higher education community about the imme-
diate effects of budget cutbacks is understandable. The reductions may, 
however, be prompting discussions that are long overdue and innova-
tions that can generate long-term progress. For example, a serious dia-
logue has emerged about the extent to which students and their families 
ought to pay fees to support higher education, a debate that is probably 
long overdue. In addition, Trinity College Dublin and University College 
Dublin have announced a merger at the graduate level, with the intention 
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of scaling up activity that will create jobs. A change of this magnitude, in 
all likelihood, will precipitate other mergers and consolidations. This is 
a bold move and one that shows how competitive higher education has 
become as countries around the world see the linkages between higher 
education and economic development. Given the argument that higher 
education can make about the role it will pay in an economic recovery 
strategy, it is hard to imagine that colleges and universities will not be 
equally or even more vital to post-recession Ireland. 

In fact, it is this indispensability of colleges and universities that should 
enable HEIs to emerge from the recession in far better long-term shape 
than institutions such as newspapers, banks, and housing entities. And 
Ireland’s proposed “recovery plan” offers some glimmers of optimism 
inasmuch as investment in higher education remains a crucial feature of 
its strategy. There may well be tighter control of spending, even greater 
momentum toward accountability measures, and interest in developing 
cross-institutional collaborations that utilize resources more efficiently. 
But the thrust of all these changes will not be to disengage from universi-
ties and defund them, but to make them even more essential partners in 
the quest for regional and national progress. If Cambridge and Oxford 
have seen it in their interest to become committed partners with their 
regions, it is difficult to imagine a recovery strategy that ignores the ex-
traordinary social and economic impact of higher education. 
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Until recently, nations in the Middle East would not have been very 
prominent in any discussion of global higher education. Despite having 
increased the numbers of universities significantly, most Arab and Per-
sian states had not been able to develop systems of higher education that 
were globally competitive or, in a number of instances, could fully meet 
the emerging needs of their own communities and nations. The overall 
rate of enrollment growth did not match the gains that were being made 
in most other nations, and, with a few notable exceptions, this problem 
was even more glaring for female students.1 The bias toward the wealthy 
in college preparatory institutions limited the access of large segments of 
the population to higher education. And most nations found it extremely 
difficult to offer the technical and scientific training that Western states 
provided in order to develop the cadres of skilled engineers, information 
technology specialists, and others crucial for economic growth in the 
contemporary world. The output of higher education, in many nations, 
was mismatched with the emerging needs of a knowledge-based society.

Today, however, two of the most interesting experiments in higher 
education are taking place in the region. The small nation of Qatar is 
striving to utilize the wealth it has derived from its natural gas reserves to 
transform itself into a knowledge-driven economy that can sustain itself 
when its natural resources are depleted. Qatar has developed a unique 
set of partnerships with leading universities in the United States, funding 
them to establish branch campuses in Education City that focus on areas 
in which the university is internationally renowned. Virginia Common-
wealth University (VCU) was the first university to establish a campus 
in Qatar, but it has been followed by many others, including Carnegie 
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Mellon, Cornell, Texas A&M, Georgetown, and Northwestern. The Qatar 
model is now being replicated by other nations.

Israel is another country that has been at the forefront of innovation 
in higher education. Thirty years ago, it had a small group of excellent, 
highly selective universities that served a relatively small portion of the 
population. Since then, a major transformation has occurred. There has 
been an explosion in the number of colleges and overall enrollment. 
Israel’s policy priority of maintaining a technologically superior defense 
structure has given an extraordinary impetus to catalyzing a scientific 
infrastructure that goes well beyond defense and has enabled Israel to 
become a major player in new fields such as nanoscience and the biosci-
ences. At the same time, local competition to become the chosen sites for 
new colleges and universities has demonstrated with particular clarity 
the relationship between colleges and universities and regional success 
and prosperity.

This chapter focuses on Qatar and Israel as two major models of higher 
education innovation in the Middle East. It begins with Qatar’s effort to 
utilize its wealth from natural resources to create a new model for higher 
education in the Arab world. It then examines Israel’s higher education 
transformation, showing how its response to pressing national security 
concerns has created a higher education system that has enabled the na-
tion to develop a reputation in applied sciences that extends far beyond 
weapons and security systems. The innovations in both countries are 
in keeping with the trends occurring in higher education in the United 
States and Europe and in other parts of the developing world. 

QATAR: THE ECONOMIC BACKDROP

Jutting out into the waters of the Persian Gulf and barely brushing dry 
land along the borders of Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates 
lies, according to Qatar’s self-description, “one of the most progressive 
countries in the Arab world.”2 Sheikh Hamad Bin Khalifa Al-Thani has 
been the head of state of Qatar’s emirate form of government since he de-
posed his father in a bloodless coup in 1995.3 Considered progressive by 
regional standards, the Emir has introduced a series of relatively liberal 
reforms over the past decade or so in a country where the majority of its 
citizens (roughly 78 percent) are Muslim.4

After remaining small and stable until the early to mid-1900s, Qatar’s 
population surged during the last half of the twentieth century, jumping 
from a reported sixteen thousand residents in 1949 to 111,113 in 1970.5 
Qatar’s population growth has continued into the twenty-first century, 
reaching an estimated 907,229 residents in 2007.6 Qatar’s population 
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growth has been matched and even exceeded by its increased economic 
output. Qatar was reported to have had the greatest growth in gross do-
mestic product per capita in the world from 1995 to 2002.7 

Once based on pearl fishing, Qatar’s economy was transformed by the 
discovery of large deposits of oil and gas in the Persian Gulf in the 1940s.8 
No bigger than Connecticut at just over 4,400 square miles, Qatar shares 
an offshore natural gas reserve of 900 trillion cubic feet—the world’s larg-
est purely natural gas reserve, called the North Field—with Iran.9 Qatar’s 
portion of proved reserves of natural gas constitutes more than 5 percent 
of the world’s total reserves, the third largest in the world.10 Formerly one 
of the poorest countries in the Persian Gulf region, Qatar rose to regional 
economic prominence during the latter part of the twentieth century as a 
result of its successful and tenacious efforts to find ways to transport its 
huge reserves of natural gas to distant markets.11 

The Emir has launched a targeted strategy to place Qatar “on the 
frontier of the global economy” by more fully capitalizing on Qatar’s 
natural gas reserves, as well as by building and fully capitalizing on the 
country’s intellectual reserves, through deep investments in education 
and science.12 By 2012, Qatar is expected to have developed the technol-
ogy to become the world’s largest producer of liquefied natural gas and 
gas-to-liquid fuels.13 Without losing sight of its ambitions to become a 
worldwide energy giant, Qatar also is trying to attract foreign investment 
in the development of its non-energy projects by further liberalizing the 
economy.14 Supported by a five-year investment pipeline of $133 billion 
and a welcoming climate for foreign investment, major growth sectors in 
Qatar’s economy include petroleum, industrial equipment, health care, 
utilities, construction, and aviation.15 

Qatar’s effort to sustain the prosperity created by its natural gas re-
serves by creating a higher education system relevant to a knowledge-
based economy may be its most distinctive public policy initiative. Intent 
on transforming the country into a globally competitive knowledge-based 
society, the Emir founded the Qatar Foundation for Education, Science 
and Community Development (Qatar Foundation) in 1995.16 The initial 
and ongoing mission of the Qatar Foundation has been, “To prepare the 
people of Qatar and the region to meet the challenges of an ever-changing 
world, and to make Qatar a leader in innovative education and re-
search.”17 Attesting to the importance of the foundation’s mission to the 
country’s prosperity, the creation of the Qatar Foundation was among 
the earliest of the Emir’s initiatives upon deposing his father.18 A decade 
later, in a 2007 announcement on future plans of the Qatar Foundation, 
Robert Baxter, the foundation’s communications adviser, cited the fact 
that the Emir has set aside 2.8 percent of Qatar’s gross domestic product 
for education and research, highlighting the importance Qatar is giving to 
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developing its human, intellectual, and social capital.19 The Qatar Founda-
tion is governed by a board of directors made up of internationally recog-
nized leaders and innovators from academia, business, and government.20 
Chairing the board is Sheikha Mozah Bint Nasser Al-Missned, one of the 
Emir’s three wives.21 The foundation supports a network of centers and 
partnerships with elite institutions that encompass the education, health, 
community development, social service, media, corporate, and research 
sectors. Together, the foundation’s affiliates are working to achieve the 
Emir’s quest to raise Qatar’s international profile, stimulate social prog-
ress, invest in his people’s human potential, and diversify an extremely 
natural gas-dependent economy.22 The hope of the foundation’s leaders is 
that the Qatar Foundation’s initiatives will serve as “an engine of growth 
and change for the nation.”23 The signature initiative for this aspiration 
has been the development of Education City, not only the site of the Qatar 
Foundation’s headquarters and many of the foundation’s centers and af-
filiates, but also one of the most interesting contemporary experiments in 
higher education, creating a national system of universities by partnering 
with a prestigious set of American universities. 

Education City: A University of Universities

While the presence of American or American-style universities in the 
Middle East dates back as far as 1866 with the establishment of the Ameri-
can University of Beirut and, a few decades later, the American University 
in Cairo, Education City has forged new territory in the Middle East and in 
the broader world of academia.24 The “pedagogic city” is the first of its kind 
in the Middle East to host outposts of top-tier U.S. colleges.25 The project’s 
planners wanted to bring American-style higher education to Qatar and 
adapt it to Qatari culture, but they desired a more expeditious and conve-
nient route than creating new universities on their turf as was done with 
the American University of Beirut or the American University of Kuwait.26 
According to a former Qatar Foundation spokesman, “The Emir’s idea is 
that the world moves very fast, that your only real resource is your people, 
and that your people need to be equipped to adapt to a changing world. 
The feeling was, why start from scratch when the resources are there to 
bring great universities here? Why not bring the best of the best and put 
them together in Qatar?”27 Thus was born the branch campus model of 
higher education in the Middle East. The brainchild of the Emir, Educa-
tion City’s branch campus goal is simple, yet unusual: “build a world-class 
institution comprising parts that are themselves highly regarded universi-
ties.”28 In essence, Education City is a “university of universities.”29 

VCU, based in Richmond, was chosen as Education City’s pioneering 
school.30 Opening its Qatar branch (VCUQ) in 1997, VCU brought four-
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year programs in arts and design from its prestigious School of the Arts.31 
VCUQ was so successful that the Qatar Foundation recruited the Ivy 
League’s Cornell University in 2002. Cornell duplicated its Manhattan-
based Weill Cornell Medical College in offering premed courses, as well 
as in offering the first American medical degree outside the United States 
and establishing Cornell’s first branch campus overseas.32 In 2003, Texas 
A&M University started operating undergraduate engineering programs, 
building on its Texas-based programs which have been routinely ranked 
among the best in the United States.33 Carnegie Mellon University fol-
lowed in 2004 with its undergraduate courses in business administration, 
which have been recognized in America for their scientific approach, and 
its computer science program, which is one of the oldest and most pio-
neering programs in the world.34 The next addition, in 2005, was George-
town University, which opened a branch of its elite School of Foreign 
Service.35

In 2007, Carnegie Mellon University in Qatar teamed up with the 
Qatar Science & Technology Park (QSTP) to begin offering an Executive 
Entrepreneurship Certificate Program.36 Aiming to “transform Qatar’s 
deep investment in research and education into business success stories,” 
the nine-month, part-time program is run by Carnegie Mellon’s Tepper 
School of Business and its Donald H. Jones Center for Entrepreneur-
ship, which is recognized as one of the best in the world and has taught 
thousands of people to create new businesses, including the founder of 
iGate Corporation, a global information technology company with nearly 
$400 million market capitalization.37 The same year, the Qatar Faculty of 
Islamic Studies began offering a two-year General Diploma in Islamic 
Studies, which was followed in February 2008 by an M.A. in Contempo-
rary Fiqh (modern Islamic jurisprudence) and an M.A. in Public Policy in 
Islam.38 And, in the fall of 2008, Northwestern University in Qatar began 
offering programs in journalism and communications.39

Before Education City came into existence, it was customary for 
Qatar’s wealthier and more able male students to pursue their post-
secondary education overseas, particularly in the United States.40 Some 
never returned to Qatar, “apparently having decided that the West 
suited them better.” Certainly, Qatar is not the only Arab country that 
has felt the pain of “brain drain.” According to a study by the United 
Nations Development Program, more than fifteen thousand Arab physi-
cians left their countries between 1998 and 2000.41 Also, Arab academ-
ics and scientists are often faced with a dearth of job opportunities at 
home, as well as scant funding for research and development (R&D), 
which prompts them to search for greener pastures abroad. By import-
ing Western higher education and taking other measures to bolster the 
country’s research infrastructure, the masterminds behind Education 
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City insist that Qatar will experience “brain gain, not a brain drain.”42 
They hope the branch campuses can meet the country’s future require-
ments for engineers, doctors, and other professionals.43 And they may 
end up being right. Since the advent of Education City’s conglomeration 
of elite American university programs, fewer young Qataris say they 
will go abroad after high school.44 In addition to the appeal of attending 
top-ranked programs, the prospect of having their tuition covered at 
highly competitive universities seems to be going a long way in recruit-
ing Qatari residents to Education City. 

While the recruitment and retention tool of free tuition requires con-
siderable infusions of cash by the Qatar Foundation, such expenses are 
clearly only the tip of the mountain of investment that has been plowed 
into Education City. Precise financial figures are not publicly available.45 
However, a 2005 Chronicle of Higher Education article reported that “many 
billions of dollars” had been pumped into Education City.46 ABC News 
reported in 2007 that more than $1 billion had been spent just on building 
Education City.47 While none of the American universities with branch 
campuses comment directly on finances, it is clear that professors at the 
Education City campus are rewarded at a level “well beyond that of their 
colleagues in the United States.”48

The investment in new and expanding university programs in Edu-
cation City seems to be paying off. In 2005, more than six hundred ap-
plications were submitted for sixty spaces in Texas A&M’s engineering 
program and forty students were selected from 170 applicants at VCUQ.49 
According to Robert Baxter (Qatar Foundation communications adviser), 
approximately seven hundred students attended the university programs 
at Education City in 2007, about half of whom were Qataris.50 And enroll-
ment numbers are expected to grow over the years ahead, climbing to 
eight thousand by 2015.51 

In addition to quantitative success, Education City’s enrollment has 
enjoyed qualitative success. American universities with campuses in 
Education City are finding the students “brighter and harder-working” 
than expected.52 According to Suresh Tate, a professor of biochemistry 
at Weill Cornell Medical College in Qatar, “There was a lot of skepticism 
about the quality of the students we’d get here, but the quality is just 
unbelievable. More and more of our faculty in New York are asking to 
come here.” Certainly, Qatar’s deep pockets are part of what appeals 
to professors about Education City, but part of the allure undoubtedly 
is the opportunity to teach top-caliber students. And, professors get to 
do that using unparalleled educational resources. Marion Tate, a math-
ematics professor at Carnegie Mellon University in Qatar, described the 
experience of teaching in Education City’s state-of-the-art facilities as 
“indescribable.”
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Connecting to the Global Knowledge Economy

We have seen how the development of university-based research 
parks has become a common mechanism for connecting higher education 
research to commercial innovation. The QSTP exemplifies the national 
commitment to becoming a central participant in the global knowledge 
economy. With an investment of $600 million in the first phase of its 
buildings, QSTP includes world-class offices and laboratories designed 
for technology-based companies.53 QSTP’s Tech Centers are able to ac-
commodate both heavily equipped laboratories and modern offices, and 
the park’s Innovation Center includes a business incubator and offers 
business services.54 As a free-trade zone, QSTP provides an easy, attrac-
tive setting in which to establish a technology-based company in Qatar.55 
And the Qatar Financial Center located in the park is designed to help 
attract international financial institutions and firms that provide profes-
sional services to the financial sector, further enhancing the park’s appeal 
to established and start-up firms.56

Current tenants at QSTP include ConocoPhillips, Microsoft, General 
Electric, European Aeronautic Defence and Space Company, Cisco, Hy-
dro, and Rolls-Royce.57 QSTP’s physical resources and service infrastruc-
ture will foster the types of linkages between academia and industry that 
can grow Qatar’s knowledge economy. As Stephen Brand, senior vice 
president of Technology for ConocoPhillips (one of the organizations 
with a research and development center at the park), stated, “At QSTP, 
we’ll be building innovation capability together with other companies, 
government entities, as well as academia. What’s really important is the 
relationship of QSTP to the Education City that is next door.”58 Similarly, 
QSTP’s operations manager, Salvino Salvaggio, stressed the importance 
of the higher education underpinnings of the research park: “Qatar has 
a proud and successful history in economic activities such as oil and gas 
projects, construction and trading. In the future technology entrepreneur-
ship will be added to this list, as a result of world-class training and sup-
port programs of Qatar’s universities.”59

Enhancing Social Capital

In addition to the obvious outcomes of increased human and intel-
lectual capital, Education City is cultivating significant social capital for 
Qatar. From the outset, expanding higher education opportunities for Arab 
women has been one of Sheikha Mozah’s main goals for the Qatar Founda-
tion.60 VCUQ, the first branch campus established by an American institu-
tion at Education City, offered its arts and design classes to an exclusively 
female student body for around a decade, before going coed. “Education 
City is the best thing ever for women in Qatar,” said Dana Ahdad, a 2004 
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graduate of VCUQ and a graphic designer with Al Jazeera’s children’s 
channel, which has headquarters in Doha.61 According to Ahdad, “Before 
Education City, higher education for women was not much of an option. 
Now, more women are becoming convinced bit by bit that they can have 
their own achievements.”62 

Opening the doors of higher education to women has had a much 
broader impact than furthering societal reform. It also has had a posi-
tive economic impact. With a rapidly expanding business arena, Qatar’s 
workforce needs have dramatically increased, opening up career op-
portunities for women, especially those with the right training. Women 
made up an estimated 18 percent of Qatar’s workforce in 2002, more than 
double the rate of neighboring Saudi Arabia.63 According to a former 
dean of VCUQ, Christina Lindholm, “We’re seeing a greater acceptance 
of our [female] graduates in Qatar’s burgeoning design industry.”64 Going 
coeducational in the fall of 2007, VCUQ continues to provide all students 
with the opportunity to “expand their cultural perspectives as well as ac-
quire expertise for the workplace within an energetic and compassionate 
learning environment.”65 

While Education City represents great social progress for Qatar, pro-
viding equal opportunities to male and female students is not always 
an easy or achievable task. Jacobo Carrasquel, a computer science pro-
fessor at Carnegie Mellon in Qatar, has men and women participating 
in roughly equal numbers in his classroom, but men elect to sit on one 
side of the room, while women sit on the other.66 According to Dennis 
Busch, director of student affairs at Texas A&M’s Qatar branch, the di-
vide between the genders becomes even more pronounced outside the 
classroom: “I was not prepared for the extreme gender segregation on a 
social level.” Bridging American and Arab cultures is not without con-
flict, but foreign professors and administrators are working hard to learn 
about Qatari culture; and, while Education City’s aim in establishing an 
American university presence in Qatar was to fuel economic growth and 
social change, American institutions are also adapting to Qatari culture, 
fostering a process of mutual adaptation.67 

Such a process of mutual adaptation could not come at a better time in 
light of the “political minefield” of U.S.-Arab relations.68 Jim Holste, as-
sociate dean for research at Texas A&M in Qatar, said that, at first, Texas 
A&M officials were “taken aback” when, just months after September 
11, 2001, they were approached about creating an overseas campus in a 
conservative Arab nation.69 However, Holste said that while university 
representatives were “very slow to make the first visit,” the delegation 
they finally sent to Qatar was struck by “the sense of opportunity to be a 
part of a dialogue with the Arab-Muslim world.”70 According to Holste, 
“As a land-grant institution, part of our thought pattern is, What can we 
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also do for the community? We saw it as a chance to show people in this 
part of the world how to do things in a progressive way.”71 Similarly, 
Georgetown’s presence in Qatar was embraced as an opportunity to build 
on “the university’s Jesuit tradition of promoting cross-cultural under-
standing.”72 

More American universities seem to be viewing potential partnerships 
in the Middle East in the way that those who made the decision to come 
to Education City see it. But this has not always been or is, even today, the 
only perspective that has been advanced. In some instances, faculty have 
been skeptical of the ventures, worrying that the funds derived from the 
effort were driving university administrators or expressing the belief that 
the university should not be fully involved in places that may not share its 
set of beliefs on human rights and cultural freedom. Ultimately, however, 
the arguments about the benefits of experiencing life in different cultures 
and the sense that American higher education can be a positive force in 
the world have carried the day, enabling universities to establish these 
collaborations without expending much political capital on the home 
campus. 

As for the Qatari perspective on cultural assimilation with Americans, 
Sheikha Mozah offered a balanced perspective: “Our goal is to do as our 
ancestors did before us, who believe[d] in the urgency of meeting other 
civilizations, but not melting into them. And this is why we believe in 
the power of education to guide us toward this goal.”73 With cultural 
awareness increasing in both directions, Education City is a place where 
“bridges are being built, between cultures and to a better future.”74 

ISRAEL

Evolution of Higher Education

Even before Israel was established as an independent country, advo-
cates for a Jewish homeland looked to higher education as a basis for cul-
tivating the human capital necessary for a strong economic foundation.75 
In 1924, the Technion—Israel Institute of Technology in Haifa—was 
opened to train engineers and architects.76 In 1925, the Hebrew University 
of Jerusalem (HU) was founded as a center of higher learning for youth 
in the Land of Israel and to attract Jewish students and scholars from 
abroad.77 In 1934, the Daniel Sieff Research Institute (later renamed the 
Weizmann Institute of Science) was established, originally with two main 
research branches—organic chemistry and biochemistry.78 

After Israel became an independent state in 1948, the country’s system 
of higher education expanded incrementally. Bar Ilan University and 
Tel Aviv University were established in the 1950s.79 In 1958, the Council 
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for Higher Education (CHE) was established to ensure a coordinated 
approach to planning and development among higher education institu-
tions (HEIs), and the Planning and Budget Committee (PBC) of the CHE 
was granted a monopoly on the allocation of public funds to HEIs.80 The 
University of Haifa was established in 1963 under the joint auspices of 
the HU and the Haifa Municipality.81 In 1972, the university gained aca-
demic accreditation as a separate institution from the CHE. Ben-Gurion 
University of the Negev was established in 1969 with the aim of bringing 
development to the Negev.

Until the 1980s, Israel’s higher education system was dominated by its 
five full-scale universities, one technological institute, and one research 
institute, along with Israel’s Open University, which was established in 
the 1970s.82 Initially, the CHE and PBC assumed a cautious stance toward 
the expansion of the higher education system, preferring to invest public 
funds in existing HEIs.83 However, the 1980s were marked by growing 
political decentralization and greater economic liberalization in Israel, 
which led to mounting pressures for change and expansion in higher 
education.84 This was reflected in legislation passed in the 1990s that cre-
ated a more favorable environment for the creation of new colleges and 
increased competition among institutions of higher education.85

The term college should be explained, as it has a different connotation in 
Israel than in the United States. Institutions of higher education in Israel 
are classified into three major groups by the CHE:

1.  Universities and institutes with doctoral degree programs
2.  Academic and regional colleges with undergraduate degree pro-

grams 
3.  Teacher training colleges—Colleges of education that grant the B.Ed. 

degree

Colleges in Israel generally focus on teaching and minimal research takes 
places at these institutions, unlike universities.

The number of institutions accredited by the CHE went from sixteen 
in 1980 to sixty-two in 2003.86 Enrollment more than doubled from 1990 
to 1999, increasing from 76,000 students to 180,000, not including Open 
University attendees. The increased number of institutions of higher 
education made higher education accessible to individuals who would 
not have been able to gain entry under the previous system. And rapid 
population growth, especially that associated with immigration from the 
former U.S.S.R.87 helped to fuel the enrollment boom. By 2003, Israel had 
twenty-three teacher-training colleges, five technical colleges, several 
regional and specialized colleges, and ten accredited private colleges.88 In 
addition, about fifty foreign universities established branches in Israel.89 
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The ultimate impact of this expansion has been a dramatic reorientation 
of the higher education system, one that has systematically increased ac-
cessibility and created the kind of niches and specialized opportunities 
relevant to a knowledge economy. 

They also had an impact on the country as a whole, aiding in the devel-
opment of various geographical areas, especially in the periphery.

From National Security to the Life Sciences

Israel’s response to its national security concerns has been a defining 
feature of its evolution as a nation. “Israel has consistently topped any 
list of developed economies in percentage of national product devoted to 
defense.”90 At the height of its defense spending in 1976 and 1977, Israel’s 
military expenditures were more than 30 percent of its gross national 
product (GNP) (the United States spent 5.7 percent, the United Kingdom 
4.9 percent, and France 3.85 percent for the same period).91 Despite sig-
nificant reductions in the overall percentage of GNP devoted to defense, 
Israel’s defense budget is still today higher in relative terms than that of 
the United States or European countries.92 

The development of Israel’s military-industrial complex has ultimately 
been a crucial factor in its prosperity, spurring technological innovation 
and netting significant export income.93 The narrative about the domestic 
impact of Israel’s military spending is not unlike the story that has been 
told in the United States about the civilian benefits that accrued from the 
space program and from inventions that were initially applied to military 
purposes. Israel’s pursuit of technological superiority in the military sec-
tor is widely seen as having a spillover effect in commercial industries, 
catalyzing the 1990s high-tech boom.94 Observers have maintained that the 
entrepreneurial spirit, the problem-solving orientation, and the system-
oriented approach, which are characteristic of most of the successful 
high-tech firms in Israel, originated in Israel’s defense industry.95 In the 
twenty-first century, the defense sector continues to be a very important 
source of new technological know-how (intellectual capital) and experi-
enced personnel (human capital) for the civilian high-tech industry.96 

Israel’s universities have occupied an important role in the national 
effort to develop technological superiority in defense. For more than 
forty years, leveraging the research capacities of Israel’s universities has 
been crucial to its national security goals. After 9/11, homeland security 
concerns in Israel became even more urgent. Thirty homeland security 
companies were launched in Israel in the first six months of 2007 alone, 
in part because of government subsidies that have provided the means for 
Israel’s universities to serve as incubators for security and weapons start-
ups.97 More recently, Israel’s universities have become well-known for 
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their nanotechnology research, an area seen as having significant defense 
applications. During a 2006 visit to Germany, Israeli president Shimon 
Peres (vice premier at the time) stated that nanotechnology was the key 
to Israel’s defense in future armed conflicts.98 “The missiles threatening 
Israel and the terrorists threatening to hurt the people of Israel should 
be handled using weapons that will be developed by the technology of 
the future, nano-technology,” Peres said.99 While in Germany, Peres and 
Ukrainian president Victor Yushchenko discussed the role of nanotech-
nology in the fight against world terror.100 

Israel’s scientific output and reputation today extend far beyond the 
defense arena. In the last two decades, Israel has gained a reputation as a 
global leader in the knowledge economy. Israel has already been included 
by the Institute for Science Information among the top fifteen most ef-
fective countries in terms of producing nanotech-related knowledge and 
techniques.101 Over the last decade, the intellectual property yield of na-
noscience and nanotechnology research in Israel has been very high, with 
more than one hundred patents and about two thousand publications 
(from 1995 to 2006).102 Israel is home to six world-class nanoscience and 
nanotechnology research institutions.103 Israel’s universities accommodate 
more than 250 nanotech researchers, a figure that is nearly double what it 
was in 2002. With the announced increase in university-based matching 
government funds in 2006, Israel’s nanotech centers stand to be among 
the world’s best funded, as well as the most respected.104 

The Israeli effort in nanotechnology is matched by the societal com-
mitment to the life sciences more generally. Israel is leveraging a highly 
educated workforce, including a talented pool of physicians and biolo-
gists, to become a global leader in the life sciences, including the medical 
devices, biotechnology, and pharmaceutical sectors.105 As of 2007, Israel 
was a worldwide leader in patents granted per capita in the life sciences: 
it had first place in the medical devices arena and fourth place in the 
biopharmaceutical field.106 The total number of life sciences patents as 
percentage of total patents written by Israeli inventors placed the country 
in first place worldwide.107 Israel is also at the forefront of embryonic stem 
cell research.108 

Israel is headquarters to about nine hundred life sciences companies, 
approximately half of which were established since the turn of the twenty-
first century and only 40 percent of which were generating revenue as of 
2007.109 With an additional 21 percent in the clinical stage of development 
and the remainder in earlier stages of development, Israel’s life sciences 
industry—a fast-growing, young, innovative industry worldwide—could 
well become the nation’s ticket to even greater global economic promi-
nence in the future.110 Just in 2005, the Israeli life sciences industry had 
$3.4 billion in exports and grew by more than 35 percent.111 Israeli phar-
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maceutical and biologic sales to the United States alone equaled $1.5 bil-
lion in 2005 and an estimated $2.9 billion in 2006, with an additional $480 
million in 2005 and $610 million in 2006 in medical devices sales to the 
United States.112 

While the life sciences industry is relatively young in Israel, there have 
already been some remarkable university-driven commercial applications 
of Israeli biotechnology research, both on its own soil and abroad.113 
Cutting-edge university-based discoveries are fueling Israel’s economy, 
as well as helping to protect the country’s security, environment, health, 
and overall quality of life. 

For instance, the Weizmann Institute of Science in Rehovot, which pio-
neered biotechnology in Israel, is making significant contributions to the 
international Human Genome Project.114 Also, the Weizmann Institute’s 
Department of Molecular Genetics was where InterPharm developed 
its leading product, bulk recombinant human interferon beta-1a for the 
treatment of multiple sclerosis.115 One of the contributions of the Bioin-
formatics Unit in the Department of Molecular Genetics has been the 
study of mutated genes that cause such disorders as Down syndrome and 
Alzheimer disease. The Weizmann Institute has its own technology trans-
fer company, Yeda Research.116 Examples of biotechnology investments 
include Gamida Cell, developing technologies for ex vivo expansion and 
manipulation of stem cells in bone marrow, and Balm Pharmaceuticals, 
developing a proprietary platform technology utilizing diastereomeric 
peptides. As a result of the Weizmann Institute’s enterprising endeavors, 
the neighboring Kiryat Weizmann Science Park has become the national 
center of the country’s biotechnology industry, with the largest compa-
nies based there. 

Also, the HU and the affiliated Hadassah University Medical Center 
allocate major resources to the life sciences.117 The university’s Biotech-
nology and Fermentation Laboratory is often held up as a model for a 
new generation of precompetitive industrial research centers, in which 
industrial and academic scientists work together on problems of scale-up 
and feasibility testing.118 Among successes in recent years, a team of HU 
researchers has created a new material—bioactive sol-gel glass—for im-
mobilizing enzymes and other bio-organic molecules. The immobilized 
enzymes can even act as biosensors in medical or environmental applica-
tions. Another HU success has been in the area of steroids. Researchers 
in Jerusalem have encapsulated steroids in microscopic vesicles where 
they are more accessible to chemical interactions. Yissum Technology is 
the university’s technology transfer company. One biotechnology com-
mercial success in the area of bioinformatics based on HU know-how is 
Keryx. This Jerusalem start-up has developed a mathematical formula 
that harnesses raw genome data. Based on this, the Jerusalem Bio Park 
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was opened on the Hadassah Ein Kerem Campus with the aim of central-
izing all of the commercial activities of Hadassah and the HU.119 

There are two telling facts that indicate the extent of Israel’s commitment 
to creating a knowledge-based society. First, in 2002, Israel possessed the 
highest per capita number of scientists in the world, with 135 for every ten 
thousand citizens (as compared with eighty-five per ten thousand in the 
United States).120 Second, in 2007, Israel’s total expenditures for R&D as a 
percentage of gross domestic product topped all industrialized countries 
at 4.8 percent (the United States was in eighth place at 2.2 percent).121 

Higher Education and Regional Development

In addition to the central role that university-based R&D plays in 
Israel’s economic development on a national level, individual HEIs—
especially the more recently accredited colleges that have hit Israel’s 
higher education scene over the past decade or so—are playing a key role 
in the development of the localities and regions where they are located. 
In much of the rest of the world, the prevailing assumption that HEIs are 
place-bound and would not relocate because of market forces proves to 
be true, but Israel is a special case.122 The documented influence of HEIs 
on local development, coupled with the rise in new colleges in Israel, has 
made higher education an arena of competition among local authorities 
in Israel since the 1990s.123 Some of the shorter-range effects of HEIs that 
Israeli localities have competed for are direct employment and the multi-
plier effects of HEI expenditures.124 Longer-range effects largely revolve 
around improved local human capital.125 There are also indirect effects, 
such as the economic growth that results from improved quality of life. 
Just recently the Israeli Government decided to establish a fifth medical 
school in the Galilee with the aim of further developing the Galilee. 

Until 1980, all accredited HEIs in Israel were located in only six cities: 
Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, Haifa, Ramat Gan, Rehovot, and Be’er Sheva.126 By 
2003, because localities utilized various marketing and political strategies 
to recruit new colleges, sixty-two HEIs (excluding foreign branches) were 
disbursed throughout thirty-three localities.127 While an HEI presence re-
mained most prominent in major metropolitan areas, a transformation in 
the spatial distribution of HEIs took place as a result of the proliferation 
of new colleges in metropolitan fringe and peripheral locations, leading 
to a continued higher incidence in metropolitan centers but a diminishing 
prevalence.128 With the increased awareness of the influence of HEIs on 
economic development, Israel experienced a shift in the role of localities in 
influencing where new HEIs were established. Despite the continued cen-
tralized legal authority over HEIs existing with the CHE, local authorities 
in Israel have gained substantial informal autonomy since the late 1970s, 
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reflected in the rise of local initiatives around recruiting new HEIs.129 In 
the context of a less centralized and more competitive (i.e., open) system 
of higher education, local governments started making the strategic deci-
sion to compete over HEIs and to encourage their development, despite 
not formally being assigned a role in higher education.130 

The new publicly funded colleges were intended to meet the growing 
demand for postsecondary degrees at a price the country could afford, as 
well as bring higher education to low-income students and geographic 
regions that lacked easy access to the universities.131 According to Sh-
lomo Grossman, head of the PBC of the CHE, “Colleges are a success 
story.”132 Said Grossman, “They have very significantly increased access 
to higher education. And they have increased the proportion of students 
in the country’s peripheral regions by bringing higher education closer 
to home.”133 

The enrollment numbers back Grossman’s claim, as does the spatial 
distribution of the new HEIs.134 In the academic year 1989–1990, Israel had 
55,230 undergraduates. By 2003–2004, that number had nearly tripled to 
150,150, and less than half of those students were at the universities. At 
the beginning of the 1990s, there were no institutions of higher education 
in Israel’s northern Galilee region. Today, 6.8 percent of Israel’s under-
graduates study at the colleges in the north. An additional 15.2 percent 
study in the southern region, where the substandard schools used to 
cause people to assume that “only a genius could get a college degree,” 
said Ze’ev Tzahor, president of Sapir Academic College.135 

Beyond achieving greater accessibility and geographical distribution, 
the CHE’s decision to support the establishment of publicly funded 
colleges in unserved and underserved geographic regions has served 
a similar purpose as the government’s wide dispersion of military out-
posts—directing economic activity to less developed parts of Israel.136 
While producing a variety of idiosyncratic benefits, individual HEIs are 
all generally contributing in four direct ways to their surrounding com-
munities:

1.  Human capital development
2.  Intellectual capital development
3.  Financial capital development
4.  Social capital development

An example of this phenomenon is Sapir Academic College, which is 
located in Sederot, a town that “dangles precariously from the northeast 
corner of the Gaza Strip,” ten miles from the Mediterranean coast in the 
economically depressed region near the sand dunes of the Negev, Israel’s 
southern desert.137 Sederot is hardly an idyllic college town, reporting a 19 
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percent unemployment rate and only a 41 percent high school graduation 
rate in 2005; it is frequently the target of Palestinian rockets.138 However, 
the small green campus of Sapir has put Sederot on the map.139 With eight 
thousand students studying in fifteen departments, Sapir is the largest pub-
lic college in Israel proper, not including the West Bank. Most of the people 
who live near Sederot cannot afford to relocate to the center of the country 
to attend any of Israel’s major universities.140 Besides serving the local 
population, Sapir draws a significant number of students from other parts 
of the country and, according to Tzahor, “More than 80 percent of our stu-
dents are the first generation in their families to get higher education.”141 

Beyond opening its doors to a previously unserved cadre of students, 
Sapir serves the community in a variety of other ways.142 Its public admin-
istration and policy students are required to work in a legal aid clinic in 
the town. Also, Sapir brought a major high-tech employer to Sederot by 
tailoring its programs to meet the company’s needs. The company, Am-
docs, has constructed a facility adjacent to the campus, creating employ-
ment opportunities, infusing the town with new financial capital, and 
fostering the intellectual capital of the region. Sapir also has built a highly 
regarded film and television department that draws students from central 
Israel; the department’s annual film festival, for which young filmmak-
ers produce works on local and societal issues, has spawned a regional 
artistic consciousness.143 

HIGHER EDUCATION INNOVATION IN THE MIDDLE EAST

In very different ways and for very different reasons, Qatar and Israel 
are the higher education innovation leaders in the Middle East. Qatar’s 
leadership has undertaken a deliberate and an extraordinarily expensive 
effort to convert the nation from a small and unusually affluent petrostate 
to one that can be independently competitive in the global knowledge 
economy and a commercial leader in the Middle East. It has done so by 
developing partnerships with a set of Western universities around an 
area of expertise in which each institution excels. The Western university 
is funded by the Qatar Foundation to establish a branch campus in Edu-
cation City, focusing primarily on the identified specialty area. Israel’s 
higher education system has also been transformed in the past twenty-five 
years. The country’s long-standing policy of trying to maintain a defense 
apparatus that is technologically superior to that of other countries in the 
region has helped to nurture a university-based science culture that has 
impacted areas of Israeli society far beyond defense. In addition, Israel’s 
decision to expand the number of colleges and universities has not only 
increased the number of college and university students, but also created 
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a healthy competition among localities for institutions that contribute to 
local and regional prosperity. 

The Qatar model is, of course, highly unusual inasmuch as it involves 
taking an entire degree program from a Western university and plac-
ing it in Education City. Yet it is an innovation that is becoming widely 
emulated in the region. In Dubai, Michigan State University (MSU) began 
operating in 2008 in the emirate’s new International Academic City, be-
coming the first American-run campus to locate in the $3.27 billion, 25-
million-square-foot complex designed for universities, colleges, and re-
search centers.144 MSU Dubai has offered students and professionals from 
the United Arab Emirates and the wider region bachelor’s and master’s 
degree programs as it has phased those programs in over the 2008–2009 
and 2009–2010 academic years.145 

And New York University (NYU) is developing a comprehensive lib-
eral arts campus in a major gateway city to the Middle East, Abu Dhabi.146 
NYU Abu Dhabi will be a full-scale liberal arts college, with select gradu-
ate programs driven by advanced research.147 The first class of students 
will be enrolled in the fall of 2010. Over time, the campus will have more 
than two thousand students selected according to the same high stan-
dards governing admission to the U.S.-based NYU.148 NYU’s agreement 
with the Emirate of Abu Dhabi to create NYU Abu Dhabi is the outcome 
of a shared understanding of the essential roles of higher education in 
the twenty-first century, including the benefits that a research university 
brings to the society that sustains it and the public good of preparing 
students to become true citizens of the world.149 

Even in places that have not adopted the Qatar model specifically, the 
nation’s renewed investment in higher education is prompting others to 
do the same. For instance, the budget of Saudi Arabia’s higher education 
ministry nearly tripled from 2004 to 2007, to $15 billion, much of which has 
been devoted to opening more than one hundred new colleges and uni-
versities.150 And Saudi King Abdullah has invested $10 billion of his own 
money to establish a graduate-level science and technology university.151 

Some participants and observers of the Qatar experiment could not be 
more enthusiastic and believe that the impact will have an irrevocable 
positive influence on the future of Qatar. The dean of Carnegie Mellon 
University in Qatar, Chuck Thorpe, envisions his graduates soon start-
ing high-tech companies in Education City using local venture capital.152 
Others have a similar vision: “We are looking forward to the day when 
a Qatari start-up company with a national as its CEO starts functioning 
(in QSTP).”153 

At times, the impact of the experiment is seen as extending far beyond 
Qatar. Jeffrey Lehman, the former president of Cornell University who 
was heavily involved with building his university’s outpost in Qatar, 
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remarked, “I don’t think it’s an exaggeration to say that Education City is 
a glimpse at the future of higher education.”154 Shirley Robinson Pippins, 
the former president of Suffolk County Community College in New York, 
was equally impressed. Returning from a visit to Qatar in 2006, she noted, 
“What I witnessed in Qatar is nothing short of a revolution in education, 
with major implications for the future of diplomacy, peace in the region 
and new standards for global competitiveness.”155 

We do not quite know how Qatar’s model of importing entire programs 
from Western universities will eventually evolve. Will the universities in 
Qatar be able to offer programs of similar quality with similar faculty over 
time? Will the nation be able to become a successful player in the global 
knowledge economy? Will the efforts undertaken in Education City 
such as the establishment of a journalism program under the auspices 
of Northwestern’s prestigious Medill School help to transform the social 
and political milieu of Qatar, or will it bring Northwestern’s graduates 
into conflict with authoritarian elements in the political culture? But the 
very fact that these questions are being asked is a testimony to the ambi-
tiousness of the project and the interest with which its outcomes will be 
observed over the next few years.

The transformation of Israeli higher education has not received any-
where near the attention of that in Qatar. But it has shown that, even for 
a relatively small nation, it is possible to make significant impacts with 
higher education policy. The expansion of the college and university sys-
tem to a far wider range of localities is showing how higher education can 
have an impact on local prosperity in the twenty-first century. And be-
cause Israel has built new colleges and universities, not simply increased 
enrollments at universities in place, it has provided a demonstration of 
higher education’s economic impact that is not always recognized where 
institutions already exist. Moreover, the success of Israeli companies in 
the global economy and Israel’s capacity to generate more scientists per 
capita than most any other nation indicate that the knowledge economy 
is open to nations of all sizes, if they can find the right niche. 
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In 2001, Goldman Sachs—a leading global investment banking, securities, 
and investment management firm—coined the term BRIC to describe the 
expected growing force of Brazil, Russia, India, and China in the world 
economy over the next fifty years.1 By 2007, the combined weight of 
the BRIC economies had already exceeded Goldman Sachs’ predictions 
ahead of schedule, with a combined weight of 15 percent of world gross 
domestic product (GDP) at that time versus a previously anticipated 10 
percent by 2010.2

In his 2006 analysis of the Goldman Sachs predictions about the future 
growth of the BRIC countries, Martin Carnoy of Stanford University made 
his own forecast about the BRICs’ future: “Much of their possibilities for 
sustained growth in the medium and longer run depend on whether they 
can develop and utilize high level human capital for the organization 
and innovation required in today’s (and tomorrow’s) global information 
economy.”3 Carnoy’s report discussed why higher education policies 
would be particularly important to the future of BRIC economies. 

Predictions also are being made about other global economic subsets. 
The success of the BRIC nations prompted speculation about the next wave 
of rising economies. In 2005, Goldman Sachs introduced the concept of the 
“Next Eleven” or “N-11,” referring to a set of countries that could poten-
tially have a BRIC-like impact in rivaling the G7.4 Included in the diverse 
grouping are Bangladesh, Egypt, Indonesia, Iran, Korea, Mexico, Nigeria, 
Pakistan, the Philippines, Turkey, and Vietnam. The N-11’s weight in the 
global economy and global trade has been slowly increasing over the last 
several years, although it would be ambitious to expect any of these devel-
oping countries to ever rival the current major economies or the BRICs.

Higher Education in 
Developing Countries: 

The BRIC Nations

Chapter 8
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In its 2008 report, “Accelerating Catch-up: Tertiary Education and 
Growth in Sub-Saharan Africa,” the World Bank drew upon lessons 
from developing-country success stories, such as those in Asia and 
other similarly situated regions, that might be applied to sustain and 
strengthen the economic growth that the sub-Saharan region has expe-
rienced since the new millennium.5 Key among the lessons was the posi-
tive impact on economic development when governments consciously 
seek to foster capacities for “higher-level skills” (human capital) and 
“problem-solving research” (intellectual capital) and align those ca-
pacities with national economic strategy objectives.6 While the nearly 
6 percent economic growth rates in much of sub-Saharan Africa from 
2000 through 2008 have been encouraging, the World Bank report pos-
its that tertiary institutions in Africa will need to transform themselves 
into a different type of educational enterprise—a “21st-century version 
of the African ‘development university’”—in order for the region to 
be competitive within the new rules imposed by a global knowledge 
economy.7

Recognition of the growing importance of the BRIC nations and other 
emerging regions of the world has by now seeped into the popular cul-
ture. Much has been written about how the enormous resources of these 
nations—in population, raw materials, and intellectual potential—may 
vastly outstrip those that could be mustered by the United States alone. 
Politicians and journalists regularly refer to the number of students en-
rolled in higher education, the scientists and engineers being produced, 
and the energy resources at their disposal to evoke an economic threat 
that could well jeopardize America’s preeminent role in the global com-
munity. 

But it is by no means certain that all or most of these nations will be able 
to capitalize on the human and financial resources at their disposal. Car-
noy is correct in observing that their ultimate success will be, at least in 
part, dependent on the quality of the higher education systems that they 
are able to establish and maintain. Moreover, it is by no means certain that 
all of the BRIC nations will be able to meet the challenge successfully. This 
chapter reflects on the experiences in three BRIC nations—China, Russia, 
and India—to illustrate not only the enormous potential of the countries, 
but also the significant obstacles that are sometimes in the way of devel-
oping a globally competitive higher ed system. In each of these countries, 
we can see a growing acknowledgment of higher education’s centrality 
to national aspiration combined with significant hurdles that hinder fully 
implementing this recognition. We also look at three of the partner insti-
tutions of Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU) in these nations to 
observe some of the particular strategies being followed to make higher 
education more relevant to the knowledge economy.
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HIGHER EDUCATION REFORM IN CHINA

The Economic Backdrop

For centuries, China maintained a distance from much of the rest of the 
world, especially the West.8 Over the past quarter century, however, the 
economic revolution in China has, in large part, reversed this historical 
tendency. In 2001, China became the 143rd nation to join the World Trade 
Organization.9 Today, China is seen by many as the most powerful emer-
gent force in the global market. According to Goldman Sachs, the size of 
China’s middle class could increase by close to ten times by around 2015; 
China could overtake the United States as the world’s largest economy 
by 2025; and China’s GDP could exceed U.S. $44 trillion by 2050, which 
would place it well beyond the United States and any of the other G8 
countries.10

One major focus of China’s economic reform has been the creation of 
new enterprises.11 The Chinese government has increasingly embraced 
the concept of a knowledge economy and has introduced a series of 
policies to encourage the development of a venture capital industry to 
support an economy of innovation.12 In the mid-1980s, the government 
decided that it should develop various high-technology industries. In 
1999, China’s State Council issued the “Decision to Develop High Tech-
nology through Innovation and Industrialization,” which called for the 
cultivation of capital markets and a venture capital regime for the further 
development of high-tech industries.13 Later that year, the State Council 
issued “Opinions on Establishing a Venture Capital Regime,” which 
acknowledged that emerging industries and high-tech industries were 
the key drivers behind the growth of an information-based economy and 
set out information technology (IT), biotechnology, technologies on new 
materials, and advanced manufacturing technologies as the priorities of 
future government investment.14 Since the time these reports were issued, 
there has been a substantial influx of venture capital into China’s IT in-
dustry, particularly in the areas of network and internet infrastructure. 

China’s “economic revolution” has created unprecedented employment 
opportunities for university graduates, prompting a greater demand for 
competency and versatility in skills.15 China’s commitment to developing 
knowledge-based industries will continue to prompt a rising need for 
graduates with the requisite skills to spur innovation. According to Ma 
Wan-hua, education professor at the Graduate School of Education at Pe-
king University and a Fulbright New Century Scholar, “When knowledge 
and economy are so closely connected, higher education faces a crucial 
turning point. It is not only expected to provide qualified personnel to fill 
high-level scientific, technical, professional and managerial positions, it is 
also expected to be the engine for the country’s economic growth.”16
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Higher Education Investments

The development of a higher education infrastructure capable of meet-
ing the considerable human and intellectual capital needs of the emerging 
Chinese economy became increasingly imperative.17 In 1993, Project 211 
was unveiled. When it was implemented in 1995, it provided funding 
to develop a network of approximately one hundred comprehensive 
research universities capable of producing world-class research and com-
peting for the world’s brightest minds.18 The first phase of Project 985 was 
launched in 1998 to provide supplemental funding to a smaller group of 
elite universities.

According to Michael Crow, president of Arizona State University, the 
extraordinary investment that China’s Ministry of Education is making to 
qualitatively and quantitatively expand its system of higher education sup-
ports China’s intention to compete “as a global power—economically, mili-
tarily, culturally and every other conceivable way.”19 In 2004, the second 
phase of Project 985 was launched to widen China’s pool of elite universi-
ties.20 Also, China doubled its investment in higher education over the five-
year period ending in 2004, while tripling acreage devoted to campuses.21 
By 2006, China had approximately two thousand colleges and universities, 
up from 392 higher education institutions (HEIs) in 1976.22

The number of students attending China’s HEIs is soaring, as well. Af-
ter the Ministry of Education decided to enlarge China’s total university 
enrollment by 30 percent in 1998, the number of students in the country’s 
HEIs jumped from 1.08 million in 1998 to 2.2 million in 2000.23 By 2004, 
China had built the largest higher education system in the world, with 
more than twenty million university students.24 In 2000, China awarded 
11,004 doctoral degrees (along with 47,565 master’s degrees).25 Of the 
11,004 doctoral degrees, 42 percent were in engineering, 22 percent in sci-
ence, 14 percent in medicine, and 6 percent in economics; the remainder 
were in agriculture, the humanities, and other disciplines.26 

The Transformation of Higher Education

While expanding its production of human capital, China has fostered 
qualitative changes in the nature and content of higher education that fo-
cus on responding to the perceived imperatives of a knowledge economy. 
New models of higher education continue to emerge in China.27 In the 
past, each university specialized in a certain area of study, preventing 
students from attaining the breadth of knowledge needed to be creative 
and innovative in the “real world.” More recently, specialized colleges 
have been upgraded to more comprehensive universities, particularly 
those related to medicine, law, economics, science, and technology. In 
addition, the Ministry of Education has undertaken multiple reclassifica-
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tions of disciplines to reflect new market needs for labor. Other initiatives 
include university-industry partnerships that integrate academic study 
with work experience in China and abroad and training programs run by 
multinational corporations based at Chinese universities.28 

In addition to increasing its quantity and quality of human capital, 
China has reinvented its concept of higher education to emphasize intel-
lectual capital production, thereby strengthening the role of universities 
in the country’s economic development. From 1952 until the mid-1990s, 
scientific research was almost completely separated from universities, 
with most research conducted at the Chinese Academy of Science.29 With 
university education highly specialized and research separated from uni-
versities, students were deprived of learning how to carry out research 
and lacked opportunities to apply the knowledge they acquired from 
books, resulting in a separation of theory from practice. In 1986, the first 
key national research laboratory was established at Peking University. 
Early in the twenty-first century, some basic research institutes trans-
ferred from the academy to universities.

To further promote the development of research universities after the 
U.S. model of success for spurring economic development, China has 
established research-and-development (R&D) funds to support innova-
tive initiatives at universities.30 In 2003, approximately fifty-five national 
research laboratories existed under the Chinese Ministry of Education. 
According to China’s minister of education, Zhou Ji, funds for scientific 
research at HEIs increased by 400 percent from 1998 to 2004, allowing the 
quality of scientific research to improve and gain greater recognition.31 

The assumption of a larger role in technology transfer is another exam-
ple of how China is modernizing the role of higher education, establishing 
a direct link between university research and knowledge transformation 
to promote economic development.32 Higher education has become more 
entrepreneurial, and commentators have observed that the formation of 
university-based scientific research and technology innovation parks, 
such as in Beijing, Shanghai, Harbin, and Jiangsu, are making universities 
“more like an enterprise than an academy.”33 Indeed, the Chinese uni-
versity has fundamentally changed its function by transforming research 
findings and discoveries directly into production. Just after the turn of 
the twenty-first century, more than five thousand university enterprises 
existed in China; approximately 40 percent were high-tech-related. Also, 
universities are collaborating more with industry and research institutes. 
Even the universities that have not been targeted for significant infu-
sions of government funding have taken extraordinary efforts to raise 
money on their own through a variety of entrepreneurial activities, such 
as setting up evening programs, dabbling in real estate, and establishing 
consulting companies.34 
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Western nations have historically looked at the Chinese market as a 
potential source of enormous demand. It is certainly the way that entre-
preneurial universities are seeing China today. The combination of the size 
of the Chinese education market with the enormous unmet demand has 
led to an explosion in the number of foreign colleges and universities in 
China.35 China first opened its doors to foreign colleges and universities in 
1995; in 2006, more than seven hundred foreign academic programs were 
operating in China, according to the International Finance Corporation 
of the World Bank. The increased market for education and the greater 
reluctance of Chinese students to travel abroad, given the higher costs as 
well as post-9/11 visa restrictions, have created an entrepreneurial push, 
which has been likened by college officials to the nineteenth-century gold 
rush in the American West or Canada’s Klondike.36 So enormous is the 
demand for higher education that for-profit institutions are entering the 
Chinese higher education market. CIBT School of Business and Technology 
Corporation, which is owned by Canadian-based Capital Alliance Group 
Inc., offers degree programs at three campuses in Beijing; two in Weifang, 
in Shandong province; and what its website calls “a host of alliance schools 
spread across China.”37 Foreign nonprofit universities also help China close 
the gap between demand for and supply of higher education.

Also helping to drive China’s economic development in the global 
knowledge-based market is the increasing practice by Chinese universi-
ties of developing international partnerships and fostering international 
exchanges. Consistent with the worldwide shift of higher education from 
isolation to collaboration, universities throughout China have reached out 
to engage with universities from other nations to ensure that their own 
HEIs generate internationally relevant innovations to address global chal-
lenges and develop a globally competitive workforce, in support of Chi-
na’s economic prosperity. As Sichuan University President Xie He-ping 
said, “In order to be effective knowledge generators and innovation hubs, 
universities must be both locally active and internationally engaged.”38 
The wheels were originally put in motion for strengthening international 
cooperation and exchanges with Project 211 in 1993, and Project 985 
further supported international networking opportunities for Chinese 
universities with top institutions around the world. Consequently, in the 
new millennium, dual-degree programs and joint-venture campuses are 
increasingly common, and foreign institutions are more aware than ever 
of the need to engage with China and Chinese academia.39

The Fudan Example

At VCU, we established a partnership with Fudan University, an insti-
tution that reflects the dramatic changes taking place in Chinese higher 
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education. Fudan University has an international reputation for academic 
excellence, prompting some to refer to it as “China’s equivalent to Har-
vard.”40 Located in the dynamic city of Shanghai, Fudan University was 
established in 1905 as the Fudan Public School.41 Renamed Fudan Univer-
sity in 1917, the institution gradually became one of the most prestigious 
universities in China over the course of the twentieth century; its goal in 
the twenty-first century is to become one of the most prestigious universi-
ties in the world.

A key boost to Fudan’s ascendancy was its inclusion in the elite group 
of ten universities that were identified by the Chinese Ministry of Educa-
tion for additional funding through Project 985 in 1998.42 The increased 
infusion of resources enabled Fudan to become more intellectually com-
prehensive and “exert a more positive and profound influence on the 
world.”43 Another pivotal point in Fudan’s expansion and reconceptual-
ization came when it merged with Shanghai Medical University in 2000. 
The merger led to the expansion of the university’s college for medical 
sciences, Shanghai Medical College.44 The college has become the nucleus 
of one of China’s premier teaching and research medical centers, which 
includes approximately twenty national key disciplines, ten key labora-
tories, four research stations offering postdoctoral fellowships, almost 
thirty doctoral programs, and eight affiliated hospitals.45 Today, Fudan 
has about twenty schools, with dozens of specialties for bachelor’s degree 
candidates, more than two hundred specialties for master’s degree can-
didates, and more than 150 specialties for doctoral degree candidates.46 
Its enrollments stand at more than forty-four thousand students, with 
around eleven thousand of those students enrolled in graduate studies. 
Fudan’s faculty head count is more than 2,400, with around 160 interna-
tional faculty members.

In 2007, 95 percent of Fudan’s graduates were employed.47 While Fudan 
is effective in getting its graduates into the workforce, university officials 
must contend with complaints by transnational companies looking to do 
business in China that experience difficulty in finding personnel whose 
educational background adequately prepares them for job demands.48 To 
make their graduates more competitive in today’s global market, Fudan 
has been conducting research into all aspects of American pedagogy with 
the intention of nurturing creative talent through a more diverse ap-
proach to higher education.

One of those more diverse approaches is Fudan’s new method of re-
cruitment. Starting in 2006, Fudan stopped looking solely at high school 
graduates’ scores on the notoriously difficult college entrance exam in 
making admissions decisions.49 Instead, Fudan has instituted a system 
similar to that of Harvard University and Yale University, where students 
sit for a written test developed by the university and attend an interview. 
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Fudan’s goal in modifying its entrance requirements is to provide edu-
cational opportunities for a more diverse pool of students, not just those 
who perform well on standard examinations. Fudan is a trailblazer in 
experimenting with student enrollment reform, with other Chinese HEIs 
expected to follow suit if Fudan is successful.

Another departure from the traditional system of Chinese higher edu-
cation is the establishment of Fudan College, in which freshmen spend a 
year taking general courses in arts and sciences before moving on to their 
majors.50 Typically, Chinese students must choose their college majors 
before graduating from high school, after which they are divided into 
liberal arts classes or science classes.51 That means that each group gets 
no further grounding in the other disciplines, and it is difficult to switch 
majors once in college. Fudan College gives students the chance to study 
those subjects that are unrelated to their majors that they missed out on 
in high school.

Through Fudan College, students also have the opportunity to take 
small, seminar-sized classes that are designed to provoke discussion and 
improve oral and written argumentation skills.52 This is distinctly dif-
ferent from the standard Chinese educational experience. Most students 
leave high school and expect to continue listening to teachers and taking 
notes from textbooks, a model of education that contributes to students’ 
lacking the scope of knowledge, as well as the confidence and initiative, 
to do independent study and research.53 According to Dafeng Cai, vice 
president of Fudan, “Our foundation courses broaden their outlook, en-
courage analytical and independent thinking and enable today’s young 
intelligentsia to meet the social demands of tomorrow.”54 

In addition to leading the way in responding to China’s human capital 
needs, Fudan has developed an R&D enterprise capable of helping China 
meet its intellectual capital needs. Fudan has seventy-seven graduate 
schools, 126 research centers, and twenty-five key laboratories.55 Fudan’s 
research scope is extensive, including a vast array of burgeoning fields 
ranging from biodiversity science and ecological engineering to antibiot-
ics and clinical pharmacology. It has also established a thriving biotech-
nology research park. Fudan also actively transfers that knowledge into 
market applications, through its incubation and tech transfer roles.56 In 
addition, Fudan works closely with industry and government in tailor-
ing its research activities to support China’s emergence in the new global 
knowledge-based economy. 

For example, in 2000 the China Center for Venture Capital Investment 
at Fudan University was established jointly by the university, Science & 
Technology Fund Development Corporation of Shanxi Province, Tianjin 
Science & Technology Development and Investment Corporation, Shen-
zhen Innovative Science & Technology Investment Co. Ltd., and Shanghai 
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Enterprise Investment Co. Ltd. The academic-based center specializes 
in research on high-tech start-ups and venture capital investment.57 An-
other example of industry collaboration, as well as an illustration of the 
entrepreneurial spirit that permeates the university, is the Fudan-Lucent 
Technologies Bell Lab, which is conducting cutting-edge research in such 
areas as mobile communications, fiber communications, and comprehen-
sive network management.58 

In addition to collaborating with government and industry, Fudan 
continues to increase its collaboration with other HEIs, both at home and 
abroad.59 Since forging new territory in China in 1950 by becoming one 
of the first Chinese institutions to enroll foreign students, Fudan has ac-
cepted and trained more than ten thousand foreign students from one 
hundred countries and regions worldwide. Fudan’s population of foreign 
students was ranked second in the country in 2003, and, more recently, 
international student enrollment stood at 2,200 students.60 Fudan has es-
tablished cooperative agreements with more than two hundred universi-
ties and research institutions in thirty countries and regions.

Continuing Challenges

The changes in Chinese higher education in the past few decades 
have been extraordinary. The level of scholarly productivity in scientific 
journals has grown significantly, as have other indications of innova-
tion, such as patent activity. Chinese faculty members, especially in the 
sciences and technical fields, are increasingly judged by international 
norms. The evolution of relatively elite institutions such as Fudan il-
lustrates the genuine transition that has been occurring in the wider 
society. Yet considerable challenges remain for the system to realize its 
ultimate goal of linking higher education policy to the requirements of 
a knowledge society.

Overall investment as a percentage of GDP is still relatively low, and 
rising tuition rates at many Chinese institutions are raising consider-
able problems of access. Changes in admissions policies and curricular 
reforms that have occurred in universities such as Fudan have not per-
meated the entire system. There is widespread disenchantment with ad-
missions testing that seems to be unrelated to actual performance in the 
university. And the curriculum at many schools is still producing gradu-
ates unprepared for the job market. In many instances, they are not able 
to obtain positions commensurate with their education, and they take jobs 
as housemaids and security guards. Despite the explosion in higher edu-
cation, multinational companies with a large presence in China still report 
that skills shortages are one of their largest problems. The problems of 
access, quality, and market alignment have fostered public concern about 
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higher education policy and illustrated the issues that China must ad-
dress if its higher education progress is to be effectively sustained.

RUSSIAN HIGHER EDUCATION

Economic Backdrop

Throughout much of the twentieth century, a centrally planned, state-
owned economic model was in effect under the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics.61 The country based its economic development on heavy in-
dustry, protected from international competition, and its high-technology 
sector was concentrated in its military complex, with defense spending 
serving as a considerable driver of the country’s economy.62

After the fall of the Soviet Union in 1991, natural-resource-sector devel-
opment was prioritized over diversified manufacturing, particularly over 
technology-based manufacturing, while many other leading countries in 
the world were turning their focus to innovation-based economic devel-
opment.63 With huge reserves of natural gas and other resources, Russia 
evolved into a petro-state, becoming heavily dependent economically on 
natural resource extraction.

In 2004, the ninth in a series of Human Development Reports for the 
Russian Federation was released. Titled “Towards a Knowledge-Based 
Society,” it stressed that Russia’s economy must transition from its reli-
ance on natural resources to reliance on “the most powerful renewable 
resource known to mankind, which is knowledge.”64 Even with the 
acknowledgment of its importance, mobilizing knowledge to promote 
societal innovation remains a continuing struggle in Russia. The rapid 
and sharp reduction in budget funding (mainly in cuts to government 
defense spending), along with the inability of the Russian business com-
munity to initiate major innovation projects, has had an adverse effect on 
the nation’s innovation activity.

On one hand, there are important features of Russian society vital to in-
novation that are relatively well-developed. In 2002, the Russian share of 
R&D expenditure in GDP was ahead of China’s and Italy’s, although some-
what behind Canada’s. And, in 2004, Russia had almost seventy research-
ers per ten thousand employees, which was seven times more than China, 
a quarter more than the United Kingdom, and approximately the same as 
Germany.65 In essence, a scientific culture with highly trained personnel is 
already present.66 Combined with a high level of capital assets and an im-
pending need to modernize a significant portion of its production facilities, 
there is both a pent-up demand for modernization and resources that can 
be dedicated to the modernization process. In addition, Russian industry 
has begun showing signs of growth, and the service sector is continuing to 
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develop.67 New innovation structures are evolving, evidence of which is the 
revitalization of research and academic institutes in ways that are making 
them capable of launching commercially attractive innovation projects.

On the other hand, there are continuing barriers in Russia to the de-
velopment of an innovation-grounded economy. The scientific culture in 
Russia has not been complemented by the development of an entrepre-
neurial infrastructure with personnel who are skilled in the application 
and marketing of scientific advances. It has been estimated that Rus-
sia needs about forty thousand people, at a minimum, to be trained as 
specialists in innovation-related skills such as IT support, financial and 
strategic management, international business, and intellectual property 
law.68 Funding for universities and the kind of programs needed to foster 
economic development has been, at best, erratic and sometimes diverted 
to other priorities. And while public sentiment has recognized the impor-
tance of higher education, there is widespread sentiment that the system 
is relatively corrupt, and not entirely fair or meritocratic. 

Higher Education Evolution

In the 1940s and 1950s, Soviet higher education was officially infused 
with an ideological content that was an integral part of a system of po-
litical socialization. Official Soviet pedagogy emphasized rote learning 
over critical thinking, favored abstract theory over practical knowledge, 
and limited student choice in curriculum design. This was most evident 
in the social sciences and humanities, though in this period ideological 
priorities even shaped the biology and cybernetics curricula. Yet in a 
number of areas, especially the natural sciences, the official rhetoric had 
only a modest impact on the quality of education. Mathematics, phys-
ics, and chemistry were never really affected by ideology despite what 
the party line may have pretended. Universities and institutes in what is 
now Russia produced graduates with serious academic backgrounds, a 
comprehensive knowledge of particular disciplines, and a capability for 
producing original research. 

The evolution of HEIs actually began before the dissolution of the 
Soviet Union. During the perestroika period, the consolidation of bureau-
cracies responsible for higher education began under Mikhail Gorbachev, 
and curricular reforms were initiated.69 Some Russian academics (VNIK-
shkola) advocated what was called “education of cooperation,” which 
called for fundamental changes in the style of instruction to focus on the 
individual student, to encourage creativity, and to adopt more flexible 
programs of study.70 In keeping with the policy of the Soviet Union, the 
Russian government continued to guarantee open and free access to pub-
lic higher education on a competitive basis, as it continues to do today.71
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Reforms implemented starting in 1991 led to many fundamental 
changes in higher education, including diversification, decentralization 
(and, thus, greater university autonomy), and the creation of a nonpublic 
(private) sector of higher education.72 During this period, more than three 
hundred private universities were opened. Also, the number of students 
increased considerably, and university entrance became more competi-
tive.73 Russia was able to reorganize institutes and polytechnics to uni-
versities and academies, launch new areas of specialty studies, and garner 
increased international support.74 

Russian universities became less isolated and more globalized as the 
crucial role that study-abroad experiences can play in a student’s fu-
ture career was more widely recognized.75 According to officials in the 
Russian Ministry of Education, the number of students studying in the 
United States began to grow by the end of the 1990s.76 And American 
schools, as well as schools from other countries, began to open branches 
and otherwise have more of a presence in Russia, such as through the 
establishment of joint degree programs. Observers from outside Russia 
were often struck by the magnitude of the changes that were occur-
ring inside higher education. A 2000 report published by the Carnegie 
Corporation of New York noted that the days of the Soviet era when 
instructors were told what they must teach had ended.77 For instance, 
previously condemned by Soviet officials as a “bourgeois pseudo-
science,” political science became one of the most popular new subjects 
at universities across Russia by the end of the twentieth century.78 Busi-
ness schools became popular, and students were required to learn Eng-
lish and navigate the Internet.

According to the 2000 Carnegie report, “Recognizing and adapting to 
these new market forces, along with the many other practical consider-
ations imposed by living in a country with a new, global outlook, may 
finally be transforming the face of something that heretofore seemed im-
mutable: the Russian intelligentsia.”79 After ten years of reform, the more 
abstract reflections of the intelligentsia started being replaced by the prac-
tical applications of knowledge by Russia’s new breed of intellectuals, 
who started going into politics, business, and other settings where they 
could use their knowledge. Russian higher educators started realizing 
that they needed to teach students how to market themselves.

Yet the direction of Russian higher education was by no means one-
dimensional. Public budgetary support during the 1990s declined pre-
cipitously.80 From 1991 to 2001, state financing was cut by almost a half in 
real terms.81 As of 2000, Russia was spending less, as a percentage of GDP, 
on education than any major industrialized country.82 Graduates found 
it increasingly difficult to find a job corresponding to their university 
specialization.83 Also, the return on investment in education was found 
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low compared with other countries and very low compared with market 
interest rates, as reported in a number of studies.84 

The proliferation of private colleges and universities in response to de-
clining state support can be viewed as a positive means of stepping into a 
void created by shifting state policies. At the same time, these institutions 
have struggled with their own challenges as well. Many of the institutions 
are under-resourced and do not even have the basic access to library re-
sources considered essential to higher education. The need to support the 
maintenance of their activities and staff has made it difficult to develop an 
orientation focused on the future requirements of the Russian economy 
and society. And the institutions have been the subject of various charges 
of corruption, ranging from unqualified staff to the sale of diplomas. The 
main point of reference has been the existing condition—not the future 
needs—of the labor market, and such efforts by HEIs have not always 
been aimed at the objectives of society and the state.85 

During the last decade, Russian authorities have continued to speak 
about organizing the system of higher education to meet the needs of a 
knowledge economy. The Russian Ministry of Education developed an 
official doctrine that set forth a philosophy that education should be in-
dividualized and that it should be lifelong and responsive to the rapidly 
changing conditions of the contemporary technological world.86 A num-
ber of practical steps were taken to implement the official commitment. In 
2003, Russia joined the Bologna process (the European higher education 
reform effort).87 In 2005, Russia launched an academic mobility program 
to facilitate pathways between its own and other systems of higher educa-
tion throughout the world.

Russia’s effort to once again become a major global actor has reinforced 
some of these tendencies. The nation’s G8 chairmanship in 2006 included 
a global focus on innovation societies in the twenty-first century.88 Agree-
ments on education and innovation that were reached at the G8 summit 
centered on education and prosperity, human capital, knowledge-based 
economies, and critical thinking. Another example of globalization’s in-
fluence on twenty-first-century Russian higher education reform efforts 
emerged from Russia’s quest to be admitted to the World Trade Orga-
nization. Russian interest in becoming a WTO member has prompted 
both reform of business practices and instruction about commerce and 
business in HEIs.89 

In addition to curricular and administrative reform, fiscal reform has 
occurred in Russian higher education through a combination of govern-
ment efforts and foreign aid. In recent years, the Russian government has 
begun to reverse the decline in funding of higher education that took place 
in the 1990s after the collapse of the Soviet Union, so that support is now 
roughly the same as it was before perestroika.90 There is a general sense, 
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however, that elite universities in Moscow and St. Petersburg have been 
the principal beneficiaries of the new funding policies and prospered far 
more than others. External funders have bolstered efforts by the Russian 
government. Grants from foundations such as the Carnegie Corporation, 
Ford, MacArthur, and the Open Society Institute have sponsored Internet 
communication, funded research projects, and made it possible for stu-
dents and teachers to travel abroad and return to Russia to apply their 
knowledge. A $50 million World Bank loan was earmarked in 2000 for 
improving social science education at several Russian universities.91

Russia also has recently created within its HEIs an array of initiatives—
business innovation centers, business incubators, research and technology 
parks, engineering firms, and consulting firms—designed to enhance the 
society’s capacity to participate in the knowledge economy. As of 2002, 
more than seventy technoparks had been established under the auspices of 
Russia’s leading higher educational institutions, with these parks serving 
as a base for establishing innovation technology centers and complexes. 
In addition, by 2002 more than ten regional innovation centers had been 
created, along with sixteen regional centers for training specialists in in-
novation entrepreneurship, twelve regional information-analytical centers, 
and twelve regional centers for promoting the development of scientific-
technical entrepreneurship. Also, more than 1,300 small innovative enter-
prises producing and marketing science-intensive products were operating 
within the Russian Ministry of Education system as of 2002.92 

The intent of these efforts is not very different from what we have seen 
in the United States and elsewhere: incentivize academics to think about 
the practical applications of their work. Bring academics into closer con-
tact with individuals and groups that have interests in commercializing 
scientific work. Encourage students to become involved in the activities 
and careers related to commercialization. But perhaps most importantly, 
position academic institutions as regional centers for developing innova-
tion activity in the scientific-technical and educational spheres.93 

At the moment, Russian higher education appears to be moving in 
two separate directions simultaneously. In some respects, the loosening 
of state control has led to a serious decline in quality. Many observers 
believe that a number of the new institutes of learning are essentially 
fraudulent and are not providing students with a level of education that 
is comparable to what was previously offered. There is concern that, even 
in traditional universities, the curriculum has become less purposeful and 
more chaotic and less capable of developing serious scholars. At the same 
time, Russian higher education is more innovative than ever before, more 
capable of linking research to practical applications that benefit society, 
and more interested in utilizing knowledge to address the wide range of 
challenges in contemporary society.
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Moscow State University

Moscow State University (MSU) is one of the best examples of the man-
ner in which Russia is striving to organize its academic effort more ef-
fectively for a knowledge society. MSU enrolls more than forty thousand 
undergraduate students, seven thousand graduate students, and more 
than five thousand specialist students.94 Each year, MSU enrolls about 
two thousand international students from all over the world.

MSU is committed to promoting innovation activity through its depart-
ments, research centers, and institutes, as well as to enterprises dedicated 
to innovation. Providing leadership for MSU’s innovation structure is 
the university’s Innovation Policy and Innovation Project Management 
Department, which includes a unit dedicated to innovation and technolo-
gies transfer and a unit dedicated to international and regional coopera-
tion in science and innovation. Reporting up to the Innovation Policy and 
Innovation Project Management Department is an Office of Technologies 
Transfer, to which MSU’s Innovation BIOincubator and Science Park 
report.95 

The world-class research conducted by the university, along with the 
advanced promotion capacity of the university’s Science Park (SP), cre-
ates a solid foundation for their productive cooperation. The SP of Mos-
cow State University, established in 1992 by MSU and named after M. V. 
Lomonosov, contains the Risk Investment Company, with sponsorship 
by the Russian Federation Ministry of Science and the Foundation for As-
sistance to Small Innovation Enterprises.96 It is one of the oldest science 
parks in Russia and, in 2000, was Russia’s first organization to receive the 
certificate of State and Public Accreditation.97 

The mission of the SP is to stimulate innovation activities at MSU and in 
the region. The SP fulfills its mission by creating favorable conditions for 
scientists, students, and graduates to start high-tech businesses; helping 
with the development of start-ups and small to medium-size businesses 
through consulting services; and building a comfortable environment for 
businesses interested in cooperation with the university.98 The SP seeks to 
provide turnkey assistance to aspiring entrepreneurs, as well as to small 
and medium-size businesses in the high-tech sector, whether they are 
mature companies or in the early stages of operation.99 

The SP includes more than 125,000 square feet of rental space, forty-
five small innovation businesses, and 2,500 employees, most of whom 
are graduates, students, or professors of MSU.100 The average age of SP 
employees is thirty-five years.101 Firms located at the SP operate in a vari-
ety of areas, such as software production, information technologies, tele-
communications, laser medicine, ecology, biotechnology, and electronics, 
as well as in the selection and financing of research projects.102 IT and 
software production constitute about 60 percent of the activity at the SP.103 
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About 40 percent of the firms at the SP are up to three years old, with the 
remaining 60 percent over three years old.104 Major firms located at the SP 
include Garant, REDLAB, Neural Net Technology Center—Intellectual 
Security Systems, Complekt-Ecology, Vitta, Neurock, Rambler Internet 
Holding, Agama, and DEC.105 

Another key player in MSU’s innovation enterprise is the National 
Training Foundation IT Incubator. The IT incubator has twenty seed-
stage projects each year.106 It provides mass Internet services, as well as of-
fices, business analytics, and programmer support. In addition to several 
closed deals, the IT incubator has several projects in process. Project areas 
include social networking for offline meetings; promotion and targeted 
ads; online tools to develop expert systems; photo hosting for mobile 
phones; online music jams; and a hybrid of eBay and Craigslist.

The Innovation Technology Center (ITC) represents another vehicle for 
promoting innovation activity at MSU and in the region. The ITC, which 
was set up within the SP in 1999 in a brand-new facility, offers three levels 
of services.107 First, it offers technical services, such as office space rental, 
telecommunications services, and security. Second, ITC provides consult-
ing services, including advice on business planning, protection of intellec-
tual property rights (IPR), and technology transfer; assistance in attract-
ing preferential financing (including government allocations), as well as 
venture capital; accounting and auditing; and identifying and recruiting 
strategic partners. The third service area of the ITC is the synergetic inter-
action with SP companies it provides, which helps unite separate efforts 
to generate new initiatives that would be individually unaffordable.

Future MSU innovation development will be focused on the creation 
of a technology cluster at MSU through technology cluster development 
institutions. The creation of technology clusters at MSU will center on 
information technologies, new chemical materials and technologies, natu-
ral resources, and modern biotechnologies and medicine. Technology 
cluster development institutions will include the MSU Medical Center, 
MSU Institute of New Carbonic Materials and Technologies, MSU Center 
of Natural Resources, and the BIOincubator.108 And the Central Russian 
government and the Moscow City government have committed millions 
of rubles for the development of new facilities at MSU to further the 
University’s role in economic development. 

The dramatic changes that have occurred at MSU are especially evi-
dent when compared with MSU in the spring of 1981. MSU was then a 
rigid Soviet institution where innovation was not welcome.109 Today, it is 
vibrant, entrepreneurial and innovative, and making major contributions 
to economic development. The problem for Russians is that such support 
needs to become more widespread and not just limited to the highest 
level institutions such as MSU and St. Petersburg State University.
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INDIA

Economic Backdrop

In the mid-eighteenth century, before the zenith of the Industrial Revo-
lution, India had the second-largest economy in the world, with exports 
contributing more than 20 percent of its total economic output.110 But for 
the next century, India’s role in the world economy was significantly 
diminished. Protectionist tariffs, reliance on low-productivity subsistence 
agriculture, and a manufacturing strategy that did not prioritize global 
competitiveness prevented India from being a serious player in the world 
economy.111 

The last twenty years have seen a powerful revival of India’s economic 
fortunes and its reintegration into the global economy. Reforms have 
brought about liberalized foreign investment and exchange regimes, sig-
nificant reductions in tariffs and other trade barriers, modernization of 
the financial sector, adjustments in government monetary and fiscal poli-
cies, improvements to highways and ports, and improved safeguarding 
of IPR.112 Since 1991, foreigners have invested in more than one thousand 
Indian companies via the stock market.113 India has welcomed many 
American corporations, such as Coca-Cola, General Motors, and Citibank, 
and 125 of the world’s Fortune 500 companies now have R&D bases in 
India.114 As of 2007, India had the world’s twelfth-largest economy and 
the third largest in Asia behind Japan and China.115 According to Gold-
man Sachs, “If things go right . . . India’s economy . . . could be larger 
than Japan’s by 2032.”116 In 2006, Pawan Agarwal, a Fulbright New Cen-
tury Scholar and former employee of India’s primary higher education 
regulatory agency (the University Grants Commission), authored a report 
for the Indian Council for Research on International Economic Relations 
(ICRIER).117 According to that ICRIER report, despite India’s subpar 
performance in R&D, there is general optimism about India’s potential 
in the global knowledge-based economy, given several characteristics 
of the new India: continued growth of the business services sector, de-
mographic trends, indigenous entrepreneurship, large institutional and 
social capital, the ability of Indians to manage diversity, and a huge pool 
of underutilized brainpower.118 

This potential has already been manifested in several important ways. 
India’s rapidly growing software sector is boosting service exports and 
modernizing its economy.119 Combined, software and business-process 
outsourcing exports grew practically from nothing to $20 billion in 2006.120 
In addition, the recent worldwide integration of job markets has led to 
an emerging global occupational structure that has provided strategic 
opportunities for India. Revolutionary advances in telecommunications 
have lowered the costs of sending vast amounts of information rapidly 
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and have improved coordination in real time across continents, leading 
to the emergence of large-scale off-shoring industries over the last few 
years.121 India is now an international services hub, having started with 
IT-enabled services, both voice and data, and expanded to all knowledge 
sectors, including pharmaceuticals and biotechnology. In the manufactur-
ing sector, India is already on its way to becoming an important base for 
off-shoring engineering services; and through entrepreneurship and skill 
upgrading, the Indian manufacturing sector could become competitive in 
other areas as well.

As with China, the power of large numbers is critical to the assess-
ment of India’s potential impact and influence. With 1.1 billion people, 
India constitutes 15 percent of the world’s population. The increase in 
the size of the middle class has translated into 1 percent of India’s poor 
crossing the poverty line each year. In the last few decades, the size of 
India’s middle class has quadrupled.122 Currently estimated at 325 mil-
lion to 350 million people (already exceeding the entire U.S. population), 
India’s middle class could increase by nearly fourteen times over the next 
decade.123 India’s median age is twenty-five, with some 40 percent of its 
population younger than eighteen, making it one of the youngest among 
large economies.124 Although 700 million Indians still live on $2 per day or 
less, the large and growing middle class not only is increasing the nation’s 
supply of disposable income for consumer goods, but also provides a 
tremendous competitive advantage for the overall economy. Responding 
to questions about the rapid increase in multinationals outsourcing jobs 
to India, one of India’s best-known journalists, Vir Sanghvi, pointed to 
his country’s competitive advantage: “One of our natural resources (edu-
cated Indians) is much cheaper than anything in the West.”125 

India’s Education Anxiety

Political figures in the West regularly point to India’s enormous popu-
lation and the number of scientists and engineers it is producing com-
pared, for instance, with the United States as means of instructing the 
citizenry about the competitive challenges emerging from India and the 
BRIC nations. Yet close observers of the Indian system are equally likely 
to remark upon the challenges that are facing India’s educational system 
at all levels, including higher education.

Goldman Sachs’ 2007 report on the BRIC economies included India’s 
system of education as one of the potential obstacles to its growth, not-
ing, “To embark upon its growth story, India will have to educate its 
children and its young people (especially its women), and it must do so in 
a hurry.”126 Inequalities in the distribution of India’s recent economic suc-
cess threaten the country’s future growth. Millions of people are unem-
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ployed, and only a small fraction of Indians are employed in the modern, 
unionized sector.127 Unfortunately, the vehicle with the most potential for 
turning such statistics around—public education—is the government’s 
most damaging failure. 

Examinations of higher education raise similar concerns. In a 2004 re-
port for the Center for International Development at Harvard University 
titled “Indian Higher Education Reform—from Half-Baked Socialism 
to Half-Baked Capitalism,” Devesh Kapur (at Harvard at the time, and 
now at the University of Pennsylvania) and Pratap Bhanu Mehta (of 
the Center for Policy Research in New Delhi) stated, “The veneer of the 
few institutions of excellence masks the reality that the median HEIs in 
India have become incapable of producing students who have skills and 
knowledge.”128 They warned that India is facing a deep crisis in higher 
education, which is being masked by the success of narrow professional 
schools.

Philip Altbach opened his 2005 opinion piece in The Hindu by stating, 
“India is rushing headlong toward economic success and modernisation, 
counting on high-tech industries such as IT and biotechnology to propel 
the nation to prosperity.”129 But Altbach followed with, “Unfortunately, 
its weak higher education sector constitutes the Achilles’ heel of this 
strategy. Its systematic disinvestment in higher education in recent years 
has yielded neither world-class research nor very many highly trained 
scholars, scientists, or managers to sustain high-tech development.”130 

Likewise, in his 2006 assessment of Goldman Sachs’ BRIC predictions, 
Carnoy took a close look at issues with India’s higher education system, 
specifically related to its role in one key element in the economic growth 
process—producing human capital, especially higher-end human capital. 
Carnoy concluded, “Although many analysts believe that India has suf-
ficient absolute numbers of engineers and scientists and has advantages 
over China in moving towards an information-based advanced service 
economy, Tilak (2005) and others have pointed out that, proportionately, 
India . . . has very few highly educated technical and service personnel.”131 

A number of educational output indicators appear to confirm these 
concerns. Expenditure on R&D as a percentage of GDP from 1996 to 2003 
in India was merely 0.81 percent, compared with 2.6 percent in the United 
States, 3.15 percent in Japan, and 2.5 percent in Germany; the figures 
for the other BRIC economies were 1.31 percent in China, 1.28 percent 
in Russia, and 0.98 percent in Brazil. From 1996 to 2004, India had only 
119 researchers and technicians engaged in R&D activities per million of 
population, versus Japan’s 5,287 and the United States’ 4,484 researchers 
per million of population.132 Looking at the other BRIC nations, Russia 
had 3,319, China had 663, and Brazil had 344 per million of population, 
making India the lowest of the four emerging economies.
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Publication data for refereed scientific and technical journals show 
that India’s output was on the decline or remained nearly flat from 
1993 to 2003, whereas countries such as Brazil, China, and South Korea 
have improved their performance significantly and outpaced India.133 
According to data on patents filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty 
(PCT) under the aegis of the World Intellectual Property Organization, 
not only are a very small number of PCT applications being filed from 
India, but their numbers declined during 2005. Even smaller countries 
like Switzerland and the Netherlands filed a much larger number of 
PCT applications in 2005. In terms of high-technology exports and roy-
alties and license fees from technology licensing, India’s performance 
is dismal, ranked as the lowest among the top-ten economies and other 
selected countries.

Capacity Building in Higher Education

As of 2005, India’s higher education system had a total of 17,973 in-
stitutions (348 universities and 17,625 colleges), which is four times the 
number of institutions in both the United States and all of Europe, and 
makes India’s system the largest in the world in terms of number of 
institutions.134 And the total enrollment reached 10.48 million in 2005, 
giving India the third-largest higher education system in the world in 
terms of number of students (after China and the United States). Yet few 
believe that the status quo is sustainable. In 2006, the chair of the National 
Knowledge Commission stressed to the prime minister that the overhaul 
of India’s higher education system is essential “because the transforma-
tion of economy and society in the twenty-first century would depend, 
in significant part, on the spread and the quality of education among our 
people, particularly in the sphere of higher education.”135 While the de-
tails of reform plans for Indian higher education vary, there are a number 
of points where consensus appears to have developed. 

Funding

There is a general belief that Indian universities must be better capital-
ized if the institutions are to become global leaders. In addition, the Na-
tional Knowledge Commission recommended that universities could tap 
into a larger reservoir of resources if they were able to use land as a source 
of financing.136 Besides the general issue of university capitalization, the 
specific challenge of funding scientific research initiatives is drawing sub-
stantial attention. This is essentially the question of how a nation can set 
national research priorities, develop an infrastructure that can coordinate 
and incentivize scientists to compete and collaborate, enlist the private 
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sector in the effort, and develop fruitful partnerships with major research 
universities and institutes around the globe.137 

Expansion

The National Knowledge Commission made several recommendations 
related to increasing India’s production of human capital. One of its key 
recommendations was to increase the number of universities nationwide 
to around 1,500 (up from around 350 now), which would enable India to 
attain a gross enrollment rate of at least 15 percent by 2015.138 Another key 
element of the commission’s set of recommendations on the expansion of 
higher education was the creation of fifty national universities capable of 
providing education of the highest standard at both the undergraduate 
and graduate levels. Toward the longer-term objective of fifty such uni-
versities, the commission recommended beginning with at least ten new 
national universities within the next few years. 

At the same time, balancing growth and excellence has become a sig-
nificant challenge. The unregulated expansion of private universities has 
resulted in a growing concern about academic quality and comparabil-
ity of degrees. Emerging for-profit universities have been the targets of 
special attention. These institutions have been widely criticized for hiring 
unqualified staff, for squeezing salaries to unacceptably low levels and 
for the lack of rigor in the curriculum. Calls for enhanced regulation of 
private institutions in the name of quality control have become routine in 
discussion of Indian higher education.

Inclusion

Studies of higher education in India regularly note that its long-term 
success will require its capacity to be more inclusive in its reach, ultimately 
being far more accessible for the majority of the population. The power of 
large numbers can be effectively realized only if more individuals have ac-
cess to high-quality postsecondary education. Reports have noted that the 
expansion of higher education in India during the past few decades has not 
proceeded equitably in terms of access. There is a significant urban-rural 
divide. Moreover, a 2008 report noted that the participation rate of Indian 
Muslims in higher education lags far behind that of Christians and Hindus. 
Officials at the highest level now acknowledge that social equity in higher 
education is one of the system’s most significant challenges.

Governance

Analysts have also proposed mechanisms for comparability and 
harmonization of academic standards across universities, in order to 
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enable the mobility of students, as well as to ensure that degrees from 
different universities send similar signals to the job market.139 Ideas that 
support excellence on an institutional level have also been advanced. 
Agarwal suggested that, in order to extend the modernization efforts 
that have been launched by certain Indian HEIs in the areas of gover-
nance and administration, more widespread initiatives are needed in 
staff development, procedural simplifications, and computerization 
efforts. Likewise, Altbach called for managerial reforms and the intro-
duction of effective administration practices.140 Altbach also proposed 
that merit-based hiring and promotion policies be instituted for the 
academic profession, and that merit-based practices be instituted for 
the recruitment, selection, and instruction of students. In addition, the 
National Knowledge Commission has advocated reforming the struc-
tures of governance of universities to promote autonomy and account-
ability.141 

Market Relevance

There is substantial impetus in India to develop a national strategic 
vision and policy that would encourage higher education to be more in-
novative and responsive to market demands.142 Most recommendations 
that have been offered focus on establishing better and ongoing relation-
ships with the Indian and multinational business community through 
internships, curricular reform, joint membership-based organizations, 
and formal involvement of industry representatives in higher education 
through increased board membership. But there is also an obvious need 
for a more formalized program of continuing education that provides 
lifelong learning in an environment where skill development is an ongo-
ing process.

The manner in which universities can foster entrepreneurship and 
promote economic vitality has become especially important. An article 
on the role of the Indian Institute of Technology Bombay in promoting 
entrepreneurship in India stated, “In the developed west, governments 
had realized and passed bills to increase the role of universities in new 
business development to help strengthen local economies. When col-
leges and universities use business incubation as a strategy to achieve 
academic, research and community service missions, academia, entrepre-
neurs and society all benefit.”143 The article goes on to say, “Universities 
like Harvard, MIT, Stanford, etc. in U.S.A[.] understood that it is their 
civic duty to be an ally in this effort to promote enterprises based on 
technologies developed by them, to make U.S.A. a world leader. In India, 
the only parallels to such universities of west are IITs (Indian Institutes 
of Technology).”144 
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Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur

At VCU, we were able to develop a partnership with the Indian In-
stitute of Technology Kharagpur (IITK), an institution that has directly 
addressed a number of the challenges facing Indian higher education. In 
1946, a committee was set up to explore the establishment of technical 
institutes of higher education for the postwar industrial development 
of India. Eventually, seven IITs were established; they now offer under-
graduate and graduate degrees in more than twenty-five engineering, 
technology, and business and management disciplines, as well as conduct 
world-class research. The first IIT was founded in 1950 in Kharagpur.145 

IITK now has more than twenty departments, running the gamut from 
the humanities and social sciences, biotechnology, agricultural and food 
engineering, to medical science and technology; four centers of excellence 
on educational technology, reliability engineering, rubber technology, 
and rural development; and three schools—the G. S. Sanyal School of 
Telecommunications, the Rajiv Gandhi School of Intellectual Property 
Law, and the Vinod School of Management.146 The institute has about 
eight thousand students. 

One way in which the network of IITs has been contributing signifi-
cantly to India’s economic development is through quality improvement 
of instructors in technical arenas and the continuing education of the 
professional workforce, which is assuming tremendous importance in 
shaping the human capital of the nation. As the largest and most diver-
sified technical institute in the country, IITK has been upholding this 
responsibility almost from its inception. IITK’s Continuing Education 
Center recognizes that, in the face of the rapid technological advancement 
taking place around the globe, it is important for engineers and scientists 
to continue to learn new technologies and update and upgrade their 
knowledge base, long after completing their formal education. IITK’s 
Quality Improvement Program and Curriculum Development Cell help 
meet the need for lifelong learning of some of the most important seg-
ments of India’s twenty-first-century workforce.147 

IITK has an expansive R&D enterprise, with more than eighty-five 
technologies that have been developed and are ready for commercializa-
tion, ranging from agricultural breakthroughs to advances in materials 
engineering. Whether conducting pioneering R&D in novel techniques 
for manufacturing instant tea or on the recovery of lead metal using green 
technology, IITK is positioning itself to transfer its technology to the mar-
ket and to apply it to solutions to pressing problems in India.148 

A special R&D unit at IITK, Sponsored Research & Industrial Con-
sultancy (SRIC), was set up in 1982 as an interface between funding 
agencies and the institute. SRIC has handled more than 1,200 projects to 
date and currently has more than 450 sponsored projects from national 
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and international clients. IITK’s IPR policy supports the protection and 
commercial exploitation of individual IPR. So far, more than 125 patents 
have been filed on various innovations and development of technologies; 
about twenty-five of those patents have been granted. In addition, sev-
eral technology transfer agreements have been executed. SRIC operates 
consultancy projects in almost thirty departments, centers, and schools 
of IITK, and works with approximately 330 clients around the world. Its 
sponsorship also comes from around the world and from various sectors 
within India, including the government.149 

In December 2007, General Motors Corporation (GM) and IITK an-
nounced their intention to carry out joint research in the areas of electron-
ics, controls, and software, as well as jointly develop a new educational 
curriculum leading to a graduate degree in those fields. The Collaborative 
Research Lab (CRL) will be comanaged by GM’s India Science Lab in Ban-
galore and IITK’s SRIC unit, and GM will commit more than $1 million for 
research to be done over five years within the new CRL.150 And, in August 
2009, IITK announced that it will partner with the University of California–
San Diego to create a new full scale medical school at IITK “to bridge the 
gap between two distant disciplines of medicine and engineering.”151 

HIGHER EDUCATION AND 
THE FUTURE OF THE BRIC NATIONS

There are many factors that will ultimately make or break the future for 
the BRIC nations. National security policies, decisions about economic 
priorities and directions, the capacity to align the political and economic 
system with the interests and aspirations of their public, and the overall 
quality of leadership will all be key contributors in determining whether 
the social and economic potential of the countries is maximized. But it is 
also evident that higher education policies are a crucial linchpin in their 
aspirations to become part of the world economy’s first echelon. 

When we look at the challenges faced by these nations’ higher edu-
cation systems, we see that size and numbers alone cannot guarantee 
ultimate success. Each of the BRIC nations that we have examined has to 
address some similar problems, albeit within their own distinctive cul-
tures. How do you fund and organize a system of higher education that 
provides access and quality instruction to far greater numbers of people? 
How does a nation establish, fund, and grow a scientific infrastructure 
that encourages innovation, that links students and faculty to market 
needs, and that perpetuates itself over time? And what does fostering the 
spirit of experimentation and innovation in education mean for cultures 
that have not always been fully supportive and hospitable to unplanned 
change and individual self-expression?
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In each of the countries discussed in this chapter, we see an expanded 
understanding of the relationship between higher education and national 
success in a global knowledge-based economy. We also can observe a 
number of practical steps that have been taken to implement this under-
standing. Yet the ultimate outcome is not preordained in any of these 
nations, perhaps because of the nature of the political choices that are 
inextricably related to the direction that higher education policies actually 
assume. In fact, the evolution of higher education policy in each of the 
BRIC nations will be a very clear signal of the real direction in which the 
government and society are moving. 
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The relevance of colleges and universities to regional economic develop-
ment can be seen both across the spectrum of higher education and over 
the range of local environments where these institutions are located. A 
community college, for example, may be as indispensable to its region 
as the University of North Carolina–Chapel Hill, Duke University, and 
North Carolina State have been to the formation and growth of the Re-
search Triangle Park in the Raleigh-Durham area. 

Rural areas in the United States that have been adversely impacted 
by the economic dislocations that have accompanied the globalization 
of manufacturing have often made community colleges the linchpins of 
regional efforts to maintain the industry they have and attract new com-
panies to their area. The workforce development and training efforts of 
community colleges are key selling points for a region striving to main-
tain a reasonable quality of life in a global, competitive environment that 
has put local economies under tremendous pressure. 

At the same time, community colleges serve as powerful engines for the 
economic and cultural aspirations of the new Americans who have come 
to the country seeking a better chance for themselves and their children. 
Again, it is the access to higher education and the workforce training that 
community colleges provide that enable large metropolitan areas to uti-
lize the ambitions and skills of their newest residents most productively. 
When we recognize just how much of this population is served by com-
munity colleges and not traditional four-year institutions, we begin to 
understand the extent of the impact these institutions have. 

In some crucial ways, even though the form that is taken can be very 
different, elite institutions at the pinnacle of American higher education 
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have increasingly become more involved in regional development strate-
gies. Yale University is a key player in the revitalization of New Haven, as 
is the University of Pennsylvania in West Philadelphia. The University of 
Southern California has utilized its location in a global entertainment and 
communications capital to develop a set of world-class programs that can 
contribute to the further development of the related industries. The scien-
tific experts that gather in and around these institutions and the spin-off 
businesses that emerge from the collected brainpower can begin to shape 
the economic DNA of the surrounding region. Studies of Silicon Valley, for 
instance, often point to the importance of Stanford University and the intel-
lectual capital that it created as crucial to the development of the region. 

The indispensability of higher education institutions to regional eco-
nomic development is increasingly seen across the globe. We have seen 
it in a very personal way at Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU) 
with how interested the leaders of our partner institutions in Europe, 
Latin America, South Africa, the Middle East, and Asia are in thinking 
about how their institutions can be relevant to regional economic de-
velopment strategies. And we have discovered time and again that the 
political leaders of their regions and nations are extraordinarily interested 
in transforming their universities to place a greater emphasis on the eco-
nomic development role that they can play for the nation at large. 

The academic literature confirms our experiential impressions. Across 
the globe, considerable attention is being paid to how university systems 
ought to be funded, internally managed, and held accountable to encour-
age more extensive partnerships with external constituencies in bettering 
the region and nation at large. These tendencies have sometimes come into 
conflict, occasionally very bitter conflict, with the beliefs of those who have 
felt that the preservation of academic values is dependent on a full separa-
tion of higher education goals from the practical, day-to-day realities of the 
state and the marketplace. But given the enormous sums of dollars spent 
on higher education, the pressure, for example, to develop a system of 
higher education in the Euro-zone that can serve the interests of multiple 
states, and the virtual impossibility of thinking about major scientific and 
commercial invention without including universities, it is difficult to be-
lieve that the traditionalists can deflect these trends from escalating. 

This chapter draws upon the case studies in the previous six chapters 
to offer a set of final reflections on the role of colleges and universities in 
the modern knowledge economy. In particular, we focus on three areas 
that we believe are of special relevance. The chapter begins by describing 
the role of university presidents and demonstrates why their personal as-
sumption of a regional leadership role is crucially important to both their 
institutions and the broader community. The second part of the chapter 
focuses on the “business” operations of colleges and universities and con-
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tends that institutions that have developed the strongest partnerships and 
the most influence on their communities have understood the range of im-
pact that higher education can exercise through the day-to-day operations 
of purchasing, employing, and developing real estate. Finally, we suggest 
that colleges and universities should focus less on replicating other insti-
tutions and more on enhancing their own distinctiveness. Contemporary 
economic development theory suggests that regional differentiation and 
specialization are often the key to local prosperity. There is good reason 
to believe that the notion is applicable to higher education also. 

THE PRESIDENT AS REGIONAL ACTOR

College and university presidents can have a substantial impact on the 
role that their institutions play in promoting regional economic and com-
munity development. But this is a choice that has to be made consciously 
and deliberately. Much of the literature about higher education leadership 
points to the expansion of roles that presidents are expected to perform 
and the growth in the number of constituencies that they are required to 
serve. The conflicting demands on the time and energy of university lead-
ers, their own assessment of their interests and abilities, and the nature 
of the specific challenges that they must address in their own institutions 
have led universities to respond very differently to the prospect of becom-
ing a partner in regional economic development efforts. 

We have described in the previous chapters a set of colleges and uni-
versities that have fully embraced the opportunity, developing creative 
partnerships that can enhance the institution and the region. On the 
other hand, there are many universities that may continue to remain 
at arm’s length from their own communities and regions or become in-
volved in a perfunctory way that may contribute some level of expertise 
to community initiatives but fail to involve the full range of the college 
or university. Given the fundraising pressures on presidents and the 
continuing demands of negotiating the legendary bitterness of internal 
university politics, this response is understandable. But we think that 
establishing a fuller level of engagement is often important not only for 
the surrounding community and region, but for the ultimate success of 
the institution.

THE COMMUNITY POWER NEXUS

Communities are, in many ways, built around a series of personal and 
institutional relationships. In any city and region, there are various 
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“communities” that exercise influence in which the key participants are 
likely to know one another and interact in a regular way over time. 

The business community has its clubs where its members dine, “round-
tables” where its leaders discuss and develop viewpoints on the key 
issues of the region, and “public-private partnerships” where private-
sector leaders work on joint projects with officials from the political arena 
and the nonprofit sector. 

The political community is often more divided than the business com-
munity (especially along whatever lines constitute the competition for 
power in a region) but it also has its own distinctive culture and customs. 
It has a set of temporary and permanent leaders—those who are currently 
elected and those who exercise power over longer periods. It normally 
has a few individuals who have remarkable access to power, who have 
built personal relationships with the key players for decades, and who 
do not seem to be impacted by changes in electoral fortunes. It has its 
own set of social environments—some of which are closed to people who 
have self-identified with a party or faction. But others, such as power res-
taurants and grand openings, are available to all members of a regional 
community.

Regions almost invariably have nonprofit, arts, and activist “communi-
ties” that are primarily interested in promoting social justice, inclusion, 
and cultural enrichment. The leaders of the arts communities regularly 
interact with the key members of the business and political communities 
around matters such as downtown redevelopment and continuing sup-
port for the arts. Nonprofits work with the business and political elites 
around a wide range of matters, as they have become integral to com-
munity revitalization, workforce training, pre-kindergarten education, 
and health care for those without access to insurance. Activist groups 
tend to have a more complex relationship with local community elites, 
sometimes collaborative and sometimes adversarial. Yet over time, it is 
not uncommon for “spokespersons” for these activist groups to obtain a 
relatively permanent status in the community, either as a result of media 
prominence or through successful negotiations with the leaders of the 
business and political class. 

Until recently, media outlets were also essential players in communi-
ties and regions, but a changing environment has put their role in flux. 
Television stations still have remarkable capacity to focus public attention 
through the visual power of the medium. Yet the day-to-day focus on 
traffic crashes, street crimes, storms, and sports has made these outlets 
less vital to the crucial decisions that are made about business and com-
munity development. Under tremendous financial strain as their business 
model collapses, newspapers in most markets have attempted to refocus 
almost exclusively on “local news.” But doubts about their capacity to 
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remain solvent as well as the ability of small-scale entrepreneurs to utilize 
the Internet to create sites of local interest, have made the media establish-
ment less prominent as each day passes. 

The Role of Higher Education in the Community Power Nexus

College and university presidents have to decide how much time they 
are willing to devote to participating in these communities and what 
role they want to occupy within them. How should they respond to the 
myriad invitations to speak to community groups? How do they priori-
tize the requests for resources that will invariably be made? How much of 
the university’s community time are they willing to allocate to tasks that 
are not essential for instructing students and conducting peer-reviewed 
research? And how much of a player should the institution and its lead-
ers be in helping to determine the future of the broader region? It is hard 
to imagine that these questions would not have to be answered by any 
president at almost any higher education institution. 

We have suggested that college and university presidents are not sim-
ply leading institutions that happen to be located in a particular environ-
ment, but are instead the chief executives of academic enterprises that 
are indispensable to the overall success and progress of their region and 
its citizens. In a knowledge economy, the existence of successful higher 
education institutions is becoming ever more vital to the capacity of re-
gions to compete successfully for talent and jobs. Indeed, contemporary 
economic development theory tends to place a heavier emphasis on tal-
ent availability than on other factors that may have previously exercised 
a greater impact on regional prosperity. In addition to their role in eco-
nomic development, we have also shown that colleges and universities are 
increasingly seen by their communities as essential to social and cultural 
progress. The research capacities of faculty in addressing matters that 
may appear intractable, the energy and enthusiasm of students, and the 
university’s potential role in convening groups that address major social 
challenges are all vital assets for building social capital in contemporary 
society. In fact, universities often have the kind of credibility that enables 
them to bring disparate groups together to focus on shared interests more 
successfully than many other community institutions. 

Acknowledging the role that colleges and universities actually occupy 
in contemporary society should have an impact on the manner in which 
their presidents define their job. It is our belief, for example, that they 
should become an essential part of the community leadership groups 
that help to define and establish regional economic strategy. In some 
places today, we see presidents become heads of the Chamber of Com-
merce, executive board members of regional development authorities, 
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leaders of area-wide visioning exercises, chairs of research parks, key 
members of regional and statewide trade missions, and vital players in 
the recruitment of new industries to regions. While these roles may be 
far afield from what individual presidents studied in graduate school or 
even from the experiences they had on their way up the administrative 
hierarchy, possessing the capacity to contribute in these ways may be a 
crucial element in the overall success of the modern college and univer-
sity presidency.

The intellectual diversity of the institutions that college and university 
presidents lead can provide them with a unique vantage point and the 
capacity to mobilize a set of resources that are typically not available to 
leaders of most community organizations. A major university, for ex-
ample, typically offers science, technology, engineering, and mathemat-
ics programs that are of considerable interest to business and health care 
leaders in a community. In the modern knowledge economy, companies 
thinking of relocating to a region want to know about the scientific capaci-
ties of local universities. The professional programs in large universities 
often provide the trainees and interns for local governments and state 
governments and the faculty expertise utilized in major regional initia-
tives. At the same time, a university often makes significant contributions 
to arts and culture through its theater program, music department, and 
fine arts faculty. Think about how many university-centered regions have 
become meccas for retirees who want to be able to draw on the cultural 
resources of a world-class institution. 

Universities that include medical centers occupy an even more promi-
nent role. They provide employment opportunities across a wide range of 
occupations and professions. Hospitals may be the principal customers of 
vendors of goods and services, from janitorial supplies to flowers to so-
phisticated lab equipment. University-based medical centers are often the 
provider of choice for patients in the community suffering from debilitat-
ing, potentially life-threatening or chronic illnesses. In urban and rural 
areas, university medical centers often serve the vast majority of indigent 
patients who could not access high-end medical care in any other way. 

The upshot is that modern colleges and universities possess resources—
scientific, commercial, medical, and cultural—that are vital to the entire 
range of community and regional development activities relevant to the 
contemporary knowledge economy. The capacity of communities and 
regions to tap these resources in the most creative way can be crucial to 
their ability to flourish and prosper. A region that does not tap its higher 
education institutions as part of its competitive strategy is likely to un-
derperform. Likewise, college or university presidents that do not under-
stand the history of the community, do not see how their institutions fit 
into the broader fabric of regional identity, and do not make a determined 
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effort to contribute to its growth and development are likely to miss out 
on opportunities to make their own universities more distinctive. 

Leadership Development and Higher Education’s Community Role

University boards and others charged with the selection of college and 
university presidents ought to be mindful of the new responsibilities of 
higher education in a knowledge economy when making leadership de-
cisions. This is an especially challenging task because it often requires a 
“leap of faith” regarding the capacities of the individual being chosen. The 
typical academic administrative career ladder—department chair, dean, 
provost, and president—provides almost no guarantee that candidates 
pick up this kind of knowledge and training while they are preparing to 
be presidents. Deans may well pick up some fundraising experience and 
involvement in technology transfer issues, depending on the school they 
are leading. But there is no organized and coordinated effort to ensure that 
this is the case. There is clear evidence that college and university boards 
have become more willing to think “outside the box” in recruiting and hir-
ing presidencies, but this has often been more related to the fundraising 
requirements of the position than to an understanding of the indispensable 
role the university plays in economic and community development. 

Here are two concrete suggestions. First, higher education leadership 
development programs, especially those conducted inside universities, 
should place more emphasis on linking academic leadership to com-
munity involvement in a sophisticated manner. Colleges and universi-
ties should create vehicles by which individuals on an administrative 
path assume real responsibilities on projects that are important to the 
institution and the community that will enable aspiring presidents to 
understand their potential role in economic development and develop 
some understanding of their strengths and weaknesses. Second, college 
boards should examine the range of external relations that potential can-
didates for president have built in their previous jobs—fundraising is a 
part of that evaluation, but it should be only a part. And once it is widely 
apparent that this is a job qualification, the very smart individuals who 
are seeking these positions are far more likely to develop the appropriate 
experience on their own. 

CAPITALIZING ON THE BUSINESS 
OPERATIONS OF COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Colleges and universities that have become successful partners in re-
gional development efforts have understood that their own business 
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operations—real estate development, procurement, establishing public-
private partnerships to meet institutional aims, and the provision of 
medical care—enable the institutions to have a significant impact on the 
future of their areas. In recent years, a cottage industry that provides eco-
nomic impact studies for colleges, universities, and their medical centers 
has developed. These studies describe for legislators and business leaders 
the fiscal effect of colleges and universities on their communities. One of 
the most striking pieces of information contained in just about every one 
of these studies is that colleges and universities and, in many instances, 
their medical centers are invariably one of the major employers in their 
region. In small and midsize localities, they are often the single largest 
employer. But what is even more interesting is that the situation is not 
very different in even the largest cities. We saw, for example, in chapter 3 
that Steve Sample, the president of the University of Southern California, 
reminds other leaders in Los Angeles that the university is one of the larg-
est employers in L.A. 

As a major regional employer, colleges and universities have the same 
kind of impact that is seen with private-sector companies that have a large 
employee base and with major governmental operations. This effect is 
only magnified by the number of students, often in residence, who spend 
dollars on services and activities other than what the institution officially 
provides. The range of economic activity that takes place on and next to a 
modern college or university is extensive and highly varied.

A set of firms tend to locate near universities for the express purpose of 
supplying goods and services to the business operations of colleges, uni-
versities, or medical centers. Retailers view the students and employees 
as an enviable customer base to be tapped. Just think of the food service, 
restaurant, and catering operations that surround colleges and universi-
ties. Thirty years ago, colleges and universities provided their own food 
service and an entire generation went to college sharing complaints about 
miserable food. Not any longer. Higher education institutions compete 
for students, at least in part, by competing on the services offered, striking 
deals to bring to campus branded restaurants with high name recognition 
among young people. Starbucks, Chili’s, Coldstone Creamery, and Five 
Guys all have a substantial on-campus presence now.

Architects, interior designers, real estate developers, construction trade 
operators, and material suppliers see the growth of colleges and universi-
ties as an opportunity to extend the reach of their services. On-campus 
construction, renovation of conventional buildings for scientific use, the 
creation of research parks, rehabilitation of older structures for retail use, 
the construction of privately owned, dorm-style apartments, and joint 
ventures with universities in which the private sector purchases land and 
constructs buildings where the universities guarantee rental for a speci-
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fied period have provided a regular stream of business for these compa-
nies. The physical footprint of universities extends far wider today, is far 
more distinctive, and is far more integrated with the surrounding neigh-
borhoods than the insulated campus environments of thirty years ago.

Until recently, business operations were rarely considered integral to 
the strategic directions of colleges, universities, and medical centers. These 
tasks had an “eat your peas” quality, something that had to be done but 
was not directly related to the more substantial activities of teaching and 
research. The process of negotiating town-gown relationships occasion-
ally highlighted the significance of these operations, especially if campus 
expansion impinged on the quality of life in surrounding neighborhoods. 
But it was unusual for a college or university to utilize business opera-
tions in a positive manner to shape the kind of effect it would have on the 
broader community challenges and to partner with businesses and neigh-
borhood and regional development strategies. Procurement, for example, 
was assigned to a mid-level official primarily responsible for preventing 
fraud and ensuring compliance with federal and state regulations. Most 
of the universities that we have examined have adopted a very different 
and more contemporary approach. The leaders almost invariably have a 
clear understanding of the institution’s economic heft and the influence 
that decisions about how to exercise this can have.

Developing Minority Partners

Colleges and universities invariably spend large sums as purchasers 
of goods and services. Some are purchased nationally and internation-
ally, some equipment is available from specialized suppliers, and some 
public systems operate within a strictly regulated context that makes for 
a highly bureaucratized process. But these constraints, with the exception 
of government regulation, may not be very different from those experi-
enced by any large business. Owners of commercial enterprises within a 
community typically view colleges, universities, and medical centers in 
the same way they would any large firm—as potential customers. Univer-
sities that pay minimal attention to the community consequences of their 
business operations can easily and inadvertently incur the animus of local 
small businesses if they appear aloof and uninterested in their concerns. 
On the other hand, college and university leaders who devote attention 
and interest to procurement matters can make a positive impact on small-
business opportunity in their community and generate new sources of 
support for their initiatives and activities. 

This is particularly true for colleges and universities located in areas 
with large minority populations. Although colleges and universities 
are traditionally considered politically liberal and highly supportive of 
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minority rights and inclusion, the historic relationship between higher 
education and surrounding minority communities is more complex 
and complicated. University staff and faculty members have frequently 
been very supportive of community-based organizations and some have 
gained excellent reputations for their selflessness in advancing aims of 
civil rights and equal opportunity. But institution-community relation-
ships have rarely evoked universally positive sentiments. In many in-
stances, there are lingering tensions that result from admissions policies, 
the history of university expansion (most especially in urban renewal 
areas), and a perceived lack of genuine commitment to social goals. The 
establishment of effective minority supplier and vendor programs can be 
an important mechanism for rebuilding trust when its strands have been 
frayed over time. Moreover, the creation of effective minority supplier 
programs is seen by segments in the community as a better indicator of 
the institution’s real commitment than the rhetoric of diversity that is 
voiced almost uniformly by college and university presidents today.

Procurement is an area where effective leadership can make a genuine 
difference. In the Commonwealth of Virginia, where we reside, minority 
firms receive 2.2 percent of overall state contracting dollars. At VCU, the 
overall performance rate is far greater, with minority firms obtaining 8.26 
percent of overall purchasing. College and university presidents and key 
vice presidents can use their influence to emphasize the importance of 
the issue throughout the organization. They can be certain that the use 
of minority firms is measured on an annual basis. And they can hold 
individuals accountable in the institution for making progress toward the 
goals that are established. In most instances, the establishment of effective 
minority supplier programs also requires effective outreach by the insti-
tution to businesses in the community. The president’s public appear-
ances and speeches set an overall tone. Units responsible for university 
contracting can hold workshops for minority firms and provide advice on 
how these companies might bid for university contracts or partner with 
non-minority firms in joint ventures. And the college or university can 
highlight its major accomplishments through its public relations activities 
as a means of encouraging more companies to view the institution as a 
potential customer. 

Real Estate Development

The growth in the number of college-eligible students over the last 
two decades, the increase in the percentage of students seeking higher 
education, the internal pressure to improve facilities to compete in the 
marketplace for students, and the space requirements associated with 
conducting advanced research in the basic and applied sciences have 
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pushed almost all colleges and universities into the real estate develop-
ment business. This is an area where very few college presidents have 
much experience and training, but where skillful decision making can not 
only enhance the institution’s capacity, but can also make a significant 
contribution to neighborhood and regional economies. 

Links to Regional Economic Development Strategies

A knowledge-based economy relies extensively on the research and ap-
plications of research that are produced inside universities for innovation 
and progress. University-affiliated research parks have become a visible 
symbol of these linkages. At times, many of the companies in the parks 
are spin-offs from the work of researchers who remain associated with the 
university. In some instances, companies that did not begin through an 
institutional affiliation want to locate near the university because of the 
potential synergies that could emerge. But in all instances the companies 
involved in the park view proximity to the university as a major plus 
factor. 

Research parks have the capability of branding a regional economy 
with a distinctive identity. This is certainly the case of the Research Tri-
angle Park, which originated in the 1950s when North Carolina governor 
Luther Hodges hired five academics from the major universities and told 
them to go out and recruit research laboratories. Fifty years later, it is one 
of the nation’s most vital regions with a per capita income far above the 
state and national averages. 

While it is extremely difficult to replicate the extraordinary success of 
the Research Triangle Park, the development of viable research parks can 
still help to focus a regional economic identity. Built and coordinated 
correctly, research parks have the capacity to bring together clusters 
of like-minded companies that can attract and retain talent in a region. 
University leaders can work with the local business community to create 
and enhance existing parks in ways that can provide a locus for high-tech 
employment, a recruiting tool for companies and talent, and a distinctive 
identity for the regional economy. Colleges and universities that do not 
think of how they can utilize their real estate potential in similar ways 
are missing an opportunity and are not taking full advantage of possible 
community partnerships.

Community Revitalization

The traditional role of colleges and universities as real estate developers 
probably has engendered more community animosity in more places than 
any other activity in which higher education has engaged. In small towns, 
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midsize cities, and major metropolitan areas, plans for university expan-
sion have often been met with community resistance. In many places, 
universities have been obtuse in their approach, proceeding with expan-
sion programs without taking into account the impact on the community 
or the views of the residents. In some venues, especially urban areas 
with significant minority populations, university behavior has taken on 
racial overtones as predominantly white administrators made decisions 
without bothering to consult the minority communities that were most 
affected by them.

In recent years, many colleges and universities have worked very hard 
at reversing this perception. To some extent, this has been a matter of 
process—creating community advisory boards, developing surveys and 
holding focus groups to assess neighborhood sentiment, and involving 
faculty with local schools and nonprofit organizations that serve neigh-
borhood needs. 

But perhaps what has been even more interesting has been the joint 
planning among higher education institutions, nonprofits, and local 
governments to address actual neighborhood needs within the context of 
college and university real estate development. At Ohio State University, 
the institution worked to rehabilitate housing in the adjoining neighbor-
hoods as a way of improving the quality of life for residents and creating 
a better environment for students. At VCU, the placement of university 
dorms and athletic facilities on a main thoroughfare combined with pri-
vate-sector investment in student-oriented apartments spurred a broader 
commercial revitalization. National restaurant chains opened locations in 
the area to serve students and patrons of the sports and recreational facil-
ity. But even more important, a big-box hardware chain and a national 
grocery chain, for the first time in decades, opened stores in downtown 
Richmond, providing choice and convenience to neighborhood residents 
who previously had to travel a considerable distance to buy groceries at 
a reasonable price.

We are not Pollyannaish about the potential for eliminating all tensions 
that are likely to emerge between higher education institutions and their 
communities over college and university expansion plans. These tensions 
can flare up whenever a new plan has been developed. Even institu-
tions that have been very thoughtful in their overall approach in recent 
decades, such as the University of Pennsylvania, can see old animosities 
resurface, at least with a segment of the community, when a new expan-
sion proposal is not uniformly endorsed.

But what we are saying is that higher education institutions that de-
velop a genuine partnership with their communities have an enormous 
asset at their disposal—the capacity to develop real estate in a deliberate 
and large scale manner—that can serve the interests of the university and 
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the residents of their neighboring communities. What was once almost 
always a source of controversy can become an instrument of mutual de-
velopment, if the leaders of colleges and universities fully recognize and 
utilize the means at their disposal.

PROMOTING DISTINCTIVENESS

The tasks of redefining presidential leadership and utilizing the busi-
ness operations of colleges and universities to promote social develop-
ment are often easier to accomplish than efforts to redefine the academic 
orientation of higher education institutions to place more emphasis on 
these goals. Colleges and universities with long traditions of collegial 
self-governance look very skeptically at efforts to advance an administra-
tive vision about the academic focus of an institution. Countries that have 
decentralized systems of higher education often resist the establishment 
of goals and metrics that work in other systems to evaluate the success of 
the academic enterprise according to strict, competitive criteria. And it is 
very difficult for administrators to tell faculty members what they should 
be researching and students what they should be studying. Indeed, there 
is little to warrant the belief that university administrators will really get 
this right. Cutting-edge research is best developed by those in the labs 
and the field. And students may have a better understanding of the direc-
tion that the wider culture is moving than many adults.

But what college and university leaders can do is to provide the op-
portunities for work that allows economic and social development to 
flourish. They adopt tech transfer policies that protect intellectual prop-
erty, but also advance genuine collaborations with cutting-edge indus-
tries. They work to establish conflict-of-interest policies that protect the 
university and public interest but provide incentives for commercial 
partnerships. They find creative ways of supporting interdisciplinary, 
problem-oriented centers. They develop outreach centers for community 
partnerships and sustainable practices that work with local groups on 
enhancement efforts. They develop ways of linking student interests to 
the community-oriented goals of the institutions. They develop creative 
programs in experiential learning, involve students in community part-
nerships, and nurture student research that studies real needs in their 
region. In effect, they are in the business of creating a university culture 
that nurtures academic innovation, supports community involvement, 
and places resources (which sometimes can be relatively modest) behind 
ideas that position the university more centrally within a region’s future.

But perhaps an even greater task is to help establish a framework in 
which these activities occur and which gives a broader meaning to the 
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entire set. In this regard, while we think that it is very useful for colleges 
and universities to think about how they can replicate what occurs else-
where, it is also important to focus on what is distinctive about their in-
stitutions and their regions. One of the most interesting features of an era 
of globalization is that people and institutions that have the most impact 
often tend to be those who have a unique voice or perform a specialized 
task extremely well. This observation may be very relevant to higher edu-
cation in the contemporary world. 

The Matter of Distinctiveness

The literature on economic development, especially that associated 
with Harvard’s Michael Porter, insists that regional “distinctiveness is the 
new competitive” imperative.1 In a recent paper for CEOs for Cities, Joe 
Cortright captures the spirit of this argument extremely well. Cortright 
notes that regions enhance their competitive advantage when they take 
what they do better than anyone else and use this to propel an economic 
development strategy. In the early 1990s, Porter spoke about how car rac-
ing in Italy and gardening in England were the basis of globally competi-
tive enterprises in each country.2 Cortright himself argued that the inter-
est in track and field in Oregon along with the popular embrace of jogging 
as a pastime was a distinctive local culture that served as a seedbed for 
the Nike corporation’s global positioning.3 Since the time of Porter’s work 
at the beginning of the 1990s, the issue of distinctiveness has become even 
more important as economic success is increasingly defined as regions 
finding what Cortright calls the “right niche.”4

How do colleges and universities operate within the distinctiveness 
paradigm? In some ways, not always so well. Many of the standard 
measures of academic quality are national and international program 
rankings. And there are tendencies in academia for smaller, less presti-
gious programs and universities to aspire to be recognized as a smaller, 
less prestigious version of an internationally known program. When we 
asked one of our department chairs why the faculty were not attempting 
to develop a distinctive niche for their department, we were told that 
they do the same things that Berkeley does, but on a smaller scale; so 
why would they compromise and do anything else? The response was 
perfectly understandable because in many academic disciplines the cur-
rency of individual reward and recognition has nothing to do with being 
a part of a distinctive local program.

Yet there is a self-defeating respect to pursuing only the traditional 
rankings game. Derek Bok and others have noted that the ratings of the 
top fifty schools have barely changed in fifty years. It is not as if there is an 
enormous amount of upward and downward mobility in the reputational 
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rankings of most universities. To put it simply, the top twenty or thirty 
universities already have the brand monopoly and, while there may be an 
occasional departure or entry into the highest tier, it does not make sense 
for most institutions to have this as an aspiration. 

At one time, of course, colleges and universities embraced a place-
oriented distinctiveness in which they looked to find their “right niche.” 
This was obviously the premise undergirding the formation of the origi-
nal land-grant institutions in the nineteenth century, the “tech” schools 
that many states established, and many of the urban-based institutions of 
the twentieth century. And it can be seen in the way that some states de-
signed a series of higher education institutions to serve multiple purposes 
and constituencies. 

The notion of a niche-oriented distinctiveness has never completely 
gone away in higher education circles. Community colleges have almost 
always embraced the concept. Urban-based public universities have often 
believed that they have had a special responsibility to the metropolitan 
community. European professional schools have occupied an important 
role in offering specialized training in a number of important commercial 
arenas. Proprietary, for-profit universities have been very creative in 
identifying markets that are not always well-served by traditional institu-
tions, military personnel, working adults, and place-bound professionals 
who require online programs. Yet in the last quarter of the twentieth 
century, trends in higher education frequently led colleges and universi-
ties to downplay their place-specific distinctiveness in favor of how well 
they stacked up against national and international performance criteria. A 
major examination of land-grant universities, for example, described the 
identity crisis that occurred as these institutions began to look more and 
more like all other colleges and universities. 

Fortunately, this trend is being reversed. In recent years, there has been 
a growing recognition of the contribution that universities can make to 
their regional economies and the accompanying benefits that this can 
provide the institution. No one can look at the high-tech centers in Silicon 
Valley, Austin, Boston, and Cambridge, England, without understanding 
the importance of Stanford, the University of Texas, Harvard-MIT, and 
Cambridge to the economic vitality that was generated. Nor can anyone 
look at the effort to enhance social capital in a region and ignore the ac-
tivities of leading universities such as Penn, Yale, USC, and Ohio State. 

But there are with colleges and universities, as with regional economies, 
remarkable opportunities to become distinctive by focusing on program 
development related to what a single institution (or a group) can do bet-
ter than most similarly situated ones. Colleges and universities can carve 
out their distinctive niche in a manner that shapes a genuine identity. 
The institution may never become the largest community college or the 
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most selective liberal arts school, or be on the top twenty list in terms of 
federal research dollars, but it has the possibility of becoming, depending 
on location, a model for industry and community college collaboration, a 
liberal arts school that produces graduates who can function in a global 
economy, or one of the leading research universities on sustainability 
practices.

In this respect, what Porter and Cortright identify for economies at 
large may increasingly be the case with universities. Moreover, the tie-in 
with the regional culture and economy tends to be the critical feature in 
building this distinctiveness. Colleges and universities that utilize the 
asset bases that already exist in their communities and capitalize on the 
unique features of their areas are more likely to become distinctive insti-
tutions themselves. 

Distinctiveness and the University Community: Faculty and Students

Putting an emphasis on place-specific distinctiveness can sometimes 
seem to be antagonistic to faculty cultures that value disciplinary norms 
and where success is at least partially defined by developing an indi-
vidual research record that allows scholars to be mobile and entrepre-
neurial, not dependent on the favor of the administrators at their own 
place of employment. Moreover, there is a traditionalist criticism of 
“engagement” that views warily all moves in this direction, suspicious 
that it will undermine academic independence and disinterested pursuit 
of truth. 

But recent experience suggests that the faculty perspective can be far 
more supportive. In many scientific areas, the relationships that can 
be developed among universities, research parks, and the private sec-
tor provide a genuine sense of intellectual stimulation along with the 
possibility of enhanced financial compensation. Establishing effective 
collaborations requires excellent conflict-of-interest policies, thoughtful 
intellectual property guidelines, and guarantees of transparency about 
the actions of the institution. But it is difficult to deny that there is a 
growing sense among the faculty that the potential for bridging theory 
of practice and contributing to a region’s economic future is highly at-
tractive.

In fact, this possibility is often embraced by some of the vocal critics of 
university entrepreneurial commitments. Faculty who may be very con-
cerned about industry-based contracts and establishment of spin-off busi-
nesses by their colleagues can be extremely dedicated to the institution’s 
initiatives in developing social and cultural capital in the neighboring 
communities. Public health faculty, social scientists, K–12 education spe-
cialists, religious studies faculty, urban planners, and others have often 
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been the driving forces in creatively designing a way that colleges and 
universities can participate effectively in the community, not as experts 
coming equipped with theories and answers, but as partners who listen 
seriously to the concerns of community members and who work with 
them to develop real responses to their challenges. Moreover, the research 
that emerges from these partnerships is often highly publishable, fund-
able, and perfectly consistent with the long-term aspirations of individual 
faculty members. 

Student response to engagement opportunities with the community 
is almost uniformly positive. Colleges and universities, especially in the 
United States, have a long tradition of involving students in the broader 
community while they are attending school. Internships and externships 
have long been valuable elements in the American higher education 
experience, providing students with an experience that enables them to 
evaluate possible career choices and to understand how the real world 
operates. Students work at ad agencies, at television stations, in political 
campaigns and in myriad other venues; that period is often one of the 
more memorable features of their entire education. Education in the 
health sciences professions has invariably incorporated practicum ele-
ments as an essential feature of professional training. Nurses, doctors, 
pharmacists, physical therapists, and dental hygienists have worked with 
patients in the community in order to learn the scientific and relational 
aspects of the profession to which they are aspiring. 

The same has been true of the applied social sciences—education, social 
work, urban planning, criminal justice—where a significant part of pro-
fessional education is learning what the problems and challenges are in 
the broader environment and how to address them. 

The growing number of service learning programs that has developed 
in the last decade builds upon this tradition of external involvement. 
Students may work side by side with community groups as they focus 
on projects and causes designed to provide better delivery of a service 
such as education or health care or to enhance the overall quality of life 
in a community. Our urban planning program at VCU, for example, has 
developed team projects in which students assist neighborhood organiza-
tions, business associations, and towns in creating revitalization plans for 
neighborhoods, downtowns, and entire communities. Once a university 
creates the infrastructure that enables these programs to take off, the 
creativity of the faculty and students kicks in, often across a wider range 
of programs and interests than originally envisioned. Humanities faculty 
develop writing courses as part of educational rehabilitation programs in 
jails. Language students help recent immigrants negotiate the health care 
and social service systems. And education students assist kids in learning 
how to read. 
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While a number of students enroll in service learning for altruistic 
reasons, there are very practical reasons why students are typically so 
positive about university involvement in the community. Put simply, 
it provides them with additional opportunities. They can test possible 
career options before actually taking a full-time job. They can compare 
classroom lessons with ones from real life. And these opportunities tend 
to be the best means of acquiring the “soft” skills critical for today’s work-
place—getting along with others, speaking and writing for an audience, 
understanding motivation within an organizational setting, and learning 
how people from vastly different backgrounds see the world and what is 
important in it. 

In recent times, public higher education has taken substantial hits in 
the United States as state legislatures have confronted difficult choices. 
Private universities have seen their endowments decline in a number of 
instances by 20 to 25 percent. Around the globe, many countries have 
strained to meet the demand for higher education that an expanding 
population requires and to orient existing institutions to serve the needs 
of students who will be living within a global economy. For many college 
and university leaders, coping with the immediate financial crisis and 
working to reverse the overall decline in governmental support are the 
most important priorities of the moment.

But the trends that we have outlined regarding higher education’s 
indispensable role in economic and community development are likely 
to become more and not less pronounced as states, regions, and nations 
cope with and then emerge from their current fiscal challenges. Colleges 
and universities will become more vital to the economic development of 
their surrounding regions, not less. They will become more crucial to the 
development of social and cultural capital in their neighborhoods, not 
less. Conversely, colleges and universities will benefit from responding 
to these challenges. They will obtain greater public support for the visible 
contributions they are making. They will provide a better experience for 
their students. And they can build a greater commitment to the institution 
from faculty and staff. For the foreseeable future, effectively implement-
ing its potentially decisive role in community and economic development 
will become a key driver of college and university success, both in the 
United States and throughout the world.

NOTES

1. Joe Cortright, “The City-University Partnership: Applying the City Vitals 
Framework to Creating a Sustainable Region” (draft white paper submitted to 
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omy at Portland State University, Portland, OR, April 30–May 1, 2009), 10.
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